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ABSTRACf 

The overall objective of this dissertation research was to account for heterogeneous 

language use closely linked to changes in speakers' social lives and ultimately to provide 

empirical evidence against a mythical, stereotyped view of Japan as a homogeneous speech 

community. As the most revealing variable, I have focused on the speech of Japanese 

women whose gender roles have undergone drastic transformation in contemporary soci

ety. 

The research consists of two particular phases of investigation. The first phase in

volves using the variationist approach to analyze the speech of three groups of women 

leading distinctive social lives: full-time homemakers, full-time working women in clerical 

positions and those in positions of authority. The results refute as overgeneralizations the 

claims of past mainstream work on Japanese gender differentiation, which has consistently 

defined women's language use based exclusively on middle-class full-time homemakers 

under the influence of the traditional ideology of complimentary gender roles. Variable rule 

analysis reveals that differential performance grammars are operating among the three 

groups of women, and that the inter-group differentiation can be interpreted as social strati

fication more meaningfully correlated with speakers' concrete occupation-bound categories 

than abstract ones such as social class membership. Potential causes for such differentiation 

are accounted for in terms of speakers' everyday contacts with people and types of commu

nicative routines and experiences in their occupation-bound communication networks. 

The second phase of the investigation sheds light on the sociolinguistic dilemmas 

Japanese working women in positions of leadership are likely to face. Working women in 

charge, a newly emerging group of women in non-traditional gender roles, tend to confront 

contradictions between the culturally prescribed ways of speaking for women (i.e., speak

ing politely, indirectly, deferentially) and the communicative requirements of their occupa-
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tiona! status. Both quantitative and qualitative analyses of directive speech acts at a number 

of workplaces reveal that working women in charge characteristically use a variety of inno

vative sociolinguistic strategies to resolve such dilemmas. These strategies include de-fem

inization of overtly feminine morphosyntactic structures, contextualization to compensate 

for the indirect framing of directives. linguistic devices to mask power/status asymmetries 

with subordinates and promote collaborative rapport and peer solidarity. style-shifting of 

the predicate to negotiate the distribution of power, and strategic uses of polite language as 

an indexicality of their occupational status and identity rather than as a marker of power

lessness in conflict talk. 



1.1. THE PROBLEM 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCI'ION 

The present dissertation research is focused on neglected internal heterogeneity in 

sociolinguistic grammars' of the Japanese language. It is pointed out that past studies 

of Japanese sociolinguistics (and linguistics studies as well) have been subject to pro

found influences of native prescriptive ideologies which promote "normative/stereo

typical linguistic usages rather than accurate descriptions of actual language practices" 

in the speech community (Okamoto, et al., 1997:140). Most sociolinguistic descrip

tions of Japanese language use have thus far been "folklinguistic" in large part rather 

than the results of an objective analysis (Miller, 1989:38). As reviewed in the next 

chapter, this is mainly the consequence of the long-term methodological tradition of 

Japanese sociolinguistic inquiry, in which native speakers' introspection has been pri

mary data for investigation through self-report questionnaires, informal interviews on 

language use, and researchers' anecdotal evidence (Shibamoto, 1985; Miller, 1996). 

Past sociolinguistic work which is based on naturalistic data, however, still suffers 

from biased sampling. Speech data in Japanese sociolinguistics are typically restricted 

to a particular sector of the speech community, usually the educated Tokyo speaker 

(Miller, 1995), as well as the intuitions of the researchers themselves, who are also part 

of the elite, typical "linguistic lames" (Labov, 1972a:290-2). It follows that the 

Japanese speech community has consistently been portrayed as being a homogeneous 
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l "Sociolinguistic grammar" is equivalent to a performance grammar involving structured, 
rule-governed variation in language use, which is covariate with a composite of linguis
tic/discoursal constraints and extralinguistic factors (i.e., the speaker's demographic char
acteristics. setting and audience design) (Cedergren & Sankoff, 1974). Whenever the term 
"grammar" appears hereafter, the identical definition applies. 



culture with one language consisting of unique linguistic devices (e.g., honorifics), de

spite abundant empirical evidence for social stratification within single speech com

munities in western societies (Miller, 1989, 1995, 1996). This prescriptivist scope of 

investigation has contributed to homogeneous, crossculturally noncomparable, images 

of Japanese language practices and has deprived Japanese sociolinguistics of vigorous 

research on a wide range of internal diversity within the speech community. 

The overall objective of the present project is to provide empirical evidence against 

this widespread fallacy in Japanese sociolinguistics, especially as regards gender differ

entiation, one of the core areas of variable use in Japanese. Among a variety of prob

lematic dimensions of sociolinguistic stratification in Japanese speech community, I 

have selected gender differentiation as the target of my investigation mainly because of 

the extent of its importance within the speech community. I hope that the outcome of 

this investigation will make some practical contributions to the understanding of social 

problems linked to women's language, which I believe sociolinguistics of Japanese 

should help resolve. 

The following subsections describe three specific language-related issues in detail: 

l) the myth of a homogeneous grammar of Japanese women's language; 2) the deficit 

model of women's language in Japan; and 3) sociolinguistic dilemmas of Japanese 

women in non-traditional gender roles. 

The myth of a homogeneous grammar of Japanese women's language 

Traditional cultural ideologies on gender relations in Japanese society emphasize 

men's public role as heads of households and women's domestic role as housewives 

and mothers (Lebra, 1984 ). Historians of pre-industrialized Japan, however, have ar

gued for more heterogeneous views of this traditional division of sex roles, claiming 

that women's social roles and gender construction in Japanese society have never been 

monolithic but have experienced constant dynamic recreation throughout the history of 
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Japan (Bernstein, 1991 }. Feminine roles have been defmed variably under the influence 

of such complex factors as women's position within the family, their social class, the 

religious and social values of the society, and the pressure from legal, economic, and 

political institutions of the times. In addition, the socially prescribed norms (i.e., wom

en's domestic roles and men's public roles} are usually observed only by a small mi

nority sector of the population (typically, women and men from the upper and upper

middle classes}, and norm-breaking women attempting to enter the public sphere have 

constantly played significant roles in influencing gender construction. Our neglect of 

such diversity in the definitions of gender construction has perpetuated the "myth that 

Japanese women never 'worked' and have always been mothers first and foremost" 

(Bernstein, 1991: 12}. 

A historical overview of gender relations in contemporary Japanese society is also 

presented by Ueno ( 1987, 1988}. Though it is historically true that Japan's moderniza

tion since the latter part of the nineteenth century gradually consolidated sexual segre

gation between businessmen-husbands and housewives and led to the exclusion of the 

housewife from the public sphere, Ueno ( 1987) also maintains that a dramatic diversifi

cation of housewives has taken place, since the l960s-the decade of Japan's eco

nomic miracle. Since Japanese industries of the 1960s were obliged to mobilize women 

due to a serious shortage of labor, housewives' participation in the labor market has be

come more and more active, with an increasing number of housewives taking part-time 

jobs. By the late 1970s, social justification for being a sengyoo shufu (i.e., full-time 

housewife) and its prestige as representing upward social mobility began to fall apart. 

Sengyoo shufu have become a "social minority" with their self-identity threatened 

(Ueno, 1988: 139). 

Despite this dynamic evolution of women's social lives in Japan, a great majority 

of mainstream studies of Japanese women's language (e.g., Ide, 1990; Ide, et al., 
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1986; Shibamoto 1985, 1987, 1990; Smith, 1992a) have been heavily influenced by 

what Bernstein calls a "myth": the monolithic definition of complementary gender roles. 

Such mythical perceptions have led those studies to base their descriptions of men's 

language on white-collar businessmen who speak standard Japanese (i.e., Tokyo 

Japanese) and those of women's language on full-time homemakers from middle-class 

salaried households who also speak standard Japanese. The ideal of 'womanliness' 

(i.e., talking non-assertively, indirectly, politely, and deferentially) recognized in mid

dle-class or upper-class homemakers' speech in Tokyo has been blindly assumed to 

apply to the other sectors of the female population without any empirical justification. I 

argue that this monolithic approach has caused consistent over-generalizations of soci

olinguistic variation in the grammar of women's language in the Japanese speech com

munity. 

The first evidence for the monolithic approach to be problematic can be derived 

from the current demographic facts concerning women's participation in the market

place. The facts readily prove that it is nothing but the fallacious consequence of tradi

tional prescriptive ideologies of gender roles to regard full-time homemakers as being 

the ideal representative of women's language. 
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TABLE 1.1. 

Workinf: and Non-workinf: (outside home> Population in 1989 Survey 

Female Male 
Total Working Population 2533 (4.9.5%) 3737 (77%) 

~.~.!;.~:J?.~E,!;Y, .... ~!.!?.¥.~~.~." ........... !!.~.! ...... J .. ~.~ .. ~ .. ;.~.t ................. ?..~.~.~ ..... ~.§.Q.: .. ~.:u. 
~§.~.~.~.:.§!!!P.-1.~.¥.~.£ ............. - ................. " ............. ?..?..~J2 .. :.2..~.L ....................... §.~.2 .. U:~.:.1~.) .. 
~Family Business 437(8.5%) 94(1.9%) 

Total Non-Working Population 2564 (50.5%) 1091 (21.5%) 

L?..~.~~~~.r..~ ............................... ·····"··-;~.~-~ ...... J.~.~-.: .. 7.~1 ........................... !-.~ ... J .. 9..: . .7..~.2. 
lstudents 452 (8.8%) 546 (11.2%) 
~-····························································· ························-····-······················· ···-········-······································· 
§others 590 (11.5%) 532 (11%) 

The figures are in ten thousands. 

(Adapted from Inoue & Ehara, 1991:83) 

The 1989 demographic data in Table 1.1 show that full-time homemakers constitute 

only about thirty percent of the total female population. The number of female full-time 

workers has dramatically increased for the last thirty years (Smith, 1987): while about 

six million women were working full-time in 1960, the number had almost tripled by 

1989 (Inoue & Ehara, 1991:83 ). In a 1991 survey, the number of full-time homemak

ers had become even smaller, 24% (Soorifu, 1993:329). 

About fifty percent of the female population worked in 1989, with 34.1% of 

Japanese women participating in the labor force as third-party employees, and about 

seventy-five percent of those women being all full-time workers. The female working 

population has been growing since 1989 (49.5%): 50.1% of Japanese women worked 

in 1990, and 50.7% in 1991 (Soorifu, 1993:100). In 1991, the numberofthird-party 

employees constituted 38.3% (Soorifu, 1993:102). 

It has been hypothesized in sociolinguistics that drastic change in the sociopolitical 

characteristics of the speech community leads to radical alternations in the normative 

structure of the speech community and consequent long-term transformation of the lin

guistic and sociolinguistic systems as a whole (Labov, 1994). In her paper entitled 
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"Women's language in a groping period," Takasaki (1988) claims that Japanese femi

nine speech is in transition (towards "de-feminization") and attributes this to ongoing 

changes in women's gender roles, including both quantitative and qualitative changes in 

their patterns of participation in a variety of non-domestic activities in recent years. All 

these theses suggest a strong possibility that the degree to which speakers are integrated 

into marketplace activities outside the home can be an important variable to consider 

when conducting analysis of sociolinguistic variation in how women speak in contem

porary Japanese society (Nichols, 1980, 1983; Endoo, at al., 1989; Endoo, 1992). 

Neglecting the possible impact of the dynamic transformation of gender roles and 

women's identity on language use, past studies have put forward static definitions of 

Japanese women's language almost exclusively on the basis of the speech of a minority 

sector of the female population (i.e., full-time homemakers). Rigorous investigation of 

the speech of Japanese women in non-traditional domains (e.g., full-time working 

women) is certainly vital for a more realistic picture of how Japanese women speak in 

today's changing society. 

The second evidence for the monolithic approach to lead to over-generalizations of 

how women speak concerns regional diversity in the degree of femininity in local di

alects. Gender distinctions in Japanese defmed and circulated are primarily an urban 

phenomenon (Kitagawa, 1977). Descriptions of Japanese women's language have been 

based primarily on the speech of women living in Tokyo or folklinguistic perceptions 

by those (including those of researchers themselves) who were regarded as speakers of 

a Tokyo dialect, the standard variety of Japanese. As a matter of fact, there are anum

ber of rural dialects which researchers claim do not have male/female distinctions in 

speech (Kindaichi, 1969). Yamaguchi ( 1991: 76), for example, reports from his field-
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work that in a rural dialect of the eastern part of Japan,2 forms of address (e.g .• ware 

'you'), patterns of responses (e.g .• oo 'yeah'), types of sentence final particles (e.g .• 

daa as an interrogative particle), and direct-style requests are used equally by both sexes 

without any male/female variation. 

Ueno ( 1988) claims that a marked sex-role division of labor between men and 

women is characteristic of urban areas where industrialization resulted in women being 

confmed to the home. The lack or less saliency of male/female distinctions in regional 

dialects may be largely due to the less pronounced sex division of labor in rural com

munities. where women as well as men constitute an important labor force (Kitagawa, 

1977; Ooishi, 1975). Furthermore, because of both physical and demographic circum

stances. rural communities also tend to be "hard-shelled" (Saville-Troike, 1989: 19), 

maintaining a relatively closed, strong linguistic boundary. This strong network bound

ary permits only minimal interaction between members and outsiders and may con-

tribute to maintenance of local vernaculars and use caused by minimal exposure to the 

national norms and evaluation in terms of gender differentiation in speech as well. 

As the last evidence, the exclusive focus of the past studies on middle-class speech 

represents one of the widespread defects in research on gender and language: the scope 

of past investigation tends to be limited to particular social segments of the population 

(e.g .• white Anglo middle classes in English-speaking contexts) (Coates, 1988; Escure, 

1992). Most of the past studies of Japanese gender differentiation either totally ignore 

class-related variation within women's language or deliberately narrows its scope to 

"middle-class" speakers, assuming they are "typical" of the rest of the female popula

tion (Ide, et al .• 1986:26). 

2 The dialect is called "Mizukubo-cho Hoogen" in Shizuoka Prefecture (Yamaguchi, 
1991 :76). 
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Though no vigorous investigation of class-related gender differentiation in the 

Japanese context has been conducted up to now, Hibiya's (1988) study of sound 

change in Tokyo Japanese provides some indirect insight into class-linked diversity 

within Japanese women's language. While no statistically significant variations be

tween the gender groups were found for the four phonological variables examined, 

class-related variation within women's language became evident in one of the variables. 

In pronunciation of a non-standard, socially stigmatized, vowel /if in place of the vowel 

lui, working-class women led both lower-middle and middle-middle-class women in its 

use.3 This suggests that Japanese women, who have been assumed to form a single 

speech community, do not necessarily react to linguistic change in homogenous ways. 

Furthermore, class-based grouping of women itself has been one of the most con

troversial issues in research on language and gender. V ariationists' class-based ac

counts of women's language have been severely criticized for their androcentric, over

simplified methods for quantifying complexities of women's lives, which stretch over 

both domestic and public spheres (Delphy, 1981; Llewellyn, 1981; Cameron & Coates, 

1988; Guy, 1988; Graddol & Swann, 1989). Many studies have demonstrated that 

gender-linked variation in language use is better captured by more ethnographic ac

counts of speakers' individual life experiences and ideologies bound to their local 

community (Milroy, 1980; Nichols, 1984; Hill, 1987; Eckert, 1989). Automatic classi-

fication of women in terms of calculated class index has perpetuated a myth that women 

sharing class membership all speak in the same way. 

The deficit model of women's langua~e in Japan 

One of the most significant practical contributions sociolinguistics has brought to 

social problems is a rigorous attempt to dismiss language-related prejudice against so-

3 Examples: shinjuku, a place name in Tokyo, is pronounced shinjiku; shujutsu, 
'operation.' is pronounced shiji.tsu (Hibiya, 1988: 137). 
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cial minorities (i.e., speakers of non-standard varieties)--a folklinguistic view of verbal 

deprivation or "restricted code" concerning the speech of social minorities (Bernstein, 

1961, 1972). Past sociolinguistic work (Labov, 1972a; Wolfram & Fasold, 1974; 

Fasold, 1975; Trudgill, 1975) which closely examined their actual linguistic perfor

mance has demonstrated that verbal deprivation is indeed a mythical consequence of 

linguistic ideologies, the cultural conceptions of communicative behavior associated 

with particular socioeconomic groups (Woolard & Schieffelin, 1994). 

The view of linguistic deficiencies also used to represent a dominant ideology in 

interpretations of gender differences in language. Beginning with Jespersen (1922), 

women's speech has long been given the status of a "marked" variety (Spender, 

1980:20), with stereotypes of being polite, conservative, and emotionally loaded, but 

deprived of intellectuality, logicality, and solemnity. Since Lakoffs ( 1973) provoking 

work characterized women's speech in American English as immature, nonassertive, 

and hyperpolite (representing inferior status) based on her own standard-speaking 

white-middle-class intuitions, a number of studies in western societies have empirically 

tested the validity of these stereotypes, analyzing performance data from a variety of 

contexts. In cases, the stereotypes turned out to be problematic. A number of linguistic 

features that had been presumed to be the properties of feminine speech were found to 

be correlated with a variety of contextual factors other than the speaker's sex category 

per se (Crosby & Nyquist, 1977; Brouwer, et al., 1979; Leet-Pellegrini, 1980; O'Barr 

& Atkins, 1980; Edelsky, 1981; Yaeger-Dror & Sister, 1987; Cameron, et al., 1988; 

Holmes, 1984, 1988; Jones, 1992). 

The stereotyped view, however, still constitutes a major part of mainstream lin

guistic ideologies on linguistic gender differentiation in contemporary Japan. The tradi

tion of prescriptivism in sociolinguistic inquiry (i.e., exclusive focus on a middle-class, 

standard variety of Japanese) has been married with cultural conceptions of the ideal 
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"social personality" of women (Bourdieu, 1977:655): being "modest" in behavior and 

opinions, and being '"polite' and 'gentle' to others" (Mashimo, 1969:46). Primarily 

through education (both institutional and domestic), Japanese women have been taught 

to acquire or at least parade such personalities, which have fostered prescriptive views 

on how they talk as well as idealistic images of Japanese women. Politeness and indi

rectness as linguistic manifestations of women's social personality have thus become 

the norms for the speech of Japanese women in general (Mashimo, 1969; Endoo, 

1991 ). 

While it is evident from the preceding discussions that women's gender roles and 

identities have undergone drastic changes over the last few decades, many of existing 

dictionaries and encyclopedias on the Japanese language cite women's normative usage 

of language with an emphasis on such elements as politeness, indirectness, illogicality, 

and triviality, all of which imply communicative powerlessness and incompetence. 

For example, Kokugo-gaku Daijiten (An Encyclopedia of National Language 

Studies) (Nakano, 1980:350) characterizes women's language use as adopting more 

honorific expressions, speaking more politely and more indirectly, and producing more 

incomplete utterances (than men). Nihongo Hyakka Jiten (An Encyclopedia of the 

Japanese language) (Kanemaru, 1988:559) has a similar citation, stating that women 

produce incomplete utterances and use repetitions. A well-known scholar of women's 

language in Japan defines male-female differences in Japanese language use: 

In general, men's ways of speaking are characterized as being powerful, 
dominant, controlling, persistent, and straightforward with a desire for au
thority. Women's ways of speaking, on the other hand, are soft, coopera
tive, and indirect, but they tend to focus on trivial topics of conversation and 
use a great deal of repetition (Horii, 1990:29). 4 

4 All translations are my own unless otherwise noted. 
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Other linguists (Mashimo, 1969; Nakamura, 1989) also join them with similar charac

terizations: women use expressions which encode the speaker's respect for others and 

emphasize politeness of attitudes, often leave utterances incomplete, speak in an indirect 

manner, and ask favors in noncommittal ways, using ambiguous expressions and ex

cuses. 

Serious problems arise when such linguistic ideologies concerning Japanese 

women are used to make superficial judgments against the practical value (i.e., eco

nomic/political value) of their language. Bourdieu (1977:51) argues that linguistic com

petence inevitably involves stratified "symbolic power" in political economy. Verbal 

skills and performances as economic resources tend to establish and maintain uneven 

distributions of economic and political resources among people of a speech community. 

One's success or failure in acquiring an ability to manage discourse in a socioeconomi

cally appropriate way (i.e., the ability to speak and write in a proper language, or a 

proper variety or style of language) constrains his or her access to economic and politi

cal resources available in a particular speech community (Irvine, 1989:255-7). 

As empirical evidence that feminine ways of speaking may function to reduce 

women's share of economic and political resources in Japanese society, lwamura's 

twin-guise experiment (reported in Nishi Nihon Newspaper, 1978) uncovers native 

speakers' stereotyped perceptions that feminine speech is communicatively incompetent 

in the marketplace. In this study, seven hundred adolescents (both male and female 

high school students) evaluated male-female differentiation in written passages. They 

judged the identical feminine counterpart as being "emotional," "subjective," and "ideal

istic" in its content, and also devalued it due to the "insincere," "hysteric," and "imperti

nent" character of the writer. The male counterpart, on the other hand, was likely to be 

judged as being "objective" and "rational." Iwamura concludes that "even though the 

passages express the identical propositional content, masculinity in speech tends to 
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make favorable impressions on both sexes," whereas femininity makes the utterance 

sound "too weak and ambiguous to fully transmit thoughts and judgments." 

Jugaku's series of work (1979, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1990) has consistently chal-

lenged these native perceptions of Japanese women's language being deficient in the 

public sphere. Jugaku calls prescribed linguistic femininity ashi-kase ('fetters'), a hin

drance to women's liberation and social advancement. Jugaku ( 1986:31) cites an 

episode: 

'"Womanliness' in speech strongly constrains how women talk. In insisting 
on something, women are always at a disadvantage because people tend to be 
quite concerned with their manner of speaking. Others may say, "the utterance 
does not sound like something uttered by a woman," or "Is that a woman, 
speaking in such a way!?" For example, when a female politician harshly 
criticizes others' policies, she is likely to be a target of such criticism. The 
speaker is immediately criticized once she starts to speak in a direct manner . 
... The way men are allowed to talk is not allowed for women. Certain types 
or ways of speaking are taboo for women." 

J ugaku ( 1984) argues that the prevalent cultural ideology that women should talk in 

feminine ways (onna-rashiku) inhibits equality in communication between men and 

women who collaborate or compete with one another in the marketplaces. 

Stigmatization against women who adopt non-feminine ways of speaking and stereo-

typed images of their powerlessness in communication (derived from politeness and 

indirectness) are both likely to segregate Japanese women from the public sphere. In 

fact, as increasing numbers of women enter into the marketplace today, the linguistic 

ideologies seem to be beginning to conflict with how women actually speak in playing 

their innovative gender roles in the public sector (Endoo, 1992; Endoo, et al., 1989; 

Reynolds, 1990; Smith, l992b ). 

Linguistic dilemmas and innovation among Japanese women in non-traditional gender 
roles 

While Japanese women have considerable power in domestic life, they traditionally 

have not held positions of authority in the public sphere (Rosenberger, 1994). In spite 
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of the fact that increasing numbers of women desire careers beyond tb.e home today, 

discriminatory systems (e.g., little chance of advancement and low salaries) and ideolo

gies opposed to working women remain widespread among Japanese companies 

(Kashima, 1993). Even after the Equal Employment Opportunity Law enacted on April 

1986 banned gender-related inequities in employment conditions, persistent male-ori

ented norms have hindered advances (Tak:enobu, 1994). 

Given this situation, many working Japanese women are confronting difficulties in 

achieving authority at their workplaces (Reynolds, 1990). The difficulties stem from 

conflicts between the symbolic meanings of gender in Japanese society and the reality 

of new roles for working women. The "constitutive indexing" of Japanese women's 

speech patterns (which functions to index the culturally preferred, delicate and gentle 

image of women) (Ochs, 1992:341) seriously contradicts the communicative require

ments arising from their new roles in male-dominated occupational activities: against the 

prescriptive norms of feminine speech, professional women must speak with assertion 

and forcefulness to establish authority in the workplace. 

Sociolinguistic change in Japanese women's language motivated by their active 

participation in the traditionally male world of the marketplace is first recognized anec

dotally in Ogata, et al. ( 1957). Referring to the ongoing masculinization of the wom

en's language of the times, they view the change as being an inevitable sociolinguistic 

innovation led primarily by a new social group of shokugyoo fujin ('professional 

women'), which emerged from the rapid growth of the Japanese economy in the post

war era. What seems to activate the change is twofold: the expansion of women's 

communication networks to the "external world" on the one hand, and the necessity of 
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"speaking clearly" on the other; i.e., communicative requirements from their occupa-

tional roles (Ogata, et al, 1957:2-3; Ooishi, 1975: 36).5 

Recently, both Reynolds (1990) and Smith (1992b) more empirically focus on the 

speech of professional Japanese women with authoritative status6 and argue that a so

cially prescribed femininity in Japanese women's speech (e.g., talking nonassertively, 

indirectly, politely, and deferentially) creates a dilemma especially for women who hold 

gender-atypical (i.e., publicly authoritative) occupational roles.7 In order to function as 

politicians, supervisors, administrators, associates, lawyers, doctors, etc., Japanese 

women must overcome the stereotype of being "powerless" in communication. 

Responding to a survey conducted by Nihon Keizai Newspaper in 1988 (reported 

in Kashima, 1993), about sixty percent of female company executives who responded 

felt that they were at a disadvantage playing their occupational roles because they were 

women. They commonly pointed out that one of the direct sources of their disadvantage 

was communication problems with both male executives and male subordinates 
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5 Readers should again be reminded that the recognized innovation was generally an urban 
phenomenon, perhaps restricted to the speech of women from middle or upper-class 
salaried households where full-time homemakers (sengyoo shufu) represented upward so
cial mobility (Ueno, 1988). 
6 Reynolds' ( 1990) study is based on her interviews with professional women about their 
language use and transcribed material published previously. Smith's (1992b) study ana
o/zes directive use in scripted data from television programs. 

A governmental survey conducted in 1991 reports (Soorifu, 1993:103-4) that white-col
lar office clerks constitute the largest group of working women (34.1% ), whereas other 
major occupational groups include blue-collar workers at manufacturing plants (20.1% ), 
technical experts and professional workers (13.9%), salesclerks (12.6%), maintenance and 
service personnel ( 10.8% ). While women in managerial positions still constitute a tiny mi
nority among working women (1.0%), diachronic changes in the proportion of women to 
men in the positions indicate that this particular group of working women has been steadily 
growing over the past decades: 5.4% of those who held managerial positions were female 
in 1975, 6.8% in 1980, and 8.4% in 1985 (Inoue & Ehara, 1991:105). A 1989 survey. 
which investigated the number of female company executives, also reports that more than 
thirty percent of Japanese companies increased the number of female employees in man
agerial positions such as section chiefs (ka-choo) or chief clerks (kakari-choo), and that 
sixteen percent did so in the position of section manager (bu-choo) (Soorifu, 1993: 115). It 
is certain that the number of female company executives will keep rising from now on 
(Kashima, 1993:37). 



(Kashima. 1993:38). Through my fieldwork interviews in Japan. I have also found that 

many professional women in positions of authority are aware of difficulties in interact

ing with their subordinates and have different views of useful linguistic strategies for 

successful workplace interactions. A section manager at a major company pointed out 

that being outspoken and straightforward was the most crucial linguistic skill to com

municate with subordinates successfully. A few other executives. on the other hand, 

claimed that mitigation in speech was an absolute necessity but that the degree of miti

gation should be controlled depending on the sex of subordinates. Especially in direct

ing subordinates. ovenly brisk presentation often causes a negative impact on the sub

ordinates, which tends to be perceived more seriously by female subordinates than male 

subordinates. A law office manager felt that she could be disregarded in business nego

tiations if speaking femininely, and said that she consciously adopted direct, non-femi

nine ways of speaking. A few company presidents mentioned that they regularly took 

lessons in public speaking and had also been organizing study groups of women who 

hold similar occupational statuses to discuss a variety of managerial problems. 

How professional Japanese women in positions of authority linguistically manage 

the contradictions between the social expectations of gender roles and the realities of 

their lives as working women is a complex and under-studied question (Smith. 1992b). 

Based mostly on anecdotal evidence, conflicting views have so far emerged concerning 

the nature of innovation in the speech of working Japanese women in leadership posi

tions (see Chapter V for details). Do they merely adopt masculine variables as the 

power code at the risk of being stigmatized as unfeminine? Do they avoid feminine 

variables to reduce the degree of powerlessness (Reynolds, 1990) or conversely em

phasize femininity as their identity markers (Abe, 1992; Ide & Inoue, 1992; Ide, 1993)? 

Or do they innovate totally unique sociolinguistic strategies to meet the communicative 

requirements of their jobs (Smith, 1992b)? Further investigation must go beyond the 
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level of anecdotal arguments with a systematic approach to a large amount of naturalis

tic data. The outcome of investigation will not only delineate a rich repertoire of inno

vative sociolinguistic strategies adopted by working women resolving their commu

nicative dilemmas, but also provide some insight into the future course of overall soci

olinguistic change in how Japanese women speak as their gender roles and social iden

tities continue to change. 
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1.2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND GOALS 

The theoretical foundation on which this research project is built is a "community

based" approach to gender differentiation in language (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 

1992:461 ). In this approach, gender is interpreted not as a fixed category but as locally 

constructed dynamic processes: the ways real people variably construct their gender 

roles, identities, and social relations to others, through their everyday social practices in 

very local communities. The two major thrusts of this approach--the process-oriented 

perspectives of gender, and the highly localized investigation of the interaction of gen

der and language--are particularly appealing to the topics of the present research pro

ject. 

The first thrust, which emphasizes gender as a dynamic construction of member

ships in a living community, enables researchers to account for evolutionary aspects of 

the social configuration of gender and resultant transformation of linguistic gender dif

ferentiation in a particular speech community. Gendering one's social identity and rela

tions in everyday social practices is never static but evolves along with people's con

stant active engagement in the reproduction of or resistance to gender arrangements in 

their communities (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1992:466). It can be argued that a 

mainstream static model of gender distinctions in language crucially fails to take into ac

count the interaction of change in the speaker's social life and language: language use 

evolves in accord with the speaker's encounters with new dimensions of gender roles 

and identities in a local community. The present dissertation project focuses on this dy

namic interaction between the ongoing evolution of Japanese women's gender roles and 

identity in today's changing society and the resultant sociolinguistic diversification in 

their language use. 

The second major thrust, which focuses the speaker's locally constructed gendered 

practices, argues for discovering the neglected heterogeneity of the social meanings of 
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gender and their linguistic manifestations. This perspective compensates for the preva

lent defects of traditional approaches to gender and language: stereotypes of women's 

(and men's) language and over-generalization of intra-gender group diversities (Coates 

& Cameron. 1988; Eckert & McConnell-Ginet. 1992; Graddol & Swann. 1989). The 

majority of previous studies of gender and language have dealt with women (or men) as 

a linguistically homogenous group. and this common assumption bas created a myth 

that all women (or men) in a particular community speak in the same way (Eckert & 

McConnell-Ginet. 1992). However. a more locally constructed. ernie analysis of indi

vidual everyday social practices in the very local community has proven that a great deal 

of heterogeneity exists within gender groups. as demonstrated by such investigation of 

individual patterns of local network structures (Milroy. 1980). degrees of participation 

in the local marketplace (Nichols. 1980. 1983. 1984; Bortoni-Ricardo. 1985). social 

ambition (Douglas-Cowie. 1978 ). loyalty to local heritage and identity (Labov. 1963; 

Gal. 1978a; Thomas. 1988). and locally affiliated acts of identity (LePage & Tabouret

Keller. 1985; Eckert. 1988. 1989). Mainstream research on gender differentiation in 

Japanese suffers from the same defect-the over-generalization of the internal diversity 

in women's (and men's) language. The present research challenges the homogeneous 

definition of Japanese women's language. focusing on sociolinguistic variations exist

ing among women who play different gender roles in contemporary society. 

The present study is designed to achieve two general goals. The first goal is to re

veal neglected internal sociolinguistic variation within the grammar of Japanese wom

en's language. empirically challenging the mainstream homogeneous. prescriptive def

inition. Language is a dynamic sociolinguistic enterprise closely linked to change in 

speakers' social lives in the very local community. as a number of sociolinguistic stud

ies have proven (e.g .• Gal. 1978ab; Labov. 1963; Nichols. 1983; Eckert. 1989). As 

discussed so far. the predominant acceptance of prescriptivism in Japanese linguistic 
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inquiry has tended to ignore heterogeneous realities of how women (and men) speak in 

the speech community. Biased sampling of data (taken from introspection or middle

class Standard-Japanese speakers in urban communities) has inevitably led to overgen

eralizations as to how women (and men) speak in everyday lives in their local com

munities. The traditional static definition of Japanese women's language is particularly 

problematic in studies of the speech community, where drastic change in the social 

construction of gender has been taking place, and the language is one of the primary 

vehicles to convey the social meanings of such change. 

The outcome of this investigation will refute the homogeneous definition of 

Japanese women's language by bringing in speech data from the most sociolinguisti

cally dynamic sector of the female population: professional women. My comparative 

analysis of the speech of full-time homemakers and two groups of working women 

(office clerks and those in leadership positions) will illustrate that a wide range of so

ciolinguistic variability exists within the speech of Japanese women, and that the de

tected variability is systematically correlated with the degree of their integration into the 

marketplace and the content of the resultant social networks in their everyday lives. 

The second goal of the present study is to account for sociolinguistic strategies in

novated by professional Japanese women in positions of authority to overcome the 

aforementioned linguistic dilemmas. This is the ftrst large-scale examination of the is

sue up to now. Analyzing a large number of naturalistic workplace interactions involv

ing female superiors, I will particularly focus on their directive speech act techniques 

since those involve a highly intense degree of "face-threatening" (Brown, 1980: 115; 

Brown & Levinson, 1987). As a control group, I will also compare speech data of di

rective use by male superiors. 

The focus of the examination is twofold. First, the distributional characteristics of 

directives will be quantitatively investigated; i.e., what specific forms of directives tend 
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to be used in panicular types of "participant frameworks" (Bell. 1984:) and what gen

der-linked differences. if any. exist. The findings will be compared with innovative di

rective strategies reported by previous studies for further confirmation. 

I will then take a more qualitative look at the particular discoursal strategies 

Japanese women in charge use in order to compensate for apparent powerlessness de

rived from prescriptive images of gender and stereotypical feminine characteristics of 

their language. Of significance in this phase of analysis is a new dimension of the ana

lytical framework of the present study. While existing studies of Japanese directives 

have taken into account sentence-level variation (i.e .• the "head act" [the minimal unit or 

the core of the request sequence]) only (Blum-Kulka. et al .• 1989b:l7-9). the present 

analysis emphasizes the speaker's discoursal manipulations for framing the utterance as 

a directive--contextualization. where strategic innovations will in fact be identified most 

distinctively. The researcher's direct observations of workplace interactions also help 

clarify the "situated meanings" of the acts (Schiffrin, l994a: 109-27), which are dynam

ically negotiated from moment to moment in an exchange. The dynamic processes of 

context-specific negotiation contribute further to the disclosure of the ways women in 

leadership positions overcome the dilemmas and establish their authority. 
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CHAPTER IT 

WOMEN'S LANGUAGE IN JAPANESE SOCIETY 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the lack of empirical studies of the neglected sociolinguistic diversity in 

gender differentiation in Japanese, the present chapter aims to provide readers with a 

comprehensive, overall picture of factual aspects of the diversification of women's 

gender roles and their language from the viewpoint of the intimate linkage between lan

guage and society. The first section of this chapter (2.2) will give a diachronic 

overview of the socio-historical background of the formation of women's language in 

Japan, focusing on the processes of linguistic evolution that have proceeded hand in 

hand with changes in women's social lives. In the second section (2.3), I will describe 

the ongoing evolutionary dimensions of female gender construction in the society to

day--the dynamic processes in which women's gender roles and identities have been 

transformed as the potential impetus of diversification of their language. In the third 

section (2.4), I will shed light on native speakers' folklinguistic perceptions of diversi

fication in women's language, reviewing a number of language attitude surveys con

ducted recently in Japan. In the final section (2.5), I will summarize the claims of pre

vious studies on the grammar of Japanese women's language with reference to the re

search design. This will allow readers to become aware of the methodological tradition 

of Japanese sociolinguistics, and the validity of some of the claims will be re-examined 

through naturalistic data in the following chapters. 
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2.2. FORMATION OF WOMEN'S LANGUAGE IN JAPAN: HISTORICAL 
BACKGROUND 

The roots of gender distinctions in Japanese have a long history. The earliest 

record available today comes from Manyooshuu, Japan's oldest collection of poems, 

compiled around 750. Certain terms of address were gender-based at least among up

per-class intellectuals (who were the authors of the poems) (Ooishi, 1975; Peng, et al., 

1981 ). Kimi and imashi were second-person forms typically used by women address

ing men, and imo and na were used by men addressing women. Certain honorific ex-

pressions were also used predominantly by women to men (e.g., honorific forms of the 

verb imasu 'to be,' auxiliaries masu, tamau ), but rarely by men to women. During this 

period of history, however, gender differences do not seem particularly widespread 

throughout the whole system of the language. In fact, those gender-specific features are 

assumed to have died out in the following Heian Period (794-1192) (Ooishi, 1975; 

Peng, 1984). 

Many historical linguists assume that gender-based differences were trivial in spo-

ken Japanese during the Heian Period (794-1192), since specific grammatical features 

encoding gender differentiation are rarely found in literature from this period (Ooishi, 

1975; Peng, 1984; Peng, et al., 1981). There is, however, some indication that women 

and men spoke differently. Sugimoto (l985b: 146-51) argues that women were ex

pected to speak "modestly," just like today. Murasaki Shikibu, the female author of the 

well-known Genji Monogatari, 'The Tale ofGenji' (early 11th century), describes the 

way a woman speaks as being "very shy, with her mouth covered by hands." Her 

choice of lexicon also seems to reflect women's avoidance of vulgar words and ex-

pressions. Lexical variation is also evident from the work of Ki no Tsurayuki, the au

thor of Tosa Nikki, 'Tosa Diary' (lOth century). Speaking for female characters, he 
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uses a number of words and auxiliaries which do not belong to the standard (i.e., male) 

repertoire of lexicon during the period (Sugimoto, 1985b:l47-51). 

Another important historical fact to mention regarding gender differentiation in 

written language during the Heian Period is the clear indication of a gender-based divi-

sian in use of particular languages. The society of the times expected men to learn 

Chinese and write poetry and prose in that language. The efficient mastery of Chinese 

made a man educated and guaranteed his social advancement. Women, on the other 

hand, were discouraged from learning Chinese. Writing feminine poems in Japanese 

and being inarticulate rather than being educated were regarded as socially appropriate 

behavior for women (Ooishi, 1975:34). Norm-breaking was an instant target of mock

ery and criticism, which is evident from Murasaki Shikibu's reaction against Sei 

Shoonagon's uses of Chinese in her work Makura no Sooshi 'Pillow Book' (the year 

lOOO) (Ooishi, 1975).8 

However, institutionalized segregation of women from prestigious Chinese culture 

and restrictions on their language use conversely gave the Heian women the liberty to 

develop a rich body of literature in the native language (Sugimoto, 1985b). The Heian 

Period is characterized as a fortunate era for the Japanese language, in that many inge

nious female writers brought prosperity to Kana Bungaku ('Japanese-written 

Literature') and refined the native language. One linguist claims that the richness and el

egance of modern Japanese is owed largely to the splendid innovation by the linguisti-

cally disadvantaged Heian women (Oono, 1979). 

Many documents from the Muromachi Period ( 1336-1573) clearly indicate that 

gender-based differences in speech were distinctive and widely acknowledged among 

people of the times. Men's speech was called gaigen 'outside (i.e., Chinese) speech,' 

8 Shikibu's actual statements are cited in Ooishi (1975:34): "Mana ('Chinese characters') 
kakichirashi ('abuse')" and "shitari-gao ('a complacent look')." 
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whereas women's speech was called naigen 'inside (i.e., Japanese) speech' (Mashimo, 

1969). 

The most important linguistic fact during this era is that the upper-class (i.e., aris

tocratic) variety of women's speech called nyooboo kotoba ('women's speech') 

emerged as a prestigious variety. And it continued to have a great influence on the de

velopment of feminine language in general throughout the subsequent years. 

At the beginning of the Muromachi period (or around the middle of the preceding 

Kamakura period [ 1192-1333]), nyooboo kotoba first developed among the ladies of 

the court in Kyoto, the capital of the times. It involved a set of special lexical items 

centered around daily concerns such as food and kitchen utensils, and it was extended 

during the next four centuries to words for people's looks and activities, plants, nu

merals, clothing, names of festivals and ceremonies, and weather (Kunita, 1963). 

Other aspects of nyooboo kotoba include honorifics, politeness, indirectness, beautifi

cation (e.g., the use of the honorific prefix o-), and avoidance of Sino-Japanese words, 

all of which are now identified as being typical of feminine speech (Kanemaru, 1988). 

Nyooboo kotoba later began to spread among people in the lower classes as it was 

imitated by women outside the court who saw it as a prestigious variety of speech as

sociated with elegance and sophistication. As a result, this linguistic innovation further 

broadened gender differentiation in the Japanese language and promoted the ideal of 

feminine-masculine distinctions in linguistic behavior, as described below. 

The Edo Period (1603-1868) was the era of spread and consolidation of the pres

tigious feminine speech among the common people. Starting around the end of the 

Muromachi Period ( 1336-1573), nyooboo kotoba ceased to be limited to noble-class 

women and was absorbed into the speech of lower social classes as jochuu kotoba 

'women's speech.' The spread was a gradual top-down phenomenon which proceeded 

according to social ranks of speakers. It was first adopted by court nobles' families, 
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and was then transmitted to Shogunate families, samurai-class households, wealthy 

merchants, and finally, reached down to ordinary people, mainly farmers. 

In the course of this spread, Edo jochuu kotoba expanded He ian (794-1192) nyoo

boo kotoba and adapted yamato kotoba ('Japanese speech' as opposed to Chinese) ex

tensively.9 Women were expected to be expert in this variety as well as in onna no 

yawarakanaru kotoba ('women's mitigated speech'), which consisted of female-exclu-

sive lexicon, as well as a number of features reminiscent of Muromachi ( 1336-1573) 

nyooboo kotoba (Sugimoto, l985a). Thus, jochuu kotoba in the Edo Period was es

tablished as a full-fledged feminine variety of Japanese and was recognized as the stan

dard for women of the time to acquire. 

The spread and consolidation of jochuu kotoba as the language for women in the 

Edo Period seems to be the consequence of explicit language planning. The Confucian 

ideal of predominance of man over woman defmed hierarchical roles of gender and the 

way women should talk as obedient, humble, and wordless subordinates (Sugimoto, 

1985b). 

Daughters of wealthy merchants were typically sent to samurai-class households as 

servants to acquire good manners and feminine speech (called gosho kotoba 'language 

spoken in the palace' or oyashiki kotoba 'language spoken in samurai households') 

(Sugimoto, 1985a). The Shogunate government published an outline of etiquette called 

fujin yashinai-gusa for women in 1689 and prescribed how women should talk: "soft," 

"indirect," and "ambiguous" ways of speaking were highly valued for women 

(Sugimoto, 1985b: 172-79). This type of governmental publication (e.g., Jochuu 

kotoba 'women's speech' issued in 1712) was often distributed to the public and used 
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as a textbook for Japanese studies and the teaching of discipline and manners at school 

(Kunita, 1963; Sugimoto, l985b). 

The Meiji Government (1868-1912), which aimed at bringing western civilization 

to Japan, started with the slogan of national enrichment (calledfitkoku kyoohez} and 

proclaimed gender equality. Equal opportunities for education allowed women to ac

quire kango ('Chinese loanwords') and related advanced knowledge. Although these 

changes certainly must have affected women's language, they neither brought about 

drastic transformation of women's lives nor led to real innovation (i.e., gender neutral

ization or masculinization) in their language. 

On the contrary, the governmental policies for national enrichment stressed not hi

erarchical but complementary relationships between the sexes and reinforced a modem 

division of gender roles: men's professional devotion to industrialization and the 

growth of national economy, and women's dedication to the peaceful horne in order for 

men to be most productive outside. Women were generally confined to the domestic 

sphere playing roles of "good wives and wise mothers" (Smith, 1987). Such a clear-cut 

division of gender roles, which was understood as meeting the national needs of the 

times, was idealized among people, and the proper feminine behavior and speech were 

facilitated through compulsory public education (Endoo, 1991 ). 

By the 1900s, the prescribed gender roles and political ideologies contributed to the 

further expansion of gender differentiation in Japanese. Most of the male-female dis

tinctions alive in the modem grammar of Japanese were consolidated around this period 

of Japanese history (Kindaichi, 1969). It is especially noteworthy that many of the 

feminine features in contemporary Japanese are the products of innovation led primarily 

by the women of the time (Komatsu, 1988). In the uses of first-person pronouns, for 

example, ore 'l,' which is now regarded as a male-exclusive variant in Standard 

Japanese, was used by both sexes in the Edo Period; women in the Meiji Era, however, 
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stigmatized and avoided using it (Komatsu, 1988). A number of sentence final particles 

that used to be used by either sex in the Edo Period were also transformed into sex-ex-

elusive types because of the avoidance of masculine speech led primarily by highly ed-

ucated women. For example, da, daze, dazo, dana, dane, dayo, sa, ze, zee, zo, na. and 

ya came to be used primarily by men, whereas dawa, koto, NP+ne, no, noyo, NP+yo, 

and wa came to be used primarily by women (Ishikawa, 1972; Komatsu, 1988; 

Mashimo, 1967). Brand-new particles (e.g., teyo, wayo, wane) in women's language 

were also created, particularly by educated Meiji women of the younger generation, and 

spread among others by the end of Meiji Era (Ishikawa, 1972; Yonekawa, 1992). 

Along with the boom of the democratic movements during the Taishoo Period 

(1912-1926), the first massive feminist movements emerged in Japan (Ueno, 1988).10 

Women's language also began to undergo changes, responding to new thoughts and 

ideologies which appealed for women's liberation from traditional gender ideologies. 

English loans and kango started to appear frequently in women's speech (Sugimoto, 

l985b ). The personal pronouns, kimi 'you' and boku 'I,' which were considered to be 

male-exclusive in the Meiji Era, became very common in daily conversations among 

female youngsters. At the time, these phenomena were typically characterized as repre

senting disorder or masculinization of women's language and evoked a great deal of 

dispute among the public. In 1938, the Ministry of Education eventually sent junior 

high schools around the nation an order to ban female students' masculine speech. 

These linguistic changes in the Taisho/prewar era were the first instance of a 

merger of male and female speech that has been taking place throughout the modem 

history of the Japanese language (Peng, et al., 1981). They can also be identified as the 
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preliminaries to sociolinguistic change and innovation in women's language, which es

calated along with the rapid industrialization and urbanization of the country during the 

post-war era. 

In sum, it is evident from this overview that the formation of women's language 

throughout the history of Japan stems from the consistent effects of prescribed cultural 

ideologies on gender roles on the one hand (Mashimo, 1969) and women's repeated 

vigorous attempts to innovate their language on the other (Sugimoto, 1985b). Women's 

language in pre-modem society can be characterized as a linguistic manifestation of the 

prescribed feminine character: being modest, polite, and obedient. Through moderniza

tion of the society, there were times when the division of gender roles and social lives 

was both politically and economically motivated, planned, and implemented through the 

educational system. The ideology of a complementary construction of gender strongly 

affected people's linguistic behavior and helped maintain gender-based differentiation in 

Japanese. It is also evident that women were always in the lead for innovations in gen

der differentiation throughout the history, which falls into a pattern found in many 

western societies (Labov, 1972b, 1991 ). Especially since modernization of the society 

took place a century ago, Japanese women have been exposed to new thoughts and so

cial domains and have been playing a leading role in sociolinguistic diversity in 

Japanese gender differentiation. 
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2.3. RADICAL TRANSFORMATION OF WOMEN'S SOCIAL LIVES 
IN CONTEMPORARY JAPANESE SOCIETY 

Contemporary Japanese society has experienced revolutionary changes beginning 

in the 1960s, when rapid economic growth and highly developed industrialization be

gan to bring about various kinds of side effects on people's lives. II Ueno ( 1988: 167) 

claims that the "economic miracle" altered family lifestyles and the reality of women's 

lives drastically. The rapid development of Japanese industries successfully consoli

dated the traditional men's world into group-oriented work organizations, while leaving 

women in the family sector with children, the elderly, the diseased and the handi-

capped. During the 1960s, the sex-role division of working husbands and housewives 

became widespread at a mass level, along with extensive urbanization throughout the 

country, a great increase in the number of nuclear families, and unprecedentedly low 

rates of birth. 

By the end of the 1960s, however, Japanese feminism emerged at the grass-roots 

level, questioning the sex-role division (Ueno, 1988). Kanda et al. ( 1992) stress that 

the 1970s was the critical point in the history of contemporary Japanese women, the 

point at which women's iki-kata ('how to lead a life') was reconsidered at the institu-

tionallevel and the traditional ideologies on gender roles began to collapse. Both orga

nizational and individual efforts to demolish the rigid sexual division started to emerge, 

providing the foundation on which the subsequent transformation of gender roles and 

identity was built. 
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A close examination of demographic changes in various aspects of Japanese wom

en's lives over these decades reveals several key factors that substantiate the recent 

evolution. In the following discussion. I will particularly emphasize changes in the ed-

ucation of women, their views on domestic lives, and most importantly. changes in 

their participation in the labor force and the complementarity ideology on gender roles. 

First, the rate of increase in women's entrance to advanced education has steadily 

increased for the last few decades (Figure 2.1). Education has played an important role 

in the "liberation" of women in contemporary Japanese society (Kanda, et al., 1992). 

The traditional Confucian ideology that "education is unnecessary for women to be-

come good wives and wise mothers" (Smith, 1987) has notably diminished in its influ-

ence. 
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Women's panicipation in post-secondary education (i.e .• 2-year junior colleges and 4-

year universities) began to rise around 1960. Between 1970 and 1975. the number of 

women in higher education almost doubled. and by 1988, the percentage of women in 

post-secondary education was almost the same as men. It has been the case that the 

majority of Japanese women pursuing post-secondary education go on to junior col

leges, whereas more men still continue to attend 4-year universities. The proportion of 

female students at 4-year universities. however. has shown a steady increase (Figure 

2.2). 
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Women were 12.6% of the entire student body in 1956, and the proportion went up to 

18.3% in 1971, 22% in 1977, 22.6% in 1982, 24.7% in 1987 (Kanda, et al., 

1992:20), and 28.9% in 1991 (Soorifu, 1993:89). Here again, a notable increase can 

be seen from the 1960s to the 1970s. 

Second, changes in Japanese women's attitudes towards marriage and domesticity 

in general have also been noteworthy over the last few decades. Women's marriage to

day is characterized by three phrases: late marriage, low birth rate, and increasing rates 

of divorce, especially among middle-aged couples (Inoue & Ehara, 1991; Kanda, et al., 

1992). Figure 2.3 below describes the change in women's views on marriage, which 

have clearly become more disillusioned over the last twenty years or so. 
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What should be noted here is the changes in Areas C and D. While over forty percent of 

women in the 1972 survey felt that marriage would guarantee happiness in life, fewer 

than thirty percent believed this in 1987 (Area C). Similarly, the anti-marriage opinion 

that marriage is unnecessary for women who are financially independent (Area D) has 

steadily gained in popularity: while only about fifteen percent of women supported this 

idea in 1972, about twenty-five percent agreed with it in 1987. Note also that neither 
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the relative proportions of the four categories. 



Area A nor B have changed much over the fifteen years. This may be indicative of 

consistent difficulties and disadvantages single (working) women are still suffering 

from in achieving occupational success and ensuring fmancial stability (Takenobu, 

1994) and a social stigma associated with unmarried women in the society. 

Japanese women's increasing skepticism about marriage also coincides with a 

dramatic increase in divorce rates which began in the 1960s and increased steadily from 

that point on (Figure 2.4). 
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Third, women's advanced academic careers and their gradual emancipation from 

the ideology of domesticity, as well as a constant shonage of labor due to Japan's eco

nomic growth, have all contributed to the increasing participation of women in the mar-
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ketplace. ln addition, the increase of nuclear families has given housewives more au

thority in making independent decisions than extended families where parents-in-law 

tend to have a dominant influence on domestic matters. Lessened burdens of child-

rearing due to the low birth rate and release from heavy domestic duties through auto-

mated housekeeping have also made it less necessary for married women to stay home 

(Inoue & Ebara. 1991 ). Over the last three decades, the number of working women has 

risen significantly, as shown in Figure 2.5 below. Between 1965 and 1989, the popu

lation of working women more than doubled.l3 
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In addition, Figure 2.6 below illustrates the fact that every age group, except for 

the youngest group and the groups which are 55 years or older, also shows a stable in

crease in the ratio of participation in the labor force over the twenty years. 
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When we look at the age of women in the work force (Figure 2.6), we find that com

pared with the bell-shaped curve of the USA, which is regarded as being typical of 

western industrial societies, the overall pattern for Japanese women is still distinctively 

M-shaped: the majority of women quit their jobs when they marry in their early twen

ties and devote themselves to child rearing (Kanda, et al., 1992). This pattern, how

ever, seems to be undergoing steady change toward the bell-shaped pattern. Women 
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who are 25 to 29 years of age have been most dynamic in leading this change, increas

ing their labor force participation by nearly 20% over the last fifteen years.I4 Today, 

two-thirds of the female working population are married, and it is taken for granted in 

contemporary society that married women, especially those with no children, hold jobs 

outside the home (Inoue & Ebara, 1991 ). 

Last, people's ideologies on the traditional complementary view of gender roles 

have also changed. Clear diachronic transformations can be observed in men's as well 

as women's views on married women's working outside the home (Figures 2.7 and 

2.8). 
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FIGURE 2.8 

Men's Attitudes toward Married Women's Working Outside 
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Basically, both women and men have increasingly positive attitudes towards women's 

new roles in the public sphere, though men are less positive than women. Above all, 

women's preference for holding dual roles in both domestic and public sphere (Line 

"Family=Work" in Figure 2.7) shows the most drastic increase: nearly forty percent of 

women stress the importance of career as well as their domestic roles in 1988, with a 

fifteen-percent leap from 1973. 

Another significant aspect is the crossover between the two views, domestic and 

public, seen between 1973 and 1978 in women's attitudes (Line "Family>Work" and 
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Line "Family=Work" in Figure 2.7). From this point on, Japanese women have in

creasingly valued their new gender role (i.e., working outside as well as homemaking). 

and the traditional monolithic gender role (i.e., being a full-time homemaker) turns out 

to be the preference of a minority in 1988. In addition, men's preference for women's 

domesticity, which used to be predominant (Line "Family>Work": 40% in 1973), now 

competes with the new ideology (Line "Family=Work" in 1988 in Figure 2.8). 

In sum, I have demonstrated that a diversification of women's lives has been un

derway in contemporary Japanese society, especially since the drastic socioeconomic 

changes took place in the 1960s and 1970s. During this period, the monolithic lifestyle 

in which Japanese women spend a majority of their lifetime being housewives and 

mothers has been overtly questioned, and attitudes toward it have been transformed un

der the influence of a variety of complex factors. The reality of women's liberation 

from the traditional ideologies on gender roles has clearly been exemplified in terms of 

their active participation in the marketplace and their growing awareness of different 

lifestyles independent of marriage now available to women in the changing society. 
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2.4. FOLK LINGUISTIC VIEWS ON SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
DIVERSIFICATION IN WOMEN'S LANGUAGE 

Language is an extremely malleable indicator of social change. Linguistic evolution 

proceeds hand in hand with the social evolution of a speech community, where the 

shape of linguistic behavior changes rapidly as the speaker's social position changes 

(Labov, 1972b). For the last few decades or so, discourse on the evolution of gender 

roles (especially that of female roles) and its impact on women's linguistic behavior has 

become ubiquitous in Japanese society (e.g .• Ei, 1980; Koizumi, 1984; Kondoo, 1984; 

lkeda, 1987; Fujii, 1989; Sugito, 1989; Endoo, 1990). Although it seems that this dy-

namic dimension of gender differentiation in the language has long been neglected in 

Japanese sociolinguistics and has just recently caught linguists' attention for empirical 

investigation, there has long been a substantial folk-level awareness of such sociolin

guistic evolution. A great deal of anecdotal evidence and both positive and negative 

views about the diversification of women's language are being verbalized more and 

more vigorously these days. 

For some time now, change in women's language has been a common topic among 

ordinary people who are relatively sensitive to the contemporary usage of the language 

in Japanese society. As far as public discourse is concerned, native speakers' evalua

tion of the change has been predominantly negative except for a few recent exceptions 

(e.g., Asahi Newspaper, 1980, 1988b): the change taking place in women's language 

is generally called dansei-ka 'masculinization' and typically maligned as being disor

derly, a 'revolt against sexuality' ("sei ni taisuru hangyaku") (Naitoo, 1957:20), 

'vulgar' ("lzin no warusa"), 'rough' ("ranboo") (Asahi Newspaper, 1988a), 'dirty' 

("kitanai") (Sankei Newspaper, 1971), 'wild' ("arappoi") (Tokyo Newspaper, 1973), 

and 'hollow' ("ajike nai'') (Asahi Newspaper, 1992), and as reflecting a loss of 

'gentleness' ("yasaslzisa"), 'softness' ("yawarakasa") (Sankei Newspaper, 1974 ). 
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'politeness' ("teinei-sa") (Mainichi Newspaper, 1974; Nihon Keizai Newspaper, 

1975), and 'modesty' ("okuyukashisa") (Hokkaido Newspaper, 1977). A majority of 

native speakers of both sexes seems to uphold the desirability of the maintenance of 

great degrees of gender differentiation and womanly ways of speaking (i.e., politeness 

and indirectness in speech) (Kindaichi, 1969; Tanaka. 1969; Suzuki, 1981 ). A 1979 

nation-wide survey of 3600 men and women of various ages also shows that 68 per

cent believe women's language is becoming vulgar, and a follow-up survey done in 

1985 again shows that 55 percent point out vulgar characteristics of women's language 

(reported in Mogami, 1986). 

While most of the foregoing public discourse on change in gender differentiation in 

Japanese stems from anecdotes and is heavily constrained by personal gender ideolo

gies without any systematic approaches to natural speech, a number of large-scale lan

guage attitude surveys have investigated native evaluation of such change more scientif

ically with a qualitative focus on informants' demographic characteristics. These studies 

reveal a rather complex picture of native evaluation of the change, which consists of 

positive as well as negative views of change and which shows variations in the attitudes 

within a gender group. Native attitudes towards the masculinization (or de-feminiza

tion) of women's language appear to vary considerably, depending on such social char

acteristics of the informant as age, occupational roles, and levels of education, as dis

cussed below. 

First, a great deal of age-related variation in native attitudes seems to exist: the 

younger the informant is, the more positive attitudes s/he tends to display toward the 

masculinization of female speech. Ooishi's ( 1957) study, one of the earliest attitudinal 

surveys on change in Japanese women's language, reports young Japanese females' 

progressive attitudes toward the de-feminization of women's language. Ooishi asked 

thirty-eight female college students majoring in Japanese about generational differences 
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within women's language (i.e., differences between their mothers' and their own 

speech), their self-evaluation of their own speech, and their views on how women 

should speak. The responses generally pointed to the loss of their mothers' stereotypi

cal feminine ways of speaking in their own speech: mothers' language was character

ized by deferential, indirect, non-assertive usage, and abundant uses of affect (e.g., 

rich intonation and high emotional involvement). While the respondents admitted that 

their own speech styles lacked "softness," "sentiment," "grace," and sophisticated us

age of honorifics, they typically evaluated such feminine ways of speaking quite 

poorly, pointing out that their mothers tended to be engaged in "eloquent" but "point

less" and "lengthy" conversations (pp. 23-25). As for "ideal ways of speaking for 

women" in contemporary society, the majority of the respondents supported abandon

ment of "women's language" and stressed linguistic "economy" such as the simplifica

tion of honorific systems and the acquisition of straightforward, explicit ways of 

speaking (pp. 26-27). 

Similarly, in a survey conducted by the National Language Research Institute 

(NLRI) in 1964, 61.4 percent (out of 708 informants) agreed to the idea that women 

should speak more politely than men; however, only 38.5 percent of the informants 

who are younger than 30 years of age supported the idea (Figure 2.9) (reponed in 

Tanaka, 1969). Concerning the ongoing change in women's use of terms of address, 

61.3% of older adults (51 years of age or older), 44.4% of younger adults (30 years of 

age or younger), and but 8.1% of teenagers were uncomfortable with women's ad

dressing men with -kun, a suffix attached to names which is traditionally male-exclu

sive and typically used from superiors to inferiors (reported in Kanemaru, 1993). 

Kobayashi's ( 1993) recent study of subjective responses from 109 mothers (39-52 

years of age) and 129 teenage daughters (senior high students) also illustrates a distinc

tive generational gap in their ideologies on onna-rashii ('womanly') speech. Asked 
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whether they consciously manipulate feminine ways of speaking, the teenage daughters 

were less likely to answer positively than their mothers (61.2% vs. 71.6%). The 

daughters were also more likely to claim that they made conscious efforts not to speak 

femininely than were their mothers (19.4% vs. 11.9%). 

The overall pattern of generational shift toward the acceptance of de-feminized 

speech, however, turns out to involve further internal heterogeneity once we take a 

more qualitative look at informants' social lives. A composite of various social traits of 

the informant is more influential on the acquisition of particular linguistic attitudes than 

the age variable alone. 

One such influential social variable is the informant's participation in the market-

place. In Mogarni's ( 1986) study based on questionnaires, 363 working women's re

sponses to whether feminine characteristics in Japanese should be maintained exhibited 

an age-related pattern opposite to the one described above.I5 The patterns of genera

tional changes here are that the older the informant is, the more positive she feels about 

the abolishment of feminine features in Japanese, and the younger she is, the more 

positive she feels about the maintenance of feminine speech (Figure 2.9). 
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FIGURE 2.9 

Generational Change in Professional Women's Attitudes toward Feminine Speech 
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The attitudes of the youngest and the oldest groups are particularly at odds with each 

other. Approximately half of working women in their 50s (52%) feel negative about 

uses of feminine speech (28% positive), whereas half of those in their 20s (50%) feel 

positive about it (28% negative).l6 As for the two generations inbetween, this pattern 

of inverse proportion between age and positive reactions to femininity in speech is 

maintained. While positive and negative reactions display a split (47% positive; 42% 

negative) among working women in their 30s, working women in their 40s express 

even stronger negative attitudes (55%) than the preceding generation (52%) though 

many of them ( 40%) also favor feminine speech. In addition, the informants' responses 

to the question of whether feminine ways of speaking help them play their social roles 

16 The remaining percentages presumably belong to the 'no response/don't know' cate
gory, though Mogarni does not refer to that point. 
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(at the workplace and in society in general) involved a similar pattern: the older, the 

more negative. 

Several interpretations come out of these dramatic patterns of age grading in 

working women's linguistic attitudes. First, the inverse correlation between age and 

positive views on feminine speech may be indicative of the aforementioned sociolin

guistic dilemmas specific to professional women in Japanese society. For one thing, 

based on their direct experiences in the public sphere, older women are more likely to 

be aware or share a similar linguistic ideology that feminine speech is useless or un

suited for competitive marketplace activities. For another, it is pointed out that male-ori

ented employment systems prevalent in Japanese corporations have resulted in tremen

dous hardship particularly to married women who tend to be marginalized due to not 

sacrificing their domestic roles (Takenobu, 1994). Given the fact that a majority of 

women over their late twenties or early thirties are married and required to play dual 

roles in Japanese society, they are more likely to suffer from such contradictions and to 

question the entire value systems for male-female differentiation in linguistic as well as 

social practices than single working women. This assumption is further supported by 

Mogami's ( 1986) finding on marital status that a majority of single working women 

had positive views on the maintenance of feminine speech in Japanese. 

Second, positive reactions to feminine speech prevalent among younger working 

women suggest a possibility that there may be an inherent generational gap in the per

ceptions of 'feminine speech' in Japanese. While it can be assumed that older women 

have played a vanguard role as primary users of feminine speech, the speech of 

younger women has clearly headed in the direction of default of feminine features 

(Okamoto & Sato, 1992). It follows that language-linked difficulties in the public 

sphere, which many older working women have long experienced, may sound quite 
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alien to younger working women, and this would possibly discourage the formation of 

their negative views on feminine speech. 

Finally, the diametrical shift from the negative attitudes of female teenagers 

(reviewed above) to the positive attitudes of women who have just begun to lead most 

of their social lives in the public sphere signifies the reality that women's feminine 

ways of speaking still carry cultural prestige in the society. This aspect of findings also 

points to a critical area of investigation which has long been neglected in sociolinguis

tics: discontinuities between the linguistic value systems which adolescents construct as 

the basis of peer solidarity and those for adults, which have been assumed to represent 

more of the entire community values, and the impact of those discontinuities on the 

course of change and variation in linguistic behaviors (Eckert, 1988). Accounting for 

the sociolinguistic implications of this gap is vital for fully understanding how wom

en's (and men's) language use evolves along with their changing gender roles. 

Other significant social factors which contribute to diversity in native attitudes to

ward womanly speech concerns the forms of women's "symbolic capital" (Eckert, 

1990:92-4) represented by the informants' educational levels and concrete occupational 

roles in their everyday lives. Eckert argues that unlike men, whose personal worth is 

based primarily on the explicit accumulation of goods, status, and power in the mar

ketplace, women, who are generally deprived of opportunities to acquire such direct 

capital in the marketplace, are bound to the creation and elaboration of symbolic capital

--an "image of the whole self as worthy of authority" (Eckert, 1990:93). Ways of 

speaking, which are constantly evaluated in relation to community norms, are an inte

gral part of women's symbolic capital. It then follows that the more distant from the 

marketplace capital a woman is, the stronger inclination to community norms her lan

guage attitudes should display. 
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One's levels of education are closely linked to the successful accumulation of capi

tal in the marketplace. Mogami's ( 1986) study of working women's language attitudes 

found that his informants' higher levels of education were correlated with negative re

actions to the maintenance of feminine speech. Among college graduates, attitudes were 

split relatively.equally (37% negative; 43% positive), whereas a majority of high school 

graduates valued the maintenance of feminine characteristics in women's language 

(31% negative; 54% positive). Takasaki's ( 1993) questionnaire survey of 213 women 

of varying age and occupations also found that the lower a respondent's educational 

level. the more sensitive she was likely to be to the prescriptive view of feminine 

speech. 

Takasaki's ( 1993) study also included analysis of relationships between occupa

tional roles and attitudes toward women's language based on responses from 259 

women (the above-mentioned 213 women and 46 female college students). The results 

indicated a positive correlation between occupational prestige and the degree of indiffer

ence to symbolic capital. Asked whether they consciously manipulated feminine 

speech, professional women in positions of authority (e.g., medical doctors, teachers, 

lawyers, artists, etc.) constitute a distinct group which perceives themselves as manipu

lating feminine speech consciously to a lesser extent (57. 7%) than informants in other 

occupational roles. Those who are most strongly subject to overt norms of femininity in 

speech appear to be part -time workers (81.1%) and regular company employees 

(78.3% ). A group of college students then follow (76.1% ). Interestingly enough, 

homemakers perceive themselves as adopting feminine speech (69.8%) less than the 

two groups of subordinate working women, whose speech patterns are constantly 

subject to public evaluation outside the home. 

In sum, Japanese society, which is often labeled a homogeneous speech commu

nity, exhibits a great deal of diversity in the native evaluation of prescriptive norms of 
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gender differentiation in the language. While public discourse on the recent change in 

women's language appears to represent mostly negative views, empirical investigation 

shows that their attitudes are socially stratified in many complex ways. 

It is first shown that the social significance of linguistic gender differentiation, es

pecially of femininity in women's speech, has diminished for younger generations. 

This also reinforces the recent claims of masculinization or de-feminization of women's 

language and can be taken as a manifestation of ongoing drastic changes in gender roles 

and identity. 

Second, the diachronic changes in native attitudes toward women's language are 

also further elaborated by the interaction with the attitudes of a variety of synchronic 

"subgroups" (Labov, 1966: Chapter Xill), such as groups based on occupational cate

gories, educational levels, and marital status. As argued earlier, a great majority of both 

questionnaire-based and speech-based studies of Japanese gender differentiation done 

so far have been focused exclusively on housewives as the vanguard of feminine 

speech. The attitudinal stratification reviewed here, however, reveals that homemakers, 

who tend to be isolated from the public sphere with less linguistic exposure to public 

evaluation, may not necessarily play a major role in guarding normative uses of gen

dered speech. It then follows that if that is really the case, the entire construct of the 

past research is founded on quite shaky grounds. Conversely, if speakers' subjective 

evaluation and the community's patterns of social differentiation of speech converge 

perfectly as shown in Labov (1966:308-314), the social stratification seen in native 

evaluations of feminine speech can provide great insight into our identification of social 

categories that influence the diversification of women's language in contemporary 

Japanese society. 
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2.5. GENERAL CHARACfERISTICS OF WOMEN'S LANGUAGE 
IN CONTEMPORARY JAPANESE 

Japanese women's language has been characterized by referring to various compo

nents of grammar and its use. My summary presented below consists of twenty lexical. 

phonological, morphosyntactic, and pragmatic characteristics which have been claimed 

for Japanese women's language. 

While I limit my discussion here to a brief description of each of the characteristics, 

in the following chapters I will go into more details concerning those characteristics 

which are relevant to the present study. In so doing, I will demonstrate that many of the 

characteristics are too simplistic or overgeneralized to capture the sociolinguistic varia-

tion within Japanese women's language. I will argue that this underlying variation has 

been neglected in studies of Japanese women's language. primarily due to the narrow 

scope of researchers' investigations and the methodological tradition studying either in

trospective data or the speech of white-collar, middle or upper-class speakers of 

Standard Japanese (a Tokyo dialect) (Shibamoto, 1985; Miller, 1989; 1995, 1996; 

Okamoto. et al, 1997). 

In the following characterization, which may thus be largely prescriptive rather 

than descriptive, I will try to base descriptions mainly on studies which explicitly refer 

to the source of data (see the comment in brackets [ ] if available). Other work cited 

without my specific reference to the source of data should be regarded as being based 

on unknown sources of data, perhaps researchers' own introspection, anecdotal evi-

dence, or scholarly knowledge from similar studies in the past. 

Lexicon 

I) Female-exclusive person pronouns and terms of address and choice of more 
polite variants: 

Besides gender-exclusive choices of person pronouns and address terms. 
Japanese women are said to tend to select more polite variants of them than men 
do in the same speech context. Thus. Japanese women's speech typically sounds 
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more formal and deferential than men's speech (Ide. 1979, 1990). (Also see 
Horii. 1990; Jorden, 1974; Kanemaru. 1988. 1993; Morita. 1991; Shibatani. 
1990.) 

[Ide ( 1990)--Subiects: 256 male and 271 female parents of college students in 
Tokyo; Data: questionnaire responses.] 
[Kanemaru (1993)-Subjects: 101 female students (18-20 years of age) and their 
parents in Miyagi Prefecture; Data: questionnaire responses; results of other ques
tionnaire-based studies.] 

2) Female-specific interjections: 

Women are said to use particular interjections which mark the femininity of the 
speaker (e.g., Maa!, Ara!, 'Wow!' or 'Oh!') (Jorden. 1974). (Also see Horii, 
1990; Kanemaru, 1988; Nakano, 1980; Shibatani, 1990.) 

3) Less use of kango (Sino-Japanese words) than men: 

Women employ kango words, which tend to be more formal and technical, less 
frequently than men. In spoken language, women used them 14.9% on the aver
age, whereas men did 20.8%.17 (Tsuchiya reported in Kanemaru, 1988); in 
written language. women used them 17.3% (706 kango words in 4088 phrases. 
and men used them 25.7% ( 1086 lean go words in 4222 phrases (Ike be, 
1987:21).18 The impression of"softness" in women's speech is said to be de
rived from their less frequent use of kango (Shibatani, 1990:374). Many histori
callinguists point out that the strong association of kango with men's speech is 
largely due to the fact that women in pre-modem times were at a disadvantage in 
receiving higher education because of the ideology that "women need no educa
tion" (Sugimoto. l985b ). Morita ( 1991 ), however, argues that such differences 
are disappearing today because of changes in women's lives. Characterizing 
women's writing as being "specific" and oriented mainly to their domestic lives 
and men's writing as being "abstract" and related to their roles in the public 
sphere, Ikebe (1987:28) maintains that men's excessive use of kango may not 
hold true once it is compared with the speech of women who are not housewives 
(e.g., working women) (Also see Gengo Seikatsu, 1973; Kindaichi, 1969; 
Mashimo, 1969; Nakano, 1980.) 

[Tsuchiya reported in Kanemaru (1988)--Subjects: unknown; Data: natural 
speech both in formal and informal settings.] 
[Ike be ( 1987)--Subjects: 30 female and 30 male writers; Data: 30 passages writ
ten by women in reader's columns in newspapers; 30 passages written by men in 
the reader's columns in periodicals.] 
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4) Frequent use of adverbials: 

Japanese women are said to use emphatic adverbials (e.g., honto ni 'really,' sug
oku 'greatly') more often then men (Horii, 1990, 1993). Shibamoto (1985), 
however, found that such adverbials were used more by men than by women in 
her spoken data. 

[Shibamoto (1985:68-74)--Subjects: 3 groups of women and 3 groups of men in 
three generations (20-29, 30-39, 40-49), 5 speakers per group, women were all 
middle-class housewives and men were all middle-class white-collar workers 
(with one exception) in an incorporated city in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area; 
Data: 6 same-sex peer group conversations involving a total of 30 speakers; 
Settin~s: female conversations were recorded at idobata-kaigi 'wellside confer
ences' (similar to the coffee klatch in an American suburban neighborhood), 
whereas male ones were conversations over lunch at their workplaces.] 

5) Frequent use of adjectival predicates: 

Japanese women's speech is said to include more adjectival predicates than men's 
speech, whereas men's speech includes more verbal predicates (Shibamoto, 
1985). Shibamoto ( 1985), however, found no significant gender-related differ
ence in her corpus: both women's speech and men's speech contained verbal and 
adjectival predicates to a similar degree (verbal predicates: 65.3% [of all the predi
cates produced] for female speakers and 66.4% for male speakers; adjectival 
predicates: 10.3% for female speakers and 7.3% for male speakers). 

[Shibamoto (1985): same as in (4) above.] 

6) A voidance of vulgar expressions: 

While Japanese men are said to value vulgar forms as being indicative of mas
culinity, Japanese women tend to avoid them to display "aesthetically pleasing" 
demeanor as a woman (Jorden, 1974: 156). This aspect of women's linguistic be
havior is highly valued. (Also see Ide, 1990; Kanemaru, 1988; Mashimo, 1969; 
Nakano, 1980.) 

Phonology/Prosody 

7) Female-specific phonological processes: 

There have been no comprehensive studies of gender-related phonological pro
cesses. Shibamoto ( 1985) points out three phonological rules typical of Japanese 
women's speech based on the claims of previous studies: 

a) Vowel [i] deletion (e.g., iya da wa --> ya da wa 'I don't like that.'); 
b) [r] assimilation (e.g., wakaranai 'I don't know'---> wakannai); 
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c) Lengthening of vowels and consonants 
(e.g., sugoku kawaii --> sugooku kawaii '(It's) very cute'; 

totemo tanoshikatta --> tottemo tanoshikatta '(It) was lots of fun.'). 

However, previous studies which analyze raw frequencies of these variants in 
natural speech provide contradictory results. For example, [r] assimilation is used 
more frequently by men than women in Tokyo Japanese (Peng, et al., 1981). 
Peng, et al. ( 1981) suggests that investigation of the systematic relationships be
tween rule applications and the speaker's area of residency, class membership, 
and occupation is vital. (Also see Gengo Seikatsu, 1973; Horii, 1990; Mashimo, 
1969; Miller. 1967; Shibamoto, 1985.) 

[Peng, et al. ( 1981 )---Subjects: 4 generational groups of women ( 10 speakers 
each in 20s, 30s, 40s, and 50s) in each of two different neighborhoods in Tokyo, 
an old downtown and a new residential area in the suburbs; a total of 80 speakers; 
4 generational groups of men (20 speakers each in 20s, 30s, 40s, and 50s) in 
each of the two areas, a total of 160 speakers; each generational group of men is 
further divided into two occupational groups, white-collar workers and blue-col
lar workers; a grand total of 240 speakers; Data: researcher-controlled 
(sociolinguistic) interviews.] 

8) Uses of high pitch and more varied intonation: 

Japanese women's speech is typically associated with high pitch and a wider 
range of intonational contours, which are said to derive from women's greater 
emotional involvement in conversations (Horii, 1990). Ohara ( 1992), which is 
the only empirical study of pitch, demonstrates that Japanese women employ 
significantly higher pitch levels than men. She interprets this as a display of so
cially expected onna-rashisa ('womanliness') in speech. There has been no empir
ical investigation done with respect to intonation. Regarding male-female differ
ences in intonational contours in interrogatives by young speakers of standard 
Japanese, however, Ooishi (1975) reports that rising intonation is more likely to 
be adopted by his female subjects (83.4%) than by male subjects (67.8%); the 
female subjects also tend to use high rising intonation (39.8%) than male subjects 
( 18.9%). (Also see Gengo Seikatsu, 1973; Jorden, 1974; Kindaichi, et al., 1989; 
Mashimo, 1969; Nakano, 1980.) 

[Ohara (1992)-Subjects: 6 female and 6 male university students (21 to 31 years 
of age); 
data: subjects read 10 English and 10 Japanese sentences.] 
[Ohishi (1975)---Subjects: 19 female and 19 male youths who were born and 
raised in Tokyo and its suburbs ("Keihin-chiku"); Data: conversations.] 

Morphology/Syntax 

9) Frequent use of beautification honorifics (o-f go- prefixes): 

Japanese women's speech is characterized by an abundance of these prefixes. 
They are said to beautify what is described and to indicate the speaker's attitudes 
toward goods and actions of referents that are to be treated with deference. The 
prefixes are also used to mark a speaker's membership of higher social class (Ide, 
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1990). (Also see Horii. 1990; Kanemaru. 1988; Maeda. 1961; Mashimo. 1969; 
Shibata. 1957; Shibatani. 1990; Suzuki. 1993.) 

10) Choice of distal-style (desulmasu style) predicates: 

Japanese predicates can end with either of two styles: direct (plain) and distal 
(polite) styles. Japanese women's speech is characterized by a preference for dis
tal style and is thus associated with polite language (Jorden & Noda. 1987; 
Suzuki. 1993). Ide (1990) argues for women's preference for distal style over di
rect style as a manifestation of "negative politeness" strategies prevalent in 
Japanese women's speech (also see Nakano. 1980). 

[Ide (1990)---same as in (1) above.] 

11) Frequent uses of the extended predicate (EP) no (or contracted n) daldesu: 

First. observe a contrasting example from Noda ( 1990:11 ): 

a) X ga Y ni hon o kashimashita. 
x SUB y to book DO lend-PST 

'X lent Y a book.' 

b) X ga Y ni hon o kashita 
x SUB y to book DO 1end-PST 

'(It's that) X lent Y a book.' 

noda. 
EP 

In sentence (a). the fact that X lent Y a book is stated "matter-of-factly." In sen
tence (b). however. the EP (i.e .• no desu) implies the existence of a larger frame 
in the context of conversation and the same propositional content is presented as 
the speaker's "comment" or "secondary judgment" within that frame rather than 
as a mere statement. Thus. in interpreting sentence (b). interlocutors may share a 
larger frame such as: 

The addressee knows (and the speaker knows that the addressee knows) that 
(1) the speaker looks surprised; and (2) X rarely lends anything to anybody 
(Noda. 1990:15). 

While the EP is said to characterize women's speech (Ide. 1981 ). no significant 
quantitative differences are found between women and men in conversational dis
course (25.09% and 25.79%. respectively) (Maynard. 1992:600). The functions 
of the EP structure in relation to women's speech are identified as the capacity of 
creating rapport between interlocutors (i.e .• positive politeness) (McGloin. 1983. 
1990). suppressing the speakerhood (i.e .• objectification of statement) (Maynard. 
1992). further justifying the speaker's actions and attitudes related to the state
ment (Jorden. 1974). and lessening assertiveness in speech to sound womanly 
(Ide. 1981 ). These interpretations contradict one another; no coherent account of 
the diverse linguistic properties of the extended predicate has been provided by 
previous studies (see Maynard 1992. for a summary). 
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[Maynard (1992)-Subjects: 20 adult pairs; Data: three-minute segments of20 
casual conversations videotaped in Tokyo.] 

12) A voidance of copula da: 

Women are said to delete the copula da. which has a strong assertive force, more 
frequently than men in order to speak less assertively (Reynolds, 1990). For ex
ample (Reynolds, 1990:131-2): 

a) Tegami o kaita no da. 
letter DO write-PST EP 

b) Tegami o kaita no. 
letter DO write-PST FP 

Sentence (a) sounds masculine and strongly assertive, whereas sentence (b) is 
typical of female speech and sounds less blatant and less emphatic. There is a 
preference for avoiding the expression of strong "speaker subjectivity" in female 
style of speech (Maynard, 1992). (Also see Jorden & Noda, 1987 and Shibatani, 
1990.) 

13) Female-specific patterns in the uses of final particles (FP): 

In studies of gender and language use, Japanese FPs have traditionally been clas
sified into three groups: female-exclusive particles, male-exclusive particles, and 
neutral particles (Ide, 1983). FPs are located either clause-fmally or phrase-finally 
and constitute "modality," in particular, what Nitta (1989) calls "conununicative 
modality" (hatsuwa/dentatsu modality). They function to convey interlocutors' 
attitudes and sentiments concerning the information being talked about. Three 
types of functional characteristics of FPs have been proposed by McGloin ( 1990): 
particles of "insistence," of "confirmation," and of "rapport." As shown below, 
male/female distinctions in the uses of FPs are accounted for in terms of interac
tions among the speaker's gender and degree of insistence, confirmation, and 
rapport. The vertical dimension below represents the degree of assertive force 
coded by FPs. 
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Insistence 

zo 
ze 
sa 

(I) yo 

(F) yo 

Confirmation 

na 
-- ------------- -----

(I) ne 

-- ------------- ----

(F) ne 

(I) no 

-- ------------------

(F) no 

wa I 

Ra:t;mort 

Notes: I= used with direct-style predicate; 
F = used with distal-style predicate; 

7 l 

male 

male/(female) 

male/female 

female 

(female)= used by women in a very informal situation such as in talking 
to immediate family members) 

(Adapted from McGloin, 1990:36) 

Among the first type of particles (i.e., zo, ze, sa, both informal and formal yo), 
the majority are said to be used by male speakers, and the particles which particu
larly code strong assertive force (i.e., zo, ze, sa) are said to be used exclusively 
by male speakers. While all the particles used to seek contirmation (i.e., na, in
formal ne, formal ne) can be used by either sex, the particles with relatively 
stronger assertive force (i.e., na and informal ne) also tend to be used by male 
speakers. Female speakers, on the other hand, are characterized by their uses of 
particles of "rapport"; formal no, and wa with rising intonation (in both formal 
and informal situations) are said to belong to female register. It should also be 
noted that overall female speakers are said to have a preference for formal verbal 
endings in using FPs. (Also see Horii, 1990; Ide, 1990; Jorden & Noda, 1987; 
Kanemaru, 1988; Mashimo, 1969; McGloin, 1986, 1993; Nakano, 1980; 
Shibamoto, 1985, 1987; Shibatani, 1990; Suzuki, 1993.) 



14) Female-specific deletion rules: 

Women delete subject nominals more often than men (Shibamoto, 1985). Her 
explanation is that a female speaker tends to "assume a greater mutual understand
ing of the scripts for a variety of situations between herself and her addressee than 
does her male counterpart"; this may be possible because the "topics chosen by 
female speakers are more limited in scope, more restricted to the here and now, 
and more concrete than those chosen by male speakers" (p.ll7). Postpositional 
particles such as the topic marker -wa, the nominative case particle -ga, and the 
accusative case particle -o are also deleted by women more frequently 
(Shibamoto, 1985, 1990). Women tend to produce the types ofNPs which po
tentially promote particle deletion (e.g., highly perceptible NPs, NPs which pro
vide shared information between interlocutors, etc.), whereas men tend to pro
duce NPs whose particles are less deletable (e.g., emphasized NPs and NPs 
which represent the speaker's objective attitudes) (Shibamoto, 1990). 

[Shibamoto (1985)---same as in (4) above.] 
[Shibamoto ( 1990)--Subjects: 3 female housewives and 3 male white-collar 
workers from a middle to upper-middle class suburb in Tokyo; all are in their 
mid-thirties; Data: peer conversations in the home environment.] 

15) High frequencies of scrambling and postposing of grammatical elements: 

While it is claimed that the basic word order in Japanese is SOV, the language al
lows reordering of pre-verbal major constituents (i.e., scrambling). Japanese 
women apply scrambling more extensively than men (Shibamoto, 1985). Women 
are also more likely to postpose pre-verbal constituents in the post-verbal position 
than men (e.g., SVO, OVS) (Shibamoto, 1985). 

[Shibamoto (1985)---same as in (4) above.] 

16) Frequent uses of epistemic modal forms which encode mitigation and less as
sertiveness: 

Japanese women seem to prefer using gaigen (evidentials) (e.g., kamoshirenai 
'possibly'; rashii 'it seems like') to setsumei (explanation) modal forms (e.g., 
hazu da 'ought to', wake da 'it is for that reason that') (Smith, 1992a). The for
mer typically lessens the degree of assertive force and factuality in the statement, 
and allows the speaker to take less personal responsibility for the accuracy of the 
proposition. The latter form, on the other hand, emphasizes the factuality of the 
speaker's knowledge and makes the statement more confident and assertive 
(Smith, l992a:544-5). 

[Smith ( l992a)---Subjects: 6 friendship groups of 3 female or 3 male speakers of 
standard Japanese (aged 20 to 49) from a middle-class neighborhood in Tokyo; 
Data: same-sex peer-group conversations.] 
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Pragmatics 

17) Greater deference and indirectness in speech: 

Japanese women's speech is said to involve a high degree of deference and indi
rectness as compared with men's speech. As reviewed in the preceding section, 
throughout the history of male/female relationships in Japanese society, onna
rashisa ('womanliness') has been stressed at an institutional level. Onna-rashisa 
requires women to be reserved, polite, and soft and has greatly affected the way 
women should talk (Horii, 1993; Mashimo, 1969). In a questionnaire-based 
study of requests, female college students chose less forceful predicate forms, 
used more "receiving" verbs (i.e., moraulitadaku) than "giving" verbs (i.e., 
kureru/kudasaru), and resorted to negative politeness using negative questions 
(Kawanari, 1993:128-9). (Also see Horii, 1990; Ide, 1979, 1981; Jorden, 1974; 
Nakano, 1980; Shibatani, 1990.) 

[Kawanari (1993)--Subjects: 50 female and 50 male college students; Data: 
questionnaire.] 

18) More polite and formal usage of language: 

Women are more apt to use polite-style (e.g., honorific-polite and humble-polite 
style) and/or distal-style than men (Jorden & Noda. 1987). Ide (1990) maintains 
that Japanese women speak more politely than men do by providing both quanti
tative and qualitative evidence. As for the former, Ide, et al.'s (1986) question
naire-based study shows that: a) women assessed the politeness level of linguistic 
forms lower than men; b) women called for more polite variants in interacting 
with the same types of addressee than men; and c) women had types of interaction 
where more polite speech is appropriate. Ide, et al. speculate that men typically 
have interaction where rapport/solidarity is required (e.g., workplace interac
tions), whereas women tend to have frequent interaction with out-group people 
(e.g., neighbors, delivery persons, etc.). As for qualitative evidence, Ide (1990) 
points out that women's speech is characterized by frequent uses of formal vari
ants of person pronouns (Characteristic 1 above), avoidance of vulgar expres
sions (6 above), frequent uses of beautification honorifics (9 above), and femi
nine final particles (13 above). (Also see Horii, 1989, 1990, 1993; Ide, 1981. 
1983; Jorden, 1974; Mashimo, 1969; Nakano, 1980; Shibatani, 1990; Smith, 
1992b.) 

[Ide, et al. (1986)--Subject: 256 male and 271 female parents of college students 
in Tokyo. The ages range from 40 to 70, with the majority of the men being busi
nessmen and the women housewives; Data: questionnaire responses.] 
[Ide (1990)---sarne as in (l) above.] 
[Smith ( 1992b )---Subject: female characters in two girls' cartoons and male char
acters in two boys' cartoons; a middle-aged female chef and a middle-aged male 
carpentry/home repair instructor; actors playing female detectives and male mem
bers of a police detective group; Data: transcripts of videotaped television car
toons; one cooking show and one show on home carpentry and maintenance on 
television; detective police action shows on television.] 
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19) High frequencies of repetition and incomplete utterances: 

Women's speech is said to involve a great deal of repetition and digression with 
trivial topics of conversation. Their utterances also tend to be incomplete. (Horii, 
1989, 1990, 1993; Kanemaru, 1988). 

20) Greater sensitivity to speech situations: 

In accord with Brown's (1980:115) claim that women are more sensitive to 
change in the degree of "face-threatening" in the communicative situation and that 
their linguistic behavior is more variable, it is also claimed that Japanese women's 
speech patterns reflect their sensitivity to communicative context. For example, 
supportive responses, which signal the listener's encouragement and/or sympa
thy, are said to be used by female participants more often than by male partici
pants (Jorden, 1974). Variation in Japanese women's speech is also said to be 
detennined more strongly by contextual factors (e.g., information status, degree 
of subjectivity to the topic), whereas structural factors (i.e., characteristics of sur
face structures) primarily govern variation in men's speech (Shibamoto, 1990). 

[Shibamoto (1990)--same as in (14) above.] 
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CHAPTER ill 

RE-EXAMINATION OF WOMEN'S LANGUAGE IN JAPAN 

3 .1. INTRODUCfiON 

In this chapter, I will re-examine some of the characteristics of Japanese women's 

language described in the preceding chapter by reviewing the fmdings of previous re

search which is primarily based on naturally occurring speech data. I will first discuss 

some of the methodological and conceptual problems in sociolinguistic investigation 

based on native speakers' intuitions, which are heavily constrained by community 

norms, and argue for the crucial methodological requirements in quantification of 

speech data, which have generally been neglected by most researchers of gender dis

tinctions in Japanese. In the second section of this chapter, I will demonstrate that many 

of the findings from naturally occurring speech conflict with previous studies which 

rely only on native introspection and ~sponses to questionnaires. Such contradictory 

results are due to the neglect of some crucial constraints which govern the "orderly het

erogeneity" (Weinreich, et al., 1968: 100) within the grammar of Japanese women's 

language. I will particularly argue for speakers' socioeconomic activities and the con

tent of resultant social networks as significant variables to take into account. 
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3.2. CRITICAL PROBLEMS IN MAINSTREAM RESEARCH 

The great majority of the previous studies cited in the last chapter suffer from at 

least three critical problems: problems in 1) data; 2) methods for analyzing data; and 3) 

the classification of women in Japanese speech community. I will discuss each of the 

problems in detail below. 

Problems in data 

The data most commonly used for analysis in the studies of Japanese women's 

language up to now seem to be generated from the following four types of sources: I) 

researchers' native intuition and introspection on language use; 2) researchers' informal 

observations and anecdotal evidence; 3) questionnaires for eliciting other native speak

ers' introspective data; and 4) task-oriented naturally occurring interactional data Data 

for the majority of the studies focused on spoken language cited in Section 2.5 came 

from the first three of these four categories, and naturally occurring data has not been 

widely used (Shibamoto, 1985). 

As shown in Section 2.5, many of the studies define Japanese women's language 

based exclusively on the researchers' native intuitions. A number of sociolinguistic 

studies of naturalistic speech, however, have provided empirical evidence that demon

strates native speakers' intuitions to be "notoriously unreliable" (Sankoff, 1988: 145): 

native speakers' reports on language use do not match reality in many cases but reflect 

what they think they should say (Wolfson, et al., 1983; Wolfson, 1989:37-44; 

Schmidt, 1993). Native speakers tend to have "categorical perception" oflanguage use, 

which is based on pervasive standard norms in a speech community (Sankoff, 

1988: 145). Being affected by the speech community's prescriptive norms, by the 

stigma attached to nonstandard forms, and by stereotypes held by the speaker, native 

speakers are generally incapable of making accurate judgments about the linguistic 

stratification of the community. 
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Labov's study of New Yorkers' self-evaluation of speech nicely illustrates the 

case, in which a gap exists between one's actual speech patterns and self-evaluation. 

Linguistic variability is often manifested beyond the speaker's awareness and involves 

highly systematic correlations with the speaker's socioeconomic characteristics and lin-

guistic stereotypes prevalent in the speech community ( 1966:Chapter Xll). Blom and 

Gumperz's (1972) study of code-switching in a small town in Norway further high

lights the unconscious nature of the discontinuity. While their subjects felt quite posi-

tive about the local values and openly displayed their loyalty to the local code, their ac-

tual speech from tape-recorded sessions contained a great deal of switching to the pres

tigious code as the speakers' unconsciously tried to sound intellectual and assertive de-

spite their intentions. 

Moreover, native intuitions about grammaticality judgments have also been proven 

to be unreliable (Labov, 1972c; Brouwer, et al., 1979; Wolfson, 1989; Wolfson, et al., 

1989). Citing Carden's ( 1970) study of native interpretations of negatives and quanti

fiers, Labov ( 1972c: 107) describes how unreliable native linguistic intuitions are. I9 

Linguists' intuitions and introspection may also be a questionable source of data be

cause their relatively prestigious educational/occupational background tends to segre

gate them from the majority of vernacular speakers in the community (Labov, 

l972a:290-2). 

Thus, it seems unfortunate that a great deal of description of the grammar of 

Japanese women's language available today has been derived from this dual common 

problem: biased native intuitions. Many of the characteristics presented so far seem to 

lack confirmation from interpretations of empirical findings based on raw materials 
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from the realities of speakers' social lives (Endoo, 1991 ). This trend of research re

flects a long-standing bias in studies of Japanese women's language. 

It is also the fact that some of the influential studies of Japanese women's language 

are more advanced empirically, using questionnaires as a primary source of data to in

vestigate native speakers' grammar with respect to particular aspects of language use. 

Although the questionnaire method is beneficial in certain respects, such as collecting a 

large amount of data within a short period of time and obtaining data for particular as

pects of language use recurring with low frequencies in naturally occurring interactions, 

it also holds many risks in describing the systems of language (Brouwer, et al., 1979). 

First, the questionnaire method is not originally designed to describe natural speech 

but to investigate native prescriptive norms (i.e., stereotypes) in linguistic behavior 

(Sankoff, 1988). It is useful for researchers "studying the stereotypical perceived re

quirements for a socially appropriate response" and "ascertaining the canonical shape" 

of particular aspects of language use "in the minds of the speakers of that language" 

(Wolfson, et al., 1989: 184). But, it does not necessarily guarantee that the speaker 

would actually behave across diverse communicative settings as they think they would. 

Second, self-report data obtained through the questionnaire method tend to depict a 

highly reduced picture of native communicative competence. Beebe ( 1985, reported in 

Wolfson, et al., 1989) illustrates the differences between data from questionnaires and 

those from spontaneous speech. The main problems in the outcome of questionnaire

based research are the distortion and simplification of naturally occurring speech behav

ior. The length of response becomes shorter; the number of turns, repetitions, and 

elaborations all decrease; the wording becomes less complex; the range of formulas and 

strategies is simplified; the speaker's degree of involvement in speech is lowered; and 

the actual rate of occurrence of speech acts is also lowered. Speech patterns which are 

clarified by the questionnaire method merely represent stereotypic correct, normative 
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responses to pre-established speech situations and rarely meet descriptive adequacy in 

natural speech production (Sankoff, 1988: 145). We cannot interpret the results of 

questionnaire-based analysis as a direct representation of natural speech patterns. 

The questionnaire-based studies of Japanese women's language cited in the preced

ing section seem to violate these rationales, assuming the perception of native speakers 

(i.e., their assessment of particular linguistic behavior) to be a direct representation of 

complex patterns of natural speech in their daily lives. They neither make vigorous ef

forts to eliminate the biases inherent in the questionnaire method nor take advantage of 

naturally occurring speech at least as a supplementary source of data in order to reach a 

higher level of generalizability and predictive power. 

Problems in methods for analyzing data 

The second problem prevalent in previous studies of Japanese women's language 

concerns their methods for analyzing data. As a matter of fact, there are a number of 

challenging studies which analyze naturally occurring interactions as data to defme the 

grammar of Japanese women's language (e.g., Abe, 1993; Ikebe, 1987; Shibamoto, 

1985, 1987, 1990; Smith, 1992ab). These studies typically adopt a quantitative 

paradigm and attempt to describe the grammar of women's language in terms of male

female differences in frequencies of occurrence of particular grammatical features. 

Since there are few features in Japanese grammar which are gender-exclusive, as is the 

case for the majority of human languages (Bodine, 1975), the quantitative research has 

to define women's grammar (or men's grammar) in terms of variable but systematic 

degrees of occurrence of a variable in natural speech: how often relatively limited 

spheres of linguistic features in question are used and how much difference exists in 

their rates of occurrence between men's and women's speech (Philips, 1980). 

In dealing with variable linguistic phenomena, there are a few methodological re

quirements for researchers to fulfill to lead to empirically sound results. The first re-
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quirement is the statistical verification of frequencies of occurrence. Any generalization 

derived particularly from a large amount of quantification must be evaluated for signifi

cance by a statistical test of a body of data (Guy, 1987). This procedure is indispens

able because of inherent problems of skewedness in the distribution of sociolinguistic 

data elicited from uncontrolled natural speech (Sankoff, 1985) and because of possible 

errors and bias in sampling procedures. The results must statistically indicate the differ

ing ranges of occurrence of a particular linguistic feature (i.e., probabilistic accounts of 

its occurrence) for both of the sex groups. The difference in the ranges between the 

groups, if any, should then be examined in terms of the level of significance in order to 

determine whether the detected difference happened by chance or is likely to have hap

pened due to the speaker's gender. 

No previous quantitative studies of gender distinctions in Japanese follow this ele

mentary procedure (except for Shibamoto, 1987, which investigates contextual varia

tion within women's language). The characteristics in Section 2.5 are based on re

searchers' impressionistic comparisons of bare percentages and subjective judgments 

about gender differences. It is thus quite plausible for different researchers to come up 

with contradictory conclusions based on identical figures for their own subjective rea

sons. It is not always identifiable whether skewedness in data or bias involved in data 

collection procedures may have had distorting effects on the characterization. The pre

sent study takes advantage of probabilistic accounts of linguistic variation (Cedergren & 

Sankoff, 197 4) to compensate for such possible skewedness of raw speech data, as 

suggested by Guy (1981:32). 

Another crucial requirement of the quantitative paradigm is concerned with the in

tersecting relationships between the occurrence of a variable under investigation and a 

large number of other types of factors that may simultaneously constrain its occurrence 

(Sankoff & Labov, 1979). In variable linguistic behavior, every token of a variable oc-
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curs under the influence of a number of factors, such as the nature of the grammatical 

context, discursive function of the utterance, topic, style, interactional context, and per

sonal or sociodernographic characteristics of the speaker or other participants. 

The importance of focusing on the intersecting relationships among potential fac

tors has not been explicitly verbalized but seems obvious in many studies of gender and 

language. It has been claimed by many scholars that apparent sex-related differentiation 

in language is truly a linguistic manifestation of enormously complex social practices, 

which stem from the interaction of a variety of sociocultural factors unique to the local 

community (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1992; McConnell-Ginet, 1988; Philips, 

1980). For example, Milroy (1980) and several others (Bortoni-Ricardo, 1985; 

Nichols, 1980, 1983) demonstrate that speakers' patterns of participation in the labor 

market and their interpersonal networks in the local community outrank their biological 

category of sex as a factor that governs the uses of local vernaculars. Eckert ( 1989) 

shows that vowel changes in progress among adolescents in Detroit are better captured 

in terms of the interaction of gender and speakers' acts of identity through the affiliation 

of adolescent groups (e.g .• "Jocks" vs. "Burnouts"). The patterns of affiliation account 

for variation more efficiently than either gender category and socioeconomic class 

membership (Eckert, 1988). Cameron and Coates ( 1988) suggest that speakers' levels 

of education and their social aspirations are particularly important factors that should be 

accounted for in terms of interaction with the speaker's gender. 

Thus. in sorting out the effects of the speaker's gender on the occurrence of a vari

able in question, researchers are required to figure out the effect of each of the potential 

factors simultaneously influencing the variable in question and to take a more qualitative 

look at the inter-factor relationships in terms of their effectiveness. Sankoff ( 1988) 

claims that statistical inference is a useful heuristic tool to grasp the complex interaction 

of the various components and their roles in variation in the speaker's choice mecha-
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nism. Multivariate analysis is a particularly useful method for statistically (or proba

bilistically) figuring out the inter-factor relationships among a numbe11 of potential influ

encing factors and telling us whether gender is truly a crucial factor as compared with 

the other potential explanatory factors. This technique also involves a multiple regres

sion analysis with a stepwise selection of significant factors (Sankoff, 1986). 20 

Until we fulfill these requirements, we cannot claim for sure that the results truly 

represent gender-based differentiation in language. It is very likely to provide a prema

ture, oversimplified generalization to simply correlate the rates of occurrence with the 

speaker's biological sex alone. It is unfortunate that no quantitative studies of gender 

differentiation in Japanese have been done so far accommodating this empiricism in re

search design. 

Problems in classification of women 

One final crucial problem, which was also discussed to some degree in Chapter I, 

concerns the so-called classification problem, one of the classic problems in research on 

gender and language: how to allocate women (or men) to social groupings in a particu

lar speech community in order to arrive at a fair generalization of gender distinctions in 

language (Graddol & Swann, 1989:). 

Mainstream studies of Japanese women's language so far seem to be based on a 

prevalent misconception of women and men as linguistically homogenous groups, 

failing to consider possible internal variation within each gender group. Work based on 

researchers' introspective data is founded on the assumption that their made-up exam

ples represent the speech of all women or men. Even in most data-based studies (both 

questionnaire-based and natural-speech-based), the researchers focus on the speech of a 

particular group of speakers who share similar demographic characteristics and then 
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generalize the outcome to define the grammar of Japanese women's language in gen

eral. 

It is typical of a majority of previous studies that their database is explicitly biased 

in age. occupation. class. region. and in participant frameworks. Their subjects are de

liberately restricted to "middle-aged middle-class women being mostly housewives (and 

men being mostly businessmen)" (Ide. et al .• 1986:26) because they are considered 

(contrary to empirical evidence) to "represent the typical middle-class middle-aged 

population in contemporary Japanese society •.... a situation where sex differences are 

markedly observed" (Ide. 1990:66). College students and their parents. who are repre

sentative of middle-class households able to afford to pay for the high cost of post-sec

ondary education. are another popular choice for subjects (e.g .• Kawanari. 1993; 

Ohara. 1992; Ide. et al., 1986). Fieldwork is also usually conducted in large cities like 

Tokyo and its suburban areas. with an exclusive focus on hyoojun-go. 'Standard 

Speech.' typically in same-sex peer conversations. 

In fact. a number of studies of Japanese gender differentiation manifested in natu

ralistic speech data shed light on potential internal variability and succeed in providing 

empirical evidence against the validity of this uni-dimensional approach to Japanese 

women's language. Analyzing data from both sociolinguistic interviews and peer-group 

interactions. Hibiya ( 1988) shows that two class-based groups of Standard-Japanese

speaking women. working-class women and lower-middle-class/middle-middle-class 

women in Tokyo. reacted to a non-standard. stigmatized variant differently. The former 

group of women was found to lead the latter in the use of the variant. 

A few studies of conversational data from peer and family conversations (Mitsui. 

1992; Okamoto & Sato. 1992) focused on age stratification in uses of feminine sen

tence-final particles and obtained unanimous results which pointed to generational shifts 

to de-feminization in younger women's language. Though her results of analysis of the 
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same variable show the opposite trend. Shibamoto ( 1987) also found decreasing rates 

of particle ellipsis in the speech of younger women.2I These generational changes also 

seem to involve the active creation of gender-neutral systems in girls' language use. as 

shown in Peng, et al's ( 1981:83-91) study of casual conversations among elementary 

and junior high school students. While male students tended to use traditionally mascu

line SFPs, their female counterparts seemed to be creating brand-new SFPs,22 which 

were found to be associated with neither gender and which were replacing traditional 

feminine SFPs. 

While the neglect of differential impact of gender composition (i.e., same-sex and 

mixed-sex} of interactions on gender-linked variability has been criticized (Coates, 

1988; Uchida. 1992}. an exclusive focus on same-sex interactions has long been a 

trend in previous studies of Japanese gender differentiation. There are, however, a few 

studies that present empirical evidence for gender composition as an influential factor in 

Japanese, identifying significant shifts of variability from same-sex to mixed-sex inter

actions. Peng, et al's ( 1981 :76-8) analysis of college students' uses of SFPs in peer 

group interactions, for example, reveal convergent accommodation (Giles & Coupland, 

1991 ), namely, avoidance of gender-linked particles and adoption of gender neutral 

ones. 23 Moreover, hyper-accommodation of speech patterns is also seen between the 
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50. 
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contrast, gender-specific behavior may be emphasized, rather than reduced, in mixed-sex 
interactions (i.e., divergent accommodation) (Giles & Powesland, 1975). Erman's study 
( 1992) of conversational strategies in British English shows that women tended to use 
pragmatic expressions (e.g .• "you know," "you see," "I mean") to connect consecutive ar-



sex groups in mixed-sex interactions; that is, both male group and female group mutu

ally accommodated to each other's speech patterns and ended up using them even to a 

greater extent than the original group (i.e., hyper-convergence) (Thakerar, et al., 

1982). While Takano's (1994) variable rule analysis of the deletion of Japanese postpo-

sitional particles wa and ga in single-sex peer conversations supported Shibamoto's 

( 1985, 1990) claim that particle deletion is more frequent in women's language than in 

men's language (p=.67 and .39, respectively), in mixed-sex interactions men deleted 

the particles twice as much as in single-sex interactions and exceeded the deletion rates 

of women, who also hyper-corrected their speech patterns, deleting the particles much 

less than in single-sex interactions. Abe's ( 1990) study of gender-specitic participant 

roles in Japanese conversations involving male/female college students also shows a 

similar crossover between single-sex and cross-sex interactions. In single-sex interac-

tions, male students typically used affect-oriented strategies (i.e., to provide support for 

the interlocutor to maintain the floor. such as positive feedback) and female students 

used function-oriented strategies (i.e., to contribute to the active, smooth flow of con

versation by maintaining the floor and a chain of relevant topics). 24 In cross-sex con

versations, however, both female and male students took over the other sex's strate-

gies. 25 What kind of participant framework (i.e., type of sociopsychological makeup of 
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guments, whereas men used them either as attention getters or as signals for repair work in 
single-sex interactions, and this differentiation turned out to become more pronounced in 
mixed-sex interactions. 
24 Four specific types of strategies were studied: 1) to push a conversation forward (i.e., 
contribute to active, smooth conversation, maintaining a chain of relevant topics); 2) to 
disturb the smooth flow of conversation; 3) to provide support for the interlocutor to main
tain the floor, typically by showing rapport (e.g., backchannels); 4) to control the direction 
of conversation, introducing new topics. "Affect-oriented" strategies belong to Type (3), 
whereas "function-oriented" strategies belong to Type ( 1 ). 
25 The gender-related patterns seen particularly in single-sex interactions counter the 
stereotypes of men's and women's language derived from studies in English-speaking 
cultures: men's conversational styles are typically associated with 'competitiveness' or 
'aggressiveness' and women's styles with 'co-operativeness' (e.g., Goodwin, 1980). The 



cross-subcultural contacts) (Bell, 1984) designs which type of shift in variability still 

remains unclear and requires further investigation. 

One of the focuses of the present research is motivated by an observation that the 

exclusive focus on the speech of sengyoo shufu 'full-time homemakers; which has 

been common in mainstream studies (e.g., Shibarnoto, 1985, 1987, 1990; Smith, 

l992ab), is highly problematic in aiming at a valid generalization of Japanese women's 

language in today's changing society. Despite the fact that the social roles and identities 

of Japanese women are undergoing significant changes and have been more diverse 

than has been thought (Bernstein, 1991) (Chapter n. previous studies have attempted to 

define the grammar of Japanese women's language based on the characteristics of 

homemakers' speech. With no empirical evidence, the characteristics have been consid

ered to apply to the other sectors of female population, who can naturally gain extensive 

access to a wider range of socioeconomic activities and construct presumably quite dis

tinctive structures of social networks. Thus, further investigation of gender and Ian-

guage in contemporary Japanese society must integrate the perspective of the sociolin

guistic heterogeneity of women's language as part of its research design. Re-examining 

the results of previous sociolinguistic studies of naturalistic data, the following section 

will suggest that it should be a more fruitful approach to take into account the impact of 

speakers' socioeconomic activities and the resultant social networks and memberships 

on how they speak in a very local community. 
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3.3. IMPLICATIONS OF SOCIOECONOMIC MOBILITY FOR LINGUISTIC 
GENDER DIFFERENTIATION 

Background research 

Sex-correlated differences detected by the variationist approach involve remarkable 

uniformity across a number of different speech communities, regardless of such dis

tinctions as western/non-western, urban/rural, and industrialized/non-industrialized (see 

Chambers, 1995:107-24; Labov, 1990, for comprehensive summaries). A uniform ten

dency called a "sociolinguistic gender pattern" (Fasold, 1990:92) has widely circulated 

as a generalization of sex-based differentiation in language. Women, who are said to be 

more sensitive to 'overt prestige' (i.e., standardness) than men, are relatively more con-

servative in linguistic behavior (i.e., use more prestigious/standard forms) than men, 

who are said to use more nonstandard vernacular forms, being subject to 'covert pres-

tige' (i.e., local prestige) (Labov, 1966, 1972b, 1990; Trudgill, l974ab; Wolfram, 

1969; Wolfram & Fasold, 1974). Women also seem more sensitive to incoming pres

tige forms, leading linguistic change within communities by adopting such forms more 

actively than men (Labov, 1966, l972b; 1990). Women typically show a more extreme 

shift (and often end up with hypercorrection) toward new prestige forms in their formal 

speaking styles, and such behavior is also justified by their much higher index for "lin

guistic insecurity" (Labov, l972b: 117) (based on self-evaluation of speech) (Labov, 

1966; Trudgill, 1972ab). Men, on the other hand, tend to be innovators in linguistic 

change taking place in the direction of stigmatized varieties (Trudgill, 1974a). 

The sociolinguistic gender pattern, however, has been found to be limited to sta

ble sociolinguistic markers (Labov, 198lb). There have been reported some linguistic 

phenomena linked to social change, which contradict the typical gender patterns: 

women use non-standard (i.e., less prestigious) forms more than men or at the same 

level as men. Chambers and Trudgill ( 1980), for example, report that younger women 
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in Trondheim, Norway, prefer local, non prestige forms to the same extent as men, 

and they speculate that this tendency may be due to ongoing change in women's sta

tus, value judgments, and attitudes in modern societies in general. "Cataclysmic 

changes" toward reducing separation of gender groups in Japan seem to mirror 

Hibiya's ( 1988} finding of no sex-differentiation in the use of stigmatized variants of 

Tokyo Japanese (Chambers, 1995:139). 

The sociolinguistic gender pattern also appears to vary cross-culturally (Keenan, 

1974; Kulick, 1992). Labov ( 1982, 1990), interpreting men's use of prestige fonns 

over women in Muslim societies, also argues that in cultures where gender roles are 

institutionally separated into distinct social domains (e.g., Middle Eastern communi

ties), men and women may not share the norms and prestige on the same continuum, 

reacting to non-compatible varieties of speech depending on their distinctive accessibil

ity to the codes in everyday lives. 

Variationists' investigation of incipient or new, vigorous changes in progress, 

which are generally below the level of consciousness (i.e., the so-called "change from 

below" variables) (Labov, 1966; 1972b: 123 ), also provides evidence counter to the 

general pattern of women's conservativeness in linguistic behavior. Across a great 

many different communities, there is a consistent fmding that women are always in the 

vanguard of such innovation, leading men. This tendency seems independent of any 

other social factors such as class (Labov, 1990), in that it is not until the variables re

ceive social awareness and evaluation as a sociolinguistic marker that the gender pat

tern (i.e., women's sensitivity to prestige variants) clearly appears. At this point, class 

begins to interact with sex significantly, and as a result, male-female differentiation 

becomes even greater in particular classes (typically, the lower segments of the middle 

class). 
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While women's lead in "change from below" may be assumed to result from the 

general asymmetry of the caregiving situation (i.e., children are exposed to advanced 

forms [i.e., changes in progress] relatively more from their caregivers, who are gen

erally women), Labov ( 1991) dismisses explanations of it for future work as being not 

an empirically testable issue under the current quantitative framework. Labov ( 1991) 

further seems to suggest that there are limitations of using only quantitative approaches 

in 'explaining' why and how sex differentiation exists in language, and that the ideal 

method is to combine an ethnographic view of sexual differentiation based on the 

"norms of the local culture and the local configuration of social interaction" with a 

"controlled study of the speech production of a random sample of individuals stratified 

by objective measures" that enables us to compare the results with those from other 

communities (Labov, 1990:208). 

Major criticisms of the sociolinguistic gender pattern also emerged among re

searchers of gender and language. The criticisms center primarily on variationists' 

stratification methods, in which the socio-economic status of women is tremendously 

marginalized (Llewellyn, 1981 ). In spite of inherent discrepancies in social roles be

tween men and women in any human society, stratification methods are in principle ori

ented towards men's socioeconomic activities as the norm without taking into consid

eration the specific conditions of women's social lives in economic and social organiza

tions (Cameron & Coates, 1988; Delphy, 1981; Graddol & Swann, 1989). These "arti

facts of survey categories" lead to the neglect of the qualitative aspects of women's so

cial lives in local communities (Eckert, 1989:247). While survey research tends to ac

count for the effects of sex in terms of a binary biological opposition, sex differences in 

linguistic variation, as a social construction of gender, involve enormously complex 

factors, which are uniquely determined by individual speakers' different life experi

ences and by ideologies bound to the community in question. 
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Studies which emphasize the importance of the social construction of gender typi

cally entertain an ethnographic perspective in interpreting quantitative data. Long-term 

participant-observation of various phases of speakers' everyday interactions in their 

communities allows researchers to grasp detailed configurations of local practices 

(Douglas-Cowie. 1978; Bortoni-Ricardo. 1985; Eckert. 1988. 1989, 1991; Gal, 

l978ab; Milroy, 1980; Milroy & Milroy, 1985). It also helps reveal local norms and 

prestige, and their correlations with linguistic behaviors, and collects a large amount of 

data which is closest in quality to unobserved natural interactions. In general, the fruit

ful combination of an ethnographic approach and the quantitative investigation of 

variation leads to a new dimension beyond mere correlational accounts of variation 

(Yaeger-Dror, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1994): an ernie analysis of speakers' motivations 

(i.e .• the "actuation problem") (Weinreich et al .• 1968: 186-7) for the social meanings 

of linguistic variables by focusing on gender roles and identity uniquely constructed in 

the local community. 

One robust sociolinguistic variable which has come out of this phase of theoretical 

evolution is the structure of speakers' social networks in their local community; this 

variable has been found to contribute to resolving the actuation problem in innovations 

of localized vernaculars. Milroy and Milroy ( 1985) generalize that while speakers' 

strong ties to a local community network (measured by "density" and "multiplexity") 

(Milroy. 1980:49-52) function as a conservative force for maintenance of their local

ized. non-standard vernacular. innovations brought to local vernaculars are led pri

marily by speakers who are marginal, having weak ties to the local community net

work. Those marginal members, who are exposed to the least norm-enforcing pres

sure from the local community, tend to be most susceptible to changes originating 

from outside the network (through their weak ties) and to play the role of "bridge," 

diffusing new variants throughout their own community. It is. however, not those 
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marginal speakers who are in charge of subsequent spread of the incoming variants. 

Incoming variants tend to be disseminated throughout the community by central mem

bers of the local community who typically maintain close-knit network ties within the 

community, and at the same time, make regular contact with the marginal innovators. 

Based on her extensive ethnographic fieldwork in three demographically con

trastive working-class communities in Belfast, Milroy's (1980) quantitative analysis 

demonstrates that the strength of network ties to local communities is primarily re

sponsible for variable diffusion of a core Belfast vernacular variant of backing /a/ as

sociated with males and with casual styles appropriate to peer interactions. The ex

pected pattern of sex differentiation (i.e., less adoption of the vernacular variant by 

women) was observed only in Ballymacarrett, where men formed closeknit ties 

through stable local employment (shipyard) in contrast to the women, who had rela

tively sparse ties due to their work outside the community. In the Hammer, which was 

losing its indigenous network structures with increasing numbers of people moving 

out to the suburbs or to city apartments, the typical sex differentiation of the Belfast 

variant was found least pronounced. Most significant, the stereotyped pattern turned 

out to be reversed between younger women and men in the Clonard, where women 

tended to be locally employed and to maintain very closeknit local ties as opposed to 

the men, who were unemployed or employed in other neighboring communities. 

Milroy and Milroy (1985:369) interpret this as being change in progress in the 

spread of the East Belfast (i.e., Protestant Ballymacarrett) male variant toward the 

western region (i.e., Catholic Clonard), which has primarily been led by the Clonard 

female "early adopters," who tend to be central figures in a local community network, 

maintaining some frequent contact with outsiders (Labov, 1980). In their everyday 

interactions, which took place at a shopping area on the sectarian interface, the 
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Clonard women tended to have plenty of encounters with marginal, weak-tie members 

who were assumed to have transmitted innovations from outside the network. 

These findings also dismiss the traditional explanation of sex differentiation in lin

guistic sensitivity to overt prestige and status (i.e., biological women are inherently 

more sensitive to prestige differentials and more prone to shift toward prestige norms) 

(Trudgill, 1972, 1983). The vernacular culture is not an exclusively male phenomenon. 

Women's (or men's) preference for either local vernaculars or prestigious standard 

speech is determined not by an individual's sex category per se but depends on degrees 

of focus of interpersonal networks on the local community and how the speaker identi

fies herself (or himself) in relation to the community (LePage & Tabouret-Keller, 

1985). 

The configurations of interpersonal networks discussed so far are intimately in

terwoven with speakers' occupation-based everyday activities in their local communi

ties. A ntL'llber of studies show that differential opportunities open to men and women 

in the local labor market significantly correlate with speakers' uses of local vernacular 

variants, and the impact of speakers' communicative routines required by their occupa

tional roles often outranks their gender category as an explanatory factor for linguistic 

gender differentiation. This distinction between domestic and public work domains 

and its importance for linguistic variation will be critical for the present analysis as 

well. 

Studying variation in the continuum from Gullah, a regional low-prestige English

related basilect Creole, to standard English in the coastal communities in South 

Carolina, Nichols ( 1980, 1983, 1984) found that speakers' occupational experiences 

in their everyday lives and associated communication networks in their local commu

nities were principally responsible for gender variation. While English standardization 

was in rapid progress especially among younger generations in the communities, mid-
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dle-aged women who held white-collar jobs were far more advanced in the change 

than any other members. This is attributed to the nature of the speakers' jobs (e.g .• 

service jobs, clerical jobs), which involve active face-to-face interactions with people 

of diverse language backgrounds from outside the communities and encourage or even 

require them to use a standard variety of speech. A similar fmding is reported in 

Brouwer and van Hout's ( 1992) study of interview data of Amsterdam vernaculars. 

While women favored standard speech as much as in many previous variationist stud

ies, employment (as well as raising children) was also found to be a significant predic

tor of advanced use of standard variants, which appeared to be more substantial for 

women than men. 

On the other hand, several studies also evidence that women's exclusion from the 

labor market can lead to their retention of local low-prestige varieties. Nichols' series 

of studies also found that the heaviest users of Gullah (and non-standard) variants 

were not men but older women. Those women had been working in local domestic 

and agricultural jobs throughout their lives and were firmly confined to the immediate 

vicinity of their community with little contact with outsiders. Bortoni-Ricardo's ( 1985) 

study of the "diffusion" (LePage & Tabouret-Keller, 1985:180-186) of rural mi

grants' indigenous dialects to standard urban Portuguese in a satellite city of Brasilia 

revealed that it was female migrants who lagged in the standardization of stigmatized 

dialectal features in their Portuguese. While male migrants were likely to acquire occu

pation-related interpersonal relations outside their home domain, female migrants re

mained confmed as housewives within their kinship and neighbor communication net

works involving peer immigrants originally from the same rural areas. A parallel phe

nomenon is seen in a Welsh mining village (Thomas, 1988). Older women in the 

community are typically in the vanguard of local vernacular usage, with the features 

disappearing among younger generations. They have spent most of their lives living in 
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the same place and working within the community, and the majority have never 

worked outside the home. Their extremely localized everyday activities through partic

ipation in labor and chapels in the immediate neighborhood have led them to be proud 

of the vernacular variant as a marker of their local heritage and identity. 

In Nahuatl (Mexicano )-speaking communities, which are going through the pro

cesses of industrialization and associated Spanish-Mexicano bilingualism, a commu-

nity-specific picture of gender-differentiated language use becomes even more com

plex. Given that two types of prestige, local solidarity associated with Mexicano and 

economic power associated with Spanish, exist in the community, Hill (1987) ob-

serves that women do not exhibit orientation to either type of prestige, being at once 

both less Mexicano and less Spanish than men. She then argues that these women's 

rather restricted patterns of linguistic repertoire may be due to their active exclusion 

from both of the major social practices dominated by men in the community: wage la

bor associated with the power code of Spanish and the male-oriented community

based networks where the solidarity code of Mexicano is reinforced. 

As reactions against the universalistic adaptation of class to account for sociolin

guistic variation in particular speech communities, some scholars have made vital at-

tempts to formalize this determinative impact of speakers' concrete, occupation-based 

activities in relation to associated linguistic ideology.26 In this framework, oriented to 

a deep penetration into the sociopolitical climate of a specific speech community, re

searchers interpret variable linguistic performance as being correlated with speakers' 
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ideologies--attitudes, values, and beliefs concerning the standard/non-standard norms 

of the community-that are nurtured within their particular occupation-linked "sym

bolic space" (Sankoff, et al., 1989: 111-2). 

Finding that local class distinctions cannot be adequately made by the traditional 

measurements based on education or income in a Guyanese-Creole-speaking com

munity, Rickford ( 1986) argues that linguistic stratification of the community is a 

manifestation of rigid social order based on occupations and associated linguistic ide

ologies. Fieldworkers on the sugar estate, who form the Estate Class (EC), are pre

dominantly basilectal speakers, whereas non-fieldworkers (e.g., drivers and field

foremen on the sugar estate, clerks, shopowners, and skilled tradesmen), who com

pose the Non-Estate Class (NEC), are mostly acrolectal speakers. The NEC members, 

who constitute a dominant group, typically viewed standard speech as being a means 

for achieving higher economic and political status. For the EC members, on the other 

hand, 'speaking good English,' was equal to strengthening the NEC hegemony and 

damaging their own in-group solidarity, so the members commonly rejected standard 

varieties of English as part of the revolutionary acts against the ruling group. 

Similarly, facing a problem of individual diversities bound to various occupations 

within traditional class categories in Montreal, Sankoff and Laberge ( 1978) devised 

objective procedures to measure specifically how speakers' economic activity requires 

or is necessarily associated with the standard variety of speech (Linguistic Marketplace 

Index [LMI]). How speakers variably use language as markers of their social status 

and identity is predominantly shaped by their occupation-bound personal contacts and 

routines in everyday interactions. 

Speakers' "grammatical ideology"--evaluative attitudes toward standard and non

standard varieties--has been found to be one significant cause of intergroup differ

ences in a single speech community (Kroch & Small, 1978:46). Given speakers of 
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two contrastive groups of social roles and status (the talk-show hosts and guests on a 

Philadelphia radio show and callers to the show), K.roch and Small (1978) found that 

the host/guest group, whose speech had been subject to consistent effects of the pre

scriptivism of community norms, more heavily conformed to standard-type manipula

tions of two particular syntactic rules: they postposed particles in phrasal verbs and 

deleted the complementizer 'that' less frequently than the callers. Furthermore, it was 

also found that the speakers' grammatical ideologies appeared to contribute to distinct 

performance grammars (especially in particle movement); namely, linguistic environ

ments examined as a potential set of independent variables were found to have differ

ential effects on production between the two groups of speakers. 

Tills ideological adherence to the community standard in language use also has 

significant implications at the discoursallevel; more specifically, it relates to a scale of 

explicitness-implicitness in speakers' selection of communicative strategies. Hinging 

on Bernstein's (1972) hypothesis on sociolinguistic codes, Coupland (1983) explored 

the explicitness-class correlation in the management of communicative tasks. He hy

pothesized that because of differential access to the range of spoken and written regis

ters available in a community (Finegan & Biber, 1994), speakers who receive higher 

education and have more prestigious (while-collar) jobs tend to select more explicit 

variables that accomplish straightforward encoding of the proposition in communica

tive routines, as compared with manual laborers who are inclined to take advantage of 

implicit structuring of meaning to express intent. Coupland also points out the signifi

cance of types of speakers' occupations as a variable affecting explicit-implicit orienta

tions to their linguistic performance, on the basis of his finding that occupational pres

tige appears to correlate significantly with the degree of explicitness in discourse (Note 

4 in Coupland, 1983:475). 
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Re-examination of previous studies of Japanese gender differentiation 

As demonstrated below. taking into account speakers' socioeconomic mobility 

makes it possible for us to reveal the existence of hidden heterogeneity within Japanese 

women's (and men's) language. Though it does not appear to be their primary objective 

of investigation to focus on such internal diversity, there are a few data-based studies 

whose outcomes are worthy of re-examination in terms of speakers' social network and 

socioeconomic activities. 

First, re-examination of the results of Peng & Shirakawa ( 1977) and Peng, et al. 

( 1981 ), which are focused on different demographic characteristics of two neighbor-

hoods in Tokyo in terms of speakers' years of residence and their birthplaces, reveals 

that the speakers' social network structures in their local communities and their social 

class appear to be more explanatory than their sex category. The two neighborhoods 

studied are both considered to be areas of residence of Tokyo Japanese speakers; one is 

an old community (called shita-machi 'downtown') where there is little turnover in the 

community, and the other is a newly populated community in the suburbs (called 

shinkoo juutaku-chi, 'new residential district') where people from various regions of 

Tokyo (and possibly those from local areas who commute to central Tokyo as well) 

migrate and build new houses. Thus, the downtown community (Dn should presum

ably have a highly closed, multiplex network structure among the residents, a majority 

of whom are likely to be in the lower or lower-middle class engaged in manual labor, 27 

whereas the new residential community (NR) should have a relatively loose-knit, uni-
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plex structure among the residents, a majority of whom are middle-class salaried busi

nessmen and their wives (Milroy, 1980). 

Peng and Shirakawa ( 1977:76) randomly interviewed eighty women and did 

quantitative analyses of eight linguistic features (a total of 40 speakers in each com

munity; 10 speakers each in their 20s, 30s, 40s, and 50s).28 All the interviews were 

same-sex first-encounter interactions, conducted by the female researcher (Shirakawa) 

alone. Peng, et al. ( 1981: 16-28), which is an extended version of Peng and Shirakawa, 

randomly picked one-hundred sixty male speakers in the same two communities (80 

speakers in each community; 20 speakers in each of the four generations)29 and added 

them to the original pool of data for comparative analyses with one additional dependent 

variable, use of honorifics. All the first-encounter interviews were conducted by the 

members of the research group (i.e., four female and two male researchers). Specific 

information on the interview format, however, is not available. 

Of great significance is that many aspects of their findings do not seem to accord 

with the generalizations about Japanese women's language discussed in the last chap-

ter. The characteristics which are contradictory to the results of the studies include 

(from Section 2.5): 

10) Women prefer the distal (polite) style to the direct (plain) style of 
predicates (Suzuki, 1993). 

12) Women tend to avoid the 'assenive' copula da (which is pan of direct
style speech) (Reynolds, 1990). 

18) Women speak more politely (Ide, 1990). 
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CONTRADICITONS: 

a) In DT, female speakers used distal (polite) style less often (28.5%) than male 
speakers (33.1 %)30 and used direct style (plain) more often (54.5%) than male 
speakers (47.1 %).31 In NR, however, the generalization seems to hold weakly: 
female speakers used distal style more often (55.7%) and direct style less often 
(31.6%) than male speakers (39.2%,32 45%,33 respectively). Thus, the order of 
speakers in terms of degree of being infonnal is: DT women, DT men, NR men, 
and NR women (adapted from Peng & Shirakawa, 1977: 84-87; Peng, et al., 
1981:41-46). 

b) If we include the percentages of predicate deletion (i.e., fragment utterances) in 
the above-mentioned percentages for direct-style speech, male-female differences 
in DT become even less pronounced ( 69.7% for women, 66.1% for men), 34 
whereas some weak, but consistent. differentiation is seen in NR ( 41% direct 
style for women, 60.2% for men)35 (adapted from Peng & Shirak:awa, 1977:85; 
Peng, et al., 1981:41-46). 

c) The uses of honorifics (both honorific-polite and humble-polite expressions) 
also involved notable variation between the two communities as well as the gen
der groups. Women's preference for polite language was seen only in women's 
speech in NR ( 1.8% ), whereas the other three groups spoke in a similar manner 
(i.e., DT women, 0.5%;36 DT men. 0.4%;37 NR men, 0.5%38) (adapted from 
Peng, et al., 1981 :20 l-203 ). 

7) It has been claimed that there are three phonological processes typical of 
women's speech ([i] deletion, {r] assimilation, lengthening of 
vowels and consonants) (cited in Shibamoto, 1985). 

CONTRADICITONS: 

a) In the deletion of [i], male speakefS in both communities led women: NR men 
(25.1%) deleted it most frequently, followed by DT men (19.7%), DT women 
(16.8%), and NR women (8.1%).39 The male-female difference was substantial 

30 The difference is not significant at p>.500 (Chi-square= 0.3418; d.f.=l). 
31 The difference is not significant at p>.250 (Chi-square= 0.5390; d.f.=1). 
32 The difference is not significant at p>.OSO (Chi-square= 2.8688; d.f.=1). 
33 The difference is not significant at p>.100 (Chi-square= 2.3264; d.f.=l). 
34 The difference is not significant at p>.750 (Chi-square= 0.0954; d.f.=l). 
35 The difference is not significant at p>.OSO (Chi-square= 3.6426; d.f.=l). 
36 The difference is not significant at p>.250 (Chi-square= 0.7348; d.f.=l). 
37 The difference is not significant at p>.250 (Chi-square= 0.8910; d.f.=l). 
38 The difference is not significant at p>.250 (Chi-square= 0.7348; d.f.=l). 
39 The difference is significant at p <.05 (Chi-square= 8.6902; d.f.=3). 
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in NR (25.1% vs. 8.1% ),40 whereas men and women in DT behaved similarly 
(19.7% vs. 16.8%)41 (Peng & Shirakawa. 1977:106; Peng, et al., 1981:170). 

b) In [r] assimilation (r --> n /_V[n], preceded by V deletion), the same ten
dency as (a) above was found: NR men (14.1 %), DT men (11.7%), DT women 
(10.4%), and NR women (4.6%).42 (Note that Peng, et al. [1981] also include 
the rate of vowel deletion preceding this process in the figures. pp. 161-200.) 
(Peng, et al., 1981: 170) 

lOO 

c) The identical order among the four groups of speakers was obtained for the 
variation in the lengthening of consonants as well: NR men (20.1% ), DT men 
(12.5%), DT women (7.6%), and NR women (3.2%) (Peng, et al., 1981:170).43 

There are several important facts to point out in the findings. First, there is a ten

dency, though not statistically significant, that women in the new residential area are 

most strongly subject to native norms of gendered speech, which is shown by their 

most advanced uses of feminine variables. It follows that male-female differences in 

speech are most striking in the NR community. Second, in contrast, women and men in 

the downtown neighborhood share similar variability in uses of the variables. Third, 

internal diversity within a gender group is evident, in that consistent, salient gaps are 

observed in the speech patterns ofNR women and DT women (and in the speech of 

NR and DT men as well). And finally, two of the phonological variables (Iii-dropping 

and the lengthening of consonants) involve statistically significant degrees of male-fe

male differentiation with remarkable consistency. However, being diametrically op

posed to the claims of previous studies, which claim that women use these variables 

more, the patterns of variability correspond with the traditional gender pattern that men 

are more heavily associated with informal vernaculars. This then confirms our misin-

terpretation of their status as markers of feminine speech and instead suggests a possi-

40 The difference is si~ificant at p <.005 (Chi-square= 8.7048; d.f.=l). 
41 The difference is not significant at p >.500 (Chi-square= 0.1460; d.f.=1). 
42 The difference is not significant at p >.100 (Chi-square= 4.7902; d.f.=3). 
43 The difference is significant at p <.001 (Chi-square= 14.5042; d.f.=3). 



bility that they should be re-defined as variants of vernacular-style speech associated 

strongly with the male gender. 

It bas become evident so far that generalizations based on linguists' native intu

itions or subjective judgments elicited from questionnaires are contradicted by the anal

ysis of naturalistic speech data. Characteristics of inhabitants' social networks in par

ticular local communities seem to be variably correlated with how linguistic gender dis

tinctions are shaped, and the myth that gender-based grouping represents a homoge

neous speech community (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1992) is also refuted through 

analysis of naturalistic data. 

l 0 l 

ln a newly populated community like the NR area, where inhabitants' social net

works are relatively open to outsiders and consist primarily of uniplex ties to one an

other, local vernaculars are barely shaped and maintained. Thus, the community's pat

terns of speech are heavily subject to the awareness of the oven, standard norms of 

gender differentiation. As for the influence of speakers' socioeconomic activities on 

language use, the two communities may also be contrastive. Comparatively speaking, it 

is quite likely that a majority of households in the NR community are middle-class, 

salaried ones where the traditional division of gender roles (i.e., men's public and 

women's domestic roles) tends to be rigid. This plausibly leads to the distinctive differ

entiation in the uses of variables of women and men in the NR community as shown 

above. In addition, NR women's conservativeness in linguistic behavior may also be 

accounted for in tenns of their isolation in suburban life from ongoing inner-city inno

vations of women's language. 

In contrast, there is a possibility that in an old community like the DT area, the 

members' dense, multiplex network structures tend to contribute to the reduction of 

male-female differentiation in their speech. Perhaps in quite a similar fashion to the sit

uation of regional dialects discussed earlier, their closed interpersonal networks may 
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motivate the DT members, regardless of gender, to share strong linguistic loyalty to the 

local vernaculars and resist the overt pressures associated with the standard norms (i.e .• 

feminine-masculine distinctions). As pointed out earlier, it is also likely that a majority 

of the DT inhabitants are lower or lower-middle class speakers engaged in blue-collar 

work at factories and stores in the very local community. It is quite possible that 

women as well as men participate in labor full-time or part-time speaking a similar class 

dialect with little normative gender differentiation. 

Some scholars of Japanese gender differentiation have paid a great deal of attention 

to the socioeconomic dimensions of Japanese women's lives in their local communities. 

For example, Kawaguchi's ( 1987) questionnaire-based study with 288 male and 352 

female informants reports that working men's and working women's introspection 

about their language use at their workplaces involves a great deal of overlap in choosing 

syntactic variants. Being asked how they would phrase 'when are you going?' in 

Japanese, both gender groups predominantly chose gender-neutral types of variants 

(i.e., predicate forms) as major strategies. Furthermore, being asked how to phrase the 

same question in private settings (e.g., talking with neighbors or other members in 

PTA [Parent-Teacher Association]), full-time homemakers formed a distinct group 

from working men and women, who shared a number of variants. While the variants 

typically selected by full-time homemakers sounded casual at the PTA setting, they 

seemed either formal or casual in interactions with neighbors; those chosen by working 

men and women sounded more formal at the PTA setting than in interactions with 

neighbors where only distal-style (polite) predicates seemed to be chosen. Takasaki 

( 1988) hypothesizes that the origin of male-female differences in Japanese simply con

cerns whether or not speakers have occupations in the marketplace and their social sta

tus associated with occupation-linked activities. Individuals' occupations should be re-



garded as being a particularly influential sociolinguistic variable, in that one is required 

to devote a great deal of one's time to occupation-linked activities (Takasaki, 1993). 

Concerned particularly with speakers' occupational status as a variable, Endoo, et 

al. ( 1989) and Endoo ( 1992) examined some generalizations by analyzing naturally oc

curring speech from a television talk show. The speech of twenty-two women inter

viewed one on one by a male interviewer was analyzed in Endoo, et al. ( 1989). And 

interview data of ten men were later added and compared with ten of the twenty-two 

female speakers in Endoo ( 1992).44 All of the speakers are so-called professionals 

(e.g., well-known artists, journalists, novelists, college professors, singers, film-mak-

ers, writers, professional athletes, actors, and medical doctors) (Endoo. 1992:84). 

One important aspect of the studies is the research design, in which the speech of 

men and women from the same domain (i.e., professionals) is compared. The majority 

of previous studies of gender distinctions in Japanese have compared the speech of 

women playing their principal roles in the domestic domain (mothers and homemakers) 

with that of men who spend most of their time outside the home (white-collar busi-

nessmen). 

Endoo, et al. ( 1989) and Endoo ( 1992) focused their analyses on the following 

specific linguistic characteristics claimed in previous literature (Section 2.5) to be asso

ciated with Japanese women's language: 

1) More indirectness and ambiguity (Kawanari, 1993; Horii. 1990) 

2) Incomplete utterances (Horii, 1989, 1990) 

3) Greater degrees of postpositioning of preverbal constituents 
(Shibamoto, 1985) 

4) Feminine sentence final particles (McGloin, 1990) 
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44 Endoo ( 1992) did not state clearly who the interviewer was, but I assume that the same 
male interviewer interviewed the male subjects. 
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First, Endoo ( 1992) assessed male-female differences in the degree of indirectness 

in speech by focusing on two types of utterance-fmal forms: iikiri-bun ('assertive sen

tence') and iisashi-bun ('stop-in-the-middle sentence').45 The latter type sounds more 

indirect, leaving a certain ambiguity or mitigation of assertiveness in the propositional 

content. Her quantitative analysis shows that ten male subjects used iikiri-bun 69.1% of 

the time and iisashi-bun 30.9%, and ten female subjects used them 62.8%46 and 

37.2%,47 respectively {p. 63). Although the percentages seem to display a weak ten

dency for women to produce more indirect utterances, Endoo argues that the male-fe

male differences between the sexes were not large enough to permit conclusions to be 

drawn due to the variation among individual speakers. While there was little variation 

among male speakers,48 the range of individual variation among female speakers was 

much wider especially in their use of the most frequent form of iisashi-bun with the 

45 Iikiri-bun, "a sentence which ends with declaration," is typically accompanied by the 
complete form of predicate. lisashi-bun, "a sentence which is completed as a single utter
ance but ends without declaration," is typically accompanied by the verbal gerund (i.e., -te 
form of verbal) or by conjunctions (e.g., keredomo 'though,' node 'because'). The exam
ples of iisashi-bun with a conjunction and iisashi-bun with the gerund are 4a and 4b, re
spectively (Endoo, 1992:62): 

4a. Jookyoo waruku natten ja nai ka tte yuu inshoo 
situation bad becoming is-NEG QUES QUOT say impression 

desu kedo. 
COP though 

(I've got the impression that the situation is becoming worse, though.) 

4b. Sono bangumi wa itsumo omoshiroi to omotte. 
that program TOP always interesting QUOT think-GER 

(I think the program is always entertaining.) 

46 The difference is not significant at p >. 750 (Chi-square == 0.30 10; d. f.= 1 ). 
47 The difference is not significant at p >.250 (Chi-square== 0.5828; d.f.=l). 
48 Male speakers: 1=12.8%, 2=8.5%, 3=8.2%, 4::::4.3%, 5=8.3%, 6=4.1%, 7=12.5%. 
8=9.8%, 9=7.6%, 10=10.7%. The range: 12.8% - 4.1 %. 
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conjunction keredomo ('though').49 Some of the women used the form very frequently 

(e.g., Speaker 6, 7, 9); but several others produced it much less often than many of the 

male speakers (e.g., Speaker 4, 5) (p. 66). 

Second, Endoo's ( 1992) quantitative analysis of chuushi-bun ('suspended sen-

tence') also provides counter-evidence. 50 Once in a while, the speakers suspended their 

statement, leaving the conclusion unspecified. The speakers who used this type of ut

terance most frequently and least frequently were both male (Male Speaker 9=94.1% I 

Female Speaker 14=88.5%; Male Speaker 8=47.1% I Female Speaker 13=59.2%) and 

the overall percentages showed no distinct differences between the sexes: 24% for the 

male group and 24.1% for the female group (p. 64 ). 

Third, Endoo's results also contradict the female-specific postpositional strategy 

proposed by Shibamoto (1985: 141): men (i.e., businessmen) are reported to use it 5%, 

whereas women (i.e., housewives) use it 12.7%.51 In the speech of professional men 

and women, however, it is men who postposed grammatical elements more frequently 

(8.6%) than women (5.1%)52 (p. 63). 

Last, Endoo, et al.'s analysis of uses of sentence final particles also indicates a 

problem in prescriptive definition of sex-categorical usage. It is found that na, defined 

as one of the male-exclusive particles in grammar dictionaries (e.g., Nihon Bunpoo 

49 Female speakers: 1=9.4%, 2=8.2%, 3=11.8%, 4=2.5%, 5=3.3%, 6=26.3%, 
7=14.1%, 8=12.2%, 9=13.7%, 10=8.8%. The range: 26.3%-2.5%. 
50 An example of chuushi-bun is: 

(after the speaker is asked, "how do you feel about it?") 
4c. Muzukashii shitsumon de. 

difficult question so/COP 
([It's] a difficult question .... ) (Endoo, 1992:63) 

Note that this example may apparently belong to the 'iisashi-bun' category. But the differ
ence is that in 4c the speaker leaves the conclusion unspecified (which should have fol
lowed) for some reason, whereas 4a and 4b clearly state the speaker's position. 
51 The difference is not significant at p >.05 (Chi-square ::: 3.3498; d. f.= 1 ). 
52 The difference is not significant at p >.250 (Chi-square = 0.8942; d.f.= 1 ). 
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Daijiten 'An Encyclopedia of Japanese Grammar' cited in Endoo et al .• l989:26-34), 

was often used by all the twenty-two subjects (though with some individual variation), 

whereas several of the so-called female-exclusive particles such as wa (with rising into

nation). kashira. noyo. and no were rarely used: there were no wa. no noyo, only one 

instance of no. and four instances of kashira. In one of the contexts where kashira, 

which encodes particularly strong femininity, was used. the speaker was jokingly em

phasizing her feminine identity, which contradicted the strongly masculine nature of her 

occupation. a professional motorcyclist. 

The examination of natural speech of speakers from similar occupational back

grounds leads us to a totally different picture of Japanese gender differentiation. The 

empirical comparison of the speech patterns of professional women and men. who lead 

their lives in the same domain of society, clearly demonstrates that the characteristics 

described in intuition-based literature are found prescriptive rather than reflecting real

ity. Many of the claimed sex-related distinctions are not found to be particularly distinc

tive, and there is a strong possibility that they may have stemmed from the inappropri

ate grouping of speakers from different social domains. 



CHAPTER IV 

QUANTITATIVE SOCIOLINGUISTIC ANALYSIS 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, I describe one of the two distinct phases of data analysis according 

to the two goals mentioned in Chapter I. 53 This phase consists of a large-scale quanti-

tative sociolinguistic analysis of naturally occurring speech in order to investigate or-

derly heterogeneity (Weinreich, et al., 1968) within women's language and attempts to 

arrive at adequate generalizations about their changing language in today's society. 

In order to overcome the methodological problems in previous studies, my investi

gation is conducted: 1) focusing on speech collected through sociolinguistic interviews 
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( Labov, 1972c, 1981 b); 2) using appropriate methods for quantification of speech data, 

which should involve statistical tests for levels of significance and multivariate analysis 

of interfactor relationships in terms of effectiveness on the production of dependent 

variables (i.e., the variable rule approach); and 3) taking into account the speech of pro

fessional women, who represent a dynamic sector of the female population in today's 

society, as well as the speech of full-time homemakers. 

My quantitative investigation of sociolinguistic variation within Japanese women's 

language will be focused on two particular morphosyntactic phenomena: the ellipsis of 

Japanese postpositional particle -wa (the topic marker) and variable manifestations of 

the predicate (i.e., sentence-final forms). Both phenomena have been claimed to be 

characteristic of women's speech in Japanese. Data come from the tape-recorded speech 

of seventeen Tokyo-Japanese-speaking women in three types of occupational status 

53 The second phase will be presented in the next chapter (A Study of Directive Speech 
Acts by Working Women in Positions of Authority). 



(i.e .• full-time homemakers. full-time office clerks. and full-time working women in 

managerial positions). 
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The results will show that: l) statistically verified differences within Japanese 

women's language are found in the uses of both variables; 2) the internal heterogeneity 

can be identified as involving social stratification. but it is the one more meaningfully 

correlated with a concrete social category of speakers' memberships to the marketplace 

and related networks in their everyday lives than with such abstract categories as social 

class index and age; and fmally. 3) multivariate analysis of performance data will reveal 

that distinct sociolinguistic grammars are operating differentially depending on the types 

of speakers' participation in the marketplace. 

In the following sections. I will first outline the design of the quantitative study in

cluding the analytical framework adopted. field methods and data. and informants. 

Second. each of the two variable linguistic phenomena in question will be described 

along with coding procedures. a summary of potential constraints based on the claims 

of previous studies. and the results of analyses. Finally. discussion of the results and 

conclusion will be presented. 
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4.2. RESEARCH DESIGN 

4. 2. l. The Analytical Model 

This first phase of data analysis uses a quantitative sociolinguistic approach derived 

from the Labovian theory of language variation and change. This particular approach to 

language emerged from the criticisms of the generativist concept of grammar as 

''knowledge" of "the ideal speaker-hearer in a completely homogeneous speech-com

munity" (Chomsky 1965:3). Weinreich, Labov, and Herzog's hallmark paper on lin

guistic change ( 1968) describes the dynamic nature of language in use and its close 

linkage with the social characteristics of the speech community. The central aspect of 

their claim can be summarized as follows: 

Native competence (i.e., native command of language) consists of the 
orderly heterogeneity of linguistic rules, which is governed by stimuli 
and constraints both from society and from the structure of language 
(pp. 187-8). 

The native speaker's grammar of language is not a self-contained homogeneous psy

chological enterprise, but involves structured, rule-governed variation under the influ

ence of linguistic and social factors. The empirical method for investigating this variable 

but systematic nature of language is necessarily quantitative: strict co-occurrence rela

tions between the variable in question and some other linguistic or extralinguistic ele-

ment can be discovered only by quantitative evidence (Weinreich, et al., 1968: 166-76). 

Among five major issues in studies of language in its social context addressed by 

Weinreich, et al. ( 1968: 183-8}, the present study particularly concerns two central 

problems: the embedding problem, the investigation of how systematic variability is 

manifested in the linguistic structure and in what socially significant ways it is shared or 

differentiated by members of the speech community; and the actuation problem, the in-



vestigation of causes of variation and changes from the viewpoints of linguistic struc

ture and social behavior. 54 

Labov's earlier studies ( 1963, 1966, 1969, 1972b) demonstrate rule-governed 
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systematicity underlying raw speech data, which generative grammarians had discarded 

as being erratic. Labov showed that an apparently unconditioned optionality of rules in 

the generative paradigm failed to account for the fact that the frequency of operation of a 

rule is subject to regular constraints identified in both linguistic and extralinguistic envi

ronments. Labov ( 1969) particularly contends that native grammar involves "inherent 

variability," which is constrained by linguistic and extralinguistic factors in an orderly 

fashion, and formally incorporates variable application of a linguistic rule into the gen

erative paradigm by establishing a new type of rule called a "variable rule" (pp. 728-

42). A variable rule differs from the conventional'optional' or 'categorical' rule in that 

it represents gradient relationships between a rule and the factors (i.e., linguistic and 

extralinguistic) that restrict or promote the application of the rule. 

While Fasold ( 1991) claims that the formalism of variable rules has ceased to be 

discussed in variationist linguistics, the concept of the variable rule has been adapted 

into an increasingly sophisticated mathematical theory by a number of scholars (e.g., 

Cedergren & Sankoff, 1974; Guy, 1975, 1980, 1987; Rousseau, 1989; Rousseau & 

Sankoff, l978a, l978b; Sankoff & Labov, 1979). Cedergren and Sankoff (1974), 

based on cross-linguistic evidence, first suggested that remarkably systematic linguistic 

performance under the influence of a number of multiple, cross-cutting linguistic and/or 

extralinguistic factors would be best described probabilistically. It is claimed that the 

54 The other three issues include: 1) the constraints problem (i.e., to determine the set of 
possible variations and changes and possible conditions for variations and changes; 2) the 
transition problem (i.e., to discover the processes of spread of variations and changes 
throughout the speech community); and 3) the evaluation problem (i.e., to investigate the 
contributions of social awareness to variations and changes in the speech community). 



frequencies observed in individual perfonnance can be used to determine the probabili

ties that each constraint contributes to the application or non-application of a particular 

rule. The probabilities as a statistical reflection of variable competence indicate the rela

tive rank of the constraints in terms of effectiveness on the rule application and clarify 

the competing systems of rules and the effects of extralinguistic factors as well on the 

speaker's manipulation of the systems. 

1 1 1 

Of particular significance for investigation of linguistic gender differentiation is this 

capability of the variable rule approach to deal with the intersecting relationships among 

a number of potential factors (including the speaker's gender) that appear to affect vari

able production of the dependent variable (i.e., gender-linked variants) (also see 

Section 3.2 in Chapter 3). Traditionally, quantitative studies of linguistic gender differ

entiation have failed to take into account these intersecting relationships and have been 

satisfied with an oversimplified interpretation of gender-linked differences as being due 

to the speaker's sex category. In practicing the variable rule approach, however, re

searchers are required to figure out the effect of each of the potential factors in order to 

sort out genuine effects of the speaker's gender on the occurrence of a variable in ques

tion, taking a more qualitative look at the inter-factor relationships in terms of their ef

fectiveness. The present study accommodates these perspectives in its design. 

Furthermore, in addition to the use of probabilities rathe11 than frequencies, the 

mathematical adaptation of the concept has continuously improved with more capabili

ties such as a multivariate analysis which can successfully handle skewed data, a step

wise regression analysis of factors (for distinguishing between truly significant ones 

and insignificant ones), a multiple variant analysis, the treatment of continuous factors 

(e.g., degrees of vowel shift, age, education, economic indices, etc.), a clustering anal

ysis, and many others. Because of the unavoidable skewedness of linguistic data (i.e .. 

a large number of cross-factorial cells are usually left empty in speech data), even a 
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multiple ANOV A, which appears to be the most suitable alternative for handling analy

sis of such factorial combinations, also turns out to be inapplicable, in that its algo

rithms are particularly designed to deal with balanced data from controlled experimenta

tion (Young & Bayley, 1996). These refmements have made the model fully capable of 

estimating the underlying probabilities associated with rules and their contextual and 

social constraints from observable frequencies of a variety of variables in natural 

speech, as a great number of variationist studies have justified. 

The present study employs the two most recent versions of the V ARBRUL pro

gram: GoldVarb, a variable rule application for the Macintosh (Rand & Sankoff, 1990), 

and V ARBRUL 4 (Rousseau, 1989). Both are computer applications of the statistical 

model initiated by Cedergren and Sankoff (1974). They estimate the probability values 

from observed frequency distributions of the data across a variety of linguistic and ex-

tralinguistic contexts in order to obtain an overall picture of the variable tendencies of 

the speaker's linguistic performance in question. GoldVarb does not handle multinomi

nal variables, whereas Varbrul4 does. In the present study, the former, which is easily 

handled on personal computers, will be used for a binominal variable~ the latter, which 

operates only on a mainframe, will be used for a three-level variable. 

Both programs conduct a multivariate analysis of data using the maximum likeli-

hood technique and yield a probability estimate of the effect of each contextual con-

straint on the application of the rule in question in relation to the other remaining con

straints. Furthermore, the output of the programs allows us to calculate the significance 

level of any effect. 55 This can be done using values of log-likelihood; the difference in 

the log-likelihood between two variable rule runs, the second of which ignores the con

straint to evaluate, is multiplied by -2, and the result to be obtained is the chi-square 

55 GoldVarb is programmed to perform this task itself by means of step-wise regression 
analysis (Rand & Sankoff, 1990:24-27). 



value (Weiner & Labov, 1983 :40-l ). There is also a way to evaluate how well the ob-

tained overall estimates of probability fit the observed frequencies. The difference be

tween the observed frequencies and the overall estimates is given as a total chi-square 

value; when a total chi-square value, i.e., the sum of all error factors, is close to the 

number of cells in the dataset, the fit of observation to prediction is good. 
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Data are transformed to a token flle, in which observed frequencies of rule applica

tion (i.e., the number of tokens to which the rule in question has applied out of the total 

number of possible environments) are recorded along with potential linguistic and ex

tralinguistic constraints the analyst hypothesizes may be relevant or distinctive based on 

factors such as previous theoretical work, impressionistic observations, and prelimi

nary investigation.56 

4. 2. 2. Field Methods and Data 

Needless to say, high quality data coUected by appropriate methods is the foremost 

requirement for the success of the investigation of systematic variability in apparently 

chaotic natural speech. IdeaUy, data should meet: l) linguistic requirements; i.e., the 

nature of the data should reveal the systematic and regular character of grammar 

(Labov, l972c, 1981a); 2) statistical requirements; i.e., the quantity of data must be 

large enough for quantitative analysis of a particular variable; and 3) contextual re

quirements: i.e., the data should be gathered from some formal protocols in similar 

communicative settings for the sake of a high degree of comparability among speakers 

from different social backgrounds (Labov, 1981 a, 1996). 

Regarding perfonnance data which represent the systematic and regular properties 

of grammar, previous variationist studies have substantiated the so-called "vernacular 

56 Consult with Young & Bayley ( 1996) for detailed, step-by-step procedures of a 
V ARBRUL analysis. 
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principle": "the style which is most regular in its structure and in its relation to the evo

lution of the language is the vernacular, in which the minimum attention is paid to 

speech" (Labov, l972c: 112). The vernacular can be considered to provide the best data 

from the language acquisition point of view as well. While fonnal superposed styles of 

speech are acquired later in life, the vernacular mode of speech is acquired in pre-ado

lescent years; therefore, the rules governing inherent variation of grammar tend to be 

manifested more regularly in vernacular than in more formal types of speech (Labov, 

l98la:3). 

How can we gain access to the vernacular? The vernacular is the "unreflecting Ian-

guage used in everyday life" (Labov, Yaeger, & Steiner, 1972:16). The true vernacular 

is obtained in communicative settings where there are no unnatural distractions or side 

effects from third-party observers. That is, for the best result, the researcher is required 

to observe how the speaker talks and record what the speaker says when s/he is not ob-

served. 

Variationist linguistics has developed various data elicitation techniques to over-

come this observer's paradox and obtain legitimate vernaculars (see Labov, 198la, for 

a comprehensive summary).57 The sociolinguistic interview, which is a set of interview 

strategies to obtain meaningful data for stratified sociolinguistic surveys (originally out-

lined in Labov, 1966:Ch.5 and Wolfram & Fasold, 1974:48-72), has been widely used 

by variationist linguists as an efficient field technique. The fonnat of the interview con

sists of specific protocols to achieve a variety of goals. 

One of the major protocols of the sociolinguistic interview enables the researcher to 

elicit narratives of personal experiences, which are considered to be contexts where 

57 Seven methods are discussed: sociolinguistic surveys of individuals, interviews in the 
neighborhood studies as first interviews, and as continued interviews, group sessions, 
participant observation, telephone interviews, and rapid and anonymous surveys (Labov, 
198la:6-31). 
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systematic vernaculars are most likely to be produced (Labov, l98Ia:8). To minimize 

the negative effects of formality inherent in the interview setting on the speaker's con

sciousness of their speech style, the protocol requires the researcher to control types of 

topics which may promote a high degree of the speaker's involvement in the content of 

his or her talk. 58 Other major protocols of the sociolinguistic interview also allow the 

researcher: l) to obtain the full range of demographic data about speakers (e.g., age, 

residential information, occupation, educational backgrounds, income, daily schedules, 

various types of social affiliations, hobbies, etc.); 2) to enhance the speaker's involve

ment in narratives by giving him or her great autonomy in deciding the topic of conver

sation; 3) to obtain a record of the speaker's overt ideologies and attitudes towards is-

sues concerned (e.g., women's social status in Japanese society, linguistic stereotypes 

of Japanese women in the present study); and 4) to trace the speaker's affiliations with 

various types of social networks such as friendship networks, occupation-based net

works, local community networks, and engagement in other types of social activities. 

This formal framework of the interview based on specific protocols contributes to a 

great deal of comparability of data from speakers from different social backgrounds and 

succeeds in obtaining a sufficient amount of data (both linguistic and demographic) 

from the speaker for legitimate quantitative analysis (Labov, I98la, 1996). The issue 

of the comparability of recorded data in particular turned out to be a major problem to 

resolve in the fieldwork of the present study, in that it was assumed that three groups of 

Japanese women (i.e., professional women in executive positions, female office clerks, 

58 The topics commonly used to elicit such narratives involve death and the danger of 
death, including any form of extreme physical discomfort (e.g., fights, accidents, sickness, 
operations), sex and all of the machinery for interaction between the sexes (e.g., proposals, 
dating, household negotiations), moral indignation (e.g., did you ever get blamed for 
something you didn't do?), premonitions, children's games, attitudes towards other racial 
and ethnic groups, humor and gossip, and educational aspirations, etc. (Labov, l972c: 114-
5; Labov, 198la:7-l3). 



and full-time homemakers) leading everyday lives in quite different domains of the so

ciety used language with considerably distinct sets of communicative repertoires. This 

assumption led me to the decisions that data from (self-recruited) peer-group sessions 

would not permit a high degree of comparability among the three groups of women, 

and that the topic-controlled sociolinguistic interviews conducted by the researcher as 

an interactant whose social status is held roughly constant and neutral to every single 

subject should provide superior data for comparative purposes as well as quantity of 

data. 

While Labov suggests that it is best to combine different techniques with comple

mentary limitations and advantages (Labov, 198la:31; see Labov, et al., 1980 for the 

best example), the quantitative phase of the present study primarily employed two spe

cific methods: preliminary sociolinguistic surveys of individuals to locate a representa

tive sample for studying the diversity in language use of contemporary Japanese 

women, and the sociolinguistic interviews to elicit narratives, where style is regularly 

shifted towards the vernacular. 

The limitations of the interview format as a method for eliciting vernaculars have 

been pointed out by some sociolinguists. For example, the interview session necessi

tates the presence of a stranger (i.e., the researcher) whom the speaker encounters for 

the first time, and this tends to prevent the speaker from producing vernacular-style 

speech (e.g., Milroy, 1980). The interviewer's (researcher's) interpersonal links to the 

subjects in the present study, however, were somehow different from such abrupt in

teractions between total strangers. Before the interview actually took place l contacted 

each of the subjects at least a few times through the "second order network" (i.e., as a 

friend of a friend, an acquaintance, or a relative), which seems to have a great potential 

for drawing the researcher into the mesh of their network -based activities (Milroy, 

1980:53). 

l l 6 
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It has also been argued that data elicited through interview sessions are stylistically 

deprived (Coupland, 1980; Riclcford & McNair-Knox, 1994). As demonstrated in later 

sections, however, the results of the present study will support Labov's ( 1996) claim 

that sociolinguistic interviews are capable of providing fairly rich resources to analyze 

stylistic variability in grammar. Variable uses of dependent variables examined in the 

present study were found to involve differential sensitivity to three particular phases of 

the interview (i.e., narrative, conversational, and responsive), which corresponds with 

Labov's ( 1996:5-lO) decision tree for stylistic analysis. 

4.2.2.1. Sociolinguistic surveys of individuals and selection of informants 

As mentioned above in Section 4.1, the main objective of my quantitative sociolin

guistic investigation is to account for sociolinguistic variation in the speech of Japanese 

women, which I hypothesize is intimately involved with drastic changes in their gender 

roles and identity in contemporary society. Therefore, my effort to collect empirical data 

began with carefully locating speakers who represent the dynamic state of women's 

social lives in today's society. 

This procedure deviates from the usual practice of stratified survey methodology, 

which first studies the demographic characteristics of the target speech community in 

detail, selects a representative neighborhood, and obtains non-biased representative 

samples by selecting individuals randomly from the population (Labov, 1981a). 

However, there are also innovative quantitative sociolinguistic studies which use non

traditional sampling procedures (i.e., the combination of ethnography and quantitative 

sociolinguistics methods) and generate equally fruitful results (e.g., Eckert, 1988, 

1989, 1991; Yaeger-Dror, 1991, 1993, 1994). Arguing against the traditional sociolin

guistic practice, which is predominantly based on adult social structure, Eckert studied 

speakers in a particular phase of social life---the passage from preadolescence to adoles-



cence, and succeeded in showing that the patterns of their linguistic innovation do not 

correspond with adults' class-based norm structures, which are perpetuated by gross 

generalizations, but are governed by the speakers' social identities shaped through 

school-related group memberships (e.g., Burnouts, Jocks, In-betweens in Ecken, 

1988; also Burnouts and Rednecks in Habick, 1991). The results revealed motivational 
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factors for linguistic innovation and contributed to a more accurate picture of the mech

anisms of the spread of linguistic change, which involve the complex interaction of so

cial category affiliation, the socioeconomic hierarchy, and the metropolitan environment 

of speakers' everyday lives. 

The present study pursues the same line of thought in identifying a sample for 

studying the changing language use of contemporary Japanese women. Based on the 

history of the evolution of women's roles in Japanese society (Chapter m, I hypothe-

size that marketplace membership (i.e., differential orientations towards domestic and 

public roles) should constitute a major part of the norm systems and exhibit intriguing 

covariations with their linguistic behaviors. Thus, the selection of individuals was par-

ticularly focused on two major groups: full-time homemakers and full-time working 

women. 59 As subgroups of working women, I also set up two groups: working 

women who play a traditionally male role of leadership at the workplace and those who 

do not play such a role. 

Accordingly, my fieldwork started with collecting profiles of as many individuals 

as possible, reviewing their profiles, and doing potential grouping of the individuals 

based on their profiles. To gain access to potential informants, I took advantage of my 

personal ties (i.e., the second order network) such as friends' networks in Japan and 

59 Though the exclusion of homemakers working part-time was not part of my original 
plan, all the homemakers who agreed to be my informants turned out to hold no job outside 
their households. 
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here in Arizona, parents' and relatives' assistance, and my college alumni network. I 

distributed informal letters among people in those networks to explain quite broadly that 

I was interested in changes in Japanese women's social lives and gender distinctions in 

Japanese and wished to interview women who were shufu (homemakers), those who 

were ooeru (OL [Office Ladies}= office workers), and those who were kanri-shoku 

(workers in managerial positions). It was an extremely difficult and frustrating task to 

locate informants in Japan, because living abroad I had no direct control over the search 

and had to rely totally on the goodwill and support of others. In addition, it was even 

more difficult to find working women in leadership positions who could assist in this 

study, mainly due to the very small number of women of such occupational status (see 

Note 7 in Chapter D and their extremely busy and stressful work conditions. 

The preliminary survey of individual profiles was also used for some further ad

justment with respect to the grouping of the individuals. First, I restricted the infor

mants to those who were born and grew up in the Tokyo metropolitan area to avoid di

alectal differences. Second, in grouping individuals I tried to be sure that each of the 

three groups were equal in terms of the number of informants and age for a high degree 

of comparability.60 Third, while it was relatively easy to locate full-time homemakers 

from the proftles, I had to inquire more closely into individual profiles to divide full

time working women into the two specific groups: those who held managerial positions 

and those who did not. When needed, I either conducted preliminary telephone inter

views to ask more specific questions about their profiles or visited potential subjects to 

observe their workplaces myself to make a fmal decision. 

60 Social class categories of the informants will be discussed later in Section 4.2.2.4. 



4.2.2.2. The sociolinguistic interview 

My fieldwork for data collection for the quantitative sociolinguistic analysis was 

conducted in Tokyo for five weeks in the summer of 1994. Because the number of the 

potential informants was still too small at this point to conduct quantitative sociolin

guistic analyses, I kept searching for additional informants even after the fieldwork 
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started. Fortunately, meeting the informants face to face helped me gain access to addi

tional informants and contributed to expanding my search considerably. In particular, 

two women were especially helpful: a company president and an office manager I met 

at the beginning of the fieldwork introduced me to networks involving working women 

holding similar occupational positions, where I was able to gain a few additional infor-

mants.6 ' 

After locating the informants through the surveys of individual profiles, preliminary 

telephone interviews, and observations of several workplaces, I conducted the sociolin

guistic interviews to elicit narratives of personal experiences from each informant. Group 

sessions involving informants' peers might have been useful for obtaining vernacular data. 

As mentioned earlier, however, I concluded that elicitation through group sessions would 

cause a crucial loss of representativeness (i.e., no known way of sampling the groups of a 

society) and involve many accidental factors that might inhibit the effective collection of the 

vernacular of an individual speaker (Labov, 1981a:29). For example, there might be a sit

uation where a given speaker does not talk much in a group setting. Such group dynamics 

are beyond the control of the researcher, but they surely lead to poor data. 

For these reasons, I used only the sociolinguistic interview format for obtaining data. 

61 It seems common that women in positions of authority, especially company presidents 
and officials, regularly organize meetings with an overall aim of supporting one another in 
their male-dominant communities (e.g., discussing managerial problems, sharing experi
ences and information, etc.). A similar casual meeting is reported in Abe ( 1993:96-7). 



In eliciting data through the sociolinguistic interview, I followed specific protocols 

(Labov, 198la:7-16) and obtained particular information which is relevant to the pre

sent study. I had never met any of the informants face to face prior to this fieldwork, 

and every interaction was recorded by a portable cassette recorder placed in front of us 

from the very beginning when I introduced myselfbriefly.62 

The list below describes the kinds of topics talked about in every sociolinguistic 

interview. 

1) information questions about the speaker's demographic characteristics 
(e.g., date of birth, residential information and history, educational 
and occupational backgrounds, particular club or social activities in 
school days and now, marital status, family relations including 
parents, spouse, children, and brothers and sisters, husband's 
occupation [to married women]). 

2) daily schedule 

3) hobbies and how to spend weekends 

4) trips, movies, TV programs, books, and various topics in popular 
culture 

5) family members 

6) PTA and community activities (to married women) 

7) friends and friendship networks 

8) school days (mainly, college life) and life after graduation 

9) satisfaction and pleasure in life 

I 0) dreams and interesting/unusual plans for the future 

ll) change in women's lives and gender status in Japan 

1 2 l 

62 I approached the subjects as a graduate student who was interested in the broad topic of 
differences in men's and women's language and explained that I had been mainly looking 
for homemakers and working women to interview. I assume that many of them probably 
knew from the letter I previously distributed that I was a sociolinguist who was interested 
in changes in women's lives and their language in Japanese society, but none asked any 
specific questions about my research design or particular questions to be investigated. After 
I introduced myself, the interactions usually proceeded to talking about our mutual friends 
and acquaintances. 



12) parents' attitudes towards education and conflicts (if any) 

13) young people's ways of speaking 

14) younger women's ways of speaking 

15) views on marriage 

16) views on working outside the home 

17) fuufu genka ('domestic dispute') (to married women) 

18) health 

19) accidents 

20) amazing experiences (while traveling) 

In addition, the following topics were introduced with working women: 

21) occupational status and the nature of the job 

22) likes and dislikes about the job 

23) difficulties and problems to solve at work 

24) moments of pleasure and satisfaction, and ambitions at work 

25) disadvantages or advantages of being a woman in the workplace 

26) hardship in playing dual roles: being a working woman and being a 
wife and a mother and solutions/strategies (to married women) 

The following questions were also added for women in managerial positions: 

27) hardship as a woman in a leadership position 

28) most difficult managerial problems and solutions/strategies 

29) strategies for successful communication with subordinates 

While Topic ( l) was always first, the order of the remaining topics was totally 

flexible, being subject to the speaker's management of the content of their narratives. 63 

I was also careful not to break the smooth flow of the talk in introducing new topics. 

Topic ( 1) mainly elicited informants' responses to information questions, and the sue-

63 Topics 1 through 8 are interrelated thus quite easily connected, for example. 
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ceeding topics were used to elicit narratives of their personal experiences. All the in

formants were very responsive to all the topics introduced. and the interviews lasted 

between 90 and 135 minutes. 
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Having three groups of women whose social practices and networks seem quite 

distinct both qualitatively and quantitatively. perfect comparability in terms of the types 

and number of topics talked about was difficult to attain. This discrepancy. however. 

did not seem to systematically damage the comparability. at least in the length and for

mality of the content of the narratives; there was a great deal of individual variation both 

in preference for topics and in the amount of talk. For example. the longest interview 

session was conducted with a 47-year-old full-time homemaker. who liked to talk about 

philosophy of life and ideological subjects; a 40-year-old law office manager who had a 

great sense of humor seemed less enthusiastic about talking about her job but produced 

highly extensive narratives about her personal experiences such as her homestay in 

China. accidents during her travel in China. a misfortune that happened to her child. 

and so on. 

The final note about data elicitation through sociolinguistic interviews concerns the 

setting. To diminish the negative effects of formality of the interview setting on the 

speaker's production of the vernacular. I attempted to avoid interviewing working 

women at their workplaces. choosing either a more neutral place. such as a coffee 

shop. or a more casual setting. such as the informants' residences. While all the full

time homemakers seemed to have no difficulty either inviting me to their houses or 

coming out to meet me at coffee shops. I could not necessarily use this strategy for 

some of the working women, who preferred not leaving their workplaces. When this 

was the case. we usually chose some empty room at the workplace to conduct the in

terviews. 
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4.2.2.3. Questionnaires 

After the sociolinguistic interview was done, every informant was given a ques

tionnaire, which was designed to fulfill three objectives. First, it asked the informants 

detailed questions in order to measure their socioeconomic class scores (e.g., questions 

about their family income, educational backgrounds, parents' occupational and educa

tional backgrounds, and housing types). Second, it also inquired about the informants' 

social network patterns, modifying Brouwer and Van Hout's ( 1992) method. It asked 

the number of non-family members the informants regularly talked to at least once a 

week. Furthermore, it also asked each informant to specify people she interacted with 

very frequently, particularly their gender, age, occupation, and types of relationships 

(i.e., friends, boss, subordinates, neighbors, etc.). 

Last, this questionnaire was also designed to ask working women in managerial 

positions concrete questions about their ways of speaking and hardships at the work

place. The former questions were particularly focused on the informants' introspection 

about changes in their ways of speaking at the workplace; for example, whether they 

are aware of change in their own speech, whether they consciously manipulate different 

styles of speech at the workplace, and if so, in what circumstances and why. The latter 

question was particularly concerned with possible disadvantages in playing leadership 

roles in the male-oriented marketplace; I asked each informant to give concrete exam

ples of times when she felt at a disadvantage, if she ever did. Though topics related to 

these questions were also touched on during the sociolinguistic interviews, I purposely 

reformulated them as formal questions because I felt that these types of questions 

would require some deliberation and that the informants could be hesitant to express 

honest feelings about some of the questions in face-to-face interviews with a stranger 

(see Section l.l for typical responses). 



All the questionnaires were either collected by me later or were mailed directly to 

me by the informants. Because some of the informants left the question on family in

come unanswered, I later decided to exclude income from the measurement of speak

ers' social class index. 

4.2.2.4. Informants 

There were seventeen informants for quantitative sociolingusitic analysis: 6 work

ing women in managerial positions, 5 working women in non-managerial positions, 

and 6 full-time homemakers. Table 4.1 summarizes their demographic characteristics 

and interview settings. 
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TABLE4.l. 

Profile of Informants (3 Groups. l7 Speakers) 

GROUP 1: Working Women in Managerial Positions (WWM) 
(6 Speakers)64 

Speaker Age Education Profession65 Setting 

A (M,lC)66 46 Junior Division Chief Workplace 
College at a Publishing Company 

(Company Employee, 
Managerial Position) 

C (M,2C) 53 Ph.D. Division Chief Coffee Shop 
at a Research Institute 

(University Professor) 

E (M,2C) 42 BA Company President Coffee Shop 

(Company Employee, 
Managerial Position) 

F (S) 28 BA Officer/Educator at Refonn Coffee Shop 
School for Female 
Juvenile Delinquents 

H(M) 27 Medical Ophthalmologist Coffee Shop 
School at a University Hospital 

(Scientist) 

L (M,lC) 40 BA Law Office Manager Workplace 

(Preparatory School 
Ownerffeacher) 

64 As compared with Group II, Group I consists typically of working women whose pro
fessional status is given much higher "social prestige." According to the Occupation 
Prestige Scores established by Torninaga, et al (1979:499-503) in Japan, the professions of 
the Group II speakers turned out to be assigned scores between 50 to 55.9 (i.e., mainly, 
clerical jobs), whereas those of the Group I speakers have scores ranging from 60.9 to 
82.7 (i.e., professional and managerial jobs). 
65 For married women, the husband's occupation is in parentheses. All the managerial 
positions of the husbands are at the division-chief level of major companies. The compa
nies owned by the husbands are all minor enterprises. 
66 M = married, S = single, #C = the number of children. 
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GROUP II: Working Women in Non-Managerial Positions (WW) 
(5 Speakers) 

Speaker Age Education Profession Setting 

I (S) 35 BA Office Clerk Coffee Shop 
at a Governmental Office 

J (S) 46 BA Office Clerk Coffee Shop 
at a Travel Agency 

K (S) 28 Technical Accountant Coffee Shop 
School at a Travel Agency 

N(M) 29 BA Bank Clerk Coffee Shop 

(Bank Clerk) 

0 (S) 45 Junior Office Clerk Workplace 
College at a Kindergarten 

Association 

GROUP III: Full-time Homemakers (HM) (6 Speakers) 

Husband's 
Speaker Age Education Profession . Setting 

B (M.2C) 43 Junior (Company Home 
College President) 

D (M.2C) 62 High (Laundry Owner) Home 
School 

G (M.2C) 39 BA (Independent Coffee Shop 
Architect) 

M (M.2C) 39 BA (Company Employee, Home 
Managerial Position) 

P (M,2C) 35 Junior (Company Coffee Shop 
College President) 

Q (M,3C) 47 BA (Company Employee, Home 
Managerial Position 



Table 4.2 also shows the distribution by occupational group and age of the infor-

mants. 

TABLE4.2. 

Occupational Group x Age 

Age 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70-
Occupational 
Group 

WWM 2 0 3 0 0 

ww 2 2 0 0 0 

HM 0 3 2 0 0 

Total 4 4 7 1 0 

I have used the traditional methods to outline the class distribution of the infor-

mants below. My objectives in doing this are to examine the validity of the framework 

for the analysis of my data and to compare my results with those of previous studies, 

where class is recognized as a powerfully revealing factor in sociolinguistic variation 

and change. 

My measurement of the class index of the informants is based on four of the major 

variables according to the traditional systems (e.g., Trudgill, 1974b; Labov, 1966)67: 

occupation (Table 4.3), parents' occupation (Table 4.3), education (Table 4.4), and 

housing (Table 4.5). 

67 These systems established a few decades ago are still widespread in contemporary 
variationist studies. 
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TABLE 4.3. 

Index of Occupation and Parents' Occupation 

Index Score 

4 

3 

2 

Occupation Type 

Professionals, 
Managers, and Officials 
(Salaried & Self-Employed) 

Clerks and Salespersons 

Craftsmen and Foremen; 
Self-Employed White and 
Blue-Collar Workers 

Operatives,Service Workers, 
Laborers 
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(Labov, 1966: 139) 

Following the traditional procedures, homemakers' occupations were rated according to 

their husbands' occupations.68 In the present study, however, the occupations of 

working women, whether they are married or not, were rated according to their own 

rather than their husband's. Parents' occupation was rated according to either father's 

or mother's, whichever was higher. 

The informants' index of education was based on Table 4.4. Each informant was 

assigned an index based on her own education. 

68 The traditional systems assign women occupational index in the following ways: 
whether they worked outside the home or not, "married women and widows were rated on 
their husbands' occupation, and unmarried women on their fathers"' (Trudgill, 1974b:38): 
"husband's occupation was used for all married women except in cases where the wife is 
working and the husband is retired; widows who do not work were classified by their dead 
husband's occupation" (Labov, 1966:178). 



Index Score 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

0 

TABLE4.4. 

Index of Education 

Level of Education 

Advanced Degrees 
(Medical/Graduate school degrees) 

University Graduate 

Junior College Graduate 

Vocational School Graduate 

High School Graduate 

Middle School Graduate 

Primary School Graduate 
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(Modified from Hibiya, 1988:38) 

I added two extra categories to the system: Category 4 for women who graduated from 

junior colleges, and Category 6 for those who received advanced degrees after graduat-

ing from 4-year universities. Entering junior colleges has been a mainstream option of 

Japanese women who wish to proceed to post-secondary education. About two-thirds 

of such women attend junior colleges and only 14.7% of them enter four-year universi-

ties in Japan (Inoue & Ebara, 1991: 116). 

In the present data. the majority of the informants are highly educated. 9 of them 

graduated from 4-year universities, and 2 informants received advanced degrees (Ph.D. 

and M.D.). 4 out of 17 informants graduated from junior colleges. 

The housing scale was based on two different parameters: residence ownership and 

residence type. Information on age of house (Trudgill, l974b:40-l) was not sought in 

my questionnaire, thus it was excluded from consideration. 



Index Score 

4 

3 

2 

0 

TABLE4.5. 

[ndex of Housing 

Housing Type 

Owner-occupied House 

Owner-occupied Apartment 

Rented House 

Rented Apartment 

Apartment or House Rented 
from a Company or Local 
Authority 

l 3 l 

(Adapted from Trudgill. 1974:40-1) 

Table 4.6 summarizes the four kinds of index scores and social class index as-

signed to each informant. 
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TABLE4.6. 

Summary of Four Index Scores and Social Class Index (SCD 

Group 1: 6 Working Women in Managerial Positions (WWM) 

Occupation Parents' Education Housing Total 
Speakers Occupation (SCI) 

A(M) 4(4)69 4 4 3 15(15) 

C(M) 4(4) 4 6 4 18(18) 

E(M) 4(4) 4 5 4 17(17) 

F(M) 4(4) 4 5 4 17(17) 

H(S) 4(4) 4 6 3 17(17) 

L(M) 4(4) 4 5 0 13(13) 

Average 4(4) 4 5.2 3 16.2 
(16.2) 

Group II: 5 Working Women in Clerical Positions (WW) 

Occupation Parents' Education Housing Total 
Speakers Occupation (SCI) 

I(S) 3(4) 4 5 4 14(15) 

J(S) 3(4) 4 5 3 15(16) 

K(S) 3(4) 4 3 4 14(15) 

N(M) 3(3) 4 5 3 15( 15) 

O(S) 3(4) 4 4 4 15(16) 

Average 3(3.8) 4 4.4 3.6 14.6 
(15.4) 

69 According to the traditional systems (see Note 68), the numbers in parentheses are 
Father's occupation scores for single women and Husband's occupation scores for married 
women and the resultant average of SCI. 



Group III: 6 Full-time Homemakers (HM) 

Husband's Parents' Education Housing Total 
Speaker Occupation Occ!J.Pation (SCI) 

B 4 4 4 4 16 

0 4 4 2 4 14 

G 4 4 5 4 t7 

M 4 4 5 3 16 

p 4 4 4 4 16 

Q 4 4 5 4 17 

4 4 4.2 3.8 16 

As far as group scores are concerned, it is Group [(Working Women in 

Managerial Positions) which had the highest class index ( 16.2). The group of full-time 

homemakers (Group ill), however, was only 0.2less than the Group I index. The 

group of working women in clerical positions (Group II) had the lowest index, which 

was only 0.6less than that of homemakers'. Assigning either husbands' occupational 

indices or fathers' indices does not make any notable difference (the numbers in paren

theses). The occupational indices of the women in Group I are all compatible with their 

husbands' (A, C, E, F, and L) and father's (H). Though the Group II index increases 

slightly (0.8) when the traditional systems are adopted, the score (15.4) makes the in

tergroup differences even smaller. 

In addition, Figure 4.1 below shows the individual distribution of social class in-

dex. 
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Since there is no natural break in the continuum (Trudgill, 1974b:41-4),70 it seems rea

sonable to conclude that the informants of the present study belong to the same social 

class. The differences in the social class indices of the three groups of women are neg

ligible. The implication of this observation will be discussed further in relation to the 

results of my analysis in the following sections. 
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70 'Natural break' means a break that occurs around clusters of informants (Trudgill, 
l974b:44 ). Thus, there must be two 'cone-shaped' clusters of speakers identified in order 
to claim that two social classes exist in the sample, three clusters for three classes, and so 
on. 



4.3. THE FIRST VARIABLE: ELLIPSIS of TOPIC MARKER -WA 

4.3.1. The Phenomenon 

As is characteristic of the majority of SOY languages, the Japanese language spec

ifies all case relations and other functional relations by postpositional particles. One of 

the principal particles, the topic marker -wa, is very frequently used to specify the 

theme or topic of the sentence as in ( 1 ). 

(1) a. John .NS gakusei desu. 

TOP student COP 

'Speaking of John, he is a student.' 
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(Kuno, 1973:38) 

b. Amerika-jin no daibubun £1@ se ga takai. 

Americans GEN most pan TOP stature SUB high 

'Most of the Americans are tall.' 

(Kuno, 1973:46} 

Japanese postpositional particles, however, are dropped with high frequency in in

formal colloquial speech (Kuno, 1972; Martin, 1975; Peng, et al., 1981; Tsutsui, 

1983, 1984; Shibatani, 1990). Others also claim that utterances with partjcle ellipsis 

sound more natural than those without ellipsis (Hasegawa, 1993 ), and that "the con

stant inclusion of these particles defmitely does not reflect normal, unmonitored con

versation" (Jorden & Noda, 1987:87). Similarly, the ellipsis of -wa was also frequently 

observed in my data as in (2). Note here that whether the panicle is absent or not does 

not affect the referential meaning of the utterance. 



(2) a. Taigai 

Generally 

watakushi 

I 

(wa) 

TOP 

'Generally, I come (to the office) early.' 

hayai n desu. 

early EP 

The strong linkage of the elliptic phenomenon with an 'informal' and 

'unmonitored' style of speech suggests that the ellipsis of particles in Japanese is a 

property of the speaker's vernacular---the most systematic style of speech produced in 

situations where the minimum attention is paid to speech (Labov, 198la). It has been 

empirically justified that the highly regular character of the vernacular is the most useful 

device for revealing inherent variability in the granunar of a particular language (Labov, 

1969, 1972c). 

4.3.2. Previous Studies 

Most previous research on Japanese granunar has paid much less attention to the 

variable phenomenon of particle ellipsis than to their appearance (e.g., Kuno, 1972; 

Maynard, 1981; Ogami, 1987); this may be largely due to a misconception that elliptic 

phenomena are mostly stylistic free variation in linguistic performance and somehow 

deviate from the basic structures of a language. And yet, a limited number of studies 

have shown that some underlying principles govern systematic variation in the ellipsis 

of the particles (Kuno, 1972; Martin, 1975; Tsutsui, 1981, 1983; Hinds, 1982b; 

Shibamoto, 1985, 1987, 1990). Though most of the earlier studies, which rely primar

ily on intuitively constructed sentences in isolation, do not necessarily conform to phe

nomena in natural speech (Hinds, l982b ), a growing body of literature has begun to 

focus on the vernacular (i.e., unmonitored, spontaneous conversations or narratives in 

informal settings) as data and has revealed the highly systematic nature of Japanese par

ticle ellipsis in natural speech. The present study is another attempt to investigate rule-
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governed variation in particle ellipsis as a legitimate component of Japanese grammar, 

analyzing the vernacular. 

While previous studies have indicated a number of factors as potential constraints 

on Japanese particle ellipsis in general, the summary presented below is meant to de-

scribe only the ones relevant to the present study. The constraints are divided into four 

general groups. The first group of constraints is purely structural, activated mechani

cally by linguistic environments of the dependent variable. 

Structural constraints 

l) Parallelism: 

Matsuda's ( 1992) multivariate analysis of accusative -o ellipsis found a statisti

cally significant degree of concurrence with the ellipsis of the nominative case 

marker-gain the same clause. This parallelism was also confirmed in 

Takano's (1994) study7I of the effects of gender composition on Japanese 

particle ellipsis, where a statistically significant positive correlation was found 

between the ellipsis of -wal-ga and that of the accusative -o in mixed-sex con

versations. 72 These are striking results from the functional perspective, which 

would predict that given two arguments, if the case is unmarked with one of 

them, the other would be more likely to retain its case so that the hearer could 

recover the missing case and interpret the meaning more easily (Kiparsky, 

1972). However, these counter-functional phenomena in particle ellipsis pro

vide further evidence to support the supremacy of impact of surface structure 

(i.e., positional factors) over that of higher-level functional units (e.g., infor-
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71 In this study, I collapsed the ellipses of two kinds of particles (i.e., the topic marker -wa 
and the nominative case marker -ga) into a single variable for the sake of comparison with 
the results from Shibamoto's ( 1985, 1990) studies, which were conducted in the same 
way. 
72 A stepwise regression analysis did not find the correlation statistically significant for 
single-sex conversations. 



marion status, semantic redundancy) on linguistic variation. Several studies 

found that a mechanical operation for preserving parallel structure, which is 

cognitively less demanding, was identified as a stronger constraint than func

tional motivations, which were found to be only weakly responsible for given 

variability (Poplack, 1980ab; Weiner & Labov, 1983). 

2) Immediately preceding sounds: 

Possible preceding sounds include the five vowels and the syllabic nasal (i.e., 

a, i, u, e, o, N). The phonological conditioning of Japanese particle ellipsis 

was first explored by Matsuda ( 1992), who focused on the ellipsis of the ac

cusative case in the speech of two Japanese women. While Matsuda identified 

statistically insignificant but consistent differentiation in the effects of preced

ing sounds, Takano's ( 1994) re-analysis of the same factor found the phono

logical conditioning statistically significant for men's ellipsis of -wa/-ga. The 

effects of preceding sounds could be explained as consonant cluster reduction 

(-wa/ga were most likely to be deleted after syllabic nasals) and by articulatory 

ease (the high-front vowel Iii disfavored the ellipsis most strongly and the low

back vowel Ia! was the second strongest promoter of the ellipsis). 
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The second group of potential constraints concerns the pragmatic dimensions of the 

utterance. The central issue is the degree of the speaker's involvement in talk. 

Pragmatic constraints 

3) Presence of sentence final particles (SFP): 

Japanese SFPs as affect markers are considered to enhance high involvement 

of the interactants and their psychological closeness to the information ex

pressed (Tsutsui, 1983). It then follows that particles in such utterances are 

very likely to be elided. Masunaga ( 1988) also argues that the use of SFPs 

promotes particle ellipsis because of the speaker's focus on the sentence final 



verb and resultant "de-focusing" of the preceding NP. Matsuda (1992) found 

that the presence of SFPs promoted and their absence inhibited the ellipsis of 

the accusative marker -o. The promoting effects of the presence of SFPs were 

confirmed with respect to -wa/-ga deletion as well in Takano (1994). 

However, it will be seen in the present study that it is types of pragmatic force 

which are in fact a more significant factor affecting particle ellipsis than the use 

of SFPs per se. 

4) Pragmatic force of an utterance: 
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Commands and questions are considered to be highly involving, and thus the 

particles of NPs in such utterances are more likely to be elided (Tsutsui, 

1983). Similarly, Hasegawa (1993) suggests that Japanese particle ellipsis 

takes place very frequently in utterances which encode the speaker's intent to 

request, urge, or offer something to the listener. Matsuda ( 1992) also argues 

that rates of particle ellipsis seem to vary depending on different pragmatic 

functions of the SFPs; for example, emphatic SFPs stood out as the strongest 

promoter of ellipsis in his analysis of -o ellipsis. Takano (1994) found that the 

interrogative mood favored particle ellipsis even more strongly than the em

phatic mood. The speaker's emotional involvement is evident in these types of 

utterances. 

The third group of constraints is cognitive: how the interactants perceive infonna

tion conveyed by an NP followed or not followed by the particle. As mentioned earlier, 

there seems to be a great possibility that these 'functional' factors may be overwhelmed 

by mechanical operations from surface structure as constraints on particle ellipsis. 



Cognitive constraints 

5) Closeness of information to both the speaker and the bearer: 

An NP identified as being close to the speaker and hearer has a high degree of 

presupposition (i.e., both physically and psychologically close contact with the 

referent of the NP), and its associated particles are more likely to be elided 

(Tsutsui, 1984). Among different person pronouns, for example, Japanese 

particles attached to 1st- and 2nd-person pronouns are assumed to be more 

likely to be elided than those to the 3rd-person pronouns, which are less close 

to both speaker and hearer (Shibamoto, 1990). Along the same line, it is also 

claimed that the speaker's objective attitude toward the information conveyed 

by an NP encodes a low degree of presupposition, and thus tends to inhibit 

particle ellipsis (Tsutsui, 1984 ). A general statement, for example, tends to 

promote high rates of retention of particles (Tsutsui, 1983). Takano's (1994) 

multivariate analysis of the -wa/-ga ellipsis tested this hypothesis and obtained 

supportive evidence that subjective statements promoted ellipsis, whereas ob

jective statements had a neutral effect. I categorized NPs which were uttered by 

the speaker to talk about 'in-group' matters (i.e., anything related to the 

speaker himself/herself) as "Subjective", and NPs which were concerned with 

'out-group' matters as "objective." 

6) The degree of perceptibility of information to both the speaker 
and the hearer: 

If an NP in question is highly perceptible to both speaker and hearer at the 

moment of speech, Japanese particles are very likely to be elided. Such NPs 

are often "deictic pronouns" (Tsutsui, 1983, 1984). Information already estab

lished in the discourse (e.g., demonstratives) is less likely to be case-marked 

(Fujii & Ono, 1994 ). Furthermore, Fujii and Ono ( 1994) add another category 
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of NPs whose particles are very likely to be elided. In their study, types of 

NPs by which the speaker appears to establish nothing salient in the context of 

discourse, that is, non-referential or non-specific information was unlikely to 

be case-marked (e.g., lexicalized expressions such asjiman ol(/) suru 'do 

boasting,' indefinite and interrogative pronouns such as nanka 'something,' 

and nani 'what'). The authors ( 1994: 14-5) conclude that Japanese case-mark

ing is primarily motivated by the speaker's judgments of the cognitive status of 

the information conveyed by an NP; an NP conveying information which 

needs to be "established" for the listener to perceive tends to be marked for 

case. In this way, demonstratives, which have already been established in 

prior discourse, tend not to be marked for case; non-referential and non-spe

cific NPs, on the other hand, do not matter in terms of significance of infor

mation conveyed to the listener, thus cannot obtain their case. 

7) Expected and shared information: 

Related to the constraints of information status mentioned so far, particles at

tached to an NP which provides information the hearer expects are very likely 

to be elided. Such information can also be assumed to be close to the hearer 

(Tsutsui, 1983). If information conveyed by an NP is shared by the speaker 

and the hearer, it should also be close or highly perceptible to both and its par

ticle tends to be dropped (Tsutsui, 1983, 1984). Shared information is notal

ways derived from what was already talked about in the prior context of con

versation. A first-mentioned NP can provide information shared between inter

locutors because of their background/common knowledge. Takano's ( 1994) 

investigation of relations between infonnation status and the ellipsis of -wa/-ga 

confirmed this claim in that "brand-new" information inhibited particle ellipsis, 

whereas "evoked" information (i.e., NPs evoking entities previously men-
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tioned in the conversation) and "unused" information (i.e .• NPs evoking enti

ties not previously mentioned but already known or shared between interlocu

tors) (Prince. 1992) both promoted ellipsis to a similar degree (.64 and .61 in 

single-sex conversations; .56 and .55 in mixed-sex conversations. respec

tively). Masunaga ( 1988) also found that an NP carrying shared information is 

"de-focused" and its particle tends to be dropped. An NP is anaphoric if the 

speaker or the hearer has been talking or thinking about the NP. and such NPs 

promote particle ellipsis. This also coincides with the claim that demonstratives 

(e.g .• kore 'this'. sore 'it'. etc.) in Japanese highly promote the ellipsis of the 

accusative case marker -o (Fujii & Ono. 1994). 
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The final group of constraints concerns stylistic impact on the use of postpositional 

particles~ especially. its differential effects seem to be linked to sociopsychological di

mensions of the interaction. 

Stylistic constraint 

8) Speech style: 

Social distance between interlocutors and emphasis on "negative face" ele

ments in interactions (Brown & Levinson. 1978) inhibit Japanese particle el

lipsis. Tsutsui (1983. 1984) maintains that in formal style (i.e .• distal style or 

-desu/-masu style) discourse, where interlocutors' psychological distance 

tends to increase and their involvement in speech to decrease. particle ellipsis is 

less likely to occur. Hinds ( 1976) also claims that particle ellipsis is relatively 

rare in situations where the speaker intends to show his or her deference to the 

hearer by using formal speech. Audience design of the communicative setting 

also has a strong impact (Bell, 1984). In a group conversation where the ef

fects of the presence of auditors are constant. T a.kano ( 1994) found that parti-
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cle ellipsis was disfavored to a statistically significant extent as compared with 

dyadic conversations. 

Overall, there seem to be several major issues concerning Japanese particle ellipsis. 

The first issue concerns the role of surface structure as a constraint: how is the marking 

of other adjacent NPs in the clause related to the ellipsis of the topic marker -wa? What 

is the status of mechanistic operations for preserving cognitively less demanding paral

lel structures in relationships with more functionally motivated operations? While pre

vious studies have so far been concerned almost exclusively with investigation of the 

latter, the former will also be given the central focus of investigation in the present 

study. Second, Japanese particle ellipsis seems to be heavily constrained by collabora-

tive dimensions of interactions. Communicative collaborations between the interactants, 

who are always expected to be sensitive to each other's changing state of knowledge 

and attitudes toward it in ongoing talk, seem to have a strong impact on Japanese parti

cle ellipsis. Third, Japanese particle ellipsis is also closely associated with the affective 

domain of utterances. The speaker's emotional involvement in talk has been identified 

as a robust constraint. Change in a sociopsychological climate of participant framework 

is reflected in variable degrees of ellipsis as intra-speaker variation. Psychological dis

tance and rapport between the interactants may affect ellipsis significantly. 

Gender-linked differentiation in particle ellipsis 

Another interesting finding regarding Japanese particle ellipsis is gender-related 

variability, flrst proposed by Shibamoto (1985). Shibamoto, analyzing both male and 

female peer-group single-sex conversations, found quantitative differences between the 

sexes in the ellipsis of wa and ga. 13 Women deleted them 23.9 % of the time, whereas 

men did so only 11.0% of the time. Furthermore, women more freely deleted the parti-

73 Shibamoto collapses the ellipsis of -wa and -ga into a single category because of her ob
servation that the topic marker regularly suppresses the subject marker. 



cles when subjects were moved out of the canonical order (i.e., SOY) to be preceded 

by objects (i.e., OSV) (Men 9.1% vs. Women 36.8%). 
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Shibamoto's ( 1990) follow-up study of sex differentiation in -wa/-ga ellipsis 

looked into more details of linguistic environments which function to favor and disfa

vor the phenomenon. Sex-related differences were found for both types of environ

ments. Female-specific promoting factors include 1) physical and psychological close

ness of an NP to both the speaker and the hearer, 2) high perceptibility of an NP to 

both the speaker and the hearer, and 3) the use of sentence final particles. Shibam.oto 

particularly stresses the first factor as being decisive, promoting women's ellipsis. 

These three factors were found not to promote men's ellipsis. Instead, only the Last NP 

Condition (i.e., an NP is the last NP before a predicate and is also preceded by another 

NP) (Tsutui, 1983, 1984) was found to be a promoting factor for men. Strikingly, the 

closeness of an NP was found to inhibit men's ellipsis, which is dramatically opposed 

to the women's pattern. 

The inhibiting factors Shibamoto found were also differentiated according to sex. 

Canonical word order (i.e., SV/SOV) turned out to be an inhibiting factor only for 

women; women tended to produce more NPs with the particles present and fewer NPs 

with the particles absent in the canonical word order than otherwise, whereas there was 

no such difference found in men's production. In addition, the speaker's objectivity 

and general statements were also found to inhibit women's ellipsis. As for men, the 

closeness of an NP negatively affected their ellipsis rates (i.e., men were more likely to 

include the particle under these conditions). 

In conclusion, Shibamoto ( 1990) advances a rather stereotypical generalization that 

"functional/interpretive" features (i.e., "those whose presence or absence depends on 

an analysis of the speaker's psychological state with regard to his or her utterance" [p. 

103]) play dominant roles in women's ellipsis, whereas men's ellipsis is primarily 



sensitive to "structural" features (i.e .• "features whose presence or absence is empiri-

cally observable, whether it be at the phonological, morpho-syntactic, or discourse set

ting level" [p. 103]). Furthermore, she attributes these sex-related differences to some 

metalinguistic faculty operating differentially between the sexes, arguing that "where 

men would seem to look at the clauses they produce as linear structural entities, ... 

women may rather see sentences as composites, by no means necessarily linearly ar-

ranged, of features relating constituent nouns to the particular context of speech 

(setting, participant, discourse, etc.) in which they occur" (pp. 99-100). 

Shibarnoto's ( 1985, 1990) studies, however, suffer from a few methodological 

problems. First, the conclusion from quantitative results is drawn from her impression-
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istic comparisons of bare percentages without conducting any statistical tests of signifi

cance levels. 74 Possible skewedness in the distribution of the variable per factor, which 

is quite common in sociolinguistic data, cannot be resolved satisfactorily without using 

probability accounts of data (Sankoff, 1985; Guy, 1981); therefore, explanations based 

on raw frequencies may critically distort the true picture of systematic variability. 

Second, Shibamoto's quantitative analysis seems to ignore the intersecting relationships 

between the occurrence of the variable and a number of factors that simultaneously af

fect the occurrence. This quantitative procedure is particularly necessary for obtaining 

hierarchical relationships among the independent factors in terms of their effectiveness 

(i.e., which factor is more or less crucial than other factors in what particular circum-

stances) (Young & Bayley, 1996). Third, Shibamoto's findings are derived exclusively 

from single-sex conversations. No empirical evidence has proved that linguistic and 

sociolinguistic rules manifested in single-sex interactions are directly carried over to 

mixed-sex interactions (Uchida, 1992). As Coates ( 1988) argues, the findings from 

74 In Shibamoto ( 1990:88), the author claims that the total number of the obtained tokens 
(300 for 3 women; 300 for 3 men) is too small to conduct statistical analysis. 



single-sex and mixed-sex interactions should be kept carefully apart and neither can be 

used independently for definitions of gender differentiation in a particular language. 

And finally, in Shibamoto's studies (1985, 1990) the data analyzed are not perfectly 

comparable in terms of the settings as well as the groups of speakers. Women's data 

came from conversations exchanged at homemakers' idobata-kaigi 'well-side confer

ences' in the home environment, whereas men's data came from white-collar busi

nessmen's conversations during their lunch break at their workplace. 
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Takano ( 1994) re-examines gender differentiation in particle ellipsis, compensating 

for the weaknesses in Shibamoto ( 1990). First, while my variable rule analysis of sin

gle-sex peer conversations supported the claim that women are more likely to elide par

ticles, the same claim was disproved with respect to mixed-sex interactions, where men 

elided particles more frequently. Second, comparisons of factor probabilities (rather 

than raw frequencies) between the sexes and investigation of the inter-factor relation

ships revealed that Shibamoto's contention of sex-based differences at the metalinguis

tic level seemed to be an overgeneralization. Higher-ranked constraints (both promoting 

and inhibiting ones) were actually both "structural" and "functional/interpretive" in 

Shibamoto's (1990:103) terms and were shared by both men and women in roughly the 

same order of effectiveness. Many of the constraints which were found to be female

specific were also "structural" and some of the male-specific constraints were "func

tional/interpretive." 

To conclude, in previous studies of gender differentiation in Japanese language 

use, Japanese women have typically been associated with linguistic ideologies such as 

non-canonicality, normative deviation and marked behaviors, or great affect and sensi

tivity over logicality and structuralism. However, we have to remain cautious of the 

empirical validity of these characterizations because of the problems in data and analyti

cal procedures. In fact, the outcome of the present investigation of particle ellipsis will 



portray a more complicated picture of intra-gender-group variability involving system

atic correlation with marketplace activities. 

4.3.3. Coding 
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To maintain both inter- and intra-subject consistency in coding tokens from tape

recorded speech, I established some general rules. First, I ignored the first ten-minute 

segment of the session with each informant to get rid of any potential self -conscious ef

fects of the recording on her natural patterns of speech, hopefully avoiding the 

strongest influence of the Observer's Paradox (Labov, 198la). This technique is used 

in most variationist analyses. Second, whenever I had difficulty determining the under-

lying form of an elided particle (especially, distinguishing between -wa and -ga), the 

token was coded as a third category (i.e., ?) of the dependent variable.75 Third, there 

were certain types of utterances from which I did not extract tokens. The speaker often 

made a false start, leaving her statement incomplete. This type of utterance was not in-

eluded in the coding. Especially when the speaker was engaged in conversations with 

me rather than narratives, fragmental utterances were common, typically with their 

predicates deleted. These utterances were also excluded from the coding regardless of 

whether the topic marker was identified. Quoted speech was also excluded from the 

coding since whether it represents the basic system of the speaker's vernacular is ar

guable.76 

Most importantly, the coding of the topic marker and its ellipsis was limited to 

what Shibatani ( 1990:276-7) calls the "base-generated topics," as differentiated from 

the other kind called the "stylistic topics." The latter is primarily stylistic scrambling and 

75 There were 46 ambiguous tokens out of a total of2402 forms (i.e., 1.9%), which were 
excluded from further analysis. This is consistent with variationist practice (e.g., studies of 
consonant cluster reduction). 
76 These procedures are also consistent with variationist practice. 



typically involves the topicalization of such grammatical elements as adverbial phrases 

and noun phrases with postpositions. Here are some examples: 

(3) a. Tookyoo kara NS daremo [e] konakatta. 

b. 

c. 

Tokyo from TOP no one come-NEG-PST 

'From Tokyo, no one came.' 

(Shibatani, I 990:275) 

Hayaku ~ 

fast TOP 

'(I) can't run fast.' 

[e] hashirenai. 

run-POTEN-NEG 

(Shibatani, 1990:277) 

Kyoo 

today TOP 

baku 

I 

(Today, I will cook.) 

ga 

SUB 

[e] ~oori-shiyoo. 

cook-do-TENT 

(Shibatani, 1990:276) 

If the topic marker were missing in these sentences, serious difficulties would arise in 

judging whether the topic marker is underlyingly present or the structures result simply 

from stylistic scrambling. All the topicalized phrases can be considered to have moved 

out of their original position, leaving the empty categories. 
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Along with the dependent variable in question, I also coded a number of potential 

influencing factors (structural, pragmatic, cognitive, stylistic, and social) in terms of 

co-occurrence with the variable, based on general linguistic theory, the outcome of 

previous studies, and my own native intuitions. This selection of potential constraints is 

based on certain criteria. First, the constraints should be quantifiable and relatively un

ambiguous to identify in natural speech for consistent coding. Second, since the vari

able rule approach assumes that influential factors do not interact with one another 



(Sankoff & Labov, 1979), constraints which do not appear to be operating indepen

dently should be avoided for fruitful results. 77 
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The list of potential constraints presented below can be regarded as a hypothesis I 

constructed regarding the grammar of the ellipsis of the topic marker -wa. Since the 

primary objective of the present investigation is to detect orderly sociolinguistic hetero

geneity within Japanese women's language, I will not attempt to outline the grammar of 

Japanese particle ellipsis in general. Therefore, I will not describe the lengthy process 

of hypothesis testing by numerous runs of the varbrul program with numerous potential 

independent variables, and only the variables which are most relevant to the objective 

will be discussed. 

My investigation of variation in the ellipsis of the topic marker -wa found six fac

tors which reveal sociolinguistic heterogeneity within Japanese women's language. 

Some of these factors were also found significant by previous studies (Section 4.3.2), 

and others were newly discovered. Before presenting the results, I start with a linguis

tic description of each of the constraints with some illustrative examples. 

77 Whether constraints are interacting or not can be judged empirically rather than impres
sionistically (Mendoza-Denton & Veatch, 1994). I will particularly examine chi-square val
ues to assess the degree of independence of the selected constraints in the analysis. 
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Structural constraints 

1. Co-occurrence with other -wal-ga in the same clause: 

1-a. Watashi (wa/*ga) otoko to kata 0 

I men with shoulder DO 

narabete yaritai nante ki nanka 

side by side do-want such as spirit such as 

(wa7a;*ga) sarasara nai ne. 

entirely exist-NEG FP 

'I have no inclinations toward competing with men (for work).' 

1-b. Toshi totta otoko no hi to toka (wa/*ga) 

aged male GEN person etc. 

tukaenai hi to (gaj??wa) ooi janai desu ka 

use-POTEN-NEG person many are-NEG COP FP 

'Isn't it the case that many old men are not competent enough to be 

employed?' 

I<.Watashi (wa/*ga) zenzen kankei (wa/ga) nai noyo. 

I totally connection exist-NEG FP 

'I have nothing to do with (it) at all.' 

Notes: 

1) The coding of this factor did not distinguish between -wa and -ga since struc

tural parallelism in panicle ellipsis was the primary concern. In most cases, how

ever, it was relatively easy to retrieve the elided form from discoursal context 

78 Labeling -wa as the topic marker is perhaps problematic for this second occurring -wa. 
Kuno ( 1973:48-9) argues that a sentence can have only one thematic -wa, and that if there 
is more than one occurrence of -wa in a sentence, only the first one can be thematic and the 
rest should be identified as contrastive. Thus, it is misleading to claim that all arguments 
marked by -wa represent the topic of the sentence. 



(e.g., l-a, l-b). 46 cases where such judgments could not be made so clearly 

were put in the third category of elided tokens. 

1 5 1 

2) As an illustration, these sentences were coded as follows: 1-a includes one to

ken as a dependent variable and one token as a co-occurrence with the ellipsis of 

another -wa. The second ellipsis was not counted as a token of the dependent 

variable since it had already been counted as a co-occurring token and since it is 

arguable to regard the succeeding -wa as another topic marker in a single sen

tence. l-b includes one dependent variable and one co-occurrence with the ellipsis 

of -ga. Obviously, the second ellipsis was not counted as a dependent variable 

since it was not considered to be a case of -wa ellipsis. l-c also includes one de

pendent variable and one co-occurrence, whose underlying form should be either 

-wa or -ga. These same procedures were also followed to code utterances in 

which the particles were present. 

3) Some predicates can have their direct objects marked either by -o or -ga. 

For example, 

1-d. Henshuu-bu no naka wa kyoka ga 

Editorial Dept. GEN inside TOP permission SUB 

tore-nakatta n desu. 

obtain-NEG-PST EP 

'(We) couldn't obtain permission to (videotape interactions) at the editorial 

department.' 

The direct object of the verb toru ('obtain') is kyoka ('permission'); the attached 

case marker ga can also be realized as the accusative case marker -o, without 

any change in meaning. If the particle were missing, it would be coded as an ab

sent accusative case marker, which will be discussed as part of my finding later in 

the next section. 



4) An 'addition' particle -mo ('also') was excluded from the coding since it adds 

to the utterance referential meaning distinct from either -ga or -wa in the same 

postnominal slot. For example, 

1-e. Uchi wa kokugo jiten 

we TOP National Language dictionary 

mo aru-shi, 

also exist-CONJ 

'We (our office/company) deal with Japanese dictionaries, too.' 

5) There were a few cases where topicalized noun phrases (e.g., the phrase in 

boldface below) were postposed to the post-predicate position. For example, 

1-f. Sugoku keiki ga i i desho honkon wa ima. 

very market SUB good PRESUM Hong Kong TOP now 

'The economy of Hong Kong is very good now, isn't it?' 

This type of co-occurrence between the postposed -wa and the nominative -ga 

was not counted. 

2. Immediately preceding sounds: 

Possible preceding sounds include the five vowels and the syllabic nasal: Ia, i, u, 

e, o, Nl. 

3. Immediately following environment: 

As is the case in a number of studies of final stop deletion (e.g., Wolfram, 1969; 

Labov, l972d), my preliminary analysis has also indicated that the immediately 

following environment also plays some role in the ellipsis of the topic marker. 

The possible environment includes vowels (a, i, u, e, o ), two glides (y, w), con

sonants. In addition, I added to the list fillers (e.g., eee, eetoo, anoo, mmm, etc., 

which are equivalent to 'well' or some kind of hesitation noise in English) and 
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pauses. 79 based on findings that they are also crucial conditioning factors 

(Fasold. 1972; Guy. 1975. 1980). The five vowels were not distinguished but 

were treated as a single factor. The very first sound of fillers did not enter any 

group of sound segments but was given an independent status. Though there 

were also a number of utterances in which panicular (sentence) final particles 

(e.g .• ne. nee) were inserted right after the topic marker or its elided slot. these 

cases were all excluded from the analysis. 

Prafm1atic constraints 

4. Pragmatic force: 

I classified utterances in which the topic marker was used or elided into eight cat

egories according to types of pragmatic force. The categories were: 1) confrrma

tory/agreement seeking (e.g .• utterances to which such SFPs as ne. nee. yone, 

wane. etc. are typically attached); 2) insistent/assertive (e.g., utterances with 

dayo. dawa, etc.); 3) interrogative; 4) self-questioning (e.g., utterances with 

kana, kanaa, kashira, etc.); 5) exclamatory; 6) directive; 7) invitational; and 8) 

explanatory. The last category was established particularly for statements without 

SFPs. which did not seem to carry any distinguished mood. Obviously. the clas-
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sification of utterances according to these pragmatic factors is closely linked to the 

use of SFPs. There were, however, a number of utterances which exercised a 

panicular pragmatic force not by SFPs but by intonational contours. 

79 Both fillers and pauses are impossible to occur in front of the topic marker (i.e., the 
immediately preceding sound environment). No such case was identified in the present 
data. 
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Co&nitive constraint 

5. Information status of NPs: 

Based on the outcomes of previous studies, I drew four-way distinctions with re

spect to the interactants' cognitive stance on information conveyed by NPs. In 

addition to my contextual knowledge of conversations, noun phrases were classi

fied into the following 4 types of information status: 

1) pronouns, demonstratives, full NPs or norninalizers (i.e., -no, -koto) pre
modified by demonstratives were typically regarded as involving a high degree of 
sharedness. and being close and highly perceptible to both interactants; 

2) full NPs or norninalizers pre-modified by elements other than demonstratives 
(i.e., nominal. adjective, clausal modifiers) were regarded as being remote and 
least perceptible to both interactants, in that more information is added to help the 
listener process the information; 

3) full NPs or norninalizers which carry no modifiers were given a neutral cate
gory. 

4) NPs followed by indefinite pronouns (e.g., nanka 'something,' toka 'etc.') 
were given a separate category (Fujii, & Ono, 1994). 

Stylistic constraint 

6. Stylistic differentiation: 

In the present study, the sociolinguistic interviews for data elicitation were con

sidered to consist of three stylistically distinct phases of information exchange in 

interpersonal communication. I divided tokens into: l) response style, in which 

the speaker responds to my information questions; this particular phase of ex

change was usually observed at the beginning of speech event initiated by a new 

topic and tends to be followed by some series of narratives; 2) narrative style. in 

which the speaker is primarily engaged in telling stories, without seeking a great 

deal of involvement of the listener; and 3) conversational style, in which the 

speaker involves me as a conversation partner in her talk, seeking my feedback 

and active interaction. It has been pointed out that the first two styles contribute to 
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differing degrees of fonnality in speech production. According to Labov's ( 1996) 

decision tree for stylistic analysis of spontaneous speech in sociolinguistic inter-

views, a response, the "first sentence that follows speech of the interviewer" or 

the first sentence of "a narrative, a tangent, or any other type of speech event" 

(Labov, 1996:5), is regarded as part of careful style speech. On the other hand, 

personal narratives, "dramatized accounts of events as perceived by the speaker" 

(Labov, 1996:6), are considered to help elicit casual style speech. so Though the 

decision tree does not have a branch for "Conversational Exchange" or "Chat" 

(between the subject and the researcher), I observed that active interactions be

tween the subjects and the researcher greatly facilitated the smooth flow of inter

views as a whole, and that speech produced in this phase of the interviews is 

stylistically distinguishable from that in other phases. 

4.3.4. Data Analysis 

4.3.4.1. Analysis of linguistic constraints 

Table 4. 7 below shows the results of the variable rule analysis of the contributions 

of the independent factors to the ellipsis of the topic marker -wa. I used the varbrul 

program called "GoldY arb," the Macintosh application of variable rule analysis (Rand 

& Sankoff, 1990). 

80 The Casual Speech category also includes any speech addressed to third persons other 
than the interview (a branch of "Group"). a talk about kids' games and experiences, etc. 
("Kids"), and any speech digressing to topics that strongly interest the speaker 
("Tangent"). The Careful Speech category also includes a talk about language 
("Language"), the speaker's expression of generalized opinions (e.g., on crimes in the 
streets) ("Soapbox"), and any speech other than the above-mentioned types ("Residual") 
(Labov, 1996:5-lO). I identified the three styles based not on those different topics talked 
about but on types of verbal task (i.e., responding, narrating, and conversing). 



This program calculates a probability weight (the fourth column) for each con

tributing factor and assigns it a value from 0 to 1. A weight smaller than .50 indicates 

that the factor disfavors the operation of the rule (i.e., wa deletion); the closer to 0 the 

weight, the stronger the disfavoring effect. A weight larger than .50, conversely, indi

cates that the factor favors the rule; the closer to 1, the stronger the promoting effect. 

Probabilities close to .50 are given to neutral factors; i.e., factors which have no effect 

on the rule. 
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TABLE4.7. 

Variable Rule Analysis of -Wa Ellipsis 

Factor Groups Factors %Wa Unmarked VR Weight i Si~ficance 

1 Marking on Other NO MARKING 52(531102). 0.69i ChiSq.=21.85 
NPs in the Same N/A 33 (620/1886)j o.5i d.f.=2 
Clause MARKING 28 (1 031368)' 0.46! p<.OOI 

2 Preceding Sounds Ia/ 53 (1751328) 0.61 i 
lol 34 C27Sn98). 0.561 
SYLLABIC NASAL 40 (621155li o.s5i 
Iii 29 (174/609)~ 0.46! 
lui 27 (291107)~ 0.37! 37.334/5 
lei 17 (601356)1 0.351 p<.OOI 

3 Following GLIDEiwl 44 (3Inl)1 0.621 
Environment GLIDE/y/ 35 (421121)1 0.541 

VOWELS 35 (_l23/350)i 0.54i 

CONSONANTS 35 (50211422)! 0.53l 26.164/5 
PAUSE/FILLERS 20 (781392) 1 0.331 P<.OOI 

4 Pragmatic Force EXCLAMATORY 67 (619)i 0.76! 
ASSERTIVE 49 (83/170)! 0.66! 
INTERROGATIVE 47 (26/55)1 0.65~ 
SELF-QUESTION 34 (38/112)~ 0.52~ 

EXPLANATORY 31 (461/1486)i 0.481 26.274/5 
CONFIRMATORY 30( l56/52IJJ 0.471 P<.OO 1 
DIRECITVE 100 (l/1)1 ***1 
INVITATIONAL so on)1 ***l 

5 Information Status INDEFINITE 81 (69/85) 0.881 
ofNPs CLOSE 31 (137/443) 0.521 

NEUTRAL 29 (266/917} 0.48l 48.984/3 
REMOTE 26 (237/911) 0.46i P<.OOl 

6 Styles CONVERSATIONAL 40 (164/406)~ 0.55i 
NARRATIVE 32 (438/1351)1 0.511 7.788/2 
RESPONSE 29 ( 173/596) ~ 0.45~ P<.025 

Input Probability: 0.308 
Chi-square/cell: 1.0658 
Mean % of Deletion: 33 (776n356) 

Total #of Tokens: 2356 

The level of significance in the contribution of each factor group (the fifth column) 

was detected by comparing the total likelihood of a varbrul run that includes a particular 

factor group with a second run that ignores that group. For example, to determine the 

level of significance for the marking of -wal-ga, the first run included this factor group, 
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and the obtained log-likelihood was compared with that of the second run, which did 

not include this factor group. The difference in the sums of the log likelihoods is mul

tiplied by -2, then this value is equal to chi-square with appropriate degrees of freedom: 

x2 = -2(SUM(LL I)-SUM(LL2)). 

The chi-square for the first factor group, for example, was 21.85, which is highly sig

nificant at the 0.001 level for two degrees of freedom. 

The input probability given at the bottom of the table represents the likelihood that 

this rule (i.e., wa deletion) will operate independently; that is, my analysis shows that 

there is a tendency for this rule to operate (0.308) aside from the independent factors in 

question. 

Finally, the average chi-square per cell is associated with two utilities. First, it in

dicates the degree to which the factors considered (i.e., the hypothesis constructed) ac

count for the data. The smaller than 1.0 this figure is, the surer we can be that it is not 

necessary to consider additional variables. Values below 1.5 (conservatively, l.O) indi-

cate that the fit between the model and the data is good (Preston, 1989:15-6), and the 

value of the present analysis, 1.0658, is within that range. 

The chi-square per cell can also be useful to discover interaction among the factors. 

As mentioned earlier, the independence of the factors is the most basic assumption of 

variable rule analysis. Any factorial interaction in data would typically produce a high 

average chi-square per cell (which means the model fits the data badly). Furthermore, if 

we obtain a high value of the chi-square per cell, we can find out what specific factors 

are interacting by looking through the individual cells that have a high value of error 

(i.e., the gap between the number of actually observed tokens and the associated pre

dicted value) (Mendoza-Denton & Veatch, 1994).81 

81 Another common way to detect interaction is to do cross-tabulation (Mendoza-Denton & 
Veatch, 1994). 
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Now. let us go into the results. The overall percentage of the -wa ellipsis was 33% 

(i.e., 776 deleted out of 2356 tokens), which is far above the 24% found in 

Shibamoto's 1985 study of women's ellipsis and a little below the 36% found in her 

1990 follow-up study. Considering that the data in both of Shibamoto's studies were 

elicited from single-sex peer conversations (with the researcher, namely, a non

Japanese eavesdropper, being present), the first-encounter, cross-sex interactions on 

which the present study relied appear to be successful in collecting low-monitored, nat

uralistic speech from the informants. 

The first factor group, which concerns the concurrence of the -wa/-ga ellipsis in the 

same clause, has been found to be extremely significant (p<.OO I). While the marking 

of the particles slightly disfavors -wa ellipsis (.46), the unmarking very strongly favors 

it (.69). Thus, parallelism in Japanese particle ellipsis prevails in the present study as 

well as in Matsuda ( 1992:361 ), who found the ellipsis of the accusative -o co-occurred 

with the ellipsis of the nominative -ga (i.e., marking:.27; unmarking:.58), and in 

Takano (1994), who found the ellipsis of -wal-ga co-occurred with the ellipsis of -o 

(i.e., marking:.3l; unmarking:.68). 

This finding goes against the so-called "functional hypothesis" (K.iparsky, 1972), 

which suggests there is a tendency for information that encodes semantic/functional 

distinctions to be retained in surface structure. That is, in the present case, if one of the 

two arguments is deprived of its postposition, the other should be inclined to retain the 

postposition so that the functional relationship between the arguments is easily under

stood by the listener. 

Some cross-linguistic evidence, however, supports the hypothesis that the charac

teristics of surface syntactic structure may have a greater influence on the speaker's 

choice of variables than functional considerations in language variation. Poplack's 

( 1980) study of the deletion of plural markers in Puerto Rican Spanish, for example, 



found that functional factors (i.e .• whether or not the deletion of the markers am

biguates information conveyed) were rather weak constraints. as compared with posi

tional factors: given a noun phrase string. the deletion of preceding markers strongly 

promoted the deletion of the succeeding markers. whereas their presence inhibited the 

following deletion. 
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More evidence is provided by Weiner and Labov's study (1983) of variation in the 

uses of the agentless passive. They found that the choice between the active and passive 

voice was constrained by the ordering of surface syntax across clauses rather than by 

the information status (i.e .• given vs. new) of the logical object of the agentless pas

sives. They concluded that the distribution of information in discourse can be consid

ered to be a relatively minor factor, compared to the more mechanical tendency to pre

serve parallel strUcture, which is cognitively less demanding. 

In fact. further investigation of positional factors in the present data fmds further 

justification for this sensitivity of rules to surface structure. revealing that different 

combinations of the postpositional particles are hierarchically ranked according to 

structural proximity in underlying structure. In order to prove this point. I limited the 

scope of my analysis to two-argument sentences. as in 4a and 4b, and conducted an

other variable rule analysis. 



(4) a. Uchi ( wa) ironna zasshi (gal wa82) aru 

we (TOP) various magazine (SUB) exist 

nde, 

so 

'We (publishers) have various kinds of magazines, so .. .' 

b. Ano hito (wa) donna katsudoo (o) 

that person (TOP) what kind activity DO 

shiteta kanaa. 

do-STAT-PAST SFP 

'I wonder what she was doing (in her social life).' 

As far as surface structure is concerned, both 4a and 4b are similar two-argument sen

tences. In 4-a, the second argument (i.e., ironna zassht) is the subject of the comment 

structure, whereas in 4-b it is the object (i.e., donna katsudoo ). 83 

1 6 1 

At the deep-structure level, however, the empty category from which the subject of 

the comment structure moved to the topic slot can be assumed to exist typically in such 

structure as 4-b'. 

4-a' [s'fnp uchi ( wa) npUs[np iroirona zasshi (ga) npl 

[v aru nde vls]s']. 

4-b' [s'[np ano hi to (wa) npUs[np e npUnp donna 

katsudoo ( o) npUv shi teta kanaa vlsls']. 

(Adapted from Shibatani, 1990:274) 

82 Though wa here is a relatively marked choice, it is possible. This -wa would function to 
contrast the fact that her company deals with various magazines with other kinds of facts 
such that the company does not deal with as many types of educational publications as 
magazines. 
83 The indirect-object marker -ni was not analyzed in the present study. 



To conduct a variable rule analysis. I extracted the utterances which have two ar

guments from my dataset and examined the concurrence of the dependent variable with 

the kinds of postpositional markers of the second arguments. As Table 4.8 below 

shows. a total of 631 tokens out of a total of 2356 turned out to have two arguments in 

the pre-predicate environment. 84 405 out of 631 tokens have the second argument as 

the subject of the comment structure. which is marked or could have been marked by 

-ga/-wa. whereas 226 out of 631 tokens have the second argument as the object of the 

predicate. 

TABLE4.8. 

Variable Rule Analysis of -Wa Ellipsis in Two-Ar~ment Structure 

2nd Argum.Marker %Wa Unmarked VR Weight Significance 
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TOPIC+SUBJECT Wa/Ga Marked 26 (83/319) 0.45 10.0/1 

Wa/Ga Unmarked 50_(_43/861 0.67 p<.OOS 

TOPIC+OBIECT OMarked 29 (44/152) 0.49 0.276/l 
OUnmarked 41 (3on4) 0.53 NS _(Q>.500) 

(Topic+Subject) (Topic+Object) 
Input Probability 0.273 0.286 
Chi-Square/cell 0.9962 0.9563 
Mean % of Deletion 31 33 
Total # of Tokens 405 226 

Statistically significant effects of the unmarking of the subject marker -wa/-ga were 

found to favor the ellipsis of the topic marker -wa (i.e .•. 67 at p<.005) over the object 

marker. and a relatively weak effect of the marking of the particles also exists disfavor

ing the ellipsis of the particle (.45). While the effects of the marking/unmarking of the 

object marker coincides with the previous finding (i.e .• parallelism; unmarking:.53. 

marking:.49). my analysis found it statistically insignificant at p>.50. The results 

clearly show that the ellipsis of the topic marker -wa is more likely co-occur with the 

84 65 tokens which have three pre-predicate arguments (e.g .• Topic NP +Subject NP + 
Direct Object NP) were excluded from the analysis. 



ellipsis of particles which are structurally more proximate (i.e., without the gap in-be

tween) than the otherwise. Thus, particle ellipsis appears to be sensitive to this struc

tural specificity. 
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The priority of structural conditioning over functional considerations is also at

tested in the results of Factor 5, the information status of NPs marked/unmarked. 

Though the degree of variability turned out to be very weak, the revealed tendency also 

accords with the general claim of previous studies that the particles of NPs which carry 

information close to the speaker and the hearer are more likely to be unmarked (.52) 

and those of NPs which carry remote information are less likely to be unmarked (.46). 

The relatively weak force of functional types of factors as a constraint has been identi

fied in other studies as well. For example, Matsuda's ( 1992) variable rule investigation 

of the correlation between particle ellipsis and the information status of 

marked/unmarked NPs in terms of "assumed familiarity" found no statistically signifi

cant promoting effect. In Takano's ( 1994) variable rule analysis of wal ga ellipsis, both 

the information status of NPs and the speaker's involvement were judged as lower

ranked constraints, according to the magnitude of variability (i.e., the variability space 

between the highest factor weight and the lowest factor weight within the factor group). 

Higher-ranked constraints mainly included the ones related to properties of surface 

structure and speech act realizations. 

Another important aspect of the results from Factor Group 5 concerns the highly 

probable unmarking of NPs conveying indefinite information (.88), which seems to 

contribute to the group's high level of significance (p<.OO 1 ). This finding agrees partly 

with Fujii & Ono's ( 1994) claim that indefiniteness (i.e., nothing to be established) of 

information as well as definiteness (i.e., already established in prior discourse) of in

formation conveyed both tend to promote particle ellipsis. 



The analysis of the preceding sound environment conducted in the present study, 

however, suggests that this account may not capture the whole story of the phe

nomenon. A qualitative look at the NPs produced reveals that information regarded as 

being indefinite tends to be conveyed by quite a limited set of words expressing indef

initeness, and that a great majority of the words end with the vowel /a/, which is found 

to be the strongest preceding sound environment promoting the ellipsis of -wa (.61) 

(see the results of Factor Group 2 in Table 4.7 above): 

Out of 85 indefinite NPs, 

35 ( 41%) NP + nanka. ('something') 

(e.g., teishu nanka 

31 (37%) 

16 (19%) 

2 (2%) 

1 (l %) 

'someone like my husband') 

NP + toka. ('etc.') 

(e.g., fuyu-yasumi toka 

'winter break, etc.') 

NP + ka (Interrogative Particle) 

(e.g., kankei aru no ka 

'whether (it) has something to do with') 

NP + gurai ('approximately') 

(e.g., toonan aj ia gurai 

'something like South-East Asia') 

NP + atari ('around') 

(e.g., uchi atari 

'something like my family') 

It is crucial here to examine whether the preceding /a/ found to be the strongest promot-

ing constraint is merely a product of the predominant effect of /a/ -ending suffixation. 

Re-examination of the factor group excluding the 85 indefinite NPs, however, shows 
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below that the preceding /a/ has a constant promoting effect (.59), though the syllabic 

nasal is now found to be the strongest (.62). The ranking of the other factors is identi

cal to the one obtained in Table 4.7 (Factor Group 2) above: 

Preceding Sounds Varbrul Weight 

In/ 0.62 

Ia! 0.59 

lol 0.58 

{J/ 0.49 

lui 0.45 

lei 0.30 

These findings lead us to conclude that the frequent ellipsis following indefinite 

NPs should not be accounted for exclusively in terms of their information status, and 

that there is a strong possibility that the positional characteristics of surface structure 

produce consistent effects on rule application here as well as reviewed so far. 

Furthermore, it may also be hypothesized that such an extraordinary variable rule 

weight given only for indefinite information may be indicative of an approximation to a 

categorical rule. The absence of particles following the limited number of words can be 

a legitimate part of the lexicalized phrases. The speaker's decision on whether the par

ticle is used or not may be made quite automatically through the identification of the 

specific phrases rather than through figuring out the status of information, which cer

tainly demands more cognitive work. 

The third factor group, which was also found to be statistically highly significant 

(p<.OO I), is Factor Group 2, the sound immediately preceding the topic marker -wa. 

First, though its effect is not particularly great, the weight of syllabic nasals (.55) indi

cates that consonant cluster reduction for articulatory ease can be responsible for the el

lipsis of the particle. Even more crucial is the quality of the preceding vowels. The dis-
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tribution of the five vowels involves not perfect but quite noteworthy systematiciry in 

terms of their effects. The most crucial promoting environment is the presence of the 

low-back vowel Ia/ (.61), and the mid-back vowel /o/ also slightly promotes ellipsis 

(.56). The strongest inhibiting environment, on the other hand, is the high-back vowel 

lui (.35), and the mid-front vowel /e/ also strongly disfavors ellipsis (.37). 
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One possible explanation for these patterns of distribution concerns degrees of ar

ticulatory similarity between the preceding vowels and the following /a/, with the glide 

/w/ in-between. The highest value of the preceding /a/ can plausibly be interpreted as a 

consequence of simplification of the consonant /w/ followed by the identical vowel /a/. 

It follows that the vowel /o/, which is closest to /a/ among the remaining four vowels in 

terms of manner of articulation, also should have some promoting effect. The two 

vowels, lui and /e/, which are both equally dissimilar to (or distant from) /a/ in terms of 

manner of articulation, are found to disfavor ellipsis quite strongly. 

This explanation does not apparently do justice to the unexpectedly weak negative 

effect of the high-front vowel /if (.46), which should behave most strongly against the 

ellipsis. A closer examination of the /if-ending environment, however, revealed that 

26% of the tokens (161 out of609 tokens) involved the first-person pronouns, watashi 

('I') or watakushi (more formal variant). The frequency of -wa ellipsis following the 

pronouns was 42% (68 out of 161 tokens), which is far above the average of 29% and 

also constitutes 39% of the tokens occurred with -wa ellipsis. In fact, this finding en

dorses the generalization that highly close, perceptible information is positively corre

lated with particle ellipsis (Tsutsui, 1983, 1984 ). Since this kind of peculiarity in the 

distribution of tokens was not found in the other types of preceding sound environ

ment, I concluded that the promoting effect of the pronouns primarily contributed to the 

unexpectedly high probability. 



Factor Group 3, the immediately following environment, was also found to be 

greatly responsible for variation in the ellipsis of the topic marker at p<.OO 1. While 

vowels, consonants, and the glide /y/ all appear to favor ellipsis to a similar degree 

(.54, .53, and .54, respectively), the glide /w/ stands out as a particularly strong pro

moting factor (.62). Based on the fact that this unrounded velar glide is obligatorily 

followed by another /af in Japanese phonology, the most plausible interpretation of the 

finding may be the phonological deletion process called "haplology" (i.e., an entire 

syllable is lost when it is identical to another syllable) (Wolfram & Johnson, 1982:96-

7). The results also show that fillers or pauses (.33) tend to strongly inhibit particle el

lipsis. 

The fourth factor group, types of pragmatic force, was also found to be highly 

significant at p<.OO 1. Three particular tokens, two of which were coded as invitational 

and one as directive, were not analyzed due to the knockout (i.e., the categorical appli

cation of the rule) and the small number of tokens. 
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Three particular types of pragmatic force, exclamatory, assertive, and interrogative, 

were found to have strong favoring effects on particle ellipsis. This seems in accord 

with the general claim of previous studies that a high degree of involvement (or psycho

logical closeness) in the utterance should promote particle ellipsis. While the effect of 

exclamatory mood (.76) should be taken somewhat cautiously because of the excep

tionally small number of the sample in my data (i.e., only 9 tokens), both as

sertive/insistent mood (.66) and interrogative mood (.65) can be considered to involve a 

high degree of the speaker's attachment or psychological closeness to her statement: to 

justify or make sense of what is being talked about is the speaker's primary concern. 

In contrast, the slight disfavoring effect of the confirmatory mood (e.g., utterances 

typically including SFPs such as ne and nee), though it is almost neutral (.47), can also 

confirm such an interpretation in that the speaker who manipulates this particular mood 



can be considered to be shifting her attention from the utterance itself to interpersonal 

rapport with the interlocutor, seeking his or her positive feedback or agreement for 

smooth conversational interaction. 

These interpretations are further supported by the slight promoting effect (.52) of 

the self-questioning mood (e.g., utterances typically including kana or kashira 'I won

der .. .') where the speaker's introspection on her utterances should be enhanced. 

Finally, the effect of the explanatory mood (i.e., no particular pragmatic force was 

identified) is close to neutral (.48). 
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These effects of pragmatic force are closely linked to the uses of SFPs in Japanese. 

As reviewed earlier in this chapter, many studies have pointed out that the use of SFPs 

affects Japanese particle ellipsis. As a subsidiary analysis, the present study has re-ex

amined the claim. The use of SFPs was considered in place of the fourth factor group 

(Pragmatic Force), due to the obvious interaction between the two factors. The result is 

presented in Table 6.3. 

TABLE4.9. 

Variable Rule Analysis of the Use of SFPs 

Factor Groups Factors %Wa UnmarkediVR WeightiSignificance 

SFPs YES 36(288/808)l 0.52l 2.176/1 
NO 32(488/1548)l 0.49l NS(p>.100) 

Input Probability: 0.309 
Chi-square/cell:l.0955 
Mean % of Deletion: 33 (776/2356) 
Total # of Tokens: 2356 
NS: ins~ificant factor. 

·Note here that the coding of this factor was restricted only to sentence final (i.e., predi

cate-fmal) particles. There were many utterances in which phrase final particles were 

used (as in 5), but those tokens were not used in the analysis. 
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(5) Kore i!@ desu ne, ajia no josei no tame no 

this TOP COP FP Asia GEN women GEN for GEN 

sukaraashippu tte yuu no ga 

scholarships QOUT say NOM SUB 

xxx daigaku ni atta n desu. 

xxx university at exist-PAST EP 

'As for this (chance to study abroad), XXX university used to offer 

scholarships particularly for women from Asia.' 

The input probability shows a slight change from 0.308 to 0.309. Though the chi

square per cell, 1.0955, is a little worse than the run including pragmatic force 

( 1.0658}, it still falls within the confidence range (i.e., below 1.5). 

The results show that the use of SFPs is not a statistically significant facilitator of 

particle ellipsis (.52), contrary to previous claims. Though the results indicate a ten

dency toward positive correlation between the use of SFPs and particle ellipsis, the ef

fects are not strong enough to be significant once other potential factors that may simul

taneously affect the rule are taken into account by the multivariate analysis. A closer 

look at the pragmatic force of the utterances proved to be a more illuminating approach. 

Though the significance level is not as strong as the other factor groups, the last 

group, stylistic differentiation, was also found to be significant at p<.025. While narra

tive style has almost no effect on particle ellipsis (.51), conversational style favors el

lipsis (.55). This tendency coincides with the aforementioned finding that particle ellip

sis is highly promoted by the insistent/assertive or interrogative mood of utterances, 

both of which can be considered to be typical components of conversational interac

tions. In contrast, the speech style used by speakers immediately responding to my in

formation questions is found to disfavor particle ellipsis (.45). 
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These results provide further justification for Labov's ( 1994) hypothesis for robust 

stylistic differentiation involved in spontaneous speech elicited through the sociolin

guistic interviews. Stressing the importance of holding the social situation of data elici

tation constant for a high degree of cross-subject comparability, Labov argues that the 

sociolinguistic interview is still capable of providing rich resources for stylistic analysis 

of a speech community. According to Labov, within the sociolinguistic interview the 

speech style used by speakers responding to the interlocutor's questions is regarded as 

being most objective and careful. Interactions which consist of asking and answering 

questions constitute a relatively formal phase of the sociolinguistic interview where 

more attention paid to speech is likely to lead the speaker to produce careful-style 

speech (Labov, 1972b ). The present analysis of particle ellipsis empirically verifies the 

stylistic status of this particular phase. 

According to Labov ( 1994 ), the narrative phase of the interview (i.e., dramatized 

accounts of past events), on the other hand, is considered to contribute to casual-style 

speech but involve a relatively higher degree of objectivity than the other phases such as 

the speech addressed to third persons other than the interview, a talk about kids' 

games, experiences, etc., and any speech digressing to topics that strongly interest the 

speaker, where a degree of subjectivity increases. That is, a hierarchy can be observed 

among the phases which all appear to contribute to casual-style speech, according to 

degrees of the speaker's subjectivity. 

The present study also shows that this is clearly the case. The stylistic effect of the 

narrative phase of the interview is given almost a neutral value (.51). On the other 

hand, the conversational phase, in which both the speaker and the listener are more 

emotionally involved in interactions, thus reducing psychological distance and enhanc

ing sharedness, displayed a promoting effect on particle ellipsis (.55). I conclude that 

this last phase of the interview has a stylistic status distinct from that of the narrative 



phase, with a higher degree of subjectivity encouraging casual-style speech with more 

extensive ellipsis of particles. 

In sum. the results drawn from the analysis of a number of intersecting groups of 

factors clarify the hierarchical relationships among a variety of constraints in terms of 

their effectiveness, as shown in Figure 4.2 below. 

l 7 l 



AGURE 4.2. 

Hierarchy of Constraints on the Ellipsis of-Wa 

Indefinite Infonnation (.88) 

Exclamatory Force (.76) 

Unmarked Parallelism (.69) 
Assenive Force (.66) 
Interrogative Force (.65) 
Following /w/ (.62) 
Preceding /a/ ( .61) 

Preceding /o/ (.56) 
Preceding In!, Conversational Style (.55) 
Following /y/, Following Vowels (.54) 
Following Consonants (.53) 

Self-Questioning. Close Infonnation (.52) 
Narrative Style (.51) 

/~ 
Favors Ellipsis 

Explanatory, Neutral Info. Status (.48) 
Confinnatory Force (.47) 
Marked Parallelism, Preceding /if, 
Remote Infonnation (.46) 
Response Style (.45) 

Preceding lui (.31) 
Preceding /el (.35) 
Following Pauses/Fillers (.33) 

Disfavors Ellipsis 

\I 
Setting aside the paramount effect of indefinite information, which I argued earlier 

should be taken with some caution, it is clear that semantic/functional factors (i.e., in-

formation status) and stylistic differentiation are both found to be lower-ranked con

straints. Quite a few purely structural, mechanistic factors are ranked high as both fa-

voring and disfavoring constraints, which coincides with the previous studies in other 

languages (Poplack, l980ab; Weiner & Labov, 1983). It follows that the exclusive fo-
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cus on functional constraints, which has been common in previous studies, can provide 

merely partial accounts of variable phenomena. The probabilistic trea~ent of inter-fac

tor relationships in terms of effectiveness leads to a more accurate matrix of constraints 

in which positional characteristics of surface structure seem to have an even greater im-

pact. Furthermore, the finding also suggests that Shibamoto's ( 1990) generalization, 

that variation in Japanese women's language is predominantly function-oriented, may 

be premature (also see Takano, l994). 

Another salient characteristic concerns the nucleus role of the affective domain of 

utterances in promoting particle ellipsis.BS The results of pragmatic force clearly show 

that varying degrees of the speaker's emotional involvement in utterances govern vari

ability over the functional constraint. 

Involvement in speech as a favoring constraint is also evident in the results of 

stylistic factors. The conversational phase of the sociolinguistic interview, where ac

tive, interactional collaboration between the speaker and the listener takes place for 

mutual communicative goals, tend to enhance degrees of her involvement in speech. 

Active interactions also contribute to establishing good rapport between the participants 

and make the setting informal with much less attention paid to speech. 

4.3.4.2. Individual variation and social constraints 

This section concerns sociolinguistic heterogeneity in the use of -wa ellipsis in 

Japanese women's language, focusing on the behavior of individual speakers. A vari

ety of socio-demographic characteristics of the speakers will be quantitatively examined 

for their systematic correlation with the variable. 

85 The high promoting value of exclamatory force should also be taken with some caution, 
due to the small number of tokens (9 tokens). 



Table 4.10 outlines the major socio-demographic characteristics of each individual 

speaker and her rate of ellipsis. I also specified the types of setting where my sociolin-

guistic interviews were conducted. There are seventeen speakers, who can be divided 

into three groups according to participation in the marketplace and occupational roles 

and status. 

TABLE4.10. 

Individual Socio-demowphic Characteristics and Rate of -Wa Ellipsis 

Group I: 6 speakers who work in managerial occupational positions (WWM) 

Sl2k ~ ~ Mm:imJ. Qc~l.!PsltiQnlll Sta.tl.!s ~ [%/#Elidedffotal] 
~ ~ 

A 46 15 Yes Division Chief Office 27%(501186) 

c 53 18 Yes Division Chief Coffee 14%(261185) 
Shop 

E 42 17 Yes Company President Coffee 28%(22/80) 
Shop 

F 28 17 Yes ()fficernEducator Coffee 18%(241135) 
at Reform School Shop 

H 27 17 Yes C>phthalmo1ogist Coffee 17%(21/126) 
Shop 

L 40 13 Yes Law Office Manager Office 30%(421142) 

2 I. 7% (185/854} 

l74 
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Group U: 5 speakers who work in non-managerial positions (WW) 

SJ2k $ ~ Mru:iml Q~~YI2iUiQoal S!a!u~ ~ [%/#Elided/Total 1 
.Io.dg ~ 

35 14 No Office Clerk Coffee 60%(84/139) 
Shop 

1 46 15 No Office Clerk Coffee 31 %(45/145) 
Shop 

K 28 14 No Accountant Coffee 36%( 45/125) 
Shop 

N 29 15 Yes Bank Clerk Coffee 31 %(50/160) 
Shop 

0 45 15 No Office Clerk Office 31%(67/219) 

36.9% <29In8s> 

Group III: 6 speakers who work full-time for bomemaking (HM) 

Spk Age Class Marital Occupational Status Setting [ %/#Eiidedlf otal 1 
Index Status 

B 43 16 Yes Homemaker Home 39%(35/89) 

D 62 14 Yes Homemaker Home 38%(34/90) 

G 39 17 Yes Homemaker Coffee 50%(46/92) 
Shop 

M 39 16 Yes Homemaker Home 52%(51/99) 

p 35 16 Yes Homemaker Coffee 32%(521163) 
Shop 

Q 47 17 Yes Homemaker Home 45%(821181) 

42% (300n14> 

Overall Average 32.9%(776/2356) 

There is a great deal of variation among individuals. The ellipsis rates range from l4% 

to 60%. 

One possible explanation for such diversity among individuals can be derived from 

the effects of generational differences on the application of the rule. Figure 4.3 is pre-



sented below to examine the relations between the rule and the age of individual speak-

ers. 

FIGURE 4.3. 

Speakers' Aie and -Wa Ellipsis 
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PERCENTS=31.208+0.069*AGE 

It is clear in Figure 4.3 that there is no systematic correlation between rates of ellipsis 

and age. A majority of the speakers tends to cluster around the rate of 30% regardless 

of their age.86 To reconfirm this observation, I divided the speakers into two broad age 

groups: younger speakers below the age of 39, and older speakers above 40. Table 

4.11 below shows the rate of particle ellipsis for each group and the difference between 

the groups. 
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86 Neither of the varbrul programs I am using in the present study is capable of measuring 
the effects of continuous variables such as age, social class, and social network scores. 
Accordingly, only percentages will be used in discussing such factors. 



TABLE4.1L 

Age Group Difference in the Ellipsis of-Wa 

Wa Ellipsis 

Older Group 

Younger Group 

N 
% 

N 
% 

403/1317 
31 

373/l039 
36 

d. f.= l; Chi-square = 0.37; p > .500 

It can be assumed that the higher rate of particle ellipsis by the younger group (36%) 

may be due to an audience design factor; i.e., a reflection of solidarity between the 

speakers and the interviewer (in his early 30s), both of whom are either in the same 

generation group or close in age. In any case, a chi-square test found the difference in

significant at p>.500, which suggests that age cannot be considered responsible for the 

individual variability in the ellipsis of the topic marker. 

Going back to Figure 4.3 above, we notice that there are six speakers who deviate 

from the observed general pattern. The social traits of those speakers, which seem par

ticularly revealing to the deviations, are linked to occupation-based categories. Circle 

(a) is a 53-year-old division chief at a research institute (Spk C in Table 4.1 0), who 

elided the marker least ( 14% ). Circle (b) contains two speakers, one of whom is a 27-

year-old ophthalmologist at a university hospital with a deletion rate of 17% (Spk H) 

and the other of whom is a 28-year-old chief officer at a juvenile prison (Spk F), who 

elided the marker only 18% of the time. These three speakers are considered to belong 

to Group I, because of the managerial or authoritative nature of their jobs. 
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In contrast, among the three speakers, whose speech involved a particularly high 

rate of ellipsis, the two speakers in Circle (c) are both full-time homemakers in their late 

30s (Spk G and M), who elided the particle to a similar degree (50% and 52%, respec-



tively). Speaker I. who is a 35-year-old clerk at a governmental office, is a true excep

tion in my data. She elided the particle even more frequently (60%) than Speakers G 

and M. Although there is no scientific evidence that accounts for her exceptionally high 

rate of particle ellipsis, a few speculations may be possible. 

My first speculation concerns the accommodative effect of the interviewer (or the 

addressee) on the speech of the interviewee (Rickford & McNair-Knox, 1994). My 

rapport with this particular informant seemed exceptionally high from the beginning of 

the interview session as compared with the others. For one thing, though I had never 
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met the informant prior to the interview, she was the best friend of a relatively close 

friend of mine who had studied with me here in Tucson. My preliminary meeting with 

Speaker I was held at her office without being recorded, due to situational restric

tions. 87 The meeting started with us talking about our mutual friend. This situation was 

unusual as compared with the other informants, all of whom were introduced to me by 

friends or acquaintances of mine living in Japan or by friends and acquaintances of the 

informants. The actual recording of her speech was done at a coffee shop later on the 

same day after she finished working. The session again began very casually with us 

talking mainly about our friend and her life in Tucson. Jokes and laughter were fre-

quem during this session. 

For another, the fact that we were almost the same age also seemed to enhance the 

exceptionally good, friendly rapport between us. I found it very easy to find common 

topics and to have the conversation flow smoothly. For example, since we were both 

single and feeling some social pressure in the middle of, or almost over, the 'culturally 

87 Data elicitation from office clerks at their workplaces (i.e., both sociolinguistic inter
views, and tape-recording and observations of naturalistic interactions) was categorically 
turned down during my fieldwork. Unlike many of the working women who hold man
agerial positions, it seemed extremely troublesome for those who do not possess explicit 
occupational authority to ask their co-workers for permission to tape their interactions or to 
have a stranger visit their workplaces. 



defined' marriageable age, the topics of being single and the associated stigma 

(especially strong for unmarried women) in Japanese society made our interaction par

ticularly active and interesting. All these interpersonal dimensions may have reduced 

our social distance and contributed to the exceptionally high rate of particle ellipsis. 
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My second speculation concerns topic-influenced variability in speech (Rickford & 

McNair-Knox, 1994 ). Speaker I showed an exceptionally high degree of involvement 

in particular topics. The informant most openly and enthusiastically expressed to me her 

personal thoughts against male-oriented norms prevalent in the marketplace, such as 

unfair status and working conditions of women who prefer career to domestic lives, 

prejudice against the abilities of female workers, and despair at the thought of her own 

future as a career woman. Though I asked every informant the same questions about 

gender issues in Japanese society, all the other informants were relatively hesitant to 

make strong claims or elaborate the issues further. And in fact, such topics rarely 

seemed to contribute to what I regarded as 'good data.' These highly subjective, at 

times quite emotional, topics and content of the session with Informant I may have re

sulted in a high degree of involvement in her talk, thus promoting a high rate of ellipsis. 

In the preceding chapter, I assigned a social class index to each speaker based on 

the traditional system of measurement and concluded that all the speakers seemed to 

belong to the same class. Figure 4.4 below, however, shows the relationships between 

the ellipsis of the marker and the individual indices do not reflect such homogeneity. It 

seems difficult to find any systematic correlation between -wa ellipsis and class. 
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Both Index 16 and 17 show a wide range of distribution of speakers. Index 15 (Circle 

[a]) seems homogeneous, involving three speakers who deleted -wa to a similar degree. 

This particular segment of the sample, however, is skewed in terms of occupation

based categories: no homemakers are involved. The three speakers are Informant A, a 

46-year-old division chief at a major publishing company who elided the particle 27% 

of the time, and Informant J, a 46-year-old office clerk, and Informant 0, a 45-year-old 

office clerk, who both elided the particle 31% of the time. All three are full-time work

ing women. Thus, it is clear that social class membership is incapable of accounting for 

the individual variation in particle ellipsis. 

Determining social class standing of speakers in the variationist framework is a 

very controversial practice, particularly with respect to female subjects. V ariationists' 

methods have been criticized as being oriented towards men's social activities as the 
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norm. Ignoring inherent differences in gender roles, the methods have failed to account 

for specific conditions of women's lives in economic and social organization (Graddol 

& Swann, 1989; Llewellyn, 1981). It has been typical of a majority of variationist 

studies that the family is considered to be the primary unit of stratification and the male 

head of household is the principal basis for determining class standing of the entire 

family (Cameron & Coates, 1988; Delphy, 1981). 

There are studies which provide empirical evidence that these procedures are highly 

problematic. Haug's ( 1973) study of working couples in the United States, for exam

ple, shows that more than 50 percent of young and middle-aged wives tend to have a 

higher level of education than their husbands. Douglas-Cowie's ( 1978) study also 

demonstrates that in a rural community in Northern Ireland, where the speaker's degree 

of social ambition is the best explanatory variable for the use of standard speech, the 

lower the prestige of husband's job, the higher the wives' social ambitions and their 

use of standard variants. The misrepresentation of women's lives in the traditional sys

tems of class index measurement has not been resolved (Guy, 1988:48-9). Different 

procedures, which are motivated by circumstances unique to each of the sexes, are cer

tainly required for valid measurement. 

The last social factor to examine seems more relevant than abstract categories such 

as social class membership, in that it is concretely associated with the speakers' occu

pational status and roles in their everyday lives and their correlation with the ways they 

talk. As sketched in the preceding chapters, drastic changes in women's social lives in 

modem Japanese society can be assumed to have a tremendous impact on how women 

speak. While the increasing number of women who desire careers over lives centered 

on domesticity has been neglected in traditional definitions of gender distinctions in 

Japanese, active participation in the marketplace and the associated formation of exten-



sive social networks and increased opportunities for a wider range of interpersonal 

communication should have definite effects on communicative competence. 

Figure 4.5 below is presented to examine the correlation between types of occupa

tional status and individual variation in the ellipsis of -wa. A close relationship is ob

served between -wa ellipsis and the three types of categories. 

FIGURE 4.5. 
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Table 4.12 below shows that the results of variable rule analysis confirm that occupa

tional status strongly affects the ellipsis of -wa at p<.OO l. 
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TABLE4.12. 

Variable Rule Analysis of Correlation 
between Occupational Categories and -Wa Ellipsis 
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Factor Groups I Factors %WaUnmarked I VR Weight Significance 

Occupational HM 42 (300nt3>l 0.6 
Categories ww 37 (29In8S)i 0.54 56.824/2 

WWM 22 (184/852)i 0.39 p<.OOI 
Input Probability: 0.302 
Chi-square/cell: 1.0206 
Mean % of Deletion: 33 (775/2353) 
TolaJ # of Tokens: 2353 

The group of homemakers favors the ellipsis of -wa at 0.60. In contrast, the group of 

working women holding authoritative occupational status disfavors it at 0.39. The ef

fect of the group of working women in clerical positions is close to neutral (.54). 

A number of sociolinguistic studies have so far found that subgroups are formed 

within a single speech community by their differential degrees of sensitivity to particu

lar constraints on the application of a rule under investigation. The variations among the 

three groups of speakers in the present study are not limited to the frequencies of parti

cle ellipsis. Further variable rule analysis of intra-group variation has shown that the 

groups are manipulating distinct sociolinguistic grammars (Rousseau & Sankoff, 

l978b; Rousseau, 1989), which involve different configurations and hierarchies of the 

detected constraints. 

The first constraint which seems to operate differentially among the groups is 

parallelism in particle ellipsis, as shown in Table 4.13. 
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TABLE 4.13. 

-Wa/Ga Parallelism and the 3 Occupation-based Groups 

Group 1: Workinst Women in Autboritative/Manasterial Positions 
Factor Groups Factors %Wa Unmarked I VR Weight Si.lmificance 

l Marking of Wa/Ga NO MARKING 35 (9/26)i 0.73 ChiSq.=6.12 
N/A 22_1148/673) i 0.51 d.f.::::2 
MARKING 17 (261150) i 0.44 p<.OS 

Group II: Workinst Women in Clerical Positions 
Factor Groups Factors %Wa Unmarked J VR Weight SigJ!ificance 

I Marking of Wa/Ga NO MARKING 54 (25/46) ~ 0.711 ChiSq.=9.1 
N/A 36 (228/628) 1 0.491 d.f.=2 
MARKING 32 (35/111) 1 0.471 _p<.02S 

Group Ill: Full-time Homemakers 
Factor Groups Factors %WaUnmarked l VR Weig_ht Signjficance 

I Marking ofWa/Ga NO MARKING 62 (18/29)§ 0.68§ ChiSq.=3.604 
N/A 41 (239/576)i 0.49l d.f.=2 
MARKING 39 (41/105)1 0.491 NS(p>.IOO) 

The results show that while the marking/unmarking of another -wa/ga in the same 

clause is still found to operate as a significant influencing factor for the two groups of 

working women (Group I: p<.OS; Group ll: p<.025), the same structural propeny does 

not exert such effects on the ellipsis of full-time homemakers (i.e., p>.l 00). The range 

of variability in the speech of the homemakers is narrower than those of the other two 

groups: the positive effect of the non-marking of other -wa/ga is below a weight of 

0.70, and the negative effect of the marking is almost neutral (.49). 

This suggests that while working women share similar variability of grammar in 

terms of parallelism in Japanese particle ellipsis, homemakers are not subject to this 

particular variable rule. This assumption is further justified by analysis of synchronic 

ellipses with the accusative -o in the same clause, although the effects were not strong 



enough to be statistically significant for any of the groups. 88 Table 4.14 illustrates this 

point. 

TABLE4.l4. 

-0 Parallelism and the 3 Occupation-based Groups 

Group 1: Workint: Women in Authoritative/Managerial Positions 
Factor Grou_Qs Factors %Wa Unmarked J VR Weight Significance 

Marking of -o NO MARKING 33 (8/24}i 0.58i ChlSq.=0.594 
MARKING 25 _(21184 )j 0.481 NS(p?.250) 

Group_ II: Workin Women in Clerical Positions 
Factor Groups Factors %Wa Unmarked I VR Weight Significance 

Marking of -o NO MARKING 46 _(_11/24}_~ 0.57~ ChiSq.=0.174 
MARKING 36 (17/47)~ 0.47~ NS(p>.500) 

Group III: Full-time Homemakers 
Factor Groups Factors %Wa Unmarked I VR Weight Significance 

Marking of -o NO MARKING 46 (13/28)_i 0.51 ~ ChiSq .==0.134 
MARKING 44 (14/32}~ 0.49~ NS(o>.500) 

The results show that the ellipsis of the topic marker -wa in the speech of homemakers 

is not susceptible to the synchronic ellipsis involving the accusative -o in the same 

clause (i.e., 0.51 and 0.49). The groups of working women, on the other hand, share 

similar patterns of variability: the unmarking of -o favors the ellipsis of -wa (Group I: 

0.58; Group II: 0.57), and the marking of -o disfavors it (Group I: 0.48; Group II: 

0.47). 

Variable rule analyses of intra-group variations in the effects of the immediately 

preceding sounds also reveal another discrepancy in rule application between working 

women and homemakers in Table 4.15. 
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88 Statistical insignificance of the results from the two groups of working women may 
stem from the constraint of "proximity" in parallel ellipsis of particles in two-argument 
structures. Table 4.8 presented in the preceding section shows that the parallel mark
inglunmarking of the objective case -o has a relatively weaker promoting effect than that of 
other -walga in the same clause. 
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TABLE4.15. 

Preceding Sounds and the 3 Occupation-based Groups 

GROUP I GROUP II GROUP Ill 
Ia/ 0.74 42 (451108\ Ia/ 0.77 62 (73/118 Ia/ 0.63 55 (54/99) 

Syllabic /n/ 0.62 27 (10/37' Syllabic /nl 0.55 43 (22/51 lot 0.61 51 (11812301 
lot 0.49 21 (591284) /of 0.48 35 (97/281' Syllabic lnl 0.53 44 (29/66) 

/i.e. u/ 0.43 16 (_69/420) /i, e. u/ 0.41 29 (96/335' /i, e, ul 0.38 31 (97/315) 
22 (183/849) 37 (28Sn85' 42 (298/412) 

Chi-Square 31.5 Chi-Square 47.7 Chi-Square 34.1 
d.f. 3 d. f. 3 d. f. 3 
Significance p<.OO 1 Significance_p~.OO 1 Significance p_<.OO 1 

Notice that I collapsed the three vowels (Iii, lei, and lui) into a single category based on 

the outcome of the analysis of the overall patterns (see Table 4. 7 and discussion in 

Section 4.3.4.1 ). 

Table 4.15 again shows that the patterns of variation of Group I and Group II are 

very similar, except for the lower value of a positive effect of syllabic nasal on particle 

ellipsis in the speech of Group II (.55, as opposed to .62 for Group I). An notable dis

crepancy between working women (Group I and Group m and homemakers (Group 

lll) concerns the status of the mid-back vowel/o/. While the speech of the former 

group is not subject to the effect of this vowel (.49 for Group I; .48 for Group II), dif-

ferentiating it from the low-back vowel /a/, the latter group seems to overgeneralize the 

status of the vowel, whose significance turns out almost equal to the effect of the articu

latorily most proximate vowel/a/ (.63), the strongest promoting factor. 

Overall, the results discussed so far confmn that statistically verified intra-gender

group diversity can be identified in the use of one of the female-specific variables in 

Japanese, and that the diversity can be interpreted as social stratification associated most 

evidently with speakers' participation in the marketplace and varying degrees of in-



volvement in socioeconomic activities in the public sphere.89 This concrete association 

is found more explanatory than the traditional stratification approach to abstract cate

gories such as social class membership (Sankoff & Laberge, 1978; Rickford, 1986). 
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The variable rule analysis of intra-group variability in rule application also fmds 

that the homemaker group appears to be insensitive to certain structural constraints, 

which partly supports the previous claim that structural factors play minor or no roles in 

women's ellipsis of particles in Shibamoto ( 1990) (based on the speech of full-time 

homemakers). This claim, however, proved to be an overgeneralization. The analysis 

89 The rates of particle ellipsis are also negatively correlated with the Occupational Prestige 
Scores (Tominaga, 1978:499-503), as shown in the distribution of the eleven working 
women (the figure below). That is, the higher the speaker's OP score is, the lower her rate 
of particle ellipsis is. 
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also shows that the two groups of working women share a great deal of systematicity in 

variation, which is highly susceptible to the structural constraints. 



4.4. THE SECOND VARIABLE: VARIABLE MANIFESTATIONS OF THE 
PREDICATE 

4.4.1. The Phenomenon 

As the second variable of the quantitative study, this section describes variable 

manifestations of sentence-final forms in spoken Japanese, which are closely linked to 

surface forms of the predicate. Speakers' utterances in the present data are classified 

into three broad types: 

1 ) Complete utterances are produced along with full fonns of the predicate: 

a. Ima wa shujin ga mite imasu.W 

now TOP husband SUB look STAT 

'My husband is looking after (my children).' 

As compared with the other two variants described below, the full-form predicate 

strikes the listener as assertive, straightforward, and formal. 

2) Non-conclusive utterances end typically with the verbal gerund ( -te forms) 

(see [b} below) or with the alternative particle (-tan) (c):91 

b. Jibun no iken da ka wakan naku te. 

self GEN opinion COP QUES know NEG-GER 

'I do not know if opinions are their own, {so I'm often irritated/bothered 

with young people} .' 

The sentence-final( ... ) represents my native intuition that the speaker ended the ut

terance leaving something unstated or wanted to imply something further, which 

was left for me as the listener to interpret on my own. The { } portion of the 
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90 In addition to verbals, adjectives, adjectival verbs (keiyoo-dooshl) and nouns (followed 
by the copula) can form the predicate in Japanese. 
91 Other non-conclusive forms such as those involving the concurrent particle -nagara and 
the conditional particle -ba were not found in the present data. 



English translation indicates a possible reading of what would have been implied. 

This system will be used for the rest of the examples below. 

c. Ato wa zasshi yondetari .. .. 

Also TOP magazine read-STAT-ALT 

'I also read magazines, {novels, comics, etc. } .' 
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The alternative panicle -tari here implies that some other relevant activities (e.g., 

reading novels) could have been listed, but the speaker left them unstated for the lis

tener to guess, due to her judgment that the rest need not be mentioned. The com

mon implication behind the uses of these strategies is that what follows was quite 

obvious to the listener, thus the speaker avoided stating it explicitly. This deliberate 

act of equivocation renders the utterance a certain ambiguity and makes it sound 

gentler and indirect (Jorden & Noda, 1987:324-5). As compared with the full-form 

predicate, the propositions of non-conclusive utterances are deliberately ambiguous 

and hesitant. This act can be a very useful mitigation strategy to avoid undesirable 

confrontations in Japanese. In addition, the utterances tend to be relatively informal 

because they occur mostly with the direct-style predicate. 

3) Fragmental utterances are produced typically with the predicate or the copula 

(-daldesu) entirely elided (see [d], [e], and [f]). 

d. Uchi no kaisha tesagyoo ooi n desu yo. 

'Many things still have to be done manually at my company.' 

Itsumo konna tesagyoo shinakute 

always this kind of manual work do-NEG-GER 

ii noni tte [Empty Predicate]. 

work though QUOT 

'I always [think, say to myself, complain] that I wouldn't have to do 

it like this (if we had a computer.)' 
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This latter utterance lacks its entire predicate, which I assume could have been such 

phrases as omou ('think') or monku o yuu ('complain'). 

e. (Interviewer) 

Kekkon suru toki nani ga ichiban daiji desu ka nee. 

'What would you look for in him if you decided to marry someone?' 

(Informant K) 

Anteeshi ta shuunyuu [empty copula/predicate]. 

stable income 

'Stable income.' 

The speaker merely gave a single noun phrase with no copula or the entire predicate 

attached as the answer to my question. 

f. Knowing that the informant would go on a trip very soon, I asked a 

question: 

(Interviewer) 

Itsu kara ~okoo ni derun desu ka? 

'When are you planning to leave for the trip?' 

(Informant D) 

Raishuu no getsuyoobi kara. 

next week GEN Monday from 

'From next Monday.' 

This speaker also provided a single NP as the answer to my question, but with a 

postposition -kara. Other variations of fragmental utterances include NP + other 

postpositions, NP +to yuu ka ('something like NP'),92 and NP +taka ('NP, 

92 NP -to (Quotative particle)+ yuu (say)+ ka (Question particle). Not only NP but also 
other content words can fill this slot. 
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etc.').93 These fragmental utterances are part of in-group register. They tend to 

strike the listener as highly casual, friendly, least distancing, but too blunt. sloppy. 

or even childish in certain situations where the speaker is talking with someone who 

does not share in-group solidarity or rapport. 

There is also another noteworthy pattern of variation in sentence-final forms that 

occurred very frequently in the data. A number of utterances are composed of a combi

nation of the full-form predicate (i.e., the first variant above) and conjunctive particles 

that immediately follow. But the slot after the conjunctives is typically left empty, as 

shown below in (g), (h), and (i). 

g. Sao yuu imi de wa raku desu shi ...... . 

such say sense in TOP easy COP CONJ 

'(My job) is easy in that sense, {and free of stress, etc./so I will perhaps 

not quit}.' 

The utterance ends with the conjunctive particle -shi, which is normally used to add 

something further to the list or prepare the successive slot for the consequence to 

follow. This particular pattern of sentence-final forms may also involve other con

nectives such as -keredomolkedolkedomo ('though'), -node and -kara ('because') 

at the post-predicate position as in (h) and (i). 

h. Jimutekina koto ga ooi n desu keredomo ..... 

businesslike things SUB many EP though 

'I mainly deal with businesslike matters but {in fact, I also encounter other 

matters once in a while, which are too disgusting or too complicated to 

mention to this stranger}.) 

93 Other content words in addition to NP can also occur in this slot. 
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1. Wa cas hi buka mo j ooshi mo nai to 

subordinate and superior also is-NEG QUOT 

itsumo omotceru kara .... . . 

always think-STAT so 

('I always believe that everyone in this section should collaborate equally, 

so {I may have maintained good rapport among the people here}.) 

Sentences, (g), (h), and (i), end with the connectives followed by no clause. The 

speakers could have added something conclusive but decided not to articulate their 

conclusion. Leaving the post-conjunctive slot empty provides the listener with the 

freedom to infer whatever might make sense to follow. Thus, this formation often 

works as a typical strategy for mitigation, striking the listener as indirect and polite. 

There are, however, important characteristics to recognize in contrast to the other 

mitigation strategy such as the non-conclusive forms ([b] and [c] mentioned above): 

the degrees of explicitness and formality. This particular formation sounds more ex

plicit than non-conclusive forms ([b], [c]) because the predicate ends in full form. 

Furthermore, it sounds more formal than non-conclusive fonns when the predicate 

is in distal-style (i.e., formal, polite-style) (e.g., [g], [h]). 

In my analysis discussed in later sections, I will separate this variant (the full-form 

predicate with connectives) from the three main ones described above and treat it as a 

subcategory of the first variable (i.e., the full-form predicate). This decision has been 

made on the basis of the observation that the functional status of the predicate-final 

connectives may be considered to be equivalent to that of sentence-fmal particles. 

Interpreting this particular use of connectives as a transformation to sentence-final par

ticles (SFPs), Takahashi (1993) argues that just like SFPs, the post-predicate connec

tives play interactive roles in communicating the speaker's affect or attitudes toward the 
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proposition with the listener to negotiate interpersonal stance for desirable outcomes. 

Peng. et al. ( 1981:86-91) also interpret the post-predicate connectives as gender-neutral 

"new final particles." which are observed more frequently in female adolescents' 

speech than in the male counterparts. Based on these observations. I concluded that the 

formation should not be regarded as another morphosyntactic alternative on the same 

level as the other three variants. Its grammatical status as a variable is better captured as 

one kind of affect marking which goes only with the full-form predicate. 

4.4.2. Previous Studies 

One of the most oft-cited characteristics of Japanese pragmatics centers on its great 

tolerance for ambiguities (as often compared with English) (Hinds. 1980b; Hinds. 

1982b) and aesthetic preference for indirectness (Nakajima. 1987; Shibatani, 1990; 

Kindaichi, 1994). Linguistically, the Japanese language has been characterized as being 

highly context-dependent in allowing a great deal of ellipsis of understood elements 

from surface forms (Shibatani. 1990:390) or being "situationally focused" (in contrast 

to English as being "actor-focused") (Hinds. l982b:226) in relying heavily on partici

pants' cognitive abilities to recover the missing information. 

From the sociocultural point of view. a number of linguists have commonly as

cribed these properties of Japanese language use to uniqueness in native ways of con

ducting interpersonal communication bound to the country's cultural heritage. Shibatani 

( 1990:389-90). for example. argues that the seemingly vague. indirect ways of inter

personal communication in Japanese stem largely from the Confucian tradition in which 

deeds are highly esteemed over words; eloquence is not necessarily regarded as entail

ing a successful rhetoric of persuasion, but artistic 'effects' of the argument are more 

valued. Thus traditionally. as Hinds ( 1987) also puts it. it is the case that Japanese 

writing (and spoken discourse) in which hints and moderate ambiguities are deliberately 



inserted by the author obtains the highest praise from native readers. Ki-shoo-ten

ketsu, a typical Japanese rhetorical organization, is often referred to as an example, in 

that the ten development deliberately twists the straightforward line of the argument, 

which often confuses western readers (Hinds, 1980a, 1982a). 
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Neither apparent ambiguities of the meaning nor evasive rhetoric, however, seems 

to cause consistent misunderstanding or unavoidable failure in achieving communica

tive goals in Japanese interpersonal communication. Doi's (1974) well-known proto

type of Japanese interpersonal relationships dependent heavily on amae ('to be depen

dent on another's benevolence') has made a significant contribution to understanding 

how Japanese communication works. Successful (thus culturally appropriate) interper

sonal communication for Japanese is not necessarily achieved by overt statements of the 

meaning but can involve a great deal of psychological cooperation and empathy ex

changes (Nakayama, 1985; Clancy, 1986), in which the listener/reader adequately an

ticipates the needs, wants, and reactions of the speaker/writer and makes good guesses 

of what the unstated but intended meaning and goals are. While Hinds' ( 1987: 143) ty

pology of Japanese as a "listener/reader responsible" language tends to stereotype the 

language and its speakers, it does not seem totally misdirected to claim that as a cultur

ally preferred way of interpersonal communication the speaker/writer leaves the in

tended meaning vague and relies on the listener/reader's benevolence for interpreting it 

correctly. 

Another possible sociocultural factor which accounts for Japanese preference for 

indirectness/vagueness in interpersonal communication concerns the social dogma of 

group harmony and tabooed overt confrontations. While some ethnographic work 

(Jones in preparation) demonstrates that the dogma is an ideal rather than the reality 

where Japanese resort to particular communicative strategies to hide confrontations or 



transfer them into play rather than simply avoid them. a variety of indirect. mitigated 

ways of speaking are pervasive through the systems of the language. 

It seems common that previous studies of Japanese women's language have 

stereotyped women as conservative users of the native norms in Japanese language use 

(Section 2.5). Many of the stereotypes. however, are not necessarily derived from 

positive native evaluations: 

-soft 
-cooperative 
-polite 
-indirect 
- seeking rapport 
- rich in empathy 

-powerless 
- less assertive/insistent 
-deviating/marked (through a great deal of ellipsis and 

transformation) 
-redundanvrepetitive 
- incomplete 
-illogical 

Referring specifically to various surface forms of the predicate, Japanese women are 

said to take advantage of transformations of canonical structures (done by both deletion 

and addition of grammatical elements) to a greater extent than men as strategies to con-

form to the norms. Horii ( 1989, 1990, 1993), for example, consistently claims that the 

use of incomplete utterances is typical of women's register in Japanese.94 Kindaichi 

( 1994:211-3) also points out that Japanese inclinations toward indirectness in language 

use have historically created a variety of transformations of the forms of the predicate, 
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and that women have been more active than men in innovating and using such strategies 

as the attachment of connectives to the post-predicate position ([g]. [h], and [i] above), 

94 Though grammatical characteristics which make utterances incomplete are not clearly 
specified in his discussion. he seems to include both non-conclusive forms of the predicate 
and fragmental utterances with the predicate deleted described in Section 4.4.1. 



and uses of stop-in-the-middle sentences ([b ], [ c ], and [ d] above), all of which can re

duce the degrees of eloquence and explicitness. 

While these claims seem to be based primarily on native introspection, there is a 

study which also reinforces the normative properties of Japanese women's speech 

based on naturalistic conversational data (Smith, 1992a). Using as data two same-sex 

conversations of three male and three female Tokyo-Japanese-speaking friends from a 

middle-class neighborhood,95 Smith investigated sex-based differences in degrees of 

the speaker's assertiveness and confidence concerning the proposition. She found that 

there was a quantitative difference, though not statistically proved, in the uses of "sec

ondary modalities," setsumei (explanation) and gaigen (evidentials),96 the latter of 

which was exploited more by the female speakers (Women: 20.6%; Men: 9.2%).97 

Smith concludes that the result is indicative of the prescribed roles and cultural images 

bound to gender (i.e., soft, indirect, and humble for women), and that the still quite 

extreme degree of sexual division of the society fosters different interactional styles ap-

propriate to each of the sex groups. 
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95 No further descriptions are available with respect to the speakers' demographic back
§rounds such as occupation, marital status, and individual age. 

6 In Smith's terms, setsumei (explanation) modality forms (e.g., -hazu da, -wake da, -no 
da) "imply mutual knowledge and agreement as to that knowledge's factuality ... (and) play 
important roles in constructing convincing arguments and in effective persuasion" (p. 545), 
whereas gaigen (evidentials) modality forms (e.g., -daroo, -yoo da, -soo da) "suggest that 
the speaker has not witnessed or experienced the situation about which she/he is making an 
assertion and therefore cannot make a definite statement, ... (and) serve to soften or 
mitigate its assertive force and factuality" (p. 544). Therefore, using gaigen forms, the 
"speaker takes less personal responsibility for the accuracy of the associated propositions 
and also indicate less certainty as to its accuracy" (p. 544 ). 
97 The level of significance is p < .025 (x2=4.362; d. f.= I). Smith also quantitatively 
compared women's use of gaigen followed by omou ('I think') with that of men. Citing 
Teramura (1984), Smith claims that the use of gaigen modality forms with omou ('I think') 
"represents a greater degree of objectivization of the description of the speaker's state of 
mind" (Smith, I 992a:546). Her results show that women used the combinatory form 
23.3% of the time, whereas men used it 14.8% (p > .100; x2=t.706; d.f.=l). 



These generalizations, however, can be challenged by a study of natural speech, 

which investigated language use by women who belong to a different social stratum 

from Smith's subjects--women participating fully in the marketplace. Endoo's (1992) 

comparative study of the speech of 10 male and 10 female professionals provides 

striking counter-evidence to stereotypical claims about Japanese women's ways of 

speaking. This study is highly significant in that her comparative analysis is based on 

naturalistic speech data of men and women from similar occupational categories. The 
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claim that women tend to produce more incomplete utterances with ambiguous proposi-

tional content than men was disproved by her analysis of variation in the use of as

sertive sentences (iikiri-bun} and stop-in-the-middle sentences (iisashi-bun): no signifi

cant differences were found between the sexes (Women: 62.8% vs. Men: 69.1% in as-

sertive sentences; Women: 37.2% vs. Men: 30.9% in stop-in-the-middle sentences) 

(Endoo, 1992:63). Her analysis of suspended utterances (chuushi-bun) also obtained 

counter-evidence (Women: 24.1% vs. Men: 24.8%) to the claim that women tend to 

leave utterances incomplete more often than men.98 

These results demonstrate the necessity of taking into account speakers' participa

tion in the marketplace as an independent factor affecting linguistic gender differentia

tion. The present study will integrate this perspective into its research design and empir

ically prove that the stereotyped claims are overgeneralizations of heterogeneity of 

women's language use in close linkage to their occupation-bound social activities. 

98 Endoo's "assertive sentence" is roughly equivalent to my "complete utterance" (see the 
[a] sentence in 4.4.1 above), "stop-in-the-middle sentence" to "the full-form predicate fol
lowed by connectives" (e.g., [g], [h], [i] in 4.4.1 ), and "suspended sentence" to "fragmen
tal utterance" (e.g., [d], (e], (f] in 4.4.1). It is unclear, however, which category the "non
conclusive utterances" (e.g., [b], [c] in 4.4.1) belong to. 
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4.4.3. Coding 

The coding of variation in sentence-fmal forms in interview data from the same 

seventeen speakers is focused on the three types of variable forms: 

1) complete utterances (with the full forms of the predicate); 

2) incomplete utterances (with non-conclusive forms of the predicate); 

3) fragmental utterances (typically with the predicate or the copula elided or 

consisting of noun phrases with/without the postpositions). 

The full-form predicate followed by connectives was also coded as a secondary variable 

(see the examples of the coding procedures below). 

I set up a few general rules to follow for the sake of consistency of my coding. 

Again. as in most studies, the first ten-minute segment of each interview session was 

ignored because of potential Observer's effects on natural patterns of speech. Second. 

the following types of utterances were excluded from the coding: 

1) Subordinate clauses concurring with surface main clauses; 

2) Embedded clauses such as relative clauses and quoted speech; 

3) Non-declarative sentences by which the speaker aims to achieve particular 
pragmatic effects, such as questions and directives towards the interviewer. 

4) Repetitive utterances which consist of mere repetitions of identical forms; 

5) Incomplete utterances caused by interruptions of the interviewer. 

6) Obvious false starts 

To grasp how the coding was done, observe the following excerpt from a conver

sation between Informant B and me (I: interviewer). 



I: Fudan doo itta koto o shite, 

jikan sugosarerun desu ka? 

B: Fudannnnn, kaji ga taiban de, 
( 1) 

ato, anoo, shuu ni kai eigo o 
wacakushi yattery nde xxx 

(2) 

I: Aa, sao desu ka? 

8: Eikaiwa yatcete. 
(3) 

Anoo mishishipoii no anoo 
shusshin no aroerika jin no 
sensei ni. 
(4) 

I: Nannin ka issho desu ka? 

8: 

I: 

8: 

I: 

8: 

.2QQ g~~y n~ 
(5) 
Ima ~gnnin. 
(6) 

Sannin de? 

Ee, ee, ee, ee. 

Otoko no sensei 
desu ka? 

Qt;Q~Q nQ ~~n~~i 
(7) 

Nijyu-hgchi. 
(8) 

A, moo sorosoro .... , 
nijuu hachi qurai de kite, 
(9) 
a, nijuuroku ka shichi de kite, 

ima moo sorosoro sanjuu ni 
naru to Qmoimasy. 

(10) 

Usually, what kinds of 
things do you do 
to spend time? 

Usually, mostly domestic 
chores, 
And, urn, twice a week I do 
(study) English, so xxx 

Ah, is that so? 

I study English 
conversation 

Well, (I'm taught English) 
by an American teacher from 
Mississippi. 

(Do you study) with several 
other people? 

That's right. 

Now, (there are) three of us. 

Only three? 

Yes, yes. 

Is your teacher male? 

Male teacher. 

28 years old. 

soon .... 
He came when he was 28. 

ah, no, he carne when he was 
26 or 27, 
so now he should soon be 
30, I think. 
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Dakara onaii qurai. 
(ll) 

I: Donna sensei desu ka. 

B: Sugoku ne, 
ano tanoshii desu yo. 

(l2) 

Anoo, 
tokai no hito ja nai kara, 
sugoku soboku da shi, 
toctemo reigi tadashii si ne. 

Tottemo ki o tsukatte 
(13) 

kuretari shite. 

So, about the same age 
(as you). 

How is he like? 

(He's) very, 
well, entertaining. 

And, 
He's not a city person, so 
he's very pure, and 
very polite, and 

very considerate. 

The predicate underlined ( l) is a noun phrase taihan ('majority') taking the gerundive 

form of the copula de, which appears to qualify as a token for the second category, the 

non-conclusive form. However, this predicate is followed immediately by other utter

ances, which disqualifies it as non-final. 

The predicate (2) is a verbal yatteru ('am doing') taking a connective n( o )de 

("cause'), which might qualify for the secondary variable, the full-form predicate fol

lowed by connectives. This predicate, however, was not coded due to the fact that the 

speaker added some unrecognizable words immediately after it. 

The predicate (3) was coded as a token for the non-conclusive form. Yattete is the 
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gerundive form of a verbal with the stative auxiliary yatteiru ('am doing') and stands it

self as a single utterance. Similarly, (13) was coded as tokens for the same category. The 

verbal predicate in (13) ends as its gerundive form -shire ('do'). 

Related to these, the utterance (9) provides an interesting case. Though the first line 

of the utterances, moo sorosoro ('by now'), superficially looks like a fragmental utter

ance, I regarded it as a false start, where the speaker was figuring out how old her teacher 
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was. In addition, the identical phrase appeared three lines below, after the speaker made 

up her mind about the approximate age of her American teacher. 

The utterance ( 4) was coded as a token for the fragmental form due to the fact that the 

entire predicate (possibly, naratte-imasu 'I learn' or 'I am taught') is unstated after the fi

nal noun phrase amerika-jin no sensei ni ('by/from an American teacher'). Similarly, the 

utterances underlined (6), (7), (8), and (ll) are all examples of tokens for the third cate

gory, fragmental utterances. 

The utterances, (5), (I 0), and ( 12), all involve the full-forms of the predicate and 

were coded as tokens for the first category. Both (5) and (l2) end with the distal form of 

the copula desu, whereas ( 10) ends with a distal form of the verbal omou ('think'). 

While all the previous studies are concerned merely with quantitative accounts of 

the occurrence and non-occurrence of the variable, the present study also sheds light on 

some linguistic and stylistic environments as well as social factors as potential con

straints. For preliminary investigation, I coded as potential independent variables a va

riety of factors such as types of the predicate (e.g., nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc.), the 

distinction between direct and distal styles of the predicate, stylistic dimensions of in

formation exchange in interpersonal communication (i.e. narrative, conversational, and 

responsive) and text types (i.e., description, explanation, and expressing opinions), 

where the variable is used. It turned out that surface manifestations of utterance-final 

forms were highly correlated with the last two factors. 

Given the fact that the variable usage of utterance-final forms in Japanese entails 

interactional significance, it seems fair to assume that the speaker's decision-making 

should be constrained heavily by the manner the speaker is engaged in interpersonal 

communication and the ways information is presented and transmitted to the interlocu

tor. My variable rule analysis has found two particular factors illustrative of such di

mensions and systematically correlated with the variable production of utterance-final 
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forms. The two factors include: l) stylistic dimensions of information exchange be

tween the interlocutors, and 2) the types of text through which the intended information 

is presented and transmitted. 

First, stylistic differentiation includes three types, which were based on the same 

criteria used for the coding of -wa ellipsis: 

l) response style, in which the speaker responds to my information questions; this 
particular phase of exchange was usually observed at the beginning of a speech 
event initiated by a new topic and tends to be followed by some series of narratives; 

2) narrative style, in which the speaker is primarily engaged in telling stories, with
out seeking a great deal of involvement of the listener; 

3) conversational style, in which the speaker involves the listener as a conversation 
partner in her talk, seeking my feedback and active interaction. 

The second independent factor that was found significantly correlated with the 

variable usage of utterance-final forms is the types of text through which the intended 

information is conveyed. I classified the interview text of each speaker into three types 

for variable rule analysis, taking into account what kinds of topics were being talked 

about at the moment of the sociolinguistic interview (see Section 4.2.2.2 for the kinds 

of topics covered in the sociolinguistic interviews). Each type of text will be described 

below along with some illustrative examples. 

From the Sociolin&Uistic Interview with Informant B 

I: Fudan doo itta koto o shite, 

jikan sugosarerun desu ka? 

2 8: Fudannnnn, kaji ga taiban de, 

ato, anoo, shuu ni kai eigo o 
watakushi yatteru nde xxx 

3 I: Aa, soo desu ka? 

4 8: Eikaiwa yattete. 

Usually, what kinds of 
things do you do 
to spend time? 

Usually, mostly domestic 
chores, 
And, urn, twice a week I do 
(study) English, so xxx 

Ah, is that so? 

I study English 
conversation 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I I 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

I: 

8: 

I: 

8: 

I: 

8: 

I: 

B: 

Anoo mishishippii no anoo 
shusshin no amerika jin no 
sensei ni. 

Nann in ka issho desu ka? 

Soo desu ne. 

Ima sannin. 

Sannin de? 

Ee, ee, ee, ee. 

Otoko no sensei 
desu ka? 

Otoko no sensei. 

Nijuu-hachi. 

A, moo sorosoro .... , 
nijuu hachi gurai de kite, 
a, nijuuroku ka shichi de kite, 

ima moo sorosoro sanjuu ni 
naru co omoimasu. 

Dakara onaji gurai. 

Donna sensei desu ka. 

Sugoku ne, 
ano canoshii desu yo. 

Anoo, 
tokai no hito ja nai kara, 
sugoku soboku da shi, 
tottemo reigi tadashii si 

Tottemo ki 0 tsukatte 
kuretari shite. 

ne. 

Well. (I'm taught English) 
by an American teacher from 
Mississippi. 

(Do you study) with several 
other people? 

That's right. 

Now, (there are) three of us. 

Only three? 

Yes, yes. 

Is your teacher male? 

Male teacher. 

28 years old. 

soon .... 
He came when he was 28, 
ah, no, he came when he was 
26 or 27, 
so now he should soon be 
30, I think. 

So, about the same age 
(as you). 

How is he like? 

(He's) very, 
well, entertaining. 

And, 
He's not a city person, so 
he's very pure, and 
very polite, and 

very considerate. 
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The first text type is called "Description," in which a speaker describes some topic. 

It mainly includes the speaker's responses to my information questions (e.g., educa

tional, occupational, family background, daily schedule), which consist primarily of 



facts without the speaker's "complicating action" or further elaboration of the story in 

Labovian sense ( 1972a:362-66). This type of texts is relatively short. In the excerpt of 

the interview with Informant B above. for example, my coding for this type of text in

cluded Utterance 2 ('Usually, mostly domestic chores, and .... ) responding to my 

question about her daily schedule, and Utterances 7, 8, 12, and 17, all of which basi

cally report the facts according to my inquiry. 

The second text type is called "Explanation/Elaboration," in which a speaker gives 

a detailed explanation for some topic. In contrast to the description texts, the speaker 

elaborates (or complicate) her narratives (Labov, 1972a). This type of text usually fol

lows the description texts and develops further what has been reported. Topics which 

elicited this type of texts include friendship networks, school days, hobbies, and com

munity activities. In the excerpt above, Utterances 4, 5, 13, and 14 should be included 

in this type. 

The final text type coded is called Opinion/Evaluation. This type expresses the 

speaker's personal opinions or ideologies rather than merely stating the facts about 

what is being talked about. The "evaluation" phase of narratives of personal experi

ences may roughly be equivalent to this type of texts (Labov, l972a:366-75). Topics 

which are useful for eliciting this type of text include views on marriage. women's so-

cial status, changes in gender relationships in Japanese society, and the occupational 

and domestic roles of women. In the excerpt above, this type includes Utterance 15, in 

which the speaker presents her personal view that her teacher appears as old as me,99 

and Utterances 18 and 19, by which the speaker judges this person as a teacher. These 

statements involve a fair amount of personal judgment by the speaker.IOO 

99 Informant B did not know how old I was. 
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100 The original definition of the evaluation section of narratives is a "secondary structure" 
to the main story line (Labov, 1972a:269) or a comment on the told event "from the outside 
the story world" (Schiffrin, 1994c:284 ). In this sense, it seems that Utterance 15 fits the 
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4.4.4. Data Analysis 

4.4.4.1. Stylistic and textuality constraints 

Table 4.16 below describes stylistic effects on the production of the three types of 

utterance-final forms using V ARBRUL 4.101 Unlike the case of the first variable (i.e., 

-wa ellipsis), the dependent variable has three levels: complete utterances, non-conclu

sive utterances, and fragmental utterances.l02 Therefore, the output of the variable rule 

analysis should be read in the following way: A weight of 0.33 indicates the neutral ef

fect (i.e., no effect). The higher than 0.33 the weight the more positive the effect, and 

the lower the weight the more negative the effect on the production of the dependent 

factors. 

definition well enough. but it seems rather difficult to judge if Utterances 18 and 19 do in 
that the statements may still be considered part of the story world (i.e., a description of the 
teacher). In my coding, however, I have identified the Opinion texts more broadly as mani
festations of the speaker's personal views, regardless of such an intemaVextemal distinc
tion in terms of the story world. 
lOl V ARBRUL 4 rather than GoldVarb was used because the former is capable of han
dling multinominal variables. 
l02 Use of the secondary variable, the full-form predicate followed by connectives, will be 
dealt with in later sections. 



TABLE4.16 

Variable Rule Analysis of Utterance-final Forms: Styles 

Narrative VR Conversational VR ResPQ_nsi ve VR 

Complete Utterance 74 (792/1074) i 0.28 74 (309/416) 0.36 76 (475/629) 0.35 
Non-conclusive 9 (99/1074) 0.46 5 (19/416) 0.27 5_(_31/629) 0.29 
fragmental 17 (183/1074) i 0.26 21 (88/416) 0.37 20 (123/629) 0.36 
Significance: 10.9212; p<.05 
Input Probability: 0.77 (Complete Utterances) 

0.06 (Non-conclusive Utterances) 
0.17 (fragmental Utterances) 

Chi-square/cell: 1.584 
Mean%: 74 (Complete Utterances) 

7 (Non-conclusive Utterances) 
19 (fragmental Utterances) 

Total # of Tokens: 2119 

Out of 2119 tokens coded, 74% were complete utterances with an input probability 

of0.77, 19% were fragmental utterances with 0.17, and 7% were non-conclusive ut

terances with 0.06. The frequency of complete utterances is as high as that observed in 

Endoo's ( 1992) comparable study of the speech of professional women (75.2% ). The 

frequency of fragmental utterances, however, is a little lower than that of Endoo's fe

male subjects (24.1% ). The relatively high value of chi-square per cell, 1.584, is 

slightly higher (0.058) than the confidence range (i.e., below 1.5) (Preston, 1989: 15). 

Stylistic differentiation has been found to be a statistically significant factor group for 

the variable uses of utterance-final forms at p<.05. 

The focus of our attention in Table 4.16 should be on the variation in use of non-

conclusive utterances across the styles. The overall picture of stylistic effects separates 

non-conclusive utterances from the other two types together, which do not display any 

salient gap in variability as far as the stylistic effects are concerned. 

The results show that the production of non-conclusive utterances is strongly pro

moted by narrative style with a varbrul weight of 0.46, whereas the other two types are 

disfavored to a similar degree (i.e., 0.28 for complete utterances and 0.26 for fragmen-
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tal utterances). These findings make sense. The non-conclusive ending allows the 

speaker not to provide the listener with her conclusive statement and to leave a trace of 

continuity. The forms are not only syntactically suitable for continuation of narrative 

stories but can also make possible moments of next-speaker turn ambiguous, creating 

an environment favorable for the current speaker to maintain his or her turn. 
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In contrast, both complete and fragmental utterances seem to provide advantageous 

environments for the next speaker to jump in when slhe is seeking for a turn. It is evi

dent that interactants who desire their conversational exchange to be successful are re

quired to share turns and make mutual concessions to lead the conversation, explicitly 

informing the listener of the end of the current turn. The results of variable rule analysis 

reflect this tendency in light of the favoring effect of conversational style on uses of 

complete forms and fragmental utterances (.36 and .37, respectively). 

Furthermore, the favoring effects of responsive style on those two surface forms 

can also be accounted for in terms of the speaker's cooperative strategies for transmit

ting explicit messages to the interviewer (Complete Utterances: .35; Fragmental 

Utterances: .36). 

Table 4.17 shows the results of the V ARBRUL 4 analysis of the second indepen

dent variable: the effects of text types on the production of utterance-final forms. The 

effects of style and text types were investigated by two separate runs of the V ARBRUL 

4 program, due to a possible interaction. Here again. in V ARBRUL 4, a weight of 0.33 

indicates a neutral effect. 
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TABLE4.17 

Variable Rule Analysis of Utterance-final Founs: Text Types 

Descriotion VR Exolanation VR Ooinion VR 

Complete Utterance 73 (_347/473) i 0.35 10 (5t8n38) 0.26 78 (711/908) 0.38 
Non-conclusive 4 (19/473) 0.23 w (7on3s) 0.43 7 (61/908) 0.36 
Fragmental 23 (107/473) i 0.42 20 osin38) 0.31 15 (136/908) 0.26 
Significance: 27.744/2; p<.001 
Input Probability: 0.77 (Complete Utterances) 

0.06 (Non-conclusive Utterances) 
0.17 (Fragmental Utterances) 

Chi-square/cell: 0.31 
Mean%: 74 (Complete Utterances) 

7 (Non-conclusive Utterances) 
19 (Fragmental Utterances) 

Total# of Tokens: 2119 

The total number of tokens, the distribution of the tokens across the three types of ut

terance-final forms, and the resultant input probabilities are all the same as those shown 

in Table 4.16. The value of chi-square per cell, 0.31, however, is much lower than that 

for the stylistic effects, which indicates a higher level of reliability of the results ob

tained here. In addition, this factor group has been found to have statistically significant 

effects at p<.OOl. The overall finding confmns a strong correlation between the vari

able usage of utterance-fmal forms and the nature of the communicative goals the 

speaker intends to achieve in particular verbal tasks. 

First, the verbal task of presenting personal opinions or evaluations is found to fa

vor the complete form (.38) and the non-conclusive form of the predicate (.36), 

whereas it strongly disfavors use of fragmental utterances (.26). Persuasiveness in 

ways of speaking should be an essential element of the verbal task of convincing the 

listener of personal views or ideologies on what has been talked about. In this sense, 

the completive forms of the predicate, which project explicit assertiveness and convic

tion, may be the most appropriate choice, and fragmental utterances may not be very ef-

fective for the speaker to fulfill the communicative goal .. On the other hand, I speculate 
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that the favoring effect on the use of non-conclusive forms may be related to the speak

er's strategy to mitigate the degree of her insistence in expressing personal opinions. To 

confirm this, I certainly need to take a more qualitative look at the use of the form in 

discourse. 

In the Explanation/Elaboration texts, however, non-conclusive utterances are found 

to be strongly promoted (.43). Non-conclusive utterances seem to create the most fa

vorable discoursal environment for the verbal task of providing further explanations or 

elaborations of the topic. Non-conclusive forms make it easier for the speaker to deliver 

chains of information successively, as the forms were also found both syntactically and 

pragmatically conducive to the formation of narratives (Table 4.16). Full forms of the 

predicate, on the other hand, are found to be disfavored by the verbal task (.26). The 

completion of the utterance seems to be unsuitable for elaborating the climax of the 

story. 

The results also show that the Description text strongly favors the use of fragmen

tal utterances (.42), whereas it disfavors non-conclusive utterances (.23). This ten

dency accords with the similar finding on the effects of responsive style in Table 6.14. 

The speaker's primary communicative goal in describing what is inquired by the inter

viewer concerns whether the sought information is delivered clearly to the inquirer and 

understood. The speaker may be allowed to omit linguistic material and provide the 

minimum units that can signify the intended information. 

In sum, the analyses clearly demonstrate that variable uses of utterance-final forms 

are highly context-dependent. It is shown that variable manifestations of the forms are 

subject to at least two particular dimensions of interpersonal communication: l) the 

stylistic aspects of information exchange, and 2) the types of text (or verbal task) re

quired for particular communicative goals. Obviously, it is an oversimplified, mislead

ing approach to attribute incomplete, fragmental utterances a priori to the female gender 



and complete utterances to the male gender. The empirical results obtained so far sug

gest that the researcher needs to take a closer look at the particular types of verbal task 

and interactional styles involved in conversational data under investigation in order to 

provide a legitimate characterization of gender differentiation of this variable. 

4.4.4.2. Individual variation and social constraints 

In this section, I focus on individual behaviors in the uses of utterance-final forms 

and explore systematic variability correlated with speakers' social characteristics. Table 

4.18 outlines the major socio-demographic characteristics of each speaker and her rates 

of production of the three variables. 

2 1 1 
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TABLE4.18. 

Individual Socio-demo~hic Characteristics and the Rates of the Three Variables 

Group I: 6 speakers who work in managerial occupational positions (WWM) 

SJ2k ~ ~ Mm:i.tru. Q£!;a!l2atiQnill Sti!tu~ ~ [%/#Useffotal] 
I!Kk! ~ Complete 

Non-conclusive 
Fragmenlal 

A 46 15 Yes Division Chief Office 83% (86/104) 
13% (13/104) 
5% ( 5/104) 

c 53 18 Yes Division Chief Coffee 80% (96/120) 
Shop 6% ( 7/l20) 

14% {17/l20) 

E 42 17 Yes Company President Coffee 83% (1161139) 
Shop 9% ( 12/139) 

8% ( 11/139) 

F 28 17 Yes Officer/Educator at Coffee 92% (108/118) 
Refonn School Shop 3% ( 3/118) 

6% ( 71118) 

H 27 17 Yes Ophthalmologist Coffee 88% ( 80/91) 
Shop 2% ( 2/91) 

10% ( 9/91) 

L 40 13 Yes Law Office Manager Office 92% (112/122) 
2% ( 2/122) 
7% ( 81122) 

Average 86% (598/694) 
6% ( 39/694) 
8% ( 57/694) 
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Group II: S speakers who work in non-managerial positions (WW) 

Suk Age ~ .M.ari.OO Q!,;!,;!.!lliUiQDlll StiUYS ~ [%/#Useffotal] 

~ ~ Complete 
Non-conclusive 
Fragmental 

35 14 No Office Clerk Coffee 78% ( 931120) 
Shop 7% ( 8/120) 

16% ( 19/120) 

1 46 15 No Office Clerk Coffee 72% ( 90/125) 
Shop 9% ( 11/125) 

19% ( 24/125) 

K 28 14 No Accountant Coffee 66% ( 75/114) 
Shop 12% ( 14/114) 

22% ( 25/114) 

N 29 15 Yes Bank Clerk Coffee 82% (107/131) 
Shop 7% ( 9/131) 

11%( 15/131) 

0 45 15 No Office Clerk Office 69% ( 85/124) 
2% ( 3/124) 

29% ( 36/124) 

Average 73% (450/614) 
7% ( 45/614) 

19% (119/614) 
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Group III: 6 speakers who work full-time for home-making (HM} 

SJ2k ~ Om .Mm:ilal Q~~l!PiltiQnill Statu~ ~ [%/#Useffotal] 

~ ~ Complete 
Non-conclusive 
Fragmental 

B 43 16 Yes Homemaker Home 59% ( 84/142) 
15% ( 221142) 
25% ( 36/142) 

D 62 14 Yes Homemaker Home 81% (109/134) 
6% ( 8/l34) 

13% ( 17/134) 

G 39 17 Yes Homemaker Coffee 66% ( 95/144) 
Shop 8% ( 121144) 

26% ( 37/144) 

M 39 16 Yes Homemaker Home 62% ( 80/130) 
6% ( 8/l30) 

32% ( 421130) 

p 35 16 Yes Homemaker Coffee 69% ( 95/138) 
Shop 6% ( 8/l38) 

25% ( 35/138) 

Q 47 17 Yes Homemaker Home 52% ( 65/l24) 
6% ( 8/124) 

41% ( 5l/124) 

Average 65% (528/811) 
8% ( 66/81 I) 

27% (217/811) 

Grand Average 74% (1576121 19) 
7%( 15012119) 

19% ( 394/21 19} 

Using the same approach as the analysis of variable -wa ellipsis, a variety of socio-

demographic characteristics of the speakers were examined in terms of their correlation 

with individual variations. 

First, the relationships between speakers' age and each of the three variables are 

illustrated in Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 below, respectively. 
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FIGURE 4.7. 

Speakers' Age and the Use of Complete Utterances 
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FIGURE 4.8. 

Speakers' Age and the Use of Non-conclusive Utterances 
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AGURE 4.9. 

Speakers' A~e and the Use of Fragmental Utterances 
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No systematic correlation can be identified between speakers' age and any of the three 

variables. Chi-square tests based on two generational groups (Table 4.19) detected no 

statistically significant age-linked differences, which confirmed the conclusion. 
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TABLE4.19. 

Age Group Difference in Utterance-final Forms 

Complete Uaerances 

01derGroup 

Younger Group 

N 
% 

N 
% 

843/l133 
74 

733/986 
74 

*********************************************** 

01derGroup 

Younger Group 

N 
% 

N 
% 

Non-conclusive 
Utterances 

86/1133 
8 

64/986 
7 

d. f.= 1; Chi-square == 0.06; p > . 750 

*********************************************** 

Older Group 

Younger Group 

N 
% 

N 
% 

~ragr,nentall!tterances 

205/ll33 
18 

189/986 
19 

d.f.= l; Chi-square== 0.03; p > .750 

As compared with the individual variations in particle ellipsis described earlier 

(Figure 4.3), the usage of every single variable seems to involve more widespread in

dividual variations. Individual variations in uses of non-conclusive utterances in par-

ticular show a chaotic pattern, with the three groups (i, ii, and iii) of speakers dis

tributed sporadically (Figure 4.8). 

However, with respect to uses of complete (Figure 4. 7) and fragmental utterances 

(Figure 4.9) occupation-linked systematicity seems to emerge. As the former variable, 
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working women in managerial positions (Group I) are found to be the most advanced 

users. whereas homemakers (Group Ill) are found to exploit the variable much less fre

quently. Office clerks (Group II) seem to fall in-between. As for the uses of fragmental 

utterances. the opposite pattern is seen. Homemakers are found to be the most ad

vanced users. whereas working women in managerial positions are least likely to use 

the variable. Again. office clerks are located in-between. 

As a case exceptional to the detected patterns (Figure 4.7 and 4.9). Informant D. a 

sixty-two-year-old full-time homemaker. displays linguistic behaviors very close to that of 

Group I. full-time working women in managerial positions. Through an extensive inter

view with her. I have found two specific reasons for the deviations of this speaker. The 

first is the possible effect of her extensive out-group contacts through the family business 

(a small laundry) on her ways of speaking. Though Informant D and her husband had long 

retired from active involvement in the laundry with her second son being the manager. she 

mentioned that she sometimes helped at the laundry if needed. This presumably gives her 

frequent opportunities to interact with people from a variety of backgrounds. This unique 

situation truly draws a line between this informant and the other homemakers who appear 

to be confined to the home without any noteworthy exposure to the public domain. 

The second reason for her deviations concerns the possible effects of social distance 

with me as the interviewer. which may have contributed to a higher degree of fonnality of 

the interview session. The demographic background of the speaker is highly dissimilar 

from mine as compared with the other homemakers. especially in age and educational 

background. She is the oldest speaker (30 years older than me) and received only high 

school level education. due to the social disorder after the War. In addition. it should also 

be reminded that her rate of -wa ellipsis was the second lowest among the six homemakers. 

making her an outlier for both variables (see Figure 4.5). As compared with that rate. the 

greater degree of her deviation in the use of utterance-final forms suggests the possibility 
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that the variable tends to be exposed to more critical. conscious evaluations in the society 

(as a change-from-above variable). 

The second social factor to examine is social class index and its correlation with the 

variables (see Table 4.18 for individual social class index). The patterns of correlation 

are shown in Figures 4.10. 4.11. and 4.12 below. 

FIGURE 4.1 0. 

Social Class Index and the Use of Complete Utterances 
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RGURE 4.11. 

Social Class Index and the Use of Non-conclusive Utterances 
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AGURE 4.12. 

Social Class Index and the Use of Fragmental Utterances 
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The grouping of speakers based on social class index appears to involve no systematic 

correlation with any of the variables. 

The systematic correlation between occupational categories and the two particular 

variables identified so far can be expressed in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. There is a sys

tematic relationship between the uses of the variables and speakers' occupation-based 

categories. 
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FIGURE 4.13. 

Occupational Categories and the Use of Complete Utterances 
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AGURE 4.14. 

Occupational Categories and the Use of Fragmental Utterances 
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There is an interesting fact to point out regarding intra-group variations, which ap

pear to be closely associated with the density of communicative contact with the public 

(out -group members) that the speakers are required to maintain by the nature of their 

jobs. The three speakers who are particularly advanced users of complete utterances 

among the Group I members (working women in managerial positions), Informants F, 

L, and H (Figure 4.13), all play occupational roles which can be characterized as shar

ing extensive communicative exposure to the public. When I observed Informant H, an 

ophthalmologist at a prestigious university hospital, she was interacting with a great 

number of patients during a very short period of time. Listening to the tapes of her 

workplace interactions, I noticed that many different patients came in and left her office 

at very short intervals. A major occupational role of Informant L, a law office manager, 

was to negotiate various problems and issues with clients as a representative of the 



branch office. Informant F, an officer/educator at a reform school for female juvenile 

delinquents, was required to act consistently as a figure of power and authority to in

mates as well as colleagues. 

A similar kind of correlation can also be found in the speech of office clerks 

(Group m. The two most advanced users of complete utterances are Informants N and 

I. Informant N, a teller at a major bank, regularly interacted with an enormous number 

of customers every day. Informant I, an information clerk at a governmental office, 

mentioned about her work that she answered a number of calls from citizens every day 

and also took care of visitors. Informant I's patterns of variability seem surprising in 
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that she is the one who elided the topic marker to an extreme extent (Figure 4.3). In 

fact, this is further evidence for use of the utterance-final forms being a variable subject 

to social evaluation in the speech community. 

A variable rule analysis of the occupational categories as an independent variable 

reveals statistically significant effects in Table 4.20 below. 

TABLE4.20. 

Occupational Catef:ories and Utterance-final Forms 

Variables %WWM VR Wei£ht %WW VR WeiMt %HM VR Wei~ht 

Complete 86 (597/693) 0.48 73{450/614) 0.3 65 (528/812) 0.24 
Non-Conclusive 6 ( 39/693) 0.32 7 ( 45/614) 0.32 8 ( 66/812) 0.32 
Fragmental & ( 57/6931 0.2 19_(119/614) 0.38 27 (218/812)_ 0.45 
Significance: 110.46/4; P<.OOl 
Input Probability: 0.77 (Complete Utterances) 

0.06 (Non-conclusive Utterances) 
0.17 (Fragmental Utterances) 

Chi-Square/cell: 0.31 
Mean%: 74 (Complete Utterances) 

7 (Non-conclusive Utterances) 
19 (Fragmental Utterances) 

Total #of Tokens: 2119 
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Note that the total numbers of tokens differ considerably among the groups (i.e., 

working women in positions of authority: 693 [6 speakers]; working women in clerical 

positions: 614 [5 speakers]; full-time homemakers: 812 [6 speakers]). This is due to a 

general tendency that working women, especially those in managerial positions, tended 

to produce longer stretches of discourse during the interview sessions as compared 

with homemakers who tended to talk with many fragmental utterances. 

Table 4.20 shows highly significant effects of occupation-linked grouping on the 

variable production of the predicate at p<.OO 1. The low value of Chi-square per cell, 

0.31, also indicates a high degree of reliability of the results. The speech of working 

women in managerial positions is characterized both by the extremely frequent use of 

complete utterances with a varbrul weight of 0.48 and by the rare use of fragmental ut

terances at 0.20. In contrast, the variability in the speech of homemakers involves dia

metrically reversed characteristics. Complete utterances are inhibited at a weight of 

0.24, whereas fragmental utterances are highly promoted at 0.45. The variability of the 

group of office clerks again displays weak, intermediate values in-between the two 

groups (0.30 for complete utterances and 0.38 for fragmental utterances). 

Finally, there is also an important finding to point out about linguistic mitigation 

linked to sentence-final fonns. While it is evident in Table 4.20 that the uses of non

conclusive utterances involve no differentiation among the occupational categories at a 

weight of 0.32, further analysis of the secondary variable, the full-form predicate fol

lowed by connectives (see examples [g], [h], [i] in 4.4.1 ), revealed a distinctive inter

group differentiation in uses of mitigation strategies. As described in Section 4.4.1, 

there are at least two ways of mitigating the proposition linked to use of non-conclusive 

utterance-final forms in Japanese. The non-conclusive predicate (e.g., verbal gerund, 

or with alternative particles, etc.; [b], [c] in 4.4.1) is one of the alternatives, and the 

other is the full-form predicate immediately followed by connectives. The only differ-
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ence in pragmatic effects between the two concerns degrees of explicitness and formal

ity. The latter choice sounds more explicit than the former, due to the use of the full-

form predicate. In addition, the distal-style (formal, polite-style) predicate followed by 

connectives strikes the listener more formal and polite. 

A variable rule analysis of inter-group differences in uses of mitigation strategies 

was focused on the choice of the two variants (Table 4.21 ). 

TABLE4.21. 

Mitigation Strategies and Occupational Categories 

Variables %WWM VR Weight %WW VR Weight %HM VR Weight 

Non-Conclusive 24 (39/159) 0.41 33 (45/138) 0.54 33 (66/198) 
Full Predicate + 76 (1201159) 0.59 67 (93/138) 0.46 67 (132/198) 
Connectives 
Significance: 8.47/2; P<.025 
Input Probability: 0.30 (Non-Conclusive Utterances) 

0.70 (Full Predicate followed by Connectives) 
Chi-Square/cell: 0.6635 
Mean%: 30 (Non-Conclusive Utterances) 

70 (Full Predicate followed by Connectives) 
Total # of Tokens: 495 

The overall frequencies of mitigation strategies do not involve any striking inter-group 

discrepancy: 22.9% (159/693) for working women in managerial positions, 22.5% 

(138/614) for office clerks, and 24.4% (198/812) for full-time homemakers. 

The results in Table 4.21, however, find salient inter-group differentiation in pre

ferred types of the strategies (p<.025). Working women in managerial positions are 

most likely to adopt the explicit strategy (i.e., the full-form predicate+ connectives) 

(.59), in contrast to the other groups, both of whom are more likely to choose the less 

explicit, informal alternative (i.e., non-conclusive forms of the predicate) (.54 for OL; 

.55 for homemakers). Furthermore, Table 4.22 below shows that working women in 

managerial positions seem to strongly prefer the distal-style predicate in exploiting the 

0.55 
0.45 
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mitigation strategy (78.3% ), whereas full-time homemakers tend to use the style to the 

least extent (51.5%). Working women in clerical positions are in-between (67.7%). 

TABLE4.22. 

Preference for Styles in the Use of the Full-form Predicate with Connectives 

Distal-style Direct-Style 

WWM 78.3% 21.7% 
(92/120) (26/120) 

ww 67.7% 32.3% 
(63/93) (30/93) 

HM 51.5% 48.5% 
(681132) (641132) 

x2 = 5.534; d.f. = 2; .10 > p > .05 

The explicit, but formal and polite, alternative seems to be an effective strategy for 

working women in positions of authority to adopt, due to the communicative require

ments of their occupational roles. To save subordinates' face wants, the working 

women in higher status tend to use a great deal of mitigated speech (Pearson, 1988, 

1989). At the same time, they succeed in disambiguating the intended message and 

maintaining their authority with the explicit, formal form of the predicate. By using this 

particular strategy, they can manipulate moderate degrees of assertiveness and mitiga

tion, which simultaneously complement each other in a single utterance. 

In sum, all these findings demonstrate that the speaker's occupational roles and re

lated language use experiences in everyday lives have a direct impact on how s/he talks. 

Individuals who are constantly exposed to public evaluation and are required to ma

nipulate formal register by the nature of their jobs seem to maintain the canonical use of 

language as part of their vernaculars. In this sense, individual variability can be taken as 

a manifestation of the speaker's social identity fostered through her occupation-linked 

social practices (Nichols, 1980, 1983, 1984). 
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4.5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The results in both Sections 4.3 and 4.4 indicate that the speech of homemakers, 

whose lives are restricted to the domestic sphere, is correlated with a relatively less 

canonical, informal variety of speech that allows for a great deal of particle ellipsis and 

involves many fragmental utterances. In contrast, executive working women, whose 

life styles and everyday experiences are predominantly oriented to the public sphere, are 

associated with a more formal, canonical variety of speech involving less ellipsis and 

frequent use of complete utterances and mitigation. Office clerks' speech patterns are 

found to be situated in-between. I argue below that potential causes of the intra-gender

group variability identified can be accounted for by the following interwoven factors. 

First, the variability may be derived from both quantitative and qualitative differ

ences in social network structures of the groups of women and their everyday activities 

and experiences in the differential communication networks. Table 4.23 shows degrees 

of openness/closure of social networks of the informants based on their responses to 

the questionnaire. The question, which was adapted from Brouwer & van Hout ( 1992), 

asked the number of non-family members the informant talks to at least once a week. 

Three categories were established: the number of regular contacts a week is 1) fewer 

than 10, 2) between lO and 14, and 3) more than 15. 



TABLE4.23. 

Social Network Patterns of the Informants 

No. of 
Regular -10 ll-14 15-
Contacts 

Occupational 
Group 

WWM 0 3 3 

ww 1 2 2 

HM 3 3 0 

Table 4.23 shows clear differential patterns among the three groups of women. The 

network patterns of working women in managerial positions seem to be most open in

volving a large number of regular contacts, whereas those of full-time homemakers in-

volve a diametrical, restricted structure. The network patterns of working women in 

clerical positions show an intermediate degree of closure. 
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Further investigation of demographic characteristics of the members involved in the 

personal networks of the informants also reveals intriguing differences among the 

groups. Based on the question about non-family members with whom each informant 

feels she interacts very frequently,I03 Table 4.24 shows the distribution of the network 

members by gender and types of relationships per informant. 

103 This is a different question from the one about the informants' regular weekly contacts. 
The frequency of the interactions does not have to be at least once a week. 



TABLE4.24. 

Demographic Characteristics of Non-family members in Frequent Contacts 

Group/ 
Speaker 

(WWM) 

A 

c 

E 

F 

H 

L 

Average 

Gender 

Male Female 

Types of Relationships 

Job-related 
(Colleagues, 
Customers,etc) 

Personal 
(Friends, Neighbors, 
Relatives, etc.) 

***** Data not available ***** 

2 

3 

4 

7 

3.4 

2 

3 

9 

3 

5 

4.4 

4 

2 

8 

7 

7 

5.6 

0 

4 

2 

0 

5 

2.2 
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Gender Types of Relationships 

Male Female Job-related Personal 
(Colleagues, (Friends, Neighbors, 
Customers,etc) Relatives, etc.) 

Group/ 
Speaker 

(WW) 

I 3 4 7 0 

J 2 3 0 

K 2 0 

0 2 4 2 4 

N ***** Data not available ***** 

Average 2.3 2.3 3.3 1.3 

Gender Types of Relationships 

Male Female Job-related Personal 
(Colleagues, (Friends, Neighbors, 
Customers,etc) Relatives, etc.) 

Group/ 
Speaker 

(HM) 

B 6 p04 6 

D 0 5 0 5 

G 6 0 7 

M 0 5 0 5 

p 0 7 6 

Q 0 2 0 2 

Average 0.3 5.2 0.3 5.2 

l 04 Both numbers in this column mean teachers of children. 
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Homemakers' networks are predominantly colored by single-sex interactions (5.2), 

whereas working women's networks are composed equally of single-sex and mixed

sex interactions. The relatively higher score (4.4) of single-sex contacts by working 

women in managerial positions may be indicative of the tendency for Japanese women 

in positions of authority to attach importance to gathering with other such women, 

which often function as various workshops as well as diversion. As predicted, the in

terpersonal contacts of working women are also oriented more to public domains (i.e., 

job-related relationships) (5.6 for WWM; 3.3 for WW), whereas those of homemakers 

are almost exclusively derived from domestic domains (i.e., friends, neighbors, etc.) 

(5.2). This contrast is most salient between homemakers and working women in posi

tions of authority. 

Based on these observations, it can be argued that the speech patterns of full-time 

homemakers, which are characterized as informal and non-canonical, are directly asso

ciated with typical communicative activities the speakers are likely to encounter in ev

eryday lives in their local communities (Finegan & Biber, 1994). As shown in the 

Tables, full-time homemakers tend to be engaged in interactions heavily involving are

stricted set of single-sex, in-group locals who share mutual relationships and ties in 

linkage to the domestic domain. Through the rich, reciprocal network relationships, 

uses of covert, vernacular type variants are likely to be encouraged. Less distancing, in

formal, and positive-polite uses of language tend to be valued as interactional norms in 

closeknit, dense networks (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Brown, 1980). Common back

ground and the greater degrees of shared knowledge and assumptions promoted 

through dense communication networks tend to allow for a greater degree of "linguistic 

economy," a reduction of the code and a greater reliance on implicit meaning (Finegan 

& Biber, 1994:320; Coupland, 1983 ). A high degree of involvement in talk and good 

interactive rapport, both of which were found to be strong promoting factors for parti-



cle ellipsis in particular, can also be in-group interactional norms for successful com

municators to observe. It may also be hypothesized that these interactional patterns fo

cused heavily on the affective, interpersonal dimensions of utterances lead full-time 

homemakers to pay less attention to the code structure (which was found to be striking 

in the results of particle ellipsis, as compared with working women's consistent sensi

tivity to structural constraints). 
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In contrast, communication networks of working women in positions of authority, 

who are expected to play various public roles, obviously involve interactions with 

people from a wide variety of demographic backgrounds in terms of gender-linked sub

cultures as well as both public and private domains, as shown in Table 4.24. In their 

more diffused communication networks, the speakers are likely to share less overlap in 

mutual understanding and interpersonal rapport with people in various communicative 

situations. It is likely that this type of communicative activity and experience inhibits 

exploitation of linguistic economy, encouraging more explicit encoding of messages, 

helps develop more elaborated, extensive language repertoires (Finegan & Biber, 

1994), and promotes negative-polite uses of language, maintaining appropriate degrees 

of distance from interlocutors (Brown, 1980; Brown & Levinson, 1987). Speakers in 

open communication networks also tend to be more subject to overt norms for language 

use and have more opportunities for careful speech production; this results in reinforc

ing a more formal, canonical variety of speech (Coupland, 1983; Finegan & Biber, 

1994). This may lead working women in positions of authority to pay more attention to 

the code structure, which resulted in their sensitivity to the structural constraints (found 

in the results of particle ellipsis). 

In close linkage to the impact of communicative activities and experiences speakers 

have access to in the different types of social networks, the second factor to point out as 

a potential cause of the identified intra-gender-group variability concerns inter-group 



differences in interactional ethos, as shown in Table 4.25 (based on the coding of sur

face fonns of the predicate). 

TABLE4.25. 
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Stylistic Variability among the Three Groups of Women in the Socioling,uistic Interview 

Executives OLs Homemakers 

Conversational 12.1% 18.1% 24.0% 
Exchange (84/694) (1111614) (195/811) 

Narratives 64.0% 54.1% 50.9% 
(444/694) (332/694) (413/811) 

Response 23.9% 27.9% 25.0% 
(166/694) (1711279) (203/811) 

Given an identical task of participating in the sociolinguistic interview, full-time home-

makers tended to transform the interaction into conversational exchanges to a greater 

extent (24%) than the other two groups of women (OL: 18.1 %; Executives: 12.1% ), 

whereas working women in positions of authority in particular tended to be engaged in 

the interaction mainly through producing narratives (64%) (OL: 54.1 %; Homemakers: 

50.9% ).105 The phase of responding to information questions does not seem to involve 

any differences among the groups. 

The conversational phase of interaction is in fact found to favor linguistic econ

omy--both particle ellipsis and use of fragmental utterances, which is partly responsible 

for full-time homemakers' advanced use of the variables. On the other hand, the narra-

tive phase is found to disfavor the use of fragmental utterances and have neutral effects 

on particle ellipsis. This characteristic may be associated with the lesser use of fragmen

tal utterances and greater retention of particles by working women in positions of au-

thority. 

l05 The inter-group differences, however, are found not to be statistically significant (.10 
> P > .05; x2:::5.385; d.f.=2). 
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The inter-group differentiation in interactional ethos can be accounted for as mani

festations of communicative routines to which the speakers are accustomed in their oc

cupation-bound everyday activities. Being exposed to communication networks where 

positive face for peer solidarity is esteemed, full-time homemakers tend to resort to 

"supportive style," which "encourages the addressee to adopt an initiating role in the 

discourse" (Holmes, 1984: 171 ). Taking advantage of the style, they tend to regard suc

cessful communication as a collaborative activity, in which both participants play sym

metrical and reciprocal roles supporting each other. Involving the interviewer as an ac

tive conversation partner is regarded as an attempt to reduce social distance and promote 

interpersonal rapport and solidarity. 

Interactional ethos of working women in charge, on the other hand, can be charac

terized as a sort of "leading style," which "involves retaining control of the discourse 

and casts the addressee in the role of respondent" (Holmes, 1984: 171 ). One of the ma

jor communicative needs which working women in charge are required to fulfill in their 

occupational roles is likely to be concerned with verbosity, assertiveness, persuasive

ness. and at times, dominance. It is likely that they are frequently required to maintain 

the floor. express their opinions in a persuasive manner, and respond explicitly to 

questions asked. It can thus be hypothesized that the identified pattern is a sort of 

pragmatic transfer of the communicative requirements the speakers constantly try to fill 

in their occupational status. 

To conclude, the quantitative sociolinguistic approach to variations in the speech of 

the three distinct groups of Japanese women-a traditional group of full-time homemak

ers and two non-traditional groups involving full-time professional women in clerical 

positions and those in positions of authority-empirically proves that women's language 

use exhibits a patterned heterogeneity that has been neglected in the traditional ap

proach. Specific findings include: 
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l) statistically verified discrepancies were found in variable linguistic performance 

of the three groups of women~ 

2) the internal heterogeneity in Japanese women's language can be identified as 

involving social stratification, but this stratification is more meaningfully corre

lated with a concrete social category of speakers' participation in the marketplace 

and related networks in their everyday lives than with such abstract categories as 

social class index. Degrees of speakers' integration into the marketplace are found 

to be parallel to the continuum of intra-gender-group variability in both of the 

variables: working women in positions of authority are most advanced in uses of 

a canonical, formal variety, whereas full-time homemakers are most likely to use 

a non-canonical, informal variety. Working women in clerical positions are con

sistently found to be the intermediate group in-between the two extreme groups; 

3) multivariate analysis of speech data has demonstrated that distinct sociolinguis

tic grammars obtain for different groups of speakers because of the interactional 

tasks required by their occupational roles. These differences can arise from the 

interactional ethos and routines fostered by the communicative practices and ex

periences in their communication networks; 

4) it is now evident that negative stereotypes about Japanese women's language 

use, such as their ostensibly marked, non-standard, sloppy grammar, are due to 

serious oversimplification of the complex characteristics of the roles women play 

within the society. 



CHAPTERV 

A STUDY OF DIRECITVE SPEECH ACfS BY WORKING WOMEN 

IN POSffiONS OF AUTHORITY 

5.1. INTRODUcriON 

The second phase of my research project on heterogeneity in Japanese women's 

language concerns linguistic dilemmas that professional Japanese women in positions 

of authority are said to be facing at their workplaces. Conflicting views based on anec

dotal evidence have been proposed with respect to their sociolinguistic solutions. This 

investigation first examines the different views about sociolinguistic innovations in the 

speech of working women who are playing new gender roles in contemporary society. 
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Taking advantage of the analytical framework of the sociolinguistics of interper

sonal communication (Gumperz, 1982a), I investigate female executives' strategic use 

of directive speech acts in a large number of actual workplace interactions. Going be

yond the traditional sentence-level analysis of the use of feminine (or masculine) mor

phosyntactic variants, the present analysis takes into account the larger domain of dis

course--more specifically, speakers' strategies of contextualization beyond the level of 

the "head act" (or "directive proper" [i.e., the minimal unit or the core of the request se

quence]) (Blum-Kulka, et al., 1989b: 17-9). Systematic comparisons of directive 

strategies of male and female executives first clarify gender--related differences in the 

distribution of directive types, that is, what specific directive techniques are used in 

specific interactive situations. Observation of workplace interactions then allows me to 

interpret the "situated meanings" of the acts, taking into account a variety of factors in

volved in the immediate contexts of the interactions (Schiffrin, 1994a: 109-27). 

The outcomes of the present study clarify that: 
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1) directive strategies specific to Japanese working women in charge characteristi

cally carry morphosyntactically de-feminized. but polite and deferential. struc

tures; 

2) working women in charge typically adopt strategies of contextualization in or

der to compensate for their indirect framing of the head act of directives; 

3) performing directive speech acts. working women in charge tend to ambiguate 

power/status asymmetries with subordinates with great sensitivity to their indi

vidual identities (i.e .• negative politeness). and at the same time take a solidarity

focused approach toward the promotion of collaborative rapport (i.e .• positive 

politeness); 

4) particularly in highly face-threatening situations. polite. deferential language 

plays a dynamic role in indexing social identity of working women in positions of 

authority. 
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5.2. PREVIOUS STUDIES OF DIRECTIVE SPEECH ACfS 

Universal hierarchy of directive force 

Directives, which are attempts by the speaker to get the hearer to do something 

(Searle, 1976) or to refrain from actions (Jones, 1992), are one of the most studied 

speech acts. A number of studies have demonstrated that some invariant rules systemat

ically govern variable realizations of surface forms of directives according to a variety 

of social and contextual conditioning (Labov, 1970; Ervin-Tripp, 1976, l98l; Labov & 

Fanshel, 1977). One fundamental driving force of such decision rules is linked closely 

to the notion of "face wants" in interpersonal communication (Brown & Levinson, 

1987:61-4). According to Brown and Levinson's universal theory of politeness, "face" 

consists of both negative aspects (i.e., one's want not to be imposed on by others) and 

positive aspects (i.e., one's want to be approved of or liked by others). It is assumed 

that all participants share these two kinds of basic wants and make the best of various 

verbal strategies to minimize the potential threat to each other's face wants, which might 

otherwise result in conflict and breakdown in interpersonal relationships. A directive 

speech act is considered to be a highly "face-threatening act" entailing great potential to 

damage the addressee's basic face wants (Brown & Levinson, 1987:25). It follows that 

successful achievement of the act requires sophisticated communicative competence 

which enables speakers to exploit appropriate "redressive actions" in order to mitigate 

the potential face damage, while still accomplishing their directive intent successfully 

(Brown & Levinson, 1987:69). 

Based on the degrees of the speaker's redressive action for the inherent face-threat

eningness and on the inferential processes required for the addressee to interpret the di

rective intent, previous studies have attempted to construct hierarchies of directive force 

(Ervin-Trip, 1976; Labov & Fanshel. 1977; Blum-Kulka, et al., 1989ab). All the pro-
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posed hierarchies share three major categories of directive acts, which have empirically 

proved to be valid across many languages (Fraser, 1985; Yaeger-Dror & Sister, 1987; 

Blum-Kulka, 1987, 1989; Blum-Kulka. et al., 1989b). The following are specific 

strategies under each of those three levels. 

Direct acts categ01y: 

the most direct, explicit level, realized by requests being syntactically marked 
(e.g .• imperatives) or by other verbal means that name the act as a request 
(e.g .• the use ofperformative verbs) (Blum-Kulka, 1989:46). 

[Specific strategies] 

a) the use of the most coercive, unmitigated "bald-on-record" forms (Brown & 
Levinson, 1987:94) (e.g .• imperatives in English); 

b) the use of performative verbs (e.g .• ask); 

c) the speaker's expression of his or her desire or need (e.g., I want/need X); 

d) the speaker's appeals to the addressee's obligation (e.g .• you should do X): 

Conventionally indirect acts category: 

the conventionally indirect level realized by the act referring to contextual pre
conditions necessary for its performance (Blum-Kulka. 1989:47). 

[Specific strategies] 

e) question directives (e.g .• Could you do X?); 

f) suggestory formulae (e.g .• How about doing X?); 

g) appeals to the addressee's ability or need (e.g., you can/need to do X); 

Non-conventionally indirect acts category: 

the nonconventional indirect level realized by the open-ended group of strate
gies which either partially refer to the object or element needed for the imple
mentation of the act or rely on contextual clues (Blum-Kulka, 1989:47). 

[Specific strategies] 

h) the most indirect, mitigated "off-record" forms of directives, such as strong 
or mild hints (Brown & Levinson, 1987: 17). 
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Which specific strategy is chosen depends on decision rules under the influence of 

many intersecting variables involved in the immediate context where directives occur. 

Particularly crucial variables include the interactional setting (e.g .• home, office, etc.), 

the goal of directives (e.g., requests for action, things, information, or permission), the 

trajectories of events towards the act in question, felicity conditions (i.e .• the speaker's 

need or desire, the recipient's ability, willingness or obligation). power and solidarity 

relationships between the interactants as affected by age, sex, and other social at

tributes, and relative roles and group membership of the interactants in particular social 

settings. 

Cultural ethos and directive use 

While the universalistic, three-layer hierarchy has been widely adapted in various 

forms as a gross means to assess the degrees of directive force and directness (the 

length of required inferential process), it has also been empirically shown that Ian-

guages differ in the relative levels of the categories and also in the relative position 

granted to individual strategy types within each category (Blum-Kulka, 1987; 1989). 

Furthermore, it has been suggested that such variability seems to hold even between 

subcultures or subgroups within a single speech community (Fraser, 1985; Yaeger-

Dror & Sister. 1987). 

As a holistic theory. Brown and Levinson (1987:243) attribute such diversities to 

cultural or subcultural "ethos," the "affective quality of interaction characteristic of 

members of a society." They further suggest the possibility of distinguishing between 

"negative-politeness cultures," which emphasize social distance and asymmetrical rela-

tionships abhorring impositions, and "positive-politeness cultures," in which social 

closeness, symmetrical solidarity. and reciprocity are esteemed.l06 Supposedly, this 

106 Brown and Levinson (1987:244-5) point out five variables which determine the ethos: 
l) the general level of the weightiness (Wx) of a particular face-threatening act (Ff A) in a 
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distinction can also be applied to subcultures within a single culture. Thus, which cate

gory of the hierarchy or which specific strategy is (sub)culturally unmarked or marked 

in a certain circumstance of directive use should differ depending on the (sub)cultural 

ethos. 

As for cross-linguistic diversity, Wierzbicka (1985) argues for the significance of 

culture-specific ethos for the interpretation of speech acts.l07 Criticizing the Anglo

centric belief in the preference for negative politeness strategies in highly face-threaten-

ing interactive situations, Wierzbicka maintains that Polish speakers resort to distinct 

criticism strategies from speakers of English, with the Polish ethos centered on "cor-

diality" or "warmth" (p. 166) (as compared with the "autonomy of the individual and 

anti-dogmaticism of Anglo-Saxon culture" [p. 150]). She claims that the Polish ethos 

leads speakers to avoid using mitigation, which within Polish culture encodes social 

distance associated with "hostility and alienation." The same vein of thought is further 

justified by Blum-Kulka ( 1987). She demonstrates that non-conventional hint strategies 

are taken as being more polite by native speakers of English because they live in a "neg

ative-politeness oriented society" than by native speakers of Hebrew who tend to put 

less value on indirectness living in a "solidarity-politeness oriented society" (p. 140). 

This type of cross-linguistic variability has also been revealed in many other studies on 

culture, which is composed of the social distance (D), the relative power (P), and the 
ranking of impositions (R); 2) the extent to which all acts are Ff As, and the particular 
kinds of acts that are Ff As in a culture; 3) the varying values attached to D, P, and R in a 
culture; 4) culturally or subculturally varying modes of assignment of members to the sets 
of persons whom an actor wants to pay him positive face, and the extent to which those 
sets are extended; and 5) the nature and distribution of strategies over the most prominent 
dyadic relations in a culture. As examples, they call the western USA a positive-politeness 
culture and Japan a negative-politeness culture. 
l 07 Wierzbicka's ( 1985) thesis is to fundamentally challenge the Anglo-centric, but the al
legedly universal, hierarchy of strategies for encoding mitigation and carrying politeness in 
realizing speech acts. providing an illustration of cross-linguistic diversity in levels of di
rectness and in the distribution of specific strategies. 
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cross-cultural pragmatics (Blum-Kulka. et al., 1989b; Blum-Kulka, 1989; Blum-Kulka 

& House, 1989; Blum-Kulka & Olshtain, 1985; House & Kasper, 1981). 

Abundant empirical evidence is also available with respect to strategic diversities 

among subcultures within a single culture. To test the hierarchy of directive force pro

posed by Ervin-Tripp (1976) in particular, Weigel & Weigel (1985) studied directive 

use in a migrant agricultural community in the United States' eastern seaboard region. 

The results show that, contrary to Ervin-Tripp's predictions, the imperative form, the 

most direct, unmitigated variant, is used almost exclusively. They explain that the pat

tern emerged due to antagonistic relationships within the farm worker community, and 

point out that Ervin-Tripp's hierarchy, which was based on a data sample taken from a 

predominantly white, white-collar urban population, may be valid only for that popula

tion. Similarly, Kleiner's ( 1996) investigation of class-differentiated uses of directives 

also substantiates the existence of ethos differences between subcultures and their im

pact on their language use. Working-class speakers' common strategy of bald impera

tives and middle-class speakers' more elaborated negative politeness strategies provide 

further support for Brown & Levinson's ( 1987 :245-6) prediction: higher-status groups 

(i.e., dominating groups) within a society prefer negative politeness strategies as a 

"natural symbol" of aristocratic virtues preserving greater social distance in loosely knit 

networks, whereas lower-status groups (i.e., dominated groups) having denser net

works prefer elaborated positive politeness strategies as a sign of solidarity. Ethnicity

based subculture ethos and regionally differentiated ethos and their impact on language 

use has also been an intriguing topic of investigation for linguists (Schiffrin, 1984: 

Tannen, 1981abc, 1982, 1984). 

Different ethos has also been the focal point of research on linguistic behaviors of 

gender-based subgroups (or subcultures). The so-called 'subculture' interpretation of 

linguistic gender differentiation seeks the sources of men's and women's speech pat-
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terns from the two groups' distinct sociolinguistic subcultures (Coates, 1988:63-73; 

Graddol & Swann, 1989:89-93). In a culture of same-sex peers, men and women sup

posedly acquire a different patterning of communicative skills independently (Malz & 

Borker, 1982). 108 

According to Tannen ( 1990), the ethos of the female culture stems from symmetri-

cal relationships in which connection with others is of primary concern. Conversations 

are a cooperative activity by which speakers negotiate for mutual empathy and under

standing. To achieve intimacy and true partnership, overt confrontations and disagree

ment are avoided. Troemel-Ploetz's ( 1992) analyses of female-only interactions also 

clarify the ethos of the female culture, identifying women's conversational management 

as the "construction of equality among speakers" (p. 581).109 A variety of conversa-

tional strategies function to do away with power/status differences among the partici

pants and establish more closeness and equal distribution of power and rights among 

participants. ItO 

I 08 There have been debates over the sources of linguistic gender variations. The so-called 
"power/dominance" approach typically associated men, who were considered to use more 
coercive, less polite language, with social power and dominance, and women, who were 
considered to use more mitigated, polite language, with inferiority and powerlessness in 
their social status. In this framework, gender distinctions in language use are interpreted as 
being reflections of social inequality between the sexes and as perpetuating male dominance 
in society. (Lakoff, 1975; Rosaldo, 1974; Fishman, 1983; West & Zimmerman, 1983). 
The major criticism of the subculture approach is that taking separation as granted, it ig
nores power elements in cross-sex (i.e., cross-cultural) communication and minimizes de
liberate strategic uses of speech differences to achieve dominance (Eckert & McConnell
Ginet, 1992; Uchida, 1992). Recently, however, it has been advocated that the integration 
of the two approaches is vital for further improvement of theory (Coates & Cameron, 1988; 
Uchida, 1992). 
109 Troemel-Ploetz's subjects happen to be working women in positions of authority who 
work in such professional fields as interview journalism, management, and psychotherapy. 
Her data come from five television discussions (perhaps in English), 10 Swiss and German 
television interviews, and one German radio interview. (The number of the subjects is un
clear.) 
110 The specific strategies include: explicitly supporting the opinions of lower-status ad
dressees and issuing both verbal and nonverbal support; allowing power gestures such as 
interruptions, criticisms, irony, and reproaches by lower-status addressees and refraining 
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The ethos of the male culture, on the other hand, is centered on asymmetrical, hier

archical relationships. Insistence and self-assertion are indispensable elements of inter

personal communication for men; competing to be superior to others is given priority 

over sharing rapport with them. Conversations for men are thus negotiations for status 

and opportunities to display dominance (Tannen, 1990; Troemel-Ploetz, 1992).111 

Accordingly, the theories may predict that women, who are typically associated 

with cooperation and vulnerability, should issue fewer directives. When they have to 

use directives, they might be expected to exploit the directive strategies more at the 

mitigated end of the hierarchy. On the other hand, men, who are associated with power 

and competition, should be more inclined to use aggravated forms without as much 

need for mitigation devices. It has been claimed in many studies that the female ethos in 

Japanese language use is prototypical of the negative-politeness cluster of subcultures, 

oriented predominantly to polite usage of speech (Ide, et al., 1986; Ide, 1990, among 

others; see Section 2.5 in Chapter 2). Accordingly, it has also been suggested that 

negative politeness strategies are more prevalent in directive speech acts by Japanese 

women than by Japanese men. Based on data from questionnaires with 100 college 

students, Kawanari ( 1993), for example, points out mitigation of directive force as the 

ground rule for women's directive speech acts. Women's specific strategies include the 

uses of receiving verbs over giving verbs, 112 negative questioning directives, 113 and 

from such power gestures oneself; depersonalizing an attack; and camouflaging a dominant 
speech act as an invitation. 
Ill These generalizations of gender-specific ethos are far from being universal, as is 
demonstrated by Keenan's (1974) study of a Malagasy community where direct, con
frontational usage of language belongs to women's repertoire, against the ground rules of 
the community. This issue, however, is beyond the scope of the present investigation, and 
my discussion here should be restricted to such industrialized societies as those in the West 
and Japan. Also see Kulick ( 1992). 
112 There are two types of verbs, which perform deictic functions in Japanese (Tsujimura, 
1996:334-344). The first type is the so-called 'giving' verbs (e.g., kureru, kudasaru, yaru, 
ageru, sashiageru), by which the speaker chooses to focus on the giver's side in a giv
ing/receiving event. This makes the directive act sound more forceful and direct. The other 
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the more frequent use of honorific variants. In addition, supportive moves for directive 

speech acts, such as making excuses or stating reasons for the necessity of the acts. are 

more frequent in women's responses. 

Working women's sociolinguistic dilemma and conflicting views on their solutions 

The idea of a female ethos. which is alienated from issues of power and control. is 

likely to perpetuate stereotypes against women's abilities in leadership. It is an undeni

able fact. however, that many working women in fact succeed in positions of authority. 

Only a few quite recent studies have provided sociolinguistic accounts of their success. 

As the sole empirical investigation in Western context, Troemel-Ploetz's ( 1994) study 

of a female style of managing at an English-speaking workplace counters the bias and 

demonstrates how the female ethos of status/power symmetry and cooperative rapport 

can work efficiently in establishing authority in real workplace interactions.ll4 By ex

ploiting discourse strategies based on their own ethos rather than masculinizing them 

toward the male command-and-control style, the women in leadership positions skill

fully handle situations where authority must be insisted on to make subordinates do 

something. Their orders, for example, are successfully accomplished by being "cam

ouflaged" as an invitation or as a joint ('we/let's') activity, either of which grants the 

subordinates more freedom not to comply (Troemel-Ploetz, 1994:203-5). The trans-

formed directives are meant to be more face-saving for subordinates and allow them to 

type is called 'receiving' verbs (e.g., morau, itadaku), by which the speaker chooses to 
stand on the receiver's (the speaker's) side. The act of receiving is more focused, thus the 
act sounds more indirect and mitigated. 
113 -shire moraenai? ('Can't I have you do X?'); -dekinai? ('Can't you do X?') 
(Kawanari, 1993: 129). 
114 The study analyzes English data taken from the speech of four women managers ap
pearing in Sally Helgesen's book entitled The Female Advantage (Doubleday). No further 
infonnation is given regarding the speakers, the varieties of language spoken, and work
place settings. 



share power with the speaker; in this way, status differences are reduced, and the sub

ordinates are energized or motivated as collaborators working for the same end. 

As more and more women advance in the public sphere, the prescribed, feminine 

norms of Japanese women's language use-speaking politely, deferentially, and gently 

to others--have also begun to conflict with communicative demands against the ethos. 

Reynolds ( 1990), among others, claims that professional women in leadership posi

tions in particular face severe dilemmas in attempting to establish power and authority 

over subordinates through language. Smith ( 1992b) further argues that sociolinguistic 

innovation in their language use is inevitable as compensation for this handicap. 

Based primarily on anecdotal evidence, several researchers have so far proposed 
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rather conflicting views on such innovation. The first view, which accords with the so-

called "dominance/power-based" approach to gender and language (Uchida, 1992:549), 

proposes "de-feminizing" their speech as a power-seeking innovation led by women 

who are attempting to overcome inferior social status and compete with men for author

ity (Reynolds, 1990: 136). Because of rigid social expectations of gender differentiation 

in language, speakers are assumed not to borrow men's power code directly, an act for 

which they would be stigmatized, but to do away with feminine speech styles which 

encode powerlessness in communication.115 Reynolds ( 1990), based on her inter-

views, maintains that women who work in non-traditional positions of authority are 

aware of disadvantages in their speech and "are attempting, subconsciously, to resolve 

the conflict, mostly by defeminizing their speech within limits" (p. 136). 

115 Reynolds ( 1990: 131-2) describes three types of sociolinguistic rules which contribute 
to femininity in speech: l) rules of assertion reduction (e.g., copula deletion, imperative 
deletion [deletion ofperformative verbs such as -kure], and interrogative deletion [deletion 
of interrogative particles such as ka ); 2) rules of formality; and 3) rules of polite
ness/hearer-orientation. 
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The other view, which stems from the "difference/cultural" approach to gender and 

language (Uchida, 1992:548), regards working women's linguistic innovations as the 

"construction of women's new identity" in the non-traditional domain of social life (Ide 

& Inoue, 1992). Based on informal observations, Ide and Inoue ( 1992) report that 

working women in high occupational statuses consciously adopt hyper-polite character

istics in speech to mark femininity more strongly than those in traditional domains. 

Similar claims are made in other studies such as Abe (l992) and Ide (1993), as well. 

This view posits that speaking expected of women (i.e., womanly speech) does not 

necessarily result in powerlessness, and that power and authority for women interacting 

in the public sphere, as in workplaces, can be established not by diminishing feminine 

linguistic characteristics at the risk of social stigma but by stressing their full-fledged 

communicative competence to use feminine speech properly according to the rigid so

ciocultural norms and expectations. It is further claimed that a womanly style of speech 

represents dignity ('igen') for working women who step into the new social domain 

(Ide & Inoue, 1992). 

Several data-based studies are worth discussing here in order to gain more empiri-

cal insight into the validity of these polar views. The first study is Smith's ( 1992b) pre-

liminary survey of the speech patterns of Japanese women working in leadership posi

tions and those in a non-traditional position of public authority .116 Smith's fmdings 

116 The data are taken from two sets of television shows. The first set consists of one 
cooking show and one show on home carpentry and maintenance. The speaker is a middle
aged female chef in the former and a carpentry/home repair male instructor of about the 
same age in the latter. Both of the speakers direct one or more younger assistants. The 
number of directives analyzed is 23 for the male speaker and 6 for the female speaker. The 
second set consists of police/detective action shows on television, focusing on women 
working in a non-traditional occupational arena. Female data are taken from the speech of 
female detectives working at a detective agency headed and completely staffed by women, 
whereas male data come from a male-dominant police detective group. The total number of 
directives analyzed from these shows is 39. The exact number of the speakers is not clearly 
specified. Note that the detective data are scripted, while the 'how-to' data are natural; note 
also that the 'how-to' data are of very limited. 
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were similar to what Troemel-Ploetz (1994} found. Smith also rests her interpretation 

of the results on the female ethos Japanese society traditionally attributes to women. 

Smith first finds that Japanese women, regardless of whether they play non-traditional 

roles, use more polite language than male counterparts, which is consistent with the 

normative language use for Japanese women. Furthermore, the difference/cultural as

sumption that femininity can be amplified to reinforce authoritative power is given indi-

rect support. 

Smith's second major finding also stems from women's traditional ethos in 

Japanese culture. Smith claims that women in positions of authority seem to empower 

their language by creating new strategies originating in the traditional feminine roles: the 

passive power strategyll7 and the motherese strategy. With the former, their directive 

acts convey the impression of less direct and thus more polite speech, meeting sociocul

tural expectations for women's ways of speaking. Using the latter strategy, working 

women in charge seem to be exercising power of a different sort from that of men; they 

direct their subordinates as a mother does her child, resorting to the power of women in 

their traditional domain (Rosenberger, 1994 ). This transformation of mother-child in

teractions to workplace directives is further confirmed by Sunaoshi ( 1995).118 She 

finds that two female shop managers tend to issue types of directives to their younger 

subordinates that are similar to those they issue to their own children at home, though 

she also notes that there is a great deal of diversity found in the forms of directive 

117 According to Smith, the strategy is structurally characterized as having a noun 
(specifying an activity) with no verb, using no oven directive morphology ( ... kotolyoo ni), 
and consisting of the gerundive -te plus the receiving verbs ( -moraulitadaku). These forms 
are said to convey the impression of passive but assured waiting, thus sound more hedged, 
less direct, and more polite. 
118 Sunaoshi analyzed a total of 69 actual directives by two female managers at an elec
tronics/camera shop. 



speech acts, which do not always bear clear referential meanings but rather sound sug

gestive, as with hints. 
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However, these strategies contradict each other unless certain contextual factors are 

taken into account as significant constraints. The subjects' normative polite, indirect us

age of directive speech acts runs counter to the motherese strategy, in that the types of 

directives issued by mothers to children are obviously power-driven, mostly coercive, 

and straightforward, and thus may even be perceived to be humiliating by adult ad

dressees. The key to solving this puzzle lies in how the immediate context of the act 

produces an effect on the speaker's choice of strategies, which has been the central fo

cus of directive studies (Ervin-Tripp, 1981 ). The choice between the strategies may be 

heavily audience-sensitive, as Smith ( 1992b:77-8) herself speculates: in formal situa

tions where there is little or no age difference between the speaker and the recipient, the 

passive power strategy is used, and the motherese strategy tends to be used to much 

younger subordinates in relatively informal situations. 

Significance of context-focused analysis 

A number of studies on gender and language have demonstrated limitations in the 

accounts of gender-linked speech patterns based solely on the ethos of a gender group, 

arguing for the significance of contextual factors at work in the immediate speech 

events. The speaker's gender is only one of an enormously complex set of contextual 

factors, and apparent male-female differences in language use may thus be neutralized. 

The sex of addressee rather than that of the speaker, for example, has been found to be 

crucial for variations (Brouwer, et al., 1979 in Amsterdam Dutch). The speaker's status 

granted by the role he or she plays in the communicative event (Crosby & Nyquist, 

1977; O'Barr & Atkins, 1980; Jones, 1992 in American English; Yaeger-Dror & Sister, 

1987 in Israeli Hebrew} and his or her participant status within a group (i.e., how long 

the speaker had been a member) (Jones, 1992 in American English) are both found to 
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be more revealing variables than the speaker's gender. Gender-linked differentiation in 

speech is better captured by the interaction of gender and other socio-contextual param

eters such as social rank and age (Ochs. 1987 in Samoan). the speaker's expertise 

(Leet-Pellegrini. 1980 in American English). and the sex composition of the group. the 

topics of conversation. and the relative status of participants (Holmes. 1988 in New 

Zealand English). Jap<h'lese social deixis of uchi ('in-group') and soto ('out-group') is 

also responsible for contextual variability in women's uses of directives (Sukle, 1994 ). 

Systematic shifts between the distal (i.e., distant) and direct (i.e .• intimate) forms of the 

predicate take place in their directive speech acts in accord with the setting oriented to 

soto (e.g .. a ticket window of a station, a stamp window at a post office) and uchi 

(e.g .• a local vegetable market. family interactions), respectively. Of further interest is 

that the participants in the 'uchi' settings were also found to manipulate frequent style

switching within a single interaction. which linguistically reflects strategic negotiations 

of their social distance (due to variable degrees of face-threateningness) in the very 

context where the interaction is taking place. 

The sole larger-scale investigation of more naturalistic data from real workplace 

interactions proves that the issue is not so simple as what the various authors in the pre

ceding paragraphs found. In her study of the speech of eight female company execu

tives, Abe ( 1993) focuses on the immediate context and reveals a complex picture of 

language use affected by a variety of contextual factors. Though the focus of the re

search is not on directive use, Abe quantitatively analyzed the uses of polite-style predi

cates (i.e., distal style) and gender-linked sentence-final forms and obtained results en

tailing significant implications for research on workplace directives. 

With respect to polite speech, Abe portrays a serious difficulty in judging whether 

the overall speech of a particular speaker is polite. Speaker constantly manipulate the 

styles of the predicate based on such extralinguistic factors as the relative age and social 
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status of the participants, the setting of the speech event, including the speaker's role, 

the topic discussed, the number of participants, and solidarity among interactants as 

well as individual idiosyncrasies (Abe, 1993: 162). Moreover, frequent shift in the 

styles of the predicate is found to be strategic; among speakers who dominantly use di

rect style, a shift to a distal-style (i.e., polite-style) predicate may occur when they ex

press disagreement or opposition in confrontations and serious discussions, thus in

creasing social distance between the interlocutors (cf. Ikuta, 1983; Selting, 1985; Jones 

in preparation). 

As for femininity encoded by sentence-final forms (SFFs), Abe's findings are 

rather mixed. On one hand, being supportive of the dominance/power-based assump

tion of innovation, Abe interprets the uses of masculine SFFs as being motivated for 

power, especially in interactions where the power relationship between the participants 

is rather unclear or threatened. On the other hand, going with the difference/cultural as

sumption, she also argues that the use of feminine SFFs does not necessarily damage 

the speaker's power but rather functions to mark assertiveness as long as her higher 

status than the other participants is clear and stable. 

Abe's study suggests that talking feminine (i.e., adopting feminine, polite mor

phosyntactic markers) should not be equated with being powerless as a speaker without 

taking interactional elements into account. There is also a strong possibility that power 

is not an abstract, stable attribute affecting language use in a particular context, but 

rather is constantly negotiated between the participants in the immediate context. This 

complexity makes it extremely difficult to settle the realities in either of the polar views 

on sociolinguistic solutions for working women's dilemma. It is then indispensable for 

further investigation based on a more extensive sample to scrutinize how much the 

context is responsible for the speaker's strategic work for power and authority and ex

plore the creation of other types of sociolinguistic maneuvers. 
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5.3. RESEARCH DESIGN 

5. 3. 1 . Theoretical Framework 

This study of directive speech acts at the workplace primarily focuses on the ernie 

aspects of language use; i.e .• the functional relationships between the linguistic code 

and specific socio-cultural contexts of use. This approach strives to discover the regular 

patterns and rules constrained by the context: the ability to use language appropriately 

(and successfully) in concrete situations in everyday life (i.e .• communicative compe

tence) (Duranti. 1988:211-3; Saville-Troike. 1989:2-3). Emphasis on the analysis of 

"situated discourse" through participant-observation (Duranti. 1988:212; Schiffrin. 

l994b: 140) reveals how linguistic signs can do the work they do. how the meanings of 

the signs are negotiated among participants in particular contexts. and how speakers 

strategically use a variety of modes of linguistic signs to achieve particular communica

tive goals. 

Methodological contributions to the investigation of communicative competence 

which the present study finds particularly useful are provided by Gumperz's ( 1982a) 

theory of interpersonal communication. The core of the theory is concerned with "con

textualization" in real-time face-to-face interactions. in which language and context co

constitute one another. The theory maintains that language is not only used in particular 

ways responding to contextual needs but also functions to shape and sustain the con

text. In these dynamic processes. the meanings of utterances are construed based 

uniquely on the participants' interpretations of context at a moment in time. and the in

dexing of social meanings (e.g .• social group membership. status and participant roles. 

gender identity) (Gumperz. 1982b) is also evoked by the types of contextualization the 

participants co-establish (Schiffrin. 1994a). 
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According to Gumperz ( 1982a), contextualization is achieved through the use of 

particular discourse strategies: the speaker's exploitations of interwoven sociolinguistic 

devices attached to linguistic signs and the interactant(s)' proper interpretations of the 

devices. The principal device is called "contextualization cues" (Gumperz, 

l982a: 131 ).119 In order for such cues to be interpreted properly, however, correct 

conversational inferencel20 is also required. That is, the interactants must possess con-

textual presuppositions (i.e., shared sociocultural knowledge), which lead to the accu

rate inferencing of what is meant both locutionarily and illocutionarily in particular 

contexts. In interpersonal communication, these interpretive processes of what is meant 

are constantly at work, and any breakdown in the processes has the potential for caus-

ing miscommunication. 

The general objective of this study of directives at the workplace is to reveal the 

conventions of contextualization commonly used by female executives directing their 

subordinates. I will not only describe various surface forms of their directives in use, 

which has been the standard approach of past studies, but also account for the dynamic 

processes of the acts by which their communicative goal is successfully achieved. What 

contextualization cues are typically employed as effective strategies, and in what ways 

do the cues contribute to accurate inference of the contextual meanings by subordinates 

taking action? Furthermore, I will shed light on the strategic ways female executives 

frame their authority in directing subordinates. How is the cultural ethos of politeness 

and femininity in speech utilized for power and control in performing the acts? How are 

power relationships uniquely contextualized, what participant roles are emphasized, and 

119 "Surface features of message form by which speakers signal and listeners interpret 
what the activity is, how semantic content is to be understood and how each sentence re
lates to what precedes or follows" (Gumperz, l982a: 131 ). 
120 The "situated or context-bound process of interpretation by means of which partici
pants in an exchange assess others' intentions, and on which they base their responses" 
(Gumperz, l982a: 153). 



what social identities do they project in manipulating directives at the workplace suc

cessfully? All these questions will clarify the sociolinguistic solutions to linguistic 

dilemmas which a number of working Japanese women may be confronting at their 

workplaces today. 

5.3.2. Field Methods and Data 
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Fieldwork for this study was conducted in three cities, a city near Nagoya in cen

tral Japan, Tokyo, and Sapporo in northern Japan, for three months of the summer of 

1994. To locate potential informants, I took advantage of my personal networks both in 

Japan and in the U.S. in the same ways as I did for my quantitative sociolinguistic 

study. My search for informants in the actual sites was also considerably expanded by 

second order contacts (i.e., friends/acquaintances of the informants) (Milroy, 1980:52-

6). 

There were two specific goals which I aimed to achieve in collecting data for this 

phase of analysis. First, I wanted to elicit a fairly large amount of data from many dif

ferent individuals engaged in naturalistic workplace interactions in order to attain a high 

degree of generalizability. Second, the investigation of highly context-bound strategies 

in the uses of directive speech acts cannot be successfully accomplished without the re

searcher's direct observations of interactions and detailed knowledge of a variety of 

contextual constraints on the interactions. While most potential informants were quite 

cooperative with sociolinguistic interviews, there were quite a few working women 

who objected to the idea of tape-recording workplace interactions, mainly due to want

ing to maintain the privacy of the content of their talk and possible negative effects on 



rapport with their subordinates.l21 Because of this. I ended up inventing two types of 

methods for data collection. 

The first method consisted of the tape-recording of naturalistic workplace interac

tions along with a relatively short period ( l day minimum to 3 days maximum) of par

ticipant observation. This method turned out to be efficient enough to collect a fairly 

large amount of data from naturalistic workplace interactions and become familiar with 

power and solidarity relationships among the participants as well as take detailed notes 

on a variety of contextual information involved in each interaction. 

Another alternative method. which was less efficient than the first. was primarily 
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used for workplaces to which I had limited access as a researcher. Because I was only 

allowed to tape-record interactions without conducting any observation. I asked the in

formants to record everyday interactions at their workplaces as much as possible. 

Fortunately. all these workplaces were relatively small with a limited number of subor

dinates present. Therefore. when [ first visited each informant at her workplace or after 

her self-recording was accomplished. I could obtain detailed information about the de

mographic characteristics of the subordinates (or other participants) (i.e .• sex. age. how 

long they had been employed). their occupational status and relationships (i.e .• occupa

tional rank) with the informant. Later. this information greatly helped me figure out the 

participant frameworks of the interactions without direct observations.l22 

121 As a matter of course. I promised every potential informant that anonymity would be 
strictly maintained. 
122 There were two exceptional cases to this method. One was Yamada's (F2 in Table 5.1 
below; division chief at a research institute) joint meeting with researchers from another 
institute. where she was playing the role of moderator. Neither participant observations nor 
demographic studies of the participants were done concerning this setting. The other was 
Hayashi's (F3 in Table 5.1; ophthalmologist) interactions with a number of patients at a 
university hospital. The interactions were all recorded by the ophthalmologist. but I could 
neither observe them nor conduct follow-up investigation about the patients involved. 
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Lastly, I also obtained some speech samples from working men in similar occupa

tional statuses as a control group to look at the ways male superiors and executives 

manipulate the same speech acts and to compare their strategies with those of my in

formants. For these objectives, I primarily used data available through the media. I ex

tracted naturalistic interactions in which male superiors directed their subordinates from 

some footage of three two-hour-long television programs broadcast in Japan. Two of 

them portray success stories of rich people, mostly male presidents of prosperous cor

porations. The remaining program, which is focused on recent keen competition in the 

restaurant business in Japan, includes a number of scenes of actual everyday workplace 

interactions between male executives and their subordinates. Though the data collected 

by this method are not perfectly compatible with the women's naturalistic workplace 

interactions, I believe that comparisons between the two types of data will contribute to 

illuminating results. 

5.3.3. Informants 

Nine working women and four working men in positions of authority and leader

ship participated in this phase of study. Three of the working women, Informants F l 

(Uchida), F2 (Yamada), and F3 (Hayashi), were also participants in my quantitative 

sociolinguistic study described in the preceding chapter (Speakers A, C, and H, re

spectively). Table 5.1 describes demographic characteristics of the informants, data, 

and the context of the interactions as well as the number of directive speech acts ana

lyzed per person. 
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TABLE 5.1. 

Female Executives at W orlq:>lace 

~ Fl. Uchida F2. Yamada F3.Hayashi 
(Group I Code) A c H 

Oc~ugiUiQn Division Chief Division Chief/ Ophthal-
(buchoo)/ Research mologist/ 
Publishing Institute University 
Company Hospital 

Age 46 53 27 

Setting Office Office/ Office 
2 Meetings 
(Meeting ll was 
with outsiders) 

Subordini!t~~ approximately 8 [Data not 
15 (4 females, Available] 

5 males) 

Sy!:!ordinat~s 1 l male, 1 male, 1 female 
Involved 3 females 2 females nurse, 

(Office)/ 6patients 
5 males, (5 males, 
3 females 3 females) 
(Meeting 1)/ 
[Data not 
Available] 
(Meeting II) 

Recording I hour 45 min. 3 hours 6 hours 
Time 

Observations No/ No! No/ 
Informant's Informant's Informant's 
Self-recording Self-recording Self-

recording 

#of dir~ctive 
Speech Acts 37 24 85 

Note l: subordinates who were present in the taped interactions 
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~ F4. Tanaka FS. Nagata F6.Kinoshita 

OccywniQn Clothing Store Foundation Printing 
Owner Official Company 

Official 

~ 42 late 40s 52 

Slliing Store 2 Meetings Office 
(Meeting I 
was an executive 
meeting) 

SUQQrdinates 2 Store Approximately 28 
Clerks more than (24 males. 
(2 females) 100 4 females) 

Subordinates 2 female 8 males I male, 
Involved (Meeting I) 2 females 

5 males. 2 outsiders 
2 females 
(Meeting II) 

Recorded 3 hours I hour 30 min. 6 hours 
Time 

Observations Yes/ Yes/ No/ 
Participant Participant Informant's 
Observation Observation Self-
Field Notes Field Notes recording 

# gf Qir~~tiv~ 
S~ech Act'i 86 102 41 
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Name F7. Kondoo F8. Okamura F9. Morita 

Oq;;Yt!sltiQn Head Nurse Section Chief, Director/ 
Gene raY Supervisor/ Public 
Public Language School Assembly 
Hospital Hall for 

Women 

Age 51 45 47 

Setting Meeting Meeting Office 

Subordinates 562 20 5 
(3 males, 
2 females) 

Sy!2Qrdini)t~~ 18 females I male, 3 males, 
Involved 13 females 2 females, 

2 outsiders 

Recorded I hour 30 min. 2 hours 9 hours 
Time (3 days) 

Observations Yes/ Yes/ Yes/ 
Participant Participant Participant 
Observation Observation Observation 
Field Notes Field Notes Field Notes 

#of directive 
S~ech Acts 38 102 115 

Male data were drawn from a total of four working men in positions of authority: 2 

company presidents and 2 company executives (at the Section Chief level). They ap

peared on three two-hour-long television documentaries broadcast in Japan. Two of the 

documentaries ponray success stories of rich people, mostly male presidents of pros

perous corporations. The remaining documentary is about recent keen competition in 

the restaurant business in Japan. The documentaries include a number of scenes of ac

tual everyday workplace interactions between male executives and their subordinates, 

which I observed were quite natural. It should be noted, however, that the male execu-
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tives on the TV programs may be more inclined to issue relatively fewer and more miti

gated directive strategies than in conducting ordinary workplace interactions because of 

the potential effects of public audience (i.e., they do not want to look like ajerk). 

Table 5.2 below outlines their demographic characteristics, dat~ contextual infor

mation, a large part of which was conjectured from the footage, and the number of di

rective speech acts analyzed for each speaker. The coverage of the male informants was 

varied in length with commercials frequently inserted. The number of directive speech 

acts obtained ranges from 22 to 43. The ages of the informants also vary, ranging from 

the early 40s to the early 60s. 
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TABLE 5.2. 

Male Executives at Workplace 

~ M l. Tamayama M2. Ogawa M3. Saka 

Oq;u~i!tiQn Company Regional Company 
President Manager President 
(Restaurant (Fast Food (Recycle 
Business) Restaurant) Company) 

~ 60s 40s 50s 

SWing Office/ Kitchen Office 
Meeting Area at a 

restaurant 

Subordin;!!~~ More than [Data Not [Data Not 
100 Available Available 

Subordinates more than 2 males 5 males, 
Involved 20 males, 3 females, 

more than 
to females 

Recorded 45 min. 25 min. 30 min. 
Time 

#of Qir~ctiv~ 
S~e!.:h A!.:~ 43 22 23 



~ M4. Kaneda 

OccuJlation Section 
Chief 
(Kachoo) 

Age 40s 

Setting Office 

Subordinates Data Not 
Available 

Sybordinsu~s 3 males 
[nvolved 

Recorded 30 min. 
Time 

#of directives 
S~ech Ac~ 34 

A total of 752 directive speech acts (630 for women; 122 for men) and exchanges 

both preceding and following the directives were transcribed along with detailed con

textual information obtained from observations. 
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5.4. RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS 

5.4.1. Classification ofWorkplace Directives 

I first present the overall distribution of fonns of directives through the universal

istic hierarchy of directness and show discrepancies between the gender groups. While 

directive hierarchies seen in major studies have been focused on American English, the 

most elaborated system available so far for classifying Japanese directives is Smith's 
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( 1992b:64-8). I found. however, that the Smith system accommodates only 44% of the 

directive tokens I collected (333n52 forms; 44% [278/630] for female data; 45% 

[551122] for male data). While Smith (1992b) based her system on dictionary defini

tions and focused primarily on canonical types of directives with transparent structures 

of directive morphology, I faced a wide variety of non-canonical shapes which tend to 

encode the illocutionary force by referential meanings of utterances rather than directly 

by morphological structures. I believe that this gap is due to at least two methodological 

factors. First, the majority of Smith's data is derived from scripted television shows 

(see Note 132), in which a series of commands must be framed clearly for the audi

ence. Second, Smith's analytical approach, focusing only on sentence-level directive 

structures, might have missed a great deal of the strategic aspects that the speaker may 

resort to in negotiating for varying degrees of indirectness for face-saving depending on 

the immediate context. 

Consequently, I decided to utilize Blum-Kulka. et al's ( 1989b: 18) classification of 

nine strategy types as approximate guidelines to decide what specific forms of Japanese 

directives should be assigned to which categories of directness. In the order of direct

ness, the Direct Act category includes five specific strategies: 



l) mood derivable ('Do X.'); 
2) performatives ('I am asking you to do X.') 
3) hedged performatives ('I would like to ask you to do X.'); 
4) locution derivable ('You'll have to do X.'); 
5) want statements ('I want you to do X.'). 

The Conventionally Indirect Act category includes: 

6) suggestory formulae ('How about doing X?'); 
7) query preparatory ('Could you do X?'). 

The Nonconventionally Indirect Act category includes: 

8) strong hints; 
9) mild hints (Blum-Kulka et al., l989b: 18, l989a:278-8l). 

Though Blum-Kulka, et al's data is derived exclusively from discourse completion 

tasks and thus limited (Wolfson, et al., 1989), I still consider the classification of 

strategies to provide the most reliable yardstick because of their rigorous cross-linguis

tic investigation and abundant evidence. 

I have divided Japanese directive strategies into the three categories described 
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above: Direct Acts (DA), Conventionally Indirect Acts (CIA), and Non-conventionally 

Indirect Acts (NCIA). I have further divided the Direct Acts category into two sub-cate

gories: Direct Acts i (DAi) and Direct Acts ii (DAii). The forms of directives from the 

first two categories will be listed below in the order of illocutionary force (and the de-

gree of inference required for the recipient to realize the speech act is a directive), ac-

cording to my own native intuitions as well as the Blum-Kulka, et al system. Non-con

ventionally indirect acts will be discussed separately in later sections. Note also that the 

degree of illocutionary force of the forms marked (*) has been judged to be roughly 

equal to that of the form that immediately follows (Table 5.3). 
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TABLE 5.3. 

Distribution of Directives: Direct Acts Category i CD Ail 

WOMEN Individual MEN Individual 
DIRECTIVE HIERARCHY (630 Fonns) Spks (n=9) (122 Forms) Spks (n=4) 

1 Direct Strategy 1 541122 
I) through 16) 45.20% 44.30% 
l) Verb root+ ro 0 19 (15.6) M1=6(14) 

M2=1(4.6) 
M3=7(30.4) 
M4=5f!4.7)_ 

2) Verb plain+ 9(1.4) F5=5(4.9) 2 ( 1.6) Ml=2(11.8) 
koto/yooni F6=1(2.4) 

F8=3(2.9 
3) Verb stem+ 2 (0.3) Fl=l(2.7) 0 

na( sai )/tyaina( sai) F6=1(2.4 
4) Verb root+ 52 (8.3) Fl=3(8.l) 9 (7.4) Ml=l(2.3) 

te (nelyo) F2=l(4.2) M2=2(9.1) 
F4=8(9.3) M4=6(17.7) 

F5=13(l2.6) 
F6=15(36.6) 

F7=1(2.6) 
F8=4(3.9) 
F9=7(6.l) 

5) Verb root+ I (0.2) F4=1(1.2) 3 (2.5) Ml-2(4.7) 
te goran M4=1(2.9) 

6) Verb root+ 0 4 (3.3) Ml::4(9.3) 
te kure 

7) (*)Verb root+ 145 (23.0) Ft=3(8.l) 13(10.7) Ml=3(7.0) 
te kudasai F2=6(25.0) M2=3(l3.6) 

F3=38(44.7) M3=3(13.0) 
F4=27(31.4) M4=4(11.8) 

F5=6(5.9) 
F6=4(9.8) 

F7=7(18.4) 
F8=32(31.4) 
F9=22(l9.1 

8) -o kudasai 2 (0.3) F4=1(1.2) 0 
F3=l(l.2' 

9) tanomu yo/zo I (0.2) F6=1(2.4 I (0.8) Ml=l(2.3) 
10) Verb root+ 2 (0.3) F7=1(2.6) l (0.8) M3=l(4.3) 

te morau/te itadaku F8=l(0.9' 
11) Vstem +Causative 7 (1.1) F2=l(4.2) 0 

Aux Vroot + F3=4(4.7) 
te moraulte itadaku F9=2(1.7) 



WOMEN 
DIRECTIVE HIERARCHY (630 Forms) 
Uirect Strategy 1 
(Continued]. 
12) onegai shimasu/ 33 (5.2) 

itashimasu 

13) Verb root+ 9 (1.4) 
te hoshii 

14) onegai shitai/ 4 (0.6) 
shitai n desu 

15) Verb root+ lO (1.6) 
te moraitai/te itadak.itai 

16) doozo 8 (1.3) 

The numbers in parenthesis are percentages. 

Gloss Form I) through 4): 'Do X.' 
Form 5): 'Try doing X (and see).' 

Individual MEN 
SQks (n=9) _(122 Forms) 

F1=4(10.8) 0 
F3::6(7.1) 
F4=3(3.5) 
FS=L(l.O) 
F6=4(9.8) 

F7=7(18.4) 
F8=2(2.0) 
F9=6(5.2 
F5=3(2.9) 0 
F8=6(5.9 
Fl=l(2.7) l (0.8) 
F3=3(3.5 
Fl=l(2.7) 1 (0.8) 
F2=1(4.2) 
F3=1(1.2) 
F5=2(2.0) 
F8=3(2.9) 
F9=2(1.7' 
Fl=l(2.7) 0 
F2=1(4.2) 
F3=3(3.5) 
F4=2(2.3) 
F9=!(0.9J 

Form 6), '-te kure,' is the gerund form of the main verb plus 
the imperative form of a verb of giving 'kureru' ('give') 
Form 7): 'Please do X.' 
Form 8): 'Please give (hand) me X.' 
Form 9): 'I ask you (for X, to do X).' 
Form 10): 'I receive your favor of doing X.' 
'Morau' is a verb of receiving, and 'itadaku' is its humble form. 
Form 11 ):'I receive your favor of letting me do X.' 
Verb stem+ Causative voice auxiliary root+ -te itadaku (e.g. 
Ato de yomasete itadakimasu. 'I will receive your favor of 
letting me read it later.') 
Form 12): 'I ask you a favor.' 
'Itashimasu' is the humble form of 'shimasu.' 
Form 13 ): 'I want you to do X.' 
Form 14 ): 'I would like to ask you a favor.' 
'-tai' is a desiderative auxiliary. 
Form 15): Strategy 10 plus a desiderative '-tai' ('want'). 
'I would like to receive your favor of doing X.' 
Form 16): 'Please (do X).' 

Individual 
Spjcs (n=4) 

M3-l(4.4) 

M4=1(2.9) 
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Forms l) through 5) seem to belong to Blum-Kulka, et al's ( I989b: 18) "mood deriv

able," "utterances in which the grammatical mood of the verb signals illocutionary 

force." The most coercive form ( l) is used exclusively by men. 
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I find Forms 6) through 12) equivalent to their "performatives," "utterances in 

which the illocutionary force is explicitly named" (Blum-Kulka et al., l989b: 18). One 

of the verbs of giving, either kureru or kudasaru, is used in Forms 6), 7), and 8). The 

most coercive form (6) among the 'performative' directives is used exclusively by men. 

Because directive speech acts involving the verbs of giving tend to be more direct than 

those involving the verbs of receiving, Forms 10) and ll) involving the verbs of re

ceiving such as moraulitadaku are ranked lower. Form II) in particular sounds more 

hedged than Form 10) because the speaker uses sasete, the causative voice of suru 'do' 

('let me do X'), by which she can imply that the compliance or success of the act is to

tally subject to the addressee's control. And this strategy is used exclusively by 

women. Performative verbs such as tanomu ('ask') and negau ('ask a favor') are also 

used in 9) and 12), respectively. Form 9) is ranked higher than Form 12) because of its 

masculine sentence-final particles. 

Forms 13) through 15) may be labeled as "want statements," which "state the 

speaker's desire that the hearer carry out the act" (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989b: 18), 

though Form 13 can also be regarded as a "hedged performative." 

Finally, Strategy 16), doozo ('Please/go ahead'), was typically used in situations 

where the desired act is very obvious from the context (e.g., 'Please (have a seat), (take 

X), (eat X); etc.). I included this form in Direct Acts rather than Nonconventional 

Indirect Acts (e.g., hints) since the degree of inference required is extremely low and 

thus it is perceived as being direct (Ervin-Tripp, 1976:30). 

I also obtained many utterances whose propositional content, rather than morpho

logical structures and particular performative verbs, expresses the speaker's directive 
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intent rather explicitly from the context. Because these forms seem to convey weaker 

illocutionary force than that of Forms l) through 16), and the frequency of occurrence 

is relatively high, I have set up a separate category (Table 5.4). It can be considered 

equivalent to "locution derivable" in the Blum-Kulka, et al (1989a:278-81) systems: 

"the illocutionary intent is directly derivable from the semantic meaning of the locu-

tion." 

TABLE 5.4. 

Distribution of Directives: Direct Acts Category ii CDAii) 

WOMEN Individual MEN Individual 
DlRECfiVE HIERARCHY _(630 Forms) S_p_ks (n=91 (_l22 Forms l Spks_(n=41 

1 Direct Strategy 11 l//lU. 

17) through 23) 11.00% 13.90% 
17) N wa ikenai I (0.2) F7::1(2.6 0 
18) Verb stem + nai to 4 (0.6) F5=1(1.0) 8 (6.6) Ml=6(14.0) 

dame/ikan F8::2(2.0) M2=l(4.6) 
F9=l(0.9) M3=l_f4.3_) 

19) N wa hitsuyoo da 4 (0.6) F5=3(2.9) 0 
(to omou) F8=l(l.0) 

20) N wa!Verb root -te 31 (4.9) F2=4(16.7) 8 (6.6) Ml=3(7.0) 
ii/yoroshii/ F4=1(1.2) M2=3(13.6) 

kamawanai/kekkoo desu F5=4(3.9) M4=2(5.9) 
F7=7(18.4) 

F8=4(3.9) 
F9=4(3.5' 

21) N noNerb plain+ 12 ( 1.9) F4=1(1.2) 0 
hoo ga ii F5=9(8.8) 
(kamoshirenailto omou) F9=2_{l.7 

22) Verb stem + ba 9 ( 1.4) F4=1(1.2) I (0.8) M2=1(4.6) 
iilkekkoo da F7=2(5.3) 

F8=2(2.0) 
F9=4(3.5' 

23) Verb Stem + 8 ( 1.3) Fl=8(2l.6) 0 
tai (to omou) 

The numbers in parenthesis are percentages. 

Gloss: Form 17): 'N is no good/not a good idea/useless.' 
Form 18): 'It wouldn't work well unless you do X. 
(so you must do it.)' 
Form 19): '(I think) N is necessary.' 
Form 20): 'N is alright.' 
Form 21 ): '(I think) N would (might) be better.' 
Form 22): 'You should do X.' or 'It would be good if you do X.' 
Form 23): '(l think) I want to do X.' 
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Forms 17) through 20) all inform the addressee of the speaker's explicit attitudes to

ward what is being discussed. Forms 21) and 22) are more mitigated and sound advi

sory. Finally, Form 23 is also more mitigated and indirect than the Want Statements 

(e.g., Forms 13 through 15). The Want Statements directly express the speaker's de

sire for others to initiate certain action, whereas Form 23 creates situations in which the 

addressee is expected to interpret what the speaker wants and voluntarily initiate the act 

to meet her desire. In this way, the former is more face-saving. 

The third category (Table 5.5) consists of directives that may be labeled as "con

ventionally indirect acts" (Blum-Kulka, et al., l989b: 18). Particular strategy types in

cluded are "suggestory formulae" (i.e., "utterances which contain a suggestion to do 

X") (Forms 24 through 27) and "query preparatory" (i.e., "utterances containing refer

ence to preparatory conditions [e.g., ability, willingness] as conventionalized in any 

specific language) (Forms 28 through 31). 
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TABLE 5.5. 

Distribution of Directives: Conventionally Indirect Acts Category 

WOMEN Individual MEN Individual 
DIRECITVE illERARCHY _(630 Fonns) Soks (n=9J (122 Fonns) Soks (n=4) 

1 Conventronally IUI/bjU 14/1:.!2 
Indirect Strategy 16.00% 11.50% 
24) through 31) 
24) Verb stem+ 27 (4.3) F1::2(5.4) 7 (5.7) M1=4(9.3) 

(y)oo (yo)/mashoo (ka) F2=1(4.2) M2=1(4.6) 
F3=1(1.2) M4=2(5.9) 
F4=5(5.8) 
F5=8(7.8) 
F8::9(8.8} 
F9=1(0.9' 

25) Verb stem +tara 8 ( 1.3) F1=2(5.4) 1 (0.8) M2=1(4.6) 
(doo?/ii n ja nai?) F4=1(1.2) 

FS::I(l.O) 
F9=4(3.5 

26) Verb stem+ I (0.2) Fl== 1(2.7) 0 
nai (ka)? 

27) Verb stem + ba 1 (0.2) F9=:1(0.9) 0 
ii no ni/ii n ja nai? 

28) Verb root+ te 15 (2.4) F2=1(4.2) 3 (2.5) Ml=2(4.7) 
kureru?lkureru kana?/ F5==2(2.0) M4=1(2.9) 
kuremasu ka?/ F6=4(9.8) 
kudasaru?/ F7==2(5.3) 
kudasaimasu ka? F8==1( 1.0) 

F9=:5(4.3J 
29) Verb root+ te 28 (4.4) Fl=1(2.7) 3 (2.5) Ml=3(7.0) 

moraeru?/moraemasu?/ F2=1(4.2) 
moraemasen?/ F3=21(24.7) 
itadakemasu ka? F5=1(1.0) 

F6:=1(2.4) 
F9=3(2.6' 

30) (Verb root+ te) 6 ( 1.0) Fl=2(5.4) 0 
ii desu ka?/ F4=1( 1.2) 
yoroshii desu ka"? F9=3(2.6) 

31) Onegai dekimasu ka? 2 (0.3) F1=1(2.7) 0 
F3::l(l.2' 

The numbers in parenthesis are percentages. 

Gloss: Fonn 24 ): 'Let's do X.' or 'Shall we do X?' 
Form 25): 'How about doing X?' 
Fonn 26): 'Won't you do X?' 
Fonn 27): 'Wouldn't it be good if you did X?' 
Form 28): 'Will you do me the favor of doing X?' 
Fonn 29): 'Could I have you do X?' 
Fonn 30): 'May I do X?' 'Yoroshii' is a polite form of 'ii.' 
Fonn 31}: 'Could I asky_ou this favor?' 



The last category is a group of "non-conventionally indirect acts" (Blum-Kulka. 

l989b: 18), which will be discussed separately in later sections. It typically includes 

hint strategies, which are interpreted as requests only by contextual infonnation rather 

than by specific linguistic cues (e.g., directive morphology, performative verbs, ex

pressions of the speaker's desire, formulaic expressions, etc.). 27.8% of women's di

rectives ( 175/630) have been identified as non-conventionally indirect acts, as com

pared with 30.3% (37/122) of men's directives. 
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Before going into detail about gender-specific creativity in the uses of various 

strategies, a few observations can be made with respect to the overall distribution of 

forms. First, Table 5.6 below recapitulates the fact that the three-way categorization of 

directness levels in directive speech acts reveals a striking similarity between the gender 

groups, despite the asymmetry in the total numbers of tokens. 

Direct Acts i: 
(DAi) 

Direct Acts ii: 
(DAii) 

Direct Acts (DA): 

Conventionally 
Indirect Acts: 
(CIA) 

Non-conventionally 
Indirect Acts 
(NCIA): 

TABLE 5.6. 

Percentages of 4 Directive Acts Categories 

Women Men 

45.2% (285/630) 44.3% (54/l22) 

11.0% (69/630) 13.9% ( 17/l22) 

56.2% 58.2% 

16.0% (IOI/630) 11.5% (14/122) 

27.8% (175/630) 30.3% (37/122) 

d.f.= 2; Chi-square= 0.89; p > .950 
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The shared patterns of form distribution through the directness hierarchy can be consid

ered to mirror the speakers' institutional roles and identity outranking their gender cate

gory per se. as also observed in directive studies of other languages (Israeli Hebrew in 

Yaeger-Dror & Sister, 1987; American English in Jones, 1992). That is, their profes

sional roles require both men and women to speak as expected of persons holding 

power and authority. It follows that gender-related specificity in directive speech acts 

by working men and women in charge, if any, cannot be captured well at the gross 

levels of directive types but should be investigated at the level of individual strategies. 

Second, the dominance of the direct category is found to represent a universalistic 

aspect of directive use at institutional settings where rank asymmetries are overt, when 

cross-linguistic evidence is compared. Past sociolinguistic work on directive use has 

suggested that higher rank people tend to use relatively unmitigated variants because of 

their accepted positions of social power and authority (Ervin-Tripp, 1976, 1977; Kirsh. 

1983). At American workplaces, for example, imperatives (approximately equivalent to 

Forms 1 through 12 above) are found to be issued mostly to subordinates and to 

familiar equals. Need statements (approximately equivalent to Forms 13 through 23) 

are also issued downward in rank (Ervin-Tripp. 1976). Pufahl Bax's ( 1986:684) 

quantitative accounts of superiors' uses of directives at American workplaces provide 

further validation. The most frequent type of directives belongs to Ervin-Tripp's 

"imperative" category (15/32; 46.8%). Furthermore, by adding the number of her 

"need statements" (3/31; 9.3%), the total number of direct strategies amounts to 56.1 %, 

which is roughly equal to the figures of the Direct Act categories in the present study of 

Japanese workplaces (women: 56.2%; men: 58.2%)). 

One final interesting aspect of the findings concerns the status of the non-conven

tional indirect act category (i.e., hint strategies). Contrary to a general finding from past 

studies that mitigated types of directives tend to be used by lower status people (Ervin-
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Tripp, 1976, 1977), the results show that a relatively high proportion of the directives 

produced by both gende~ groups are hints (27.8% for women; 30.3% for men). In fact, 

this paradoxical coexistence of the most direct and the most indirect strategies can be 

interpreted as strategic manipulations of directives typical of higher status speakers 

(Kirsh, 1983; Pearson, 1988, 1989). In later sections, I will study this issue, which 

has been neglected in previous studies of Japanese directives, in more detail. 

5.4 .2. Cross-gender Comparisons of Directives 

Figures 5.1 through 5.4 show gender-linked differences in three directive acts cat

egories. In each category, the smaller the number assigned to the form is, the more di

rect and forceful the directive speech act is. 
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FIGURE 5.1. 

Gender Differences in DAi Category (I through 8) 
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FIGURE 5.3. 

Gender Differences in DAii Category ( 17 through 23) 
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Gender Differences in CIA Category (24 through 31) 
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As a whole, it is evident that men's directive strategies tend to cluster at the more direct 

end of the continuum. In Figures 5.1 and 5.2 on the Direct Act i category, a majority of 

the men's directives are spread mainly between Forms l (V-root+ro) and 7 (V-root+te 

kudasaz}, whereas some of the women's directives are also scattered in the area below 

Form lO (V-root+te moraulitadaku). A similar tendency is observed in Figure 5.3 on 

the DAii category, in which a majority of the women's directives are scattered on the 

right half of the axis. In Figure 5.4 on the CIA category, however, men's and women's 

behaviors look almost parallel with each other except for women's slight tendency to 

exploit strategies on the most indirect end of the continuum (i.e., Forms 30 [V-root+te 

iilyoroshii desu ka] and 31 [onegai dekimasu ka]). The scarcity of strong gender-linked 
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differentiation may be due to the high degrees of indirectness shared by all the CIA type 

strategies. 

Women's preference for indirectness in Japanese directive speech acts can be seen 

even more distinctly through analysis of the speaker's choice of perspective. How the 

speaker linguistically encodes the recipient (i.e., the one who performs the requested 

act) and the agent (i.e., the one who issues directives) of directive speech acts in form

ing directives is closely linked to manipulations of various face-saving strategies 

(Brown & Levinson, 1987:190-206). There are four universalistic choices of perspec

tive in directive speech acts, which exhibit varying degrees of coerciveness (Blum-

Kulka, 1989): 

(a) Hearer/Recipient-oriented 

e.g., Fl: Chotto matte. 123 'Wait a second.' 

(b) Speaker/Agent-oriented 

e.g., F3: Ja mata juuni-gatsu ni onegai shimasu. 

'Then, (I) ask (you to come and see me) again in December.' 

(c) Inclusive ('we' directives) 

e.g., F4: Kore sotchi okoo ne. 

'Let's put these over there, shall we?' 

123 Japanese transcriptions are based on DuBois, et al's (1993) system. Each line repre
sents a single intonation unit (Chafe, 1993). Major symbols include:[] (speech overlap);. 
(transitional continuity [in terms of intonational contours] is final); , (transitional continuity 
is continuing); I (rising terminal pitch); _ (leveling terminal pitch); 
1\ (emphatic accent);= (lengthening); ... (N) (long pause with seconds N); ... (medium 
pause); .. (short pause); @ (laughter);<@ @>(laugh quality); x (indecipherable syllable); 
& (intonation unit continued); 
(( )) (researcher's comment). I I contains equivalent Japanese translations. 



(d) Impersonal 

e.g., F8: Renshuu o takusan suru koto ga& 

hitsuyoo da to omoimasu ne. 

'I think it is necessary to (have students) practice a lot.' 

In Perspective (a), an emphasis is given to the addressee as the person who is to per

form the desired action. Either oven or coven encoding of the recipient of the directive 

2 8 l 

speech act makes a strategy coercive (Brown & Levinson, 1987). In Perspective (b), an 

emphasis is on the speaker herself asking for accomplishment of the requested act, 

which implies that the addressee has control over the speaker with freedom of non

compliance; thus, this particular way of framing directives is more face-saving and def

erential (negative politeness). Perspective (c) is a typical "point-of-view operation" 

(Brown & Levinson, 1987: 118). The "inclusive" morphology mitigates the inherent 

coerciveness of the act by framing the directive as collaborative work and assening the 

common ground (positive politeness). Finally, in Perspective (d) an "impersonal verb" 

(e.g., it is necessary that...) (Brown & Levinson, 1987: 191) masks both the inherent 

issuer and recipient of the act and disguises the driving force of the illocutionary intent 

as something extrinsic from the speaker's own will (negative politeness). 

Japanese workplace directives summarized in Tables 5.3 through 5.5 above are re

capitulated in terms of these perspectives in Tables 5.7 through 5.9.124 

124 The four perspectives become immediately problematic when we deal with the com
plexities of the relative stance of the agent and the recipient in the uses of the so-called giv
ing and receiving verbs in Japanese (see Note 128 for descriptions). Consequently, the di
rectives which involve either of these types of verbs have been excluded from quantitative 
analysis. Just to gain some insight, however, I have conducted a quantitative analysis and 
found no statistically significant differences between the gender groups (x2::o.25; p>.750): 

Women 

Givin& 
(i.e., Hearer
Oriented) 

162/630 (25.7%) 

Receivin& 
(i.e., Speaker
Oriented) 

47/630 (7.5%) 
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TABLE5.7. 

Request Perspectives in Direct Act i Cate~my 

REQUEST PERSPECTIVES HEARER- SPEAKER- INCLUSIVE IMPERSONAL 
x DIRECTIVE FORMS ORIENIED ORIENTED 
Direct Strategy 1 4'J/ZlS' 0 0 
1J throug_h 16} 36.84% 17.19% 
l) Verb root+ ro 19 0 0 0 
2) Verb plain + II 0 0 0 

koto/yooni 
3) Verb stem + 2 0 0 0 

na( sai )/tyaina( sai) 
4) Verb root+ 61 0 0 0 

te (nelyo) 
5) Verb root+ 4 0 0 0 

te goran 
9J tanomu_yo/zo 0 2 0 0 
12) onegai shimasu/ 0 33 0 0 

itashimasu 
13) Verb root+ 0 9 0 0 

te hoshii 
14) onegai shitai/ 0 5 0 0 

shitai n desu 
16)doozo 8 0 0 0 
Gloss Form I )-4): 'Do X.' 

Form 5): 'Try doing X (and see).' 
Form 9): 'I ask you (for X. to do X).' 
Form 12): 'I ask you a favor.' 
'Itashimasu' is the humble form of 'shimasu.' 
Form 13 ): 'I want you to do X.' 
Form 14): 'I would like to ask you a favor.' 
'-tai' is a desiderative auxiliary. 
Form 16): 'Please {do X).' 

20/122 (16.4%) 5/122 (4.1 %) 

The results counter Kawanari's (1993) questionnaire-based claim about women's prefer
ence for verbs of receiving in forming directives over men. 
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TABLE 5.8. 

Request Perspectives in Direct Act ii Category 

REQUEST PERSPECTIVES HEARER- SPEAKER- INCLUSIVE IMPERSONAL 
x DIRECTIVE FORMS ORIENTED ORIENTED 
Direct Strategy II 42/lS() I IllS() 26/lS6 
!?).through 23) 48.80% 19.77% l.l6% 30.23% 
17) N wa ikenai 0 0 0 I 
18) Verb stem + nai to 9 0 0 3 

dame/ikan 
19) N wa hitsuyoo da 0 0 0 4 

(to omou) 
20) N wa/Verb root -te 24 8 0 7 

ii/yoroshii/ 
kamawanai/kekkoo desu 

21) N noNerb plain + 7 0 l 4 
hoo ga ii 
(kamoshirenai/to omou) 

22) Verb stem+ ba 2 1 0 7 
iilkekkoo da 

23) Verb Stem+ 0 8 0 0 
tai (to omou) 

The numbers in parenthesis are percentages. 

Gloss: Form 17): 'N is no good/not a good idea/useless.' 
Form 18): 'It wouldn't work well unless you do X. 
(so you must do it.)' 
Form 19): '(I think) it is necessary to do X.' or 
'We need (to do) X.' 
Form 20): 'X is alright.' or 'It is alright to do X.' 
Form 21 ): '(I think) X would (might) be better.' or 
'You had better do X.' 
Form 22): 'You should do X.' or 'It would be good if you do X.' 
Form 23 ): '(I think) I want to do X.' 
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TABLE 5.9. 

Request Perspectives in Conventionally Indirect Act Categoi)' 

REQUEST PERSPECTIVES HEARER- SPEAKER- INCLUSIVE IMPERSONAL 
x DIRECTIVE FORMS ORIENTED ORIENTED 

I ConventiOnally l0/115 8/115 35/l15 0 
Indirect Strategy 8.70% 6.96 30.44% 
24) through 31) 
24) Verb stem+ 0 0 34 0 

(y)oo (yo)/mashoo (ka) 
25) Verb stem+ tara 9 0 0 0 

(doo?/ii n ja nai'?) 
26) Verb stem+ 0 0 1 0 

nai Cka)? 
27) Verb stem+ ba 1 0 0 0 

ii no ni/ii n j_a nai? 
30) (Verb root+ te) 0 6 0 0 

ii desu ka?/ 
yoroshii desu ka'! 

31) Onegai dekimasu ka? 0 2 0 0 
Gloss: Form 24 ): 'Let's do X.' or 'Shall we do X?' 

Form 25): 'How about doing X?' 
Form 26): 'Why don't we(you) do X?' 
Form 27): 'Why don't you do X (and why not)?' 
Form 30): 'May I do X?' 'Yoroshii' is a polite form of 'ii.' 
Form 3 l ): 'Could I ask you a favor?' 

One important issue should be pointed out. First, I found mechanical association of 

the forms with particular request perspectives often problematic, as also pointed out in 

Yaeger-Dror & Sister (1987: 1160-1). Unlike data obtained through controlled elicita-

tion techniques (e.g., discourse completion tests), there are often cases in which identi-

cal fonns encode different focal points in the agent/recipient relationships, depending 

on who is involved in participant frameworks and what types of activities or topics the 

acts are concerned with in the immediate context of interactions. 

In particular, many forms in the DAii category (Table 5.4), which are roughly 

equivalent to the strategies composed of impersonalization of the speaker and the recipi-

ent for negative politeness (Brown & Levinson, 1987: 190-206), display a wide range 

of heterogeneity. For example, DAii-18 ('it wouldn't work we1Uit's no good unless 

you do X.') seems to place the focal point on the recipient of the act (i.e .• more like the 
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'you' directive) when being addressed to one or a few individuals ('You must do it.'), 

and thus it should be coded as Hearer-oriented rather than mechanically as Impersonal: 

( 1) F5 to two male subordinates (K. younger, and F, of the same age group). 

F5: Dakara saikoo shiki wa K san ka F san ka, 

dotchi ka yannakya dame da yo/ 

'So, either Mr. K or Mr. F must take charge of (the whole processes of the 

conference) as the chief manager.' 

If addressed to a bigger audience, however, the same form can ambiguate the agent of 

the requested act, framing the illocutionary force as being derived from some matter-of

fact principles shared by people in general. Such directives have been coded as 

Impersonal: 

(2) F8 is addressing 14 subordinates (language instructors) concerning how to teach 

listening skills. 

F8: Koo yuu nagare de toraerareru ka doo ka tte yuu& 

koto ga daiji nan desu ne, 

---> F8: 

' ... (so) it is important whether students can comprehend (what is going on) 

in this sequence (of events).' 

dakara hutsuu no sokudo de Azettai osoku shicha& 

dame desu yo. 

'So (have them listen to the tape) at normal speed, and it's absolutely no 

good if you slow it down.' 

DAii-20 ('X is alright/It is alright to do X.') is also found to encode three different 

perspectives depending on context. Example (3) is a permission the speaker gives to the 

addressee, thus has been coded as Hearer-oriented: 

(3) F2 is addressing her younger female secretary: 



---> 

F2: Ano watakushi wa nakunattemo zenzen ki ga& 

tsukanai hito desu kara mottette, 

... zutto mottete ii desu yo. 

'Well, because I'm a person who doesn't realize when something is 

missing, you keep it for a while.' 
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The speaker-oriented perspective is also encoded in directives that express the speaker's 

preference: 

( 4) F2 is addressing a younger female librarian. 

F2: Wa tashi kara shi te mo kamaimasen yo. 

'I wouldn't mind (telephoning someone).' 

Finally, there are types of directives which are framed as if the illocutionary force were 

derived from some external requirements of the immediate context itself: 

(5) M2 is addressing a younger male trainee. 

M2: Chira tto de ii desu. 

'It's good enough if you get a glimpse (of the hamburger to check if it's 

ready to be served).' 

Both DAii-21 ('X would be better/it would be better to do X/you had better do X.') 

and DAii-22 ('it would be good if you do X/you should do X.') show similar patterns 

of contextual variation in request perspectives. When the forms are used more as a 

piece of advice, they should be coded as Hearer-oriented rather than as Impersonal: 

(6) F4 is advising a younger female customer who is trying clothes on. 

F4: 

--->I 25 

Ato fudan kiru toki wa sono Ane, 

eri no toko tsukereba ii kara Ane. 

125 ---> indicate the parts of discourse in question. 
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'Well, when you wear them for casual occasions, you know, it would be 

nice if you attach the area around the collar, you know.' 

There are two directives coded as Inclusive, which seem to place the speaker as well in the 

stance of the recipient: 

(7) F5 is suggesting to 7 subordinates at a meeting that they should also ask lecturers 

for their feedback on the upcoming conference afterwards. 

F5: Sore kara ano= moohitotsu wa=, 

'In addition, urn, one more thing,' 

sensei gata ni ne/ 

---> kongo no iken kiita boo ga ii yo. 

'(we) should ask the lecturers for their feedback (on the conference for 

better planning) from now on.' 

Here it appears to be natural that the speaker, who is the top of this organization, is also 

joining the efforts to improve the conference in the future. Finally, the forms are also coded 

as Impersonal when they are motivated by some external requirements of the context in use: 

(8) F5 in the same participant framework as (7) is making some suggestion about the 

format of program for the upcoming conference. 

---> F5: Demo koo yuu no kaita hoo ga ii "ne. 

'but, it would look better if you write something like this, you know. r 

Koko no shita ni "ne. 

'Under this (line), you know.' 

... masukomi dasu toki aru kara 

'Because it will be released to the press at some point.' 

The speaker is appealing to the necessity for revision, emphasizing the external demand of 

becoming official. 
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Table 5.10 presents the results of a quantitative analysis of gender-linked differentia-

tion in request perspectives. 

TABLE5.10. 

Request Perspectives x Gender 

Hearer- Speaker- Inclusive Impersonal 
Oriented Oriented 

Women 45.9% 30.9% 12.5% 10.7% 
(107/233) (72/233) (29/233) (25/233) 

Men 83.3% 3.3% 11.7% 1.7% 
(50/60) (2/60) (7/60) (1/60) 

53.6% 25.3% 12.3% 8.9% 
(157/293) (741293) (36/293) (26/293) 

d.f.= 3; Chi-square= 46.75; p <. 001 

The differences between the gender groups are found highly significant at p<.OO 1. 

Women's preference for indirectness in issuing directives is evident from the high fre

quencies of the speaker-oriented perspective (30.9%) and the impersonal perspectives 

( 10.7%) as compared with men (3.3%, 1.7%, respectively). 

Note also that there is no distinct differentiation in the use of the inclusive perspective 

(F: 12.5%; M: 11.7%), which counters a general claim that women tend to emphasize 

'sharedness' or 'connection' with others by exploiting linguistic devices such as an inclu-

sive pronoun 'we' (Lakoff, 1975). 

Table 5.11 below takes a more detailed look at the most commonly occurring directives 

and gender-linked differentiation in their uses.l26 The directives are ranked in the order of 

frequency in each group. 

126 Though some of the Non-conventionally indirect strategies also belong to the groups 
of major strategies in both gender groups, they are not included here but will be discussed 
separately in the following section. 
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TABLE 5.11. 

Commonly Occurring Directive Fonns 

RAN~ Women RANJc Men 

I 7) Verb root + 145 (23.0) l l) Verb root+ ro 19 (15.6) 
te kudasai 

'Please do X.' 'Do X.' 
2 4) Verb root+ 52 (8.3) 2 7) Verb root+ 13 (10.7) 

te (ne/yo) te kudasai 
'Do X.' 'Please do X.' 

3 l I) onegai shimasul 33 (5.2) 3 4) Verb root+ 9 (7.4) 

itashimasu te (ne/yo) 
'I ask you a favor.' 'Do X.' 

4 20) N wa/Verb root -te 31 (4.9) 4 18) Verb stem+ nai to 8 (6.6) 
ii/yoroshii. dame/ikan 

kamawanailkekkoo desu 'It wouldn't work well 
'N/doing_ N is alright.' unless you do X.' 

5 29) Verb root+ te 28 (4.4) 20) N wa/Verb root -te 8 (6.6) 
moraeru"?/moraemasu?/ ii/yoroshii/ 
moraemasen?/ kamawanai!kekkoo desu 
itadakemasu ka? 'N/doing N is alright.' 
'Could I have you do X?' 

6 24) Verb stem 27 (4.3) 6 24) Verb stem+ 7 (5.7) 
(y)oo (yo)/mashoo (ka) (y )oo (yo )/mashoo (ka) 
'Let's/Shall we do X.' 'Let's/Shall we do X.' 

Women's directives show almost no use of oven feminine morphology.l27 This find-

ing counters the difference/cultural assumption that working women in charge reinforce 

their communicative competence in speaking as expected of women for positive social 

evaluations and for the construction of their new identity. The results indicate that unlike 

men's overt power code, feminine-style speech seems very unlikely to be considered as a 

linguistic weapon for women to achieve the desired illocutionary intent. Hence, it seems 

that the total neutralization of gender-linked elements as well as de-feminization of speech 

127 Only three tokens (0.5%) in CIA-29 (Verb root+ te kureru) sounded strongly femi
nine: Chotto matte kudasaru? ('Would you wait a second?') (F6 talking with a female client 
of similar social status to her over the phone); Mata oshiete kudasaru? (Would you remind 
me of that again?') (F7 asking one of the nurses to remind her of the topic in question 
later); Morane kudasaimasu? (Would you receive that for me?') (F2 asking a female clerk 
over the phone to receive some document from a visitor while she is absent). 
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can be the most plausible option Japanese working women in positions of authority exer

cise as one of the resolutions for their linguistic dilemma.I28 It follows that this finding 

provides us with a deep insight into the future innovation in the speech of Japanese women 

who are increasingly advancing in the public domain. 

While men take great advantage of forceful masculine morphology and lexicon such as 

DAi-l (Verb root+ ro) (15.6%) and DAii-18 (Verb stem+ nai to ikan) (6.6%) as common 

strategies, there is no direct adaptation of masculine structures of any kind by the female 

subjects seeking for power. 129 Moreover, none of the major strategies exploited by women 

can be found particularly overbearing. This total segregation of Japanese women from the 

power code of masculinity suggests that working women in charge may indeed be at a dis

advantage in encoding power linguistically, as previous studies posit (Reynolds, 1990; 

Smith, l992b), and that they are obliged to resort to different sociolinguistic means to 

compensate for this disadvantage, perhaps by devising covert, strategic ways of achieving 

their goals at the discourse level. 

The most striking differentiation between the gender groups again concerns the levels 

of indirectness and uses of polite va.riants. The three most direct strategies are those from 

the Direct Acts i category in both women's and men's directive uses (i.e., DAi-7, 4, ll for 

women and DAi-1, 7, 4 for men). Men, however, use the most forceful strategy of all 

(Vroot + ro, 'Do X.') most often (15.6%), whereas the most widely used strategy by 

women, on the other hand, is Vroot + te kudasai ('please do X.') (DAi-7), a more polite 

morphosyntactic variant of Vroot te (DAi-4 ). This particular strategy is predominant in 

128 This also holds true in the use of gender-linked final particles. The analysis shows that 
while men tend to take extensive advantage of masculine particles (40% of the time [8 na, 8 
zo out of 40 tokens]), women mostly use gender-neutral variants (95% of the time [125 out 
of 131 tokens]). The remaining 6 tokens include l masculine na, 4 feminine none/noyone, 
and I feminine kashira. 
129 All the remaining minor forms of directives do not carry masculinity (see Tables 5.3 
through 5.5). 
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women's data (23%), being used at a rate more than twice as high as in men's data 

(10.7%). Women's common directives also include a strategy with a performative verb, 

onegai ('favor') (5.2% ), which also sounds humbly polite, placing the speaker in lower 

status with an implication that he or she will be obliged to the addressee if the illocutionary 

intent is met. Moreover, what is noteworthy in women's rankings in particular is that a CIA 

strategy, Vroot + te moraent? (CIA-29), is used relatively frequently (4.4%) compared to 

the men's data (2.5% ). As is also generally the case in Smith's ( 1992b) pilot study, all 

these scalar differences between the gender groups portray the female group's stronger 

preference for indirectness and polite ways of framing directive speech acts in Japanese. 

5.4.3. Re-examination ofTwo Strategies: The Motherese and the Passive Power Strategies 

Previous studies of directive use by working women in charge have advanced two spe

cific strategies: the motherese strategy (hereafter, MS) (Smith, 1992b; Sunaoshi, 1995) and 

the passive power strategy (hereafter PPS) (Smith, l992b). Because of apparent power

lessness in women's uses of directives, which are oriented to the norms of indirectness and 

politeness, the former strategy is interpreted as a linguistic scheme which grants women 

special power from their traditional role of motherhood (Sunaoshi, 1995). The MS in

volves using forms which are typically used by mothers speaking to their children, as 

shown in Table 5.12. 
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TABLE5.12. 

Motherese 

Motherese The Present Corpus 
Women Men 

I)_ Verb stem -r nasai_(DAi-3j 21630 _(_0.3%1 0 
2) Verb root+ te (DAi-4) 521630 (8.3%) 9/122 (7.4%) 
3) Verb root + te choodai 0 0 
4) Verb plain -r no (yo) 0 0 
5) Verb root+ te (i)rasshai 0 0 
6) Verb root+ cha dame 0 0 
7) Verb root+ te goran (DAi-S) l/630 (0.2%) . 3/122 (2.5%) 

Total 55/630 (8.7%) 121122_(9.8%1 
d. f.= l; Chi-square=0.06;p>.750 
Fonns I) through 5): '(Please) do X.' 
Fonn 6): 'It's not good if you do X.' 
Fonn 7): 'Do X (and see).' 

Forms taken from Sunaoshi ( 1995: 178-9) and Smith ( 1992b:77) 

The present data show that the overall frequencies of the forms are very low in both 

gender groups and display no distinct gender-linked differentiation (W: 8.7%; M: 9.8%). 

All of the forms which have tokens are gender-neutral in a general sense; especially, Form 

2, Verb root -te, is one of the most common directives in Japanese regardless of the speak

er's gender (i.e., women's second most frequent and men's third most frequent form; see 

Table 5.11 ). In addition, the forms which are strongly feminine register (Forms 4 and 5) 

are never used. Form 7, which is typical of directives addressed to children by adults or to 

a younger person by an older person, is used by both sexes, the frequencies are very low. 

We thus face great difficulty in deeming these types of directives sociolinguistic solutions 

to the dilemma faced by Japanese women in charge. 

In addition, the fact that there is a great deal of individual variation in the use of the 

forms (see Table 5.13 below) leads us to look for possible systematic relationships be

tween the forms and other sociaVcontextual factors. In both gender groups, the frequencies 
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of occurrence of the forms display a wide range of variation among individuals (from 0% 

to over 39% ). 

TABLE 5.13. 

Individual Variation in the Use of Motherese 

WOMEN Individual MEN Individual 
(630 Forms) Spks (n=9) (122 Forms) Spks_(n=4l 

55 (8.7%) FI=4 (10.8) 12 (9.8%) MI=3 (7.0) 
F2=1 (4.2) M2=2 (9.1) 
F3=0 M3=0 
F4=9 (10.5) M4=7 (20.6) 
F5=13 02.6) 
F6=16 (39.0) 
F7=l (2.6) 
F8=4 (3.9) 
F9=7 (6.1) 

Figures in parentheses are percentages 

A variable rule analysis of intersecting factors will show in Table 5.15 below that two 

crucial social/contextual factors outrank the speaker's gender as constraints on the variable 

uses of the fonns: I) Japanese uchi/soto dimensions of interpersonal relationships. and 2) 

the relative age of the interactants.I30 

As Japanese social deixis. uchi/soto 'in-group/out-group' relationships are essential el

ements for analysis of Japanese linguistic behaviors (Wetzel. 1988. 1994). and as the the-

130 Other social/contextual variables examined include the setting (i.e .• office. meeting. 
phone conversations). the immediacy of the action requested (i.e .• now. future. and both) 
and gender compositions (i.e .• female to female. female to male. female to both. male to 
male. male to female. and male to both). None of the variables was selected as being signif
icant by step-wise regression analysis. Since variable rule analysis presupposes that inde
pendent factors do not interact with one another. I ran the program twice separating the 
speaker's gender from gender compositions. and the soto/uchi dimensions from the set
tings. Though none of the above-mentioned factors was found statistically significant. the 
forms in question tended to be used in regular workplace interactions (with no differentia
tion between office and meeting settings) more often than in phone conversations. and 
when the speaker directed the addressee to initiate the action immediately. The forms also 
tended to be used more often in same-sex interactions than in cross-sex interactions. and 
women seemed less likely than men to use the forms in directing a mixed-sex audience. 
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ory predicts, the variable usage of the forms was found to involve statistically significant 

correlation with uchi/soto boundaries. For the purpose of statistical analysis, I regarded 

subordinates under the speaker's direct control at the workplace as uchi ('in-group') mem

bers and all others as soto ('out-group') members. The latter group included people who 

were working at different branch offices of the same organization, familiar clients with 

whom the speaker often did business, and, on extremely rare occasions, total strangers. To 

identify the relative age of the participants, I relied on my participant observations and field 

notes, but when it was difficult to make a decision, I excluded the case from the analysis. 

The systematic correlation between the forms and the factors is first expressed in per

centages in Table 5.14, then the results of varbrul analysis are presented in Table 5.15. 

TABLE 5.14. 

Gender Groups x Two Social/Contextual Factors in Motherese 

Uchi/Soto: 

Women 

Men 

Relative Age: 

Women 

Men 

Uchi Addressees 

38/42 (90%) 

8112 (67%) 

Splc>Lstnr 

32/42 (76%) 

9112 (75%) 

Soto Addressees 

4/42 (10%) 

4/12 (33%) 

d. f.= 1; Chi-square= 14.14; p < .00 l 

Spk=Lstnr 

6/42 (14%) 

2/12 (17%) 

Spk<Lstnr 

4/42 (10%) 

l/12 (8%) 

d. f.= 2; Chi-square = 0.526; p > . 750 

Table 5.14 illustrates a general tendency that the motherese strategy is more likely to be 

used by both gender groups when interacting with uchi addressees, and addressees of 

younger or the same age as the speaker than otherwise. As far as the uchi/soto dimension, a 

statistically significant difference is found between the gender groups (p<.OO 1 ): men tend 
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to use the motherese with soto members more often (33%) than women ( 10% ). This sub-

stantiates men's inclination to exploit relatively forceful. direct strategies in general. along 

with less sensitivity to uchi!soto relationships with addressees than women.I3I 

l3l This tendency can also be found in the distribution of other forms across uchi/soto re
lationships with addressees. 

WOMEN: Uchi 393 directives (62%) 
Soto 234 directives (37%) 
Unknown 3 directives (l %) 

Heavily Uchi DAi-4 
DAii-20 

Vroot+te ('Do X.') 
N waNroot+te ii ('N is alright/It is 
alright to do X.') 

CIA-24 Vstem+(y)oo ('Let's do X.') 

Both Uchi/Soto DAi-7 
DAi-11 
CIA-29 

Vroot+te kudasai ('Please do X.') 
Onegai shimasu ('1 ask you a favor.') 
Vroot+te kuremasu ka? (Will you give 
me a favor of doing X?') 

MEN: 

Heavily Uchi 

Uchi 74 directives (61%) 
So to 49 directives (39%) 

DAi-1 
CIA-24 
DAii-18 

V root+ro ('Do X.') 
V stem+(y )oo ('Let's do X.') 
Vstem+nai to dame!ikan 
('It's not good unless you don't do X.') 

Both Uchi/Soto DAi-7 
DAi-4 
DAii-20 

Vroot+te kudasai 
Vroot+te ('Do X.') 
V root+te ii ('It is alright to do X.') 

It is evident above that to 'soto' as well as 'uchi' addressees. men use the strategies (DAi-4; 
DAii-20). which women use mainly to 'uchi' members. Women also tend to choose very 
polite strategies (DAi-ll; CIA 29) to 'uchi' as well as 'so to' members. 
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TABLE 5.15. 

A Variable Rule Analysis of Motherese: Gender. Uchi/Soto. and Relative Age 

FACTOR FACTORS Percentages Varbrul Weight 
GROUP ofMotherse 
Speaker ........... .fJ:.~~--~ ... ..... _i¥.~2?. .. ~!.!.~>... ..... ................. ~.Q:.?..~ ................ 
Gender Male 12/I21J.l0%) *0.39 

Uchi/Soto .............. !!.£!!! ............. ........ :!§a.22.H:?.~>. ....... .................. 9.:§.~ .................. 
Dimensions So to 81215_(_4%)_ 0.33 

Relative ........ §P..!£!"::~!!!! ....... ........ :!.!!.~.f.!H!!.~L .... .................. Q:?..~ .................. 
Age ........ §P..~::h~~ ....... ........... ~!.?.Q .. <l.§.~J. ......... .................. Q::?.?. .................. 

Sok<Lstnr 5/144 (4%) 0.3 
Total Number of Tokens: 5 I 4 (W omen:393, Men: 121) 

Chi-square per eel = 0.3011 

Significance: p<.05 

* = insignificant factors 

Table 5.15 shows the distribution of the forms across the three social factors and the 

results brought out by a stepwise regression analysis of the GoldVarb program. 

Note that I excluded from the varbrul run the tokens which were coded as 

'unknown/unclear' concerning the status about uchi/soto dimensions and interactants' rela-

tive age. A total of 237 tokens from women's data (a total of 630) were excluded. As a re-

suit, 13 forms were taken away from women's motherese database for the varbrul analysis. 

The average chi-square per cell is very low (0.30 11 ), which indicates that the two variables 

considered are highly appropriate in accounting for the data (Preston, 1989: 16). 

While the speaker's gender category is found statistically insignificant, these two fac

tors are found equally significant at p<.05. Uchi ('in-group') membership strongly pro

motes the uses of the forms (.62), but the speakers' soto ('out-group') relationships with 

the audience inhibit their choice of the forms (.33). The usage of the forms is also highly 

sensitive to the age of the interactants. Speakers seem likely to use these forms with ad

dressees of the same (.59) or younger age (.58), and they strongly avoid using them with 

older addressees (.30). 
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These influential factors help account for individual variation in the uses of the forms 

seen in Table 5.13 above. Many of the speakers who use the forms least frequently (less 

than 5-6%) are issuing directives either to others in predominantly 'so to' contexts or to 

older addressees, or often both. For example, many of the tokens from F2 (Division Chief 

at a research institute; 4.2%) were collected from two meetings she attended with many 

others either from different divisions of the institute or from other institutes of similar kind. 

Similarly, the situation where F3 (a 27-year-old ophthalmologist at a university hospital; 

0%) was working was predominantly so to-oriented, involving many older patients. Most 

of F9's (a 47 -year-old Director of a public assembly hall for women; 6.1%) interactions 

were with members of the public, involving a number of whom were senior citizens as 

well. However, it is rather difficult to apply the same logic to the cases of F7 (Head Nurse 

General; 2.6%) and F8 (Section Chief/Supervisor of teachers at a language school; 6.1% ). 

Directives from both speakers were taken from meetings which involved subordinates un-

der their direct control. One possible explanation is the formality of the speaker's role: both 

meetings were fairly large, involving many subordinates (F7: 18 nurses; F8: 14 instruc-

tors), and both speakers were playing the role of moderator. Since the forms in question 

are direct-style register, usually used in informal situations, the low frequencies in F7 and 

F8's directives is understandable.l32 Finally, I can not think of any plausible explanation 

for the lack of tokens in M3 's (company president in 50s) directives. 

The present analysis of gender-linked directive use by a number of speakers from a 

wide variety of workplace settings fails to substantiate Smith's and Sunaoshi's generaliza

tions that the uses of the forms are derived from female-specific sources of power of moth

erhood and should thus be regarded as a strategy that working women use to resolve po-

132 No differentiation in the use of the motherese strategy was displayed across different 
settings. 12% ( 11193) of the directives issued at meetings and 11% (42/395) of those is
sued at office settings were the types in question. 
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Smith's ( 1992b:78) claim that these forms can be used in informal situations and/or to 

younger subordinates. 
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The present analysis, however, further suggests that situational informality is captured 

more closely in terms of 'uchi/soto' boundaries of interactants than on the basis of the types 

of settings (e.g .• small shop, meeting, office interactions), in that degrees of situational in

formality even in a single, supposedly casual, everyday setting at the workplace dynami

cally change depending on who is involved in interactions. Situational informality also 

seems to be an insufficient explanation because of the fmding that the effects of different 

settings (i.e., meetings and office interactions) were not differentiated. As for the age fac

tor, the present analysis modifies Smith's claim, in that the uses of the forms are promoted 

in interactions with same-age subordinates as well as with younger ones. 

As an alternative theory, I would argue that these specific forms of directives should be 

understood as being the product of interplay between the institutionally established power

ful role of the speaker and variable sociopsychological factors slhe has to deal with in the 

immediate context (Crosby & Nyquist, 1977; O'Barr & Atkins, 1980). That is, regardless 

of his or her gender category, the speaker chooses those particular forms of directives, tak

ing into account degrees of solidarity and social distance determined by group membership 

and age cohort. In this sense, this strategy can be oriented to the saving of the addressee's 

positive face for in-group rapport. It is important not to overgeneralize complex realities. 

Smith's and Sunaoshi's typology should be taken with caution, in that the quantity of data 

and the types of situations where directives are being issued both represent quite a restricted 

picture of actual workplace interactions, 133 where many sociallcontextual factors such as 

133 In Smith's study, the female data come from a scripted TV show in which female de
tectives are working at a detective agency headed and completely staffed by women, 
whereas the male data come from a male-dominant police detective group on another TV 
show. The total number of directives analyzed from these shows is 39, 16 of which are 
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the institutional role, social status and distance, group identity and solidarity dynamically 

intersect with gender. 

The second strategy postulated by Smith (l992b), the passive power strategy, is sup

posed to create the impression of "passive but assured waiting" (p.78) (Table 5.16 below). 

Intuitively, it implies that the speaker has the right to get the requested action done, provid

ing subordinates with no room for negotiation. Though they sound quite formal, the forms 

certainly strike addressees as relatively coercive, non-negotiable orders. 

According to previous studies (Smith, 1992b; Sunaoshi in press), the PPS accommo

dates two specific types of structures. One of them carries no verb and thus no overt direc

tive morphology (i.e. N[Activity]. Verb plain+ koto/yoom), and the other has a verbal 

form followed specifically by an auxiliary verb of receiving in its positive assertive form 

(V-root + te moraimasulitadakimasu). Form 2) in Table 5.16 belongs to the first type, be-

ing classified as the second most forceful DAi-2 (Table 5.3). Forms 3) and 4) are judged as 

DAi-ll and 14, being more assertive than the following DAii category, due to their 

declarative mood along with explicitness of the requestive intent marked by the performa

tive auxiliaries, moraulitadaku ('receive'). Sunaoshi (in press) presents an extended version 

of the Smith inventory, in which the PPS is characterized as: l) lacking overt directive 

morphology, and/or 2) having verbal forms that indicate the speaker is receiving favors.I 34 

identified as the motherese directives (Female: 14; Male:2). The exact number of the speak
ers is not clearly specified, but I speculate that there should not be more than one leader per 
gender group. Sunaoshi's study analyzed 69 actual directives by two female managers at an 
electronics/camera shop, 26 of which are identified as motherese (Female:24; Male:2). 
134 I have a great difficulty in associating the first type of structure with "passive but as
sured waiting." Directives which specify the action in demand with the predicate elided are 
often used in situations where the illocutionary intent is obvious in spite of ellipses but are 
still regarded as one of the most forceful strategies (e.g., "Coffee, black.") (Ervin-Tripp, 
1976:30). Verb plain + kotolyooni seems typical of the register of leaders at the top of an 
institutionally acclaimed power hierarchy who issue a series of imperatives (e.g .. home
room teachers, club leaders). My data show that 10 out of 11 forms (DAi-2) collected are 
issued by both female and male leaders who are conducting faculty/staff meetings. 
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Table 5.16 is based on a combination of the forms given in Smith (1992b) and Sunaoshi 

(in press). 

TABLE 5.16. 

The Passive Power Strategy 

Passive Power Strategy The Present Corpus 
Women Men 

1 > Nractivitvl + 0 0 0 
2) Verb plain + koto/yooni (DAi-2) 9/630 (1.4%) 2/122 (1.6%) 
3)Verb root+ te morau/iradaku_(DAi-10~ 2/630 {0.3%1 Il122_i0.8%l 
4) Verb root+ te moraitai/itadakitai (DAi-14) 10/630 (1.6%) 1 11122 (0.8%) 

Total 2l/630j3.3%J ~ 4/122(_3.3% _l 
Form 1 ): '(Do) X.' 
Form 2): 'Do X.' 
Form 3): 'I receive your favor of doing X.' 
Form 4): 'I want to receive your favor of doing X.' 

Overall, the results show no distinct gender-linked differentiation in the uses of those 

particular directives (Women: 3.3%; Men: 3.3%). As was the case with the motherese 

strategy, the overall frequencies are too low for the group of directives to be considered a 

prevalent strategy. Women tend to use the fourth form (V-root+te moraitai/itadakitai 'I want 

to receive your favor of doing X.') more often ( 1.6%) than men (0.8% ). But, this again is 

indicative of women's preference for the indirect framing of the act. 

Table 5.17 shows individual variation. 
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TABLE5.17. 

Individual Variation in the Use of PPS 

WOMEN Individual MEN Individual 

(630 Formsl S_1>_ks (n=9) (122 Forms l_ Soks (n=4l 

21 (3.3%) FI=I (2.7) 4 (3.3%) M1=2 (11.8) 
F2=1 (4.2) M2=0 
F3=1 (1.2) M3=1 (4.3) 
F4=0 M4=1 (2.9) 
F5::::7 (6.9) 
F6=1 (2.4) 
F7=1 (2.6) 
F8::::7 (6.9) 
F9::::2 ( 1.7) 

To make more sense of the individual variation. I examined the effects of so-

cial/contextual factors on the uses of the directives.I35 I have concluded that we can at least 

hypothesize that the nature of the setting has differing effects on the uses of the directives 

(Tables 5.18): 

TABLE 5.18. 

The Passive Power Strategy in 3 Settings 

Informal Office 
Interactions 

Meeting 

Phone 

7/441 (2%) 

17/249 (7%) 

l/62 (2%) 

d.f.= 2; Chi-square = 4.55; p > .lOO 

The results display a weak tendency for speakers engaged in meetings to use PPS forms 

more often than in the other settings. Among the female speakers, F5, F7, and F8 all inter

acted only at professional meetings in the data, and part of F2's data also came from two 

meetings. As for the male speakers, part ofM1's interactions took place at a meeting as 

135 I could not conduct a variable rule analysis of intersecting factors, due to the small 
number of tokens. 
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well. As Table 5.17 shows, all of these speakers except F2 and F7 used the forms more 

often than the other speakers in the same group. 

What all these findings suggest is that the forms once interpreted as a female-specific 

strategy equivalent to men's coercive directives such as DAi-6 ( -te kure) (Smith, 1992b:78) 

should better be said to be typically directive used by speakers in leadership roles in formal 

settings such as meetings. Given that the explicit role relationships between the order-giver 

and the recipient are institutionally established in the setting, the relatively coercive tone of 

the expressions is tolerated (Ervin-Tripp, 1981; Rintell, 1981 ). In addition, Smith's 

( l992b:78) observation that the PPS is used in formal situations where there is little or no 

age difference between interactants is not justified by the present study of directive use in a 

wide variety of participant frameworks. 

5.4.4. Strategic Analysis of Directive Use 

While strategic aspects are the focus of investigation into working women's directive 

use in the present study, the analytical framework of past work on directives in naturalistic 

interactions is typically concerned with the "Head Act" or the "request proper" (i.e., the 

minimal unit or the core of the request sequence) as the sole domain of analysis of directive 

speech acts (Blum-Kulka, et al., 1989b:l7-9). Such an approach ignores the larger linguis

tic domain of the individual act where the speaker's linguistic elaborations for successful 

accomplishment of the illocutionary intent would come to light (Pufahl Bax, 1986; 

Pearson, 1988); that is, the restricted approach is incapable of capturing how the speaker 

elaborates a single act by exploiting a variety of other linguistic means that co-occur and 

what strategic roles they play. Such co-occurrence of linguistic elements may be useful in 

identifying styles in particular social groups (Ervin-Tripp, 1976). 

Furthermore, such a limited approach is likely to miss a great deal of strategic innova

tion which does not bear the explicit form of directives, as represented by Sunaoshi's 
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( 1995) observation that working women often use directives which do not explicitly refer 

to the illocutionary force. 

The present analysis of the strategic aspects of directive speech acts by Japanese 

working women in charge goes beyond the level of the syntactic structure of the head act. 

paying special attention to "co-occurrence rules" with other pragmalinguistic devices 

(Ervin-Tripp, 1976:32). For such investigation, I will primarily take advantage of Blum

Kulka, et al's ( l989a) systems for segmentation of directives.I36 Rules that have been 

found particularly important in the objectives of this study include supportive moves and 

alerters (Blum-Kulka, et al., l989b: 19). Non-conventionally indirect act strategies (i.e., 

hints) will also be identified as an integral part of the strategic use of directives by people in 

leadership positions. All these aspects of language use will clarify two distinct properties of 

directive strategies specific to Japanese working women in positions of authority and their 

strategic manipulations for their directive speech acts to be empowered: I) linguistic elabo

ration of the head acts as contextualization, and 2) linguistic construction of collaborative 

rapport. 

Strategic elaborations of the head act 

First of all, quantitative investigation has been conducted to survey the overall fre

quencies of pragmalinguistic elaborations of the directive proper. I sorted out directives 

which are not accompanied by any of the optional pragmalinguistic elements for elaboration 

of the head act.I37 The results show that there is a quantitative difference between the gen

der groups, which was found statistically significant at p<.05 (Table 5.19).138 

136 For illustration, a directive like "John, get me a beer, please. I'm terribly thirsty" is 
divided into four segments: "get me a beer," the head act; "John," an alerter; "please," a 
downgrader; and "I'm terribly thirsty," a postposed supportive move (Blum-Kulka, et al., 
L 989a:275-6). 
137 Additional pragmalinguistic elements for elaboration investigated in the present study 
include alerters (e.g., anoo 'well...,' omae 'you'), lexical downgraders (e.g., hedges such 
as chotto 'a little,' -to omou 'I think'), lexical upgraders (e.g., repetition of the act, em
phatic adverbials such as chanto 'properly,'), and supportive moves (e.g., reasons for the 



Women 

Men 

Total 

304 

TABLE 5.19. 

Rates of Elaboration by Gender 

Head Act Only 

88/455 ( 19%) 

27/85 (32%) 

120/540 (22%) 

Elaboration 

367/455 (81%) 

58/85 (68%) 

420/540 (78%) 

Chi-square = 4.46; d. f.= 1; p < .05 

Women tend to elaborate directives more often (81 %) than men (68%). 

One such coordinate elaboration which most strongly differentiates between the gender 

groups is the usage of "supportive moves" (hereafter SM), either before or after the head 

act (Blum-Ku1ka. et al .• 1989ab).l39 Table 5.20 shows that women tend to rely more on 

this strategy than men. and the magnitude of the difference is highly significant (p<.OO 1 ). 

Women 

Men 

Total 

TABLE 5.20. 

Rates of Supportive Moves by Gender 

Present 

193/455 (42%) 

17/85 (20%) 

210/540 (22%) 

Absent 

2621455 (58%) 

68/85 (80%) 

330/540 (78%) 

d.f.= l; Chi-square= 11.4; p < .001 

A regression analysis of the use of supportive moves as the dependent variable has also 

selected the speaker's gender as a significant variable (Female: 0.567; Male: 0.293 at 

act, minimizers of the burden brought by the act). Uses of supportive moves and alerters 
will be the target of the present analysis. 
138 Directives in the Non-conventional Indirect Act category (i.e .• hint strategy) are not in
cluded. 175 directive acts by women and 37 directive acts by men are excluded. 
139 Both preposed and postposed supportive moves have been included in the accounts. 
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p<.OO l; Chi-square per cell= 1.056).140 Table 5.21 also describes the distribution of com

mon types of SMs identified. 

140 In addition to the speaker's gender, the Goldvarb program took into account the pos
sible effects of the settings (i.e., office, meeting, phone conversations), the immediacy of 
the action requested (i.e., now, future, and both), gender of the participants (i.e., female to 
female, female to male, female to both, male to male, male to female, and male to both), the 
addressee's uchi/soto membership, and the relative age of the participants. The program 
was run twice with mutually exclusive factors (the speaker's gender and gender of the par
ticipants, and the settings and the uclzi/soto dimensions) separated. The results show that 
both the immediacy of the action requested and the settings are statistically significant fac
tors for the uses of supportive moves, as well as the speaker's gender category: 

The Immediacy of the action 
l) Now 0.395 (27%) 
2) Future 0.595 (48%) 
3) Both 0.577 (44%) 

Settings 
l) Telephone 
2) Office 
3) Meeting 

0.610 (58%) 
0.532 (37%) 
0.338 (33%) 

That is, directives which require the immediate initiation of the act are unlikely to carry 
supportive moves (0.395). At meetings, SMs are less likely to be used (0.338), whereas 
they are more likely to be used in telephone conversations (0.610). 
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TABLE 5.21. 

Common Types of Supportive Moves 

Women Men 

Grounders 141 117(61%) 13 (77%) 

Imposition 37 (19%) 2 (12%) 
Minimizers 142 

Preparator 143 15 (8%) 1 (6%) 

Apologetics 144 12 (6%) 1 (6%) 

Combination 12 (6%) 0 

193 17 

The primary function of SMs in such face-threatening acts as directives is generally 

interpreted as the speaker's efforts to mitigate the imposition (Blum-Kulka, et al., 1989a). 

The present data also indicates that this is the case for both gender groups. SMs are taken 

advantage of mainly when relatively coercive forms, such as those of the categories DAi 

and DAii, are being issued (Table 5.22).145 

141 Grounders (mainly, reasons for the directive): 
kore watashi mo iishin nai kara ne ('Because I am not sure either about [which one 
we decided on last time']), yoku mite ('look at it carefully'). 

142 Imposition Minimizer (reduce the imposition): 
Moo akiraka ni habuku to wakatteru mono wa kekkoo nan desu ga ('It is fine to 
[skip] the part which we have decided to skip, but), hitori de handan shinai de 
kudasai ('do not make that decision yourselr). 

143 Preparator (mainly, ask about the feasibility of the act): 
Kore aru desho? ('You have more of these (clothes), don't you?'). Hojuu shire oite 
('get more (from the stock')). 

144 Apologetics (apologize for bothering the addressee): 
Wand kedo (I'm sorry [to ask']), denki no suitchi oshite kureru? ('can you switch 
the lights on?) 

145 The mitigating role of SMs is also confirmed in relation to contextual factors. As 
shown in Note 156, SMs are likely to be used in telephone conversations, where the speak
ers interact mainly with out-group members, whereas SMs are unlikely to be used at meet
ings where the speaker's dominance and control are taken for granted. It follows that the 
degree of mitigation can be low in such a situation. 



DAi: 

DAii: 

DAi+ii: 

CIA: 

TABLE 5.22. 

Supponive Moves and Directness Cateiories 

Women Men 

1211193 (63%) 

29/193 (15%) 

150/193 (78%) 

43/193 (22%) 

10119 (53%) 

4/19 (21 %) 

14/19 (74%) 

5/19 (26%) 
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d. f.= 1; Chi-square = 0.44; p > .50 (DAi+ii, CIA) 

d.f.= 2; Chi-square = 2.2; p > .25 (DAi, DAii, CIA) 

This overall distribution of SMs is also consonant with Pufahl Bax's ( 1986) finding on di

rective use in American office settings. In her study, pre-sequences (including supponive 

moves) tended to be used much less frequently with embedded imperatives (e.g., Could 

you do X?), which are equivalent to the directives in the CIA category of the present study, 

due to the fact that CIA strategies are already mitigated. The widest gender-linked gap ob

served here lies in the uses of SMs with the most direct category, DAi (i.e., Women: 63%; 

Men: 53%). There is a tendency for women to mitigate direct acts more heavily than men. 

However, the difference was not statistically significant (p>.25). 

While women's more frequent usage of SMs can be considered to stem from their gen

eral preference for indirectness, given that mitigation is one function of SMs, it is also 

possible to interpret SMs as contextualization cues which empower women's indirect for

mulation of directives. Namely, the supportive move may contribute to framing the upcom

ing, relatively opaque, act as a directive, helping the speaker define the directive and the 

listener interpret the illocutionary intention (Pufahl Bax, 1986). As a matter of fact, there is 

strong evidence for this interpretation. 
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Interpreting speakers' use of SMs solely as mitigating acts does not account for the 

high frequency with which women use SMs with hint strategies (i.e., Non-conventionally 

indirect acts [NCIA]). While only about lO percent ofNCIA directives in men's data are 

accompanied by SMs, about half of women's NCIA directives are elaborated with SMs. 

This discrepancy between the gender groups is highly significant at p<.OOI (Table 5.23). 

TABLE5.23. 

Supportive Moves and Non-Conventionally Indirect Acts (Hints) 

NCIA: 

Women 

90/175 (51%) 

Men 

4/37 (ll%) 

d.f.= L; Chi-square= 25.8; p < .001 

Here are some examples of SMs co-ocurring with hint strategies: 

( I) F8, Section Chief at a language school, to the researcher (T): 

---> F8: ano= niizeroni to yuu heya nanode, 

'urn, because (the meeting) will be held at Room 202,' 

T: hai. 

'Yes.' 

F8: chotto sochira e ... go-issho shimasu. 

' {let's go} !46 there now ((pause, while looking at her memo on the desk)), 

I'll go with you.' 

146 { } indicates the illocutionary intention the speaker is hinting at. 
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(2) F8, chairing a facu1ty meeting: 

---> F8: Chotto kore wa, 

ano= natsu made ni wa muri kana to omoun& 

desu kedomo, 

'Though I think it may be a Little too much to get this (textbook project) 

done by (the end of) this summer,' 

... ano== .. kaku ka tewake o shimashite ne, 

'urn, dividing the chapters among us,' 

sukoshi ne naiyoo o kuwashiku . . benkyoo& 

suru to yuu ka, 

'(we) will study the content of each chapter in more detail; in other words,' 

kenkyuu shitai to omotterun desu yo. 

'I am thinking that { I would like us to} do some research.' 

(3) F9, Director at a public assembly hall for women, to a male, 'uchi' (in-

---> F9: 

Ml: 

---> F9: 

---> 

group) subordinate in his 60s (M 1 ): 

kankisen o ne\1 

nitchuu wa kakete okitai to omou n desu. 

'You know, the ventilation fan? I'm thinking that (we) should leave it on 

during the daytime.' 

XXX[XX) 

[naka ni aru] n desu. 

'(The switch) is inside (the building).' 

De kaeru toki ni suimasen ga, 

'Then, sorry to bother, but, when you leave,' 

Ml: Hai wakari [mashita.] 

'Yes, I got it.' 
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F9: [ ano sui tchi o. ] 

'urn, {tum off} the switch.' 

( 4) F9, wanting to make sure that the switch will be turned off, addresses her 

subordinates present at the moment. 

---> F9: Moo suitchi irete okimashita node, 

'I've already turned it on, so' 

---> on ni shite okimashita node, 

'I've left it ON, so' 

kyoo kaeru no kara. 

'(Starting) today. In the order of leaving the office.' 

X san kara, 

'Ms. X (F 1, a female subordinate) is the first {to do it}.' 

Ii desu ka/Y. 

'All right, Y (M l) ((called by his title))? {Don't forget.}' 

In the preceding examples, it seems unlikely that the primary objective of using the 

SMs is to mitigate the imposition caused by the most indirect, evasive strategies. Instead, 

the function of SMs co-occurring with such highly opaque head acts is to help contextualize 

the upcoming utterances as directives. The SM (grounder) in ( 1) helps the speaker frame 

the following fragmental utterance and declarative statement as a directive and also helps the 

listener interpret what the speaker intends: 'we need to move to the other room now.' In 

(2), the speaker's effort to minimize the burden brought by the upcoming act itself func

tions as a contextualization cue, which prepares the listener for the upcoming directive. The 

first two SMs (preparator) in (3) raise the topic (i.e., a ventilation fan) in question to the 

hearer's awareness and set up a factual environment leading to the upcoming act. 

Concluding the framing, the third SM (apologetics) succeeds in signaling to the addressee 
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the upcoming sequence as a directive, to the extent that he immediately responds to the 

speaker's illocutionary intention positively and ends up overlapping with her. This is a 

typical example of success in strategic manipulation of indirectness, in that the speaker is 

offered an understanding of the desired action or willingness to comply (Hai 

wakarimashita, 'Yes, I got it') by the addressee even before she imposes on the addressee 

by explicitly stating the head act (Labov & Fanshel, 1977). In (4), the speaker, who wants 

to make sure that the illocutionary force will never fail to be exercised, reinforces her illo

cutionary intent, not exploiting a straightforward directive but still resorting to grounders. 

The repetitive use of grounders further emphasizes the factuality of the environment where 

the speaker's illocutionary intention must not be neglected for any reason. What is common 

to all these cases of contextualization is speakers' efforts to establish event trajectories (i.e .. 

the predictable order of events) in the addressee's awareness, which can make the upcom

ing sequence of events transparent and thus reduce the illocutionary burden of the control 

moves (Ervin-Tripp. 1981; Levinson, 1983:356ff). 

In contrast, a majority of men's requestive hints, which almost never co-occur with 

SMs, belong to what I call a 'descriptive' type of hint strategy, as indicated in Table 5.24 

below.I47 

147 The other types of hint strategy will be discussed in detail later in this section. 
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TABLE 5.24. 

Quantitative Surnmazy of Hint Types 

Women Men 

Supportive 
Move Only Sl/175 (29.1%) 8/37 (21.6%) 

Mono logic 
Style 381l75 (21.7%) l/37 (2.7%) 

Description 29/175 06.6%) 16/37 (43.2%) 

Opinions 271l75 (15.4%) 4/37 (10.8%) 

Rhetorical 
Questions 22/175 (12.6%) 8/37 (21.6%) 

Others 8/l75 (4.6%) 0 

The descriptive type of hints characteristically carries the declarative mood, which itself 

depicts a contextual frame for the addressee to interpret what the implicitly desired action 

should be. For illustration: 

(5) M l, President of a chain-restaurant company demonstrating how to cook a 

new menu to the managers of his branch restaurants. 

---> Ml: Ano na, 

konkai wa 30 nen mae to onaji nedan no& 

suteeki o dasu zo. 

'Hey guys, (we) will serve the steak at the same price as that of thirty years 

ago, {so do your best to learn how to make the cheap raw material taste 

good.}' 
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(6) M2. a regional manager of a fast food restaurant supervising a male trainee 

in his early 30s. 

---> M2: Hai ja kore kara supesharu menyuu ni hairimasu. 

'Now, from this moment {I will have you demonstrate your skills} in 

special kinds of menu.' 

This way of framing the directives itself can also be considered to establish the trajectories 

of events. but the acts would not be very successful without the inherent hierarchical rela

tionships between the speaker and the addressee. The declarative mood of the predicate 

structure expresses the speaker's deterministic attitudes toward the institutional role differ

entiation and takes it for granted that the addressee is supposed to perform what is implied 

by the words. No negotiations for the righteousness of the requested actions to follow are 

conducted through pre-sequences. This is in contrast with the consultative mood of the 

women's approaches. which show more concern for whether addressee is willing to par

ticipate in the upcoming sequence of events. 

The very virtue of requestive hints is that a requested act is carried out as a result of the 

hearer's recognition of the speaker's illocutionary intention while at the same time the par

ticipants are pretending that no such intention exists (Labov & Fanshel, 1977; Levinson. 

1983:38-40; Weizman, 1989). This deliberate opacity of the act certainly suits Japanese 

women, who have strong preference for indirectness. Using such an opaque strategy heav

ily dependent on the hearer's free will, however. the speaker runs the risk of the hearer not 

complying. According to Weizman (1989), this risk is skillfully compensated for by situa

tional appropriateness. The present analysis shows that the women in leadership positions 

strategically avoid the risk, using supportive moves. Without such situational aid, hint 

strategies are often considered to be impolite as well as ineffective (Blum-Kulka, 1987). 

In sum, women's uses of supportive moves observed so far portray their skillful com

pensation for the preferred opacity of their directive use. Tactful contextualization through 
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SMs can be a good strategic choice for working women in charge, who are inclined (or 

obliged) to frame the head act at the relatively indirect, mitigated end of the continuum. 

Women's encoding of the illocutionary intention is focused more on discourse environ

ments where opaque directive acts become contextually transparent and least face-threaten

ing due to the natural trajectories of events. In this way, their control moves are empow

ered. In contrast, men typically encode the illocutionary intention, relying more heavily on 

the directive proper itself. The transparent, direct formations of their directives free the 

speaker from the necessity of exploiting a larger strategic framework for contextualization. 

Linguistic construction of collaborative rapport 

The focus of the present analysis now shifts to the "relational components" of directive 

speech acts (Linde, 1988:396): the expression of the relation among the interlocutors, their 

group membership and identity, and the interlocutors' feelings about the speech situation. I 

have found that Japanese women in charge manipulate two particular elaborative devices to 

create collaborative rapport in distinct ways from men. Women's uses of alerters (attention

getters and address terms) and monologic style hints lead to the construction of in-group 

solidarity to encourage subordinates' willing cooperation, whereas men's uses of those el

ements highlight hierarchical relationships. 

To alter the recipient's attentional focus toward the utterance is the crucial first step for 

a directive speech act to be successful. The main referential purpose of alerters in directive 

speech acts has been identified as serving as cues to obtain the hearer's attention to what 

will follow; namely, another means of contextualization (Ervin-Tripp, 1981; Blum-Kulka, 

et al., 1989b: 17). More significant for the purpose of the present analysis, alerters also 

convey certain social information on participants. As past sociolinguistic work shows, the 

uses of alerters in directive speech acts (and terms of address in general) are governed by 

systematic rules of co-occurrence in accordance with a variety of social/contextual factors, 

such as interactants' relative age, rank, and familiarity, formality of the setting (e.g., pres-
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ence of outsiders), and territorial location (e.g .• physical distance between interactants) 

(Brown & Gilman, 1960; Ervin-Tripp, 1976). The present analysis is focused on the af-

fective messages conveyed by alerters as signaling the interpersonal stance, especially en

coding rank and submission of participants engaged in interactions (Mitchell-Keman & 

Kernan, 1977). 

At first glance, overall frequencies of alerters in the present data display no distinct dif

ferentiation between gender groups (Female: 25.6% [16l/630]; mail:!: 26.2% [32/l22]).148 

Alerters most frequently co-occur with directives in the most direct category (i.e., DAi and 

DAii), regardless of whether the speaker is male or female (Female: 55.9% [90/161]; Male: 

56.3% [18/32]). 149 This latter finding is also consonant with Ervin-Tripp's (1976) obser

vation that attention-getters are one of the typical structural variants co-occurring with the 

imperative head act in American English. 

Two kinds of interpretations of the tendency are possible. For one, the more direct the 

realization of the act is, the more momentous the illocutionary intention could possibly be. 

Obtaining the addressee's attention to the upcoming sequence is crucial. Alerters may be 

used as "intensifiers" (Blum-Kulka, et al., l989b: 19). For the other, the more direct the 

realization of the act is, the more mitigation the speaker may try to manipulate for face-sav-

ing. Alerters may thus be used as "downgraders" (Blum-Kulka. et al., 1989b: 19). 

Qualitative analyses, however, have revealed gender-linked differences in the types of 

alerters exploited and gender-specific manipulations of relational messages in directive 

speech acts. Table 5.25 is the summary of distribution across the gender groups. 

148 There were cases in which alerters were postposed after the head act. Those alerters 
were also included. 
149 The frequencies of alerters in the remaining categories are also shared by both groups: 
Female 17% (29/161) and Male 15.6% (5/32) in CIA, and Female 27.3% (441161) and 
Male 28.1% (9/32) in NCIA. 



TABLE 5.25. 

Use of Alerters by Gender 

Women 

l) Attention-getters 

[Types of attention-getters] 

A. 'Well!fhenlln that case' 

ja, jaa, a ja: 
dew a: 
deano: 
ja anoo, jaa anoo, 
ja ma ano, a ja ano: 

B. 'Well/Let me see/Hum/Er--' 

ano, anoo, konoo: 
eeto, eetoo: 

C. 'Look/Say/You see/See' 

chotto, a chotto: 

D. 'So/And!Thereupon' 

de, dee, sore de, 
sore to, dakara: 

E. 'Excuse me' 

suimasen, ja suimasen, 
suimasen chotto anoo: 

F. Noise 

a,aa, m 

G. 'Now' 

hai 

116/630 (18.4%) 

31/ll6 (32.8%) 
1/116 ( 0.9%) 
1/116 ( 0.9%) 

51116 ( 4.3%) 

38/116 (32.8%) 

22/l16 (19.0%) 
8/116 ( 6.9%) 

30/116 (25.9%) 

111116 ( 9.5%) 

101116 ( 8.6%) 

91116 ( 7.8%) 

91116 ( 7.8%) 

51116 ( 4.3%) 
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H. Rapport Particles 

ne,neV 4/l16 ( 3.5%) 

2) Last Name with san (honorific 31/630 (4.9%) 
suffix) 

3) First Name with san/chan 6/630 ( 1.0%) 
(casual/intimate variant of san) 

4) Title 5/630 (0.8%) 

5) Combination 2/630 (0.3%) 

6) Anta 'You' l/630 (0.2%) 
(informal but gender-neutral 
pronoun of 'you') 

Men 

1) Omae 'You' 15/120 (12.3%) 
(masculine, downward pronoun 
of 'you') 

2) Attention-getters 131120 ( 10.7%) 

A. 'Now' 

hai 9113 (69.2%) 

B. 'OK/Alright' 

yoshi 2113 (15.4%) 

C. 'Excuse me' 

suimasen 2113 (15.4%) 

3) Title 21120 ( 1.6%) 

4) Last Name with san 1/120 ( 0.8%) 

5) Combination 11120 ( 0.8%) 



Two major types are compared between the sexes: 

( 1) Attention-getters: 

Women: 

Male: 

18.4% ( 116/630) 

10.7% ( 13/120) 

3 1 8 

d. f.= 1; Chi-square= 2.038; p >.100 

(2) Address forms, both honorific and informal: 

last and first names, titles, 

omae (a masculine variant of 'you') 

Women: 6.7% (421161) 

Men: 14.7% (18/120) 

d. f.= 1; Chi-square= 2.990; p >.05 

Though gender-linked differentiation in the uses of attention-getters (A-Gs) is not statis

tically significant (p>.1 00), women tended to exploit them more often than men ( 18.4% vs. 

10.7% ). However, women's A-Gs are qualitatively quite different from those by men. As 

the specific types of A-Gs indicate (Table 5.25), women's A-Gs are mostly downgraders 

which indicate speakers' hesitation (e.g., 'well/let me see/hum': ano, eeto, aa, m, etc.) 

(25.9%; 30/116), casualness or unintentionality as an attempt to contextualize the succeed

ing act as some natural consequence (e.g., 'then/so': ja/jaa types, de/sorede/dakara types: 

'in addition': sore to) (41.4%; 48/116). Thus, this particular strategy in women's directive 

use is oriented to mitigation of imposition (i.e., negative politeness) and can also be iden

tified as another linguistic means to contextualize their indirect framing of directives. 

Most of men's A-Gs, on the other hand, are upgraders which reinforce the illocution

ary force of the act which is about to be exercised (e.g., hai 'now,' yoshi 'OK/ Alright') 

(84.6%; 11/13). 2 tokens of 'excuse me' in men's A-Gs are not strong counter-evidence to 

the patterns described so far. Both directives were issued to out-group members (total 

strangers), whereas 4 of those in women's A-Gs were issued to in-group members 
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(subordinates under the speakers' direct control) and the remaining 5 to out-group mem

bers. This is also indicative of women's A-Gs as typical downgraders. 

Except for this differentiation, both gender groups appeared to use these strategies re

gardless of various types of participant frameworks such as the 'uchi/soto' (in-group/ out

group) membership of the addressee, the relative age of participants, and the gender com

position of interaction. As the differences in the overall quantities of different alerters indi-

cate, women tended to take more advantage of the non-coercive variants of attention-getters 

(I 8.4%) to obtain the hearer's attention in contrast to men's emphatic use ( lO. 7% ). Men 

rather straightforwardly addressed addressees either by a downward pronoun 'you' 

( 12.3%) or by title ( 1.6%) for the same purpose. 

The uses of address forms were oriented predominantly to the 'uchi' (in-group) con

text and also involved clear qualitative differentiation between the gender groups, though 

not statistically significant (p>.05). Unlike the case of A-Gs, men are the primary users of 

address forms (Men: 14.7% [18/120]; Women: 6.7% [42/630]). Men's terms of address 

( l, 3, 4) are relatively monotonous, mostly using omae 'you,' a very masculine downward 

second-person pronoun, which is used typically to peers and someone in lower rank (83% 

[15118]). Furthermore, men's uses of omae do not appear to be subject to varying degrees 

of social distance and rapport with addressees: 80% [12115] of omae is used to in-group 

subordinates but 20% [3/15] to out-group members, regardless of the age and sex of the 

addressee. 

In contrast, women appear to possess a rich repertoire of terms of address and differ

entiate between the uses of first-name and last-name (2, 3, 4), depending on the age and 

sex of the addressee. ISO Appropriate measurement of social distance and rapport between 

the interactants seems quite relevant for women to make choices of variants. For example, 

150 In the Japanese system of address terms, addressing someone by last name is more 
formal than by first name. 
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ftrst names with san/chan were used exclusively with younger, female subordinates ( 100% 

[6/6]). Older subordinates were called either by last names (74% [14/19]) or by titles (26% 

[5/19]). Most male subordinates were called either by last names (76% [19/25]) or by titles 

(20% [5/25]). The informal second-person pronoun anta was used only once, to a younger 

male subordinate, by F6 (printing company official) ( 4% [ l/25]). 

The female-specific patterns of addressing others by name can also be considered to 

strengthen the illocutionary force of directives, but in quite a distinct manner from men. 

Women's ways of addressing subordinates' names do not overtly take advantage of their 

authority and higher status in the institutional hierarchy for granted. The manipulations of 

address terms described above show that women in charge are greatly sensitive to the recip

ient's identity and interpret the relative status in fictional interpersonal relationships in 

which status discrepancies are not on the surface. Observing socially appropriate ways of 

speaking in egalitarian peer interactions, women in charge legitimately emphasize positive 

face toward the addressees who are assumed to be socially less distant in terms of age and 

sex (e.g., use of first names for younger, female subordinates and use of informal anta 

'you' for a younger, male subordinate). Interacting with the addressees who appear to be 

socially more distant (e.g., male, and older subordinates), women in charge tend to use 

formal variants of terms of address such as last names with san or titles as socially ex

pected. 

In sum, women in charge seem to succeed in adding affective elements to their direc

tive acts, which can raise the subordinate's status up to the level of the speaker, to the sta

tus of collaborators who share her institutional power (Troemel-Ploetz, 1992). Men's ad

dressing subordinates is typically conducted in a way that the downward pronoun conftrms 

their dominant rank over the subordinates (Mitchell-Keman & Kernan, 1977). 

It has become evident from the analyses so far that women's egalitarian ways of fram

ing directives are incompatible with the overt execution of authoritative power. As a matter 
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of fact, to compensate for this dilemma women in charge seem to manipulate a specific lin

guistic device masking power and status asymmetries with subordinates: syntactic trans

formation of coercive strategies into monologue style hints. 

For comparisons between men and women, I first describe their uses of non-conven

tional indirect strategies (i.e., hints) below. As mentioned in the preceding section, there 

has been found an intriguing paradox. Against the general claim that high status people are 

inclined to use the most coercive types of directives (Ervin-Tripp, 1976), the present anal

ysis shows that the most off-record, non-imposing types of directives are also relatively 

common. Approximately 30% of directives by Japanese working men and women in posi

tions of authority belong to these types (Table 5.26). 



Direct Acts 
(DAi+ii): 

Non-conventionally 
Indirect Acts 
(NCIA): 
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TABLE5.26. 

Percentages ofDAi+ii and NCIA Categories 

Women Men 

56.2% (354/630) 58.2% (71/122) 

27.8% (175/630) 30.3% (37/122) 

In fact. this paradox turns out to make sense if we take into account sociopsychological dy

namics of interpersonal communication where one tries to get others do what s/he wants in 

such an institutional setting as workplaces. While the speaker needs to behave like an au-

thoritative figure to keep his or her authoritative power alive through active uses of coercive 

directives, it is equally important to maintain good rapport with subordinates with whom 

the speaker has constructed and will be sharing long-term productive working relationships 

for the common good. High status people's exploitations of hint strategies can be under

stood in this way as their efforts to save the recipient's face, and it seems that the person 

who has acquired such a rich repertoire of both assertive and deferential strategies is well 

qualified as a superior (Pearson, 1988, 1989). 

In addition, some researchers have suggested that hints in interpersonal communication 

can serve multiple functions. They are not only motivated by negative politeness but can 

also be a sign of high solidarity in closed networks of communication in which the partici

pants who know and can foresee each other's needs well and are unlikely to misconstrue 

the meanings of implicit messages (Kirsh, 1983; Ervin-Tripp, 1976, 1977). 

Hint strategies of Japanese women and men in charge can be classified into the follow

ing five main types. 

( 1) Supportive moves only: 
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The speakers conducted a number of requestive acts by providing only supportive 

moves without either the main clause (7a) or the predicate (7b) of the head act. Most 

of such supportive moves are grounders (i.e., reasons for the directive); others also 

include apologies (e.g., sumimasen ga ['Excuse me, but {do X for me}].'), 

strengtheners through checking on availability (e.g., sono uchi hima mitsukete, zehi 

['Whenever you can find time, by all means {stop by}].'), precommitments (e.g., 

chotto kore ii? ['Do you have a second {to do this}]?'), threats (e.g., chotto omae 

ki irete ikanai to. (' {Do your best. You won't succeed} unless you really throw 

yourself into it.') 

7a. F8 to 14 subordinates at a faculty meeting. 

Zentai ni tooitsu shite ikitai to omoimasu node, 

'Because (I) want to make (the procedures) uniform for everyone from now 

on,' 

minasan no boo e mawashimasu kara. 

'I will pass (the new teaching materials) around, so {study them and follow 

the procedures } . ' 

7b. Fl to a female subordinate at the office. 

Moshi chotto sore ga chigau n ja nai ka& 

to yuu no ga areba, 

'If there is (any English expression) which you think might be wrong,' 

neitibu ni. 

' {ask} a native-English-speaking staff member.' 

(2) Monologic-style hints 

What I call monologic-style directives is the transfonnation of directives having the 

common directive morphology, 'verb root plus -te' (i.e., Form 4 in Direct Acts 

Category i), into the gerund ( -te form) with comma intonation. It is equivalent to a 
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"syntactic downgrader" (i.e., which "modifies the Head Act internally by mitigating 

the impositive force of the Request by means of syntactic choices") (Blum-Kulka, 

et al., 1989a:281 ). The gerund with slightly slowed, low pitch articulation creates 

an impression that the speaker is talking to herself or himself and masks the fact that 

a directive is being issued (8): 

8 . F5 to 7 subordinate at a meeting. 

Dekiru dake naka ni haitte, 

'Ask (the Section Chiet) to stay inside as long as possible,' 

chokusetsu ni yatte iku yoo ni, 

ano= onegai shite, 

'and keep his direct eye (on the steady progress of the conference).' 

The clause-final gerund is articulated with falling intonation. This strategy yields 

two possible effects on the listener. First, the speaker sounds as if she is reciting 

the future action to take just to clarify it herself, while she is actually expecting her 

subordinates to understand her illocutionary intention and to take the appropriate 

action. Second, the strategy can also frame the addressee as the speaker's collabora

tor, creating an atmosphere that 'we' need to take the action together. 

(3) Description: 

Not being framed as explicitly as the supportive moves described above, speakers' 

descriptions of particular situations where requestive acts need to be fulfilled can 

also function as hints for listeners (9ab). I asked F4, Ms. Tanaka, to wear a lava

liere microphone at her workplace. This hint strategy was issued to me when she 

was about to go out for a short break. I immediately responded to her, "A soo desu 

ka ('Ah, is that so?'), Doozo doozo ('Please please [go ahead]')." 
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9a. F4 to the researcher. 

Lma kara kyuukei itchau n desu. 

'I'm going for a break now,' {so you need to let me take off this lavaliere 

microphone}.' 

At a meeting where a number of managers of branch restaurants are being instructed 

in how to cook a new dish, M 1, the president of the restaurant chain, suggests to 

one male manager that he should continue practicing how to prepare the dish. 

9b. Ml to a male subordinate at a meeting. 

OWatta n ja nai n da yo. 

'We are not done yet, {so continue}.' 

(4) Opinions: 

There are also cases in which the speaker's personal opinions about the topic in 

question exercise illocutionary force as directives ( 10). Uchida, a Division Chief at 

a publishing company, is advising a native-English-speaking part-time worker to 

become familiar with the payment systems of the company. 

10. Fl to a female part-time worker. 

Sooyuu shisutemu dakara, 

'Because we have such systems (for payment),' 

dooshite isshuukan-go ni denai no tte, 

soo yuu fuu ni iwaretemo 

'even if I was asked, "why won't I get paid a week later?"' 

komaru none. 

'there would be nothing I could do for you.' 

(5) Rhetorical questions: 

Rhetorical questions also seem to be a common hint strategy ( ll ). M 1 is in the 

kitchen asking the manager of a branch restaurant how some leftovers taste (to 
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know why their customers did not eat them); he implies that the manager should 

taste them. This indirect request was fulfilled by the manager right away. 

11. M 1 to the male manager of a branch restaurant. 

Aji wa doo da? 

'How does (it) taste?' 

For comparison between the gender groups, [classified the hints directives into the 5 

common types in the order of their frequency of occurrence in women's data (Table 5.27). 
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TABLE 5.27. 

Strategy Types in Non-Conventionally Indirect Acts Category 

WOMEN Individual MEN Individual 
DIRECTIVE HIERARCHY (175 Forms) Spks (n=9) (37 Fonnsl Spks_fn=4)_ 
Non-conventionally l1.5/b3U 31/l"l.'l. 
Indirect Strategy 27.80% 30.30% 
(Hints) 
I) Supportive Move Only 51 (29.1) Fl=4 (10.8) 8 (21.6) Ml=3 (7.0) 

F2=5 (20.8) M2=2 (9.1) 
F3=4 (4.7) M3=3 (13.0) 

F4=9 (10.5) 
F5=8 (7.8) 

F7=4 (10.5) 
F8=8 (7.8) 
F9=9 _(_7 .8) 

2) Monologic Style 38 (21.7) Fl=5 (13.5) 1 (2.7) Ml=l (2.3) 
F2=1 (4.2) 
F4=3 (3.5) 

FS=Il (10.8) 
F6=2 (2.9) 

F7=6 (15.8) 
F8=4 (3.9) 
F9=6 (5.2 

3) Description 29 (16.6) Fl=3 (8.1) 16 (43.2) Ml=4 (9.3) 
F3=2 (2.4) M2=2 (9.1) 
F4=2 (2.3) M3=3 (13.0) 
F5=3 (2.9) M4=7 (20.6) 
F6=2 (4.9) 
F7=2 (5.3) 
F8=5 (4.9) 

F9=JO (8.7) 
4) Opinions 27 (15.4) Fl-4 (10.8) 4 (10.8) M2=4 (18.2) 

F4=2 (2.3) 
f5=7 (6.9) 
F6=1 (2.4) 
F7=1 (2.6) 

F8==ll (10.8) 
F9=6 (5.2\ 

5) Rhetorical Questions 22 (12.6) F4=3 (3.5) 8 (21.6) Ml=4 (9.3) 
F5== 11 (l 0.8) M2=l (4.6) 

F6=3 (7.3) M3=1 (4.4) 
F8=2 (2.0) M4=2 (5.9) 
F9=3 (2.6) 

6) Others 8 (4.6) F9=8 (7.0) 0 

The results of chi-square tests indicate that both monologic style hints (2) and descriptive 

hints (3) are used differentially between the gender groups at p<.OOl (x2 = 14.8, 11.84, 



respectively). The differences in the uses of the remaining types were not significant 

(p>.250 [1], .250 [4], .100 [5]). 
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The transformation of one of the most coercive forms among women's directives 

(Verb stem+ te) (Table 5.3) into this highly ambiguous style is a fascinating innovation, 

which in fact ex.ens dual functions both towards positive and negative politeness. The 

speaker can waive her institutional power with the help of the linguistic device for masking 

both identities of the agent and the recipient (i.e., impersonalization) (Brown & Levinson, 

1987). It can ambiguate the borderline between the ranks and re-defmes the issuer of direc

tives as another one of the group rather than the leader. As a monologue, the utterance ap

pears to lose its target audience but is left in the air for everyone at the site to become aware 

of and to pick up. In this way, the strategy creates an atmosphere where the desired action 

needs cooperation of the group members to be accomplished and thus promote in-group 

solidarity. 

This strategy is also very useful for the speaker to avoid facing a potential rejection by 

the addressee, which is the principal driving force behind mitigation in directive speech acts 

(Labov & Fanshel, 1977). By framing a directive more like a mere statement, the speaker 

can investigate the likelihood of compliance beforehand, and even if the addressee fails to 

comply, it allows both the speaker and the addressee to pretend that their faces are not dam

aged. 

As for men's preference for the descriptive type of hint strategies, I argued earlier (in 

relation to women's preference for supportive moves with hints) that the declarative mood 

of the predicate structure can be quite coercive especially without the contex.tualizing aid of 

supportive moves. Co-occurrence of descriptive hints with supportive moves is consis

tently part of women's register, whereas their independent use is typical of men's hint 

strategies (Table 5.28). 
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TABLE5.28. 

Co-occurrence of Descriptive Hints and Supportive Moves across Gender 

SMs Present SMs Absent 

Women 55% (16/29) 45% (13/29) 

Men 19% (3/16) 81% (13116) 

d. f.= 1; Chi-square = 27 .8; p < .001 

The level of significance (p<.OO 1) indicates that women take advantage of pre-sequences to 

initiate the descriptive hints far more often than men. I hypothesize that men's uses of di

rectives, which tend to highlight the hierarchical structure of their control over subordi

nates, allow for this economy of contextualization. 

In sum, what these patterns of elaborative strategies represent is women's face-sensi

tive usage consisting of both negative and positive politeness and men's consistent hierar

chy-centered usage. Women's contextually proper adaptation of face-saving strategies 

(through both positive and negative politeness) represents their recognition of the addressee 

as an individual rather than as a powerless directive-recipient for the sake of the establish

ment of good, collaborative rapport through fictional symmetrical relationships. Their di

rective speech acts succeed through the willing support of the subordinates, who are iden

tified as equal power-holders working toward mutual goals. Men's uses mainly take advan

tage of coercive, asymmetrical variants and highlight the hierarchical relationships between 

the participants. 

5 .4.5. Issues of Politeness and Powerlessness 

Past sociolinguistic work on gender and language has postulated that women's lan

guage is 'powerless' due to the relative lack of particular linguistic elements which are gen

erally regarded as being part of the masculine power code (Lakoff, 1975; Fishman. 1983; 

West & Zimmerman, 1983). This theoretical stance has also been common in a major series 
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of work on Japanese women's language, which is based primarily on quantitative compar

isons of overt linguistic features--generally, negative politeness features such as hedged, 

polite variants at the individual sentence level (Shibamoto, 1985; Smith, 1992ab). 

However, this one-dimensional approach to the culturally accepted image of Japanese 

women as the users of negative polite language seems to have created stereotypes of 

women as being categorically powerless in Japanese society (cf., Rosenberger, 1994). The 

results have led to the unanimous conclusion that Japanese women's indirect, polite uses of 

language reflect the fact that they see themselves as powerless. 

I argue that an examination of the factuality of powerlessness in Japanese women's 

language should call for more local perspectives on concrete, real-life contexts of their Ian-

guage use, where individuals' gendered speech indexicalizes quite a heterogeneous set of 

social identities (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1992). Owsley and Scotton (1984), for ex-

ample, demonstrate that communicative powerfulness should be understood as an aggre-

gate of various linguistic features (i.e., both negative and positive politeness features) being 

exploited simultaneously rather than as static recognitions of the presence or absence of 

particular linguistic features. The speaker's choices of linguistic features represent the 

speaker's dynamic processes of negotiation for communicative powerfulness from moment 

to moment within a talk exchange and are used to indexicalize the interpersonal stance 

(e.g., social distance, in-group/out-group membership) between the participants engaged in 

the exchange. Because the speaker's powerfulness is relative to the listener and changes 

depending on, among other things, the listener's perceptions from moment to moment in an 

exchange, it should be expected that the speaker constantly has to negotiate powerfulness 

by implementing variable combinations of those indexicalizing devices. I 51 

151 I define communicative powerfulness as the speaker's ability to "take charge" of a 
conversation (Myers-Scotton, 1985: l03). A powerful speaker is able to determine the 
sociopsychological dynamics of interpersonal relationships between interactants (e.g., 
social distance, in-group rapport, group membership, social status and identity) as well as 
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Throughout the preceding sections, this analysis of directive use has gone beyond the 

traditional approaches to directive use by analyzing a larger pragmalinguistic domain be

yond the individual head act and has succeeded in revealing some of the linguistic devices: 

men's hierarchy-centered and women's solidarity-centered approaches to the empowering 

of directive speech acts. These generalizations, however, still leave critical questions re

maining with respect to the dynamic construction of communicative powerfulness in real-

time interactions, especially in interactions where superiors' and subordinates' intentions 

conflict. Are women in charge who are more inclined to mask the status/power asymme

tries with their subordinates necessarily deprived of linguistic power in such situations? If 

so, how can they satisfy their institutional roles and accomplish their illocutionary inten

tions? Conversely, if women's directive use can be effective, how does powerfulness 

emerge as the result of manipulations of such egalitarian strategies? 

The objective of this section is to investigate these dynamic processes of accomplish

ment of communicative powerfulness in directive use in real-time interactions between 

Japanese women in charge and their subordinates. The investigation will be taking an ex

tensive look at speakers' manipulations of linguistic devices in the supra-sentential domain. 

As the locus of analysis, I will particularly pick interactions where directive speech acts in

volved high degrees of face-threats to subordinates. It is expected that in such situations 

speakers' negotiations for communicative powerfulness will be most necessary and thus 

the processes of accomplishment of powerfulness will become highly evident. 

The results of analysis will show that both positive polite and negative polite uses of 

language interact with each other, constituting an integral part of Japanese women's nego

tiations for communicative powerfulness. Of particular interest is that polite language, 

which has symbolized Japanese women's linguistic powerlessness, is effectively utilized as 

to control the content, the mood, the organization, and the evaluation of the conversation 
(e.g. topics, speaker turns, the atmosphere). 
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the anchor of strategic manipulations for conversational powerfulness. I will show that 

polite. deferential use of language indexes speakers' formal power derived from their insti

tutional roles; in other words. polite language is being taken advantage of as a marker of 

their social identity in dynamic processes of negotiating communicative powerfulness in 

real-time interactions. Some discoursal markers also interact with polite language to em-

power directive speech acts in effective ways. 

Style shifting of the predicate 

The most effective devices for negotiating powerfulness in women's directive use are 

the shifting between distal and direct styles of the predicate. Japanese distal style indicates 

the speaker's stance which esteems the addressee's negative face. in that slhe "is showing 

solicitude toward. and maintaining some linguistic distance from. the addressee." The style 

then characterizes the speaker as being less direct and more formal with a sign of deference 

to the person(s) addressed and/or the topic of conversation. Japanese direct-style. on the 

other hand. indicates the speaker's inclination to attend to the addressee's positive face. 

which allows him or her to talk directly. intimately. familiarly. abruptly or even carelessly 

to the addressee(s) and/or about the topic (Jorden & Noda. 1987). 

While direct style is consistent and stylistic variations seem to stay stable in men's 

data. I 52 style shifts of the predicate take place very frequently overall in women's directive 

speech acts. which also accords with Abe's ( 1993) observations of the speech of profes

sional women in leadership positions. In contrast, subordinates in my data did not shift 

their styles. but used distal style speech consistently. Especially in highly face-threatening 

situations some of the female executives faced. I have found characteristic maneuvers of 

152 Men's style shifts of the predicate (direct to distal) were identified only twice in sup
portive moves. M 1 switched to distal when he shifted the target audience of his remarks 
from particular individuals to a whole group of subordinates. All the speakers in positions 
of subordinates in the present data consistently used distal style in interacting with their su
periors. and no one displayed style shifts. 
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style shifting: women's frequent style shifting represents their dynamic negotiations for 

transitional in-group/out-group (uchi/soto) memberships in the immediate context of an ex

change (Sukle. 1994). as demonstrated below. 

Myers-Scotton ( 1983, 1985) claims that given communicative competence which en

ables the speaker to judge what is marked or unmarked in all types of linguistic choices. 

speakers of powerful language take advantage of distinctions between the marked and the 

unmarked in style shifting, using marked choices to reformulate the normative balance with 

the addressee in terms of the rights and obligations in an exchange. In the case of upward 

shifts in the present study. namely. direct style (unmarked) shifting to distal style (marked), 

the speaker deliberately segregates herself from the unmarked in-group solidarity with sub

ordinates and obtain formal power derived from her institutional role. In the case of down

ward shifts (i.e .• distal [unmarked] style shifting to direct [marked]). which took place 

mainly in meetings, the speaker denies her formal figure as a powerful moderator and de

scends to the level of the subordinates, by which her illocutionary intention obtains the 

willing support and empathy from her peers. 

To illustrate such dynamic negotiations for power through upward shifts, the first ex

cerpt, ( 12), comes from FS (Nagata), a foundation official, when she is issuing directives 

at a second meeting involving 5 male and 2 female subordinates. I judged this particular 

context was highly imposing to the subordinates, in that Nagata was giving two of the sub

ordinates (Mr. Tanaka and Ms. Yamada) some extra heavy work (i.e., presenting a sum

mary to all the people working at Plaza); this seemed to surprise them and arouse the under

lying negative reactions. 

(12) 

FS: Kichi tto shi ta kekka ga& FS: urn, I want you to manage 

deru yoo ni, (the upcoming event of 



2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

ano= motte itte hoshii. 

De ano== Tanaka -san ga, 

kichi tto zentai o& 

matomete. 

Ano= dekiru dake, 

naka ni haitte& 

chokusetsu ni yatte& 

iku yooni shite. 

De tantoosha wa e=& 

Yamada-san to yuu& 

katachi no naka de. 

student exchange) so that 

satisfactory outcomes can be 

obtained. 

Then, urn, Mr. Tanaka, (you) 

take good care of the 

whole process. 

urn, as much as possible 

get yourself involved 

(in the actual activities) 

and do things directly yourself. 

And while, urn, Ms. 

Yamada is the person in 

charge (at the site), 

8 . . . Minna ni, ... To everyone, 

9 yahari saishuuteki ni wa, After all, (0 also want you to 

10 puraza no minna ni& 

11 

---> hookoku shite hoshii n& 

desu yone. 

... sore wa ohutari& 

kara, 

12 ---> .. ano .. hookoku& 

13 

14 

shite kudasai. 

owatta ato. 

saigo no matome nanode, 

report to everyone at 

Plaza. 

... As for that, the two of you 

.. urn, .. please report (how the 

event goes to everyone) 

after it's over. 

Because this will be the 
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15 kibishiku, 

16 ano= .. ee yatte iku& 

koto ni shimasu. 

synthesis (of the project), 

strictly, well, .. urn, 

I will be doing 

(demanding) from now on. 

Nagata's unmarked style is direct style. She was using direct style most of the time 
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throughout both the first and the second meetings I observed. At the beginning of this in

teraction, she issues three relatively coercive direct fonns of directives (Lines 2 [-te hoshii], 

4, 6 [ -te directives]) in direct style. The degree of imposition of those directives, however, 

is not particularly high, since she is simply specifying the individual roles of two subordi

nates, which should already have been rather obvious from the previous preparation for the 

upcoming event. 

The highly imposing phase begins in Line 8. After a medium pause (approximately a 

second or so}, she begins to make a new proposal that the outcome of the project should 

be formally presented to everyone concerned at the end of the project. After elaborating 

who the target audience clearly is and the necessities of the requested act (yahari 'also') as a 

strengthener in Lines 9 and l 0, the speaker switches her style upward from the unmarked 

direct style to the marked distal style, issuing an explicit directive in Line lO (marked by 

--->on the transcript). After a few pauses and a hedge in Line 11 and at the beginning of 

Line 12, she reinforces the illocutionary force again in distal style in Line 12 (see--->). The 

speaker further justifies the illocutionary intention expressing her fmn determination (I'll be 

demanding) in distal style as being derived from some extrinsic reason (this will be the 

synthesis of the project). Note that in using distal style to formulate the directive, the 

speaker increases the formality of the proposition and thus finishes up the address as if her 

request were official and non-negotiable. 
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What is going on in the present segment of upward shifting is not simply the speaker's 

efforts to mitigate the imposition but one type of metaphorical shifting (Blom & Gumperz. 

1972) as the speaker's negotiations for the marked group membership (i.e., out-group 

member). The speaker takes up the polite, deferential style directive to index or re-define 

her higher rank identity which is different from the lower rank subordinates (Mitchell

Keman & Kernan, 1977). The speaker, who had been identifying herself as part of the 

group by using the unmarked direct, intimate style consistently throughout the interactions, 

now exploits the marked distal style to detach herself from the group and draw a demarca

tion line of status and power. Switching to distal style increases the degree of formality of 

the context of interaction, thus increasing the seriousness of that particular act. It also 

brings the speaker's institutional role and identity to the surface, and thus calls for more 

social distance from the addressees. By the end of the interaction, it becomes evident that 

the subordinates and the speaker belong to different interactional groups which are asym

metrically related, with the order-giver outranking the recipients. These distancing effects 

of upward shifts in style are also observed in Abe's ( 1993) study of Japanese professional 

women in charge. Abe (1993) reports that upward shifts are also used strategically as ex

pressions of disagreement or opposition in confrontational exchanges. 

Excerpt 13 is another such case. The same speaker, F5, is responding to a female sub

ordinate of hers (H), who has asked if it is alright if she doesn't go through all the details in 

presenting a program draft of the upcoming conference the foundation is in charge of. 

(l3) 

F5: 

ii 

2 H: 

3 F5: 

Ya yattetta boo ga& 

[yo.] 

[ Ii] desu ka! 

M kore wa. 

M. 

F5: Yeah, you'd better 

go through them. 

H: Had I better? 

F5: Yeah, (you should 

do) with these. Yeah. 



4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Otte itte tte yuu ka, 

((imperious tone starts)) 

kore no sono tokuchoo& 

o yutte kurenai/ 

Saisho yutte kara, 

-> hitotsu hitotsu& 

nagashite kudasai. 

... [ nanka aru n desho I ] 

((imperious tone ends)} 

9 H: [xxxx] 

10 FS: Hora, 

11 H: Tokuchoo desu ka/ 

12 FS: koogi ga koo de& 

toka nantoka .xx. 

Like one by one, rather, 

((imperious tone starts)) 

Won't you tell (us) 

the (general) characteristics of 

these? 

First, you tell (them to 

us), then please go 

through them one by one. 

There should be 

something, shouldn't there? 

((imperious tone ends)) 

[xxxx] 

Look, 

(General) 

characteristics? 

lectures will be like 

this, or something like 

that, XX. 
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The speaker issues a direct-style directive in an advisory tone in Line 1. However, the in-

teraction suddenly becomes tense when the female subordinate states a remark in a chal

lenging tone, li desu ka/ ('[Do you really think] I had better?') against the speaker's intent. 

From Line 4 on, the speaker's tone of voice becomes a little imperious. She first begins to 

formulate an act adopting a question directive in direct style in Line 5, then switches to dis

tal style finally in Line 7. This marked, formal formulation of a directive brings the speaker 
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the underlying authoritative power attributed to her institutional role and thus empowers her 

illocutionary intention. 

The following excerpt ( 14) comes from F8, Okamura, a 45-year-old section chief and 

supervisor at a foreign language school. This interaction is even more characteristic of the 

speaker's manipulations of "multiple identities" (Myers-Scotton, 1985: 116) of group mem

bership through displaying recurrent up and downward style shifts which influence direc

tive forms. The setting is a regular faculty meeting involving 13 female and l male lan

guage instructors, and Okamura plays the role of a moderator. Because of the formal nature 

of the setting, Okamura conducts the meeting mostly with distal style (the unmarked style). 

As shown below, however, constant cyclic shifts back and forth between the un

marked and the marked styles become very active through highly face-threatening ex

changes. Downward shifts in style (i.e., distal to direct) are typically adopted when the 

speaker tries to solicit the addressees empathy and agreement concerning the subject matter. 

This type of shifting tends to take place particularly in the context immediately preceding 

the upcoming directive acts (e.g., supportive moves) and contributes to contextualization so 

that illocutionary intention becomes highly inferable. Upward style shifts (i.e., direct to 

distal) co-occurring mostly with the head act are exploited in the same way as observed 

above; the speaker increases social distance from the subordinates and stresses her distinct 

social identity and higher rank. 

The interaction below is one of the most face-threatening phases of the entire meeting. 

Okamura is trying to admonish the subordinates who are present to tidy up teaching mate

rials so that everyone can utilize them efficiently. It seems that she had already warned them 

about the same problem before. 

(14) 

F8: xxx no kyoozai desu Aga=, About the teaching materials 

2 \ . . . ma ta A mechakucha de. at xxx (place name), 



((with strong emotion)) ... really messy again! 

3 ... Nande anna n nacchau& .. .I wonder why (they) 

no kashira tte& gets like that, 

omou n desu kedo. though. 

4 ... (1.5) "Ne. . .. (1.5) {Don't you think!?} 

5 . . . ( 1) Tabun warui no wa& I wonder if<@ I may be 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 I 

<@ atashi ja nai ka to& 

omoun desu kedo, 

iku tanbi ni arashiteru& 

tte ki ga nakumo nai& 

su ga ne.@> 

Toku ni "ne=, 

ano xxx no kaado& 

gocha gocha. 

Sore kara=, 

xx mo x:x mo hu tahako& 

zutsu yooi sarete& 

imasu desho/ 

Sono ~oohoo no hako& 

ga mechakucha ne. 

... Ichioo iro& 

tsuketeru ja nai. 

Aki no bun kara wa& 

mata kirei ni sorou& 

to wa 

o m o i m a s u ~ga=, 

the bad one (who leaves 

them like that), 

and it's not that I don't feel 

like I'm messing them up 

everytime I go there. @> 

Specially, you know, 

those cards for XXX are 

totally mixed up. 

In addition, 

there are two boxes for 

each of xx and xx prepared, 

aren't they? 

Those boxes are both mixed 

up . 

... They are given different 

colors just in case, right? 

I do think the cards which 

are supposed to be used 

from fall will all be 

ready, but ((slow tempo)) 
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((slow tempo)) 

14 . • . shichigat:su& 

tsukau toki ni mo, 

15 ---> moo kuregure mo& 

okiotsuke kudasai. 

((creaky voice)) 

... when you use them 

in July again. 

please be very careful to 

keep this in mind. 

( (creaky voice)) 

16 \ xxx san ga soo de nai to, Otherwise, Ms. xx will 

17 .. xx koosu no shinigami& become (exhausted and) 
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mitai ni nachau nee& 

yatte mo yatte mo. 

like the god of death in this program. 

No matter how she works. {there's 

no end to it}. 

18 .. . (2) dakara ano= zehi& 

minasan. 

... (2) So, urn, by all means, everyone . 

19 Mo to at ta tokoro e modosu& Keep a little bit of it in mind 

tte yuu no chotto& that you return 

kokoro gakete=, them to where they were 

originally, 

20 I oisogashii to omou n& 

desu kedo ne, 

21 --> kuregure mo onegai& 

shimasu. 

22 . . . De ichiban& 

koma t ta no wane=, 

Though I realize you are 

busy, 

I strongly request that 

you do this favor. 

. .. And most troublesome 

is that the originals 

23 \ risuningu tasuku no ano=& (of the materials) for the 

orijinaru ga& 

nakunatchatteru. 

listening tasks are gone. 



24 Dakara ano, 

25 orijinaru wa, 

26 moo nani ga "'attemo& 

1-->modoshi te kudasai ne. 

So. urn. 

the originals. 

please return them no 

matter what happens. 

27 .. orijinaru nai to bora, .. Without the originals. look. 

28 kopii dekinai desho/ we can't make copies. 

can we? 

29 Are ga nai to yappari, Without those. 

30 \ sugoku komatchau node. we are really in big trouble. 

so ... 
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In Line 1 Okamura brings up the topic (teaching materials) in the unmarked distal style. 

Also note here that the accented. lengthened particle 1\ga ('but') is very effective in catching 

the audience's attention for the new topic. Then. in Line 2 she switches to the marked direct 

style (downward shift marked by'\') with an emotional tone of voice. trying to solicit the 

audience's empathy for the difficulties which arise. At this point. the speaker denies her 

formal identity as a moderator and joins the group of subordinates as an insider. Up to Line 

6. the speaker frequently uses contractions and informallexicon.I53 which make the utter

ances very casual. though the predicates themselves are in distal style. 

Along these lines. the speaker with her identity of an in-group member seeks the audi

ence's agreement andre-frames the problem as being a mutual one rather than just blaming 

her subordinates for it. This manipulation reduces the degree of face-threat to the subordi

nates and is effective as a strategy to enhance collaborative rapport. Particularly. in Line 4 

an independent particle Ne seeks confirmation from the audience. In Lines 5 and 6, she re-

153 For example: anna ni natte shimau ->annan nacchau ('gets like that) in Line 3~ atashi 
(pronoun 'I') in Line 5; iku tabi ni ---> iku tanbi ni ('everytime I go') and ki ga naku mo 
nai desu ga ne ---> ki ga naku mo nai su ga ne ('It's not that I don't feel like ... ) in Line 6. 
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inforces her in-group identity, claiming that she may be the one who has caused the prob

lem, which is probably not really the case. Saying it jokingly with laughter also lightens the 

seriousness of her complaint (Lines 5 through 6). Starting with an attention-getter, sore 

kara= ('in addition'), in Line 7, the speaker further pinpoints the messiness of specific ma

terials in boxes. She continues this description in direct style (except for Line 10) up to 

Line 12. 

By this point, the speaker's appeal to the audience's empathy and emphasis on the 

shared nature of the problem through using direct style have made what the speaker intends 

the addressees to do quite obvious. Now the speaker begins to conduct an explicit request, 

switching to distal style in Line 13 (marked by 'f) and issuing the head act in Line 15 

(marked by-->). In Lines 13 and 15, the speaker adapts marked discoursal devices such 

as slow tempo with an attention-getter ("'ga=), and creaky voice. This dramatization further 

increases elements of seriousness. 

The speaker does not seem to regard her directive as being satisfactory for the goal to 

be achieved, perhaps because this problem has not been resolved in spite of her previous 

warnings. She repeats the whole act from the beginning, adopting the same strategies of 

style shifting. In Line 16, the speaker again solicits the audience for their in-group sympa

thy in direct style (marked by'\') by pointing out with a little humor how the messiness has 

troubled Ms. xx who is in charge of teaching materials. The speaker begins to try out the 

second directive with an alerter (minasan 'everyone') in Line 18. After issuing an imposi

tion minimizer in distal style in Line 20 ('Though I realize that you are all busy') ('f), she 

again issues a directive in distal style in Line 21 ( --> ). 

The third act and its contextualization in Lines 22 through 30 again parallel the previ

ous directives. The speaker again shifts back to direct style, adopting vernacular contrac

tions (nakunatte shimatte iru ---> nakunatchatteru) in Lines 23 ('\'). By also framing her

self as a person in trouble, the speaker emphasizes her in-group identity. In Line 26 ( ---> ), 
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a is conducted again in distal style with an emphatic stress ('f). This formal stance of the 

speaker immediately disappears when she shifts back to direct style with a contraction 

(komatte shimau ---> komatchau) in the following sequence of a grounder (i.e., a reason 

for the act) in Line 30 ('\'). 

These dynamic style shifts portray the speakers as a powerful communicator. The 

powerful speakers acquire multi-faced identities by changing their speech style in a wide 

range from most vernacular to most formal. As shown so far, at times the speaker has the 

freedom to choose to identify herself as a member of the group, to promote cooperative 

rapport (downward shift'\'); in contrast, at other times she has the freedom to express her

self as an outsider in order to more effectively exercise general control over the group 

(upward shift 'f). In this way, style-shifting allows the female executives to affect the 

group dynamics with full control over power distributions. 

Other devices for powerfulness 

In addition to the strategic uses of style shifting, women in charge use a wide variety 

of other linguistic and paralinguistic devices effectively to empower their directive speech 

acts. Such devices include: 1) contextually marked usage of contractions and informal lexi

cal items; 2) stressed particles and lexical items, often with lengthening of the final syllable; 

3) slow tempo; 4) dramatization; and 5) humor, often with laughing voice quality. 

In the preceding descriptions of style shifts, some of these devices have already been 

demonstrated. Contractions and informal lexical items are used in conjunction with the 

marked downward shifts in style, all of which indicate the shift of the speaker's stance to

ward informality and in-group rapport with subordinates. Stressed particles are a good de

vice to obtain the audience's attention to the speaker's initiation of a new topic or act. Both 

slow tempo and emotional involvement dramatize directives, which not only attract the au

dience's attention but also elevate the momentousness of the illocutionary intention in a 
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non-intimidating manner. All these devices are integrated into the speaker's skillful con

struction of pre-environments of upcoming acts as contextualization cues. 

In general, a good sense of humor and sophisticated use of it seem to signal one of the 

imponant qualifications to be a good leader (Pearson, 1988, 1989). Use of humor in face

threatening situations has been identified in a number of different languages as a typical 

positive politeness strategy to assen common ground (Brown & Levinson, 1987). In rank

asymmetrical interactions in American English, for example, humor is also realized mainly 

as forms of positive politeness (e.g., inclusive 'us' or 'we' [Troemel-Ploetz, 1994:206]; a 

downward shift to a more colloquial style [Pearson, 1988:80, 1989:300]) with the aim of 

reducing social distance and promoting in-group solidarity. And this particular skill is also 

stressed as a strategy specific to women in charge at American workplaces, who are in

clined to stay friendly and personal with subordinates by mitigating negative face threats 

(Troemel-Ploetz, 1994 ). 

Camouflaging face-threats with humor is also found to be an effective strategy charac

teristic of Japanese women in charge, but in quite distinct ways from those patterns de

scribed for American English. Some of the speakers tend to add humorous elements to or

der-giving situations by exploiting extraordinary degrees of politeness as a marker of their 

social status (i.e., upward shifts). By adopting hyper-marked degrees of politeness, the 

speakers degrade their own status and lift their subordinates up to the level that is even 

higher than their own status (i.e., negative-face orientation). This eccentric reversal of so

cial statuses leads to laughter, which contributes to a congenial atmosphere in the work

place and high solidarity among workers (i.e., positive-face orientation) 

Through direct observations of workplace interactions, I have noticed that such formu

lation of humor by women in charge greatly contributes to the general harmony of working 

relationships among colleagues as well as between superiors and subordinates. The ex

cerpts presented below all come from F9 (Morita), who is particularly expen in taking ad-
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vantage of humor in order-giving situations. Note that Morita generally speaks to the sub

ordinates under her direct control in direct style, in a very intimate, friendly manner.--> 

indicates the locus of humor in each interaction, and hyper-polite language is underlined. 

( 15) F9 is addressing three subordinates at the office concerning switching off a 

ventilation fan when the office is closed. She phrases her utterance in a 

way one begs mercy. 

--> F9: Oneqai <@ desu kara, 

kyooryoku o shite& 

kudasai.@> 

Because I'm asking you 

a favor, 

<@ please cooperate 

(with me.) @::> 

Ss: <@ xxxxxx @> <@ xxxxxx @::> 

( 16) F9 is addressing a male subordinate (M 1) in his 60s, acting like a teenage girl who 

typically lengthens the copula (desu). 

--> F9: A hanko o tsui te& It would be fine if you 

kudasareba ii de==su. 

( (like a teenage girl)) 

[@@@@] 

Ml: [@@@] 

F9: . . . Tabun mite i tadai ta& 

to omou kara. 

. . "ne_ 

((like a child asking 

an adult for agreement)) 

would just stamp your 

seal (in that document). 

((like a teenage girl)) 

[@@@@] 

[@@@] 

Because I guess I have 

received a favor of your 

reviewing it. 

.. {Right!?} 

((like a child asking 

an adult for agreement)) 
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( 17) F9 is asking M l a favor to remind her of flowers she has placed in some other place. 

--> 

The locus of humor is the second utterance. She impersonates the 

addressee using a heavy local dialect which is presumably his (washa 'I'; iwan de 

'not saying'). 

F9: .. ano= kioky inputto& 

shitoite itadake masu ka. 

Washa wa shiran tte& 

iwan de. 

Ml: @@ 

.. Um. could I receive a 

favor of your inputting 

this into your 

memory (i.e .• remembering 

this matter)? 

Not saying. "None of 

my business." 

( 18) F9 is going to ask a male subordinate in his 40s (M2) who is about to leave the office 

to deliver a document on his way. This could be a significant imposition. but the 

hyper-polite directive worked well without causing any serious damage to his face. 

F9: Isogu/ Are you in a hurry? 

M2: XXX. XXX. 

--> F9: Shooshoo omachi& 

itadakeru/ 

((jokingly}) 

Basu de kaeru/ 

M2:xxx. 

F9: Sokka .. . xxx. 

Mada kaeritaku nai n da. 

Could I receive a favor 

of your waiting a 

second? ((jokingly)) 

Are you taking a bus 

home? 

XXX. 

I see ... 

You don't wanna go home 

yet. 
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Orya i i jan ban made. Why don't you stay here 

till evening? 

Note that Morita's unmarked style is predominantly direct and friendly to any of the sub

ordinates under her direct control. The source of humor common to all of these strategies 

lies in an unrealistic, deliberate reversal of status between superior and subordinates, which 

is realized by her use of polite language beyond its nonnative extent (the underlined). 

Using hyper-polite expressions ( 15, 18), the speaker lowers herself and raises the ad

dressee's status to a level that is higher than hers. Her impersonation of a teenager grants 

the addressee a higher status than her own. Her masculine, powerful portrait of the older 

male subordinate through mimicking his local dialect also gives him her father-like author

ity and raises his status beyond her level ( 17). 

The speaker's extraordinarily humble figure is incongruent with reality, evokes laugh

ter and a congenial atmosphere, and most importantly, terminates unexpected possibilities 

of rejection, not in a forceful way but in quite a formal, professional manner by polite lan

guage. 

This marked usage of polite language highlights two general aspects of directive use by 

Japanese women in charge. First, lowering their own status in such a playful manner rep

resents their coolness toward hierarchical status as a tool of power. Second, their distinc

tive exploitation of polite language reconfirms that politeness can be the anchor of strategic 

manipulation of power in directive speech acts by Japanese women in charge. The speak

er's deliberate use of polite language should not be identified as any form of compensatory 

strategy for a lack of authority, but as being representative of a different sort of path toward 

the use of power in face-threatening situations. 

Overall, what has been most striking in the preceding discussion is the fact that 

Japanese women in charge manipulate, apparently powerless, polite language as an effec-
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tive powerful tool in an exchange. Contrary to the general claim that Japanese women are 

obliged to speak powerlessly due to the lack of powerful elements in linguistic options ac

ceptable for women. the normative polite. deferential use of language is one of the critical 

techniques in their elaborated repertoire of strategies and operate at the higher level of dis

course. 
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5.5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

It is now evident from the outcomes of the present study that directive strategies spe

cific to Japanese working women in charge typically carry morphosyntactically de-femi

nized, but polite and deferential, structures, adopt strategies of contextualization in order to 

compensate for their indirect framing of directives, ambiguate power/status asymmetries 

with subordinates with great sensitivity to their individual identities (i.e., negative polite

ness), and at the same time take a solidarity-focused approach toward the promotion of 

collaborative rapport (i.e., positive politeness). Particularly, it is shown in directive use in 

highly face-threatening situations that polite language plays a dynamic role in indexing one 

aspect of their social identity through gendered speech (Ochs, 1992). The strategies used 

by Japanese women in charge can be summarized in Table 5.29. 
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TABLE 5.29. 

Nesative and Positive Politeness Stratesies in Directive Use 
by Japanese Workins Women in Positions of Authority 

Strategies oriented 
to Negative Face 

- Indirect. deferential 
variants of directive 
morphology 

-Supportive Moves 

-Speaker-oriented/ 
Impersonal perspectives 

- Hedged attention
getters 

-Monologue-style hints 

- Marked (distancing) upward 
shifts to distal style 

- Lowering own status 

Strategies oriented 
to Positive Face 

- Contextualization 
(through supportive 
moves 

-Using addressees' 
names 

- Monologue-style hints 

- Marked downward 
shifts to direct style 

- Marked uses of 
vernacular contractions 
and lexicons 

- Dramatization 
(emphatic stress and slow tempo) 

-Laughter 

-Humor 

These outcomes provide us with some empirical resolutions on the two polar interpre-

tations of the speech of Japanese women in leadership positions which have been sug

gested in past studies based on anecdotal evidence. First, the present study also identifies a 

tendency towards de-feminization or neutralization of gender-associated elements in the 

speech of Japanese working women in charge (Reynolds, 1992). Such innovations, how

ever, do not lead directly to masculinization of their language use. Their categorical denial 

of adaptation of the male power code has been confirmed by the analysis of naturalistic in-
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teractions at a number of workplaces, though this is quite an expected consequence because 

there is such a strong stigma about women's masculine speech in the society. 

On the other hand, a 'subculture' interpretation of their innovations (Abe, 1992~ Ide & 

Inoue, 1992; Smith, 1992b; Sunaoshi, 1995), that powerfulness is derived from womanli

ness in speech, is partly denied. Gender-linked, overtly feminine morphosyntactic charac

teristics were unlikely to be exploited as linguistic devices for power, despite the sugges

tion of previous studies that women's traditional roles (e.g., motherhood) affords them 

power (Smith, 1992b; Sunaoshi, 1995). Rather, most working women in charge tend to 

diminish the femininity of their speech, primarily adopting gender-neutral variants. 

However, indirect, polite language, a major property of women's language in Japan, was 

found to be an integral part of women's innovative directive strategies and seems to func

tion to index their social identity. 

These outcomes are also related to the issue of the dilemmas which Japanese working 

women in charge are likely to face with respect to linguistic powerfulness. The results 

show that they do not resort to the masculine power code and the unmarked womanly code 

as possible sources of power. Moreover, indirect, polite ways of framing directives are the 

most likely choice for Japanese working women in charge. How then are these properties 

associated with the professional demand for communicative success in women's language 

use in order-giving situations? This question leaves us with the realization that the tradi

tional sentence-level analysis of the use of feminine (or masculine) variants may not give a 

clear picture of how Japanese women in charge resolve their communicative dilemmas. The 

present study assumes, then, that their strategic manipulations are attested at higher levels, 

rather than merely in terms of the surface realizations of morphosyntactic forms. This as

sumption has been empirically confirmed by contextual analysis of directive speech acts 

beyond the individual head acts of directives. 
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The key to disclosure of such higher-level operation has been found to be closely 

linked to two variables: the subcultural ethos and politeness phenomena. As for the former 

variable, a great deal of cross-linguistic evidence seems to indicate commonalities in wom

en's subcultural ethos in language use in many cultures, which is more focused on "con

nection" and "symmetry" in interpersonal relationships (Tannen, 1990) and involves 

greater sensitivity to changes in face-threatening materials in the immediate context of inter

actions (Brown, 1980). The present study of gender differentiation in Japanese language 

use adds another empirical confirmation to the list. The qualitative investigation of strategic 

elaboration identifies the fundamental driving force as women's sharper acuteness to "rela

tional components" of the act (i.e., the expression of the relation among the interlocutors. 

their group membership and identity, the interlocutors' feelings about the speech situation, 

etc.) and their inclination to magnify such components for communicative success on the 

one hand, and men's emphasis on "referential components" (i.e., what makes some direct 

predication about the world) (Linde, 1988:396) as the core of the act, on the other. 

It then follows that the derivation of authoritative power and approaches to it in such 

institutional settings as workplaces seem to differ between the subcultures holding these 

differing types of interactional ethos. Women's elaboration of directives centers on dimin

ishing power and status imbalances with their subordinates to create a rapport based on 

equality and collaboration. Women tend to concentrate their linguistic work on the con

struction of environments in which their illocutionary intention will be regarded as stem

ming from a mutually-perceived necessity, not simply as an overt demand from the speaker 

herself (i.e., contextualization). This emphatic approach to solidarity and cooperation 

among colleagues encourages the willing support of subordinates and consequently 

strengthens the speaker's authoritative power as well (Pearson, 1988, 1989; Troemel

Ploetz, 1992, 1994 ). Men's elaboration, on the other hand, takes their institutional power 

and authority for granted and functions to highlight hierarchical relationships with their 
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subordinates. Their directive use tends to focus primarily on the encoding of proposition of 

the act itself. which is guaranteed both by their use of the power code and their attitudes 

towards asymmetry in institutional status and power. 

As for the second issue. politeness phenomena. the outcomes of the present study also 

identify some universalistic elements in directive use by Japanese working women in 

charge: their communicative competence to manipulate both negative and positive politeness 

effectively for the communicative goal. This fmding sheds light on problematic treatments 

of linguistic politeness in past work on the speech of working women in charge. which has 

been concerned only with their use of negative politeness strategies. namely. mitigated def

erential usage of directives. The traditional sentence-level analysis of negative politeness 

has made oversimplified generalizations about the complex realities of the women's strate

gic use of directives. Most critically. it leads to the stereotype: stereotypical image of polite. 

powerless language users. 

The systematic analysis of the larger framework of directive speech acts conducted in 

the present study shows that positive and negative politeness strategies coexist as integral 

parts of women's strategic language use and often interact even in a single act (Pearson. 

1988. 1989). Positive politeness strategies such as markers of solidarity are used reduce 

social distance and to evoke favorable. warm responses or support from the audience. On 

the other hand. negative politeness strategies such as markers of deference and respect are 

also used to save subordinates' face and gain their willing support because such an inten

tional underplaying of status and power generally helps enhance the speaker's prestige and 

power. Powerful speakers can be characterized as skillful negotiators of audience support 

who utilize complex repertoires of sociolinguistic strategies (Owsley & Myers-Scotton. 

1984; Myers-Scotton. 1985). 

Finally, the process-oriented analysis of data conducted in the present study has also 

revealed that the dynamic construction of power is constantly manipulated at discourse lev-
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els by the speaker who takes into account moment-to-moment changes in the socio-psycho

logical climates of the immediate context of interactions (Gumperz, 1982a; Owsley & 

Myers-Scotton, 1984; Myers-Scotton, 1985). Of particular interest is the fact that polite 

language. a noted propeny of Japanese women's language, is utilized strategically for au

thoritative powerfulness in dynamic style shifts. Polite language is used to index the speak

er's formal institutional identity and to negotiate the relative stance with subordinates con

trolling the distribution of power in the group dynamics. By neglecting the processes by 

which power or authority are linguistically negotiated, past studies have naively judged 

polite, deferential uses of language as being an automatic sign of the powerlessness of the 

speaker. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The overall objective of this dissertation project was to provide empirical evidence 

against a mythical view of the homogeneity of Japanese language practices, focusing 

particularly on the speech of Japanese women, whose social lives have undergone dy

namic changes in contemporary society. Objective analyses of naturalistic speech data 

from three distinctive groups of Japanese women in the speech community rule out 

some of the negative stereotypes of women's linguistic behaviors as overgeneraliza

tions. I argue that the overgeneralizations are derived primarily from subjective and 

normative analyses of introspective data and biased sampling constrained by the tradi

tional ideology of complementary gender roles. 
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The results of the present analysis, on the other hand, demonstrate that internal or

derly heterogeneity does exist in complex realities of Japanese women's language prac

tices. The intra-gender-group variation is found to be highly systematic and consistent 

in close linkage to speakers' everyday contacts with people (i.e., communication net

works) and types of communicative routines and experiences associated with their oc

cupation-bound social status and identity (Nichols, 1980, 1983, 1984; Sankoff & 

Laberge, 1978; Finegan & Biber, 1994). These concrete categories based on individual 

speakers' everyday activities and life experiences are found more explanatory than as

sociations with abstract sociological categories such as social class in the traditional 

variationist framework (Eckert, 1988, 1989; Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1992). It is 

also quite feasible to assume that the working women whose social lives are oriented 

heavily to the public sphere of the marketplace tend to share similar variability with 

working men holding similar occupational status, as indicated by past studies such as 

Endoo, et al. ( 1989) and Endoo ( 1992). The empirical validity of this assumption. 
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speakers. 
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The present study also provides empirical evidence for a critical gap between intro

spective data and actual linguistic behaviors. Past questionnaire-based studies in par

ticular have consistently portrayed Japanese women as users of polite, conservative 

language on the basis of introspection of middle-class housewives in Tokyo. The pre

sent analysis of natural speech, however, demonstrates that most full-time homemakers 

are users of non-standard, vernacular grammars. I argue that this is plausibly due to 

their everyday communicative routines and experiences oriented predominantly to peer

group interactions and the less exposure to public evaluations of language use. 

Furthermore, the variable rule approach to intersecting relationships among poten

tial independent variables reveals that intra-gender-group differentiation is not limited to 

the frequencies of occurrence or non-occurrence of specific variables in question. The 

relative hierarchy of potential factors in terms of effectiveness displays a tendency that 

differential performance grammars operate between the two groups of women leading 

distinctive social lives: full-time homemakers and working women in general 

(Rousseau & Sankoff, l978b; Rousseau, 1989). In addition, it also clarifies the relative 

supremacy of positional, mechanistic factors (i.e., the linguistic environment of surface 

forms) over functional, semantic ones (Poplack, l980ab; Weiner & Labov, 1983), 

which provides a new insight into the function-dominated framework of past studies of 

sociolinguistic variation in Japanese. 

The second phase of this dissertation project is focused on a particularly critical as

pect of women's language use in context, namely, communicative problems Japanese 

women have to deal with in real-life situations. Working women in positions of author

ity are the ones who are most likely to confront the contradictions between the culturally 

prescribed images of women and their appropriate ways of speaking, and communica-
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tive requirements of their jobs (Reynolds. 1990; Smith. l992b ). The outcome of this 

first large-scale study of their communicative dilemmas at workplaces yields some theo

retical implications. 

First. prevalent de-feminization of overt feminine features (or gender-neutraliza

tion) in the speech of working women in leadership positions may be useful in predict

ing future directions for general changes in Japanese women's language since it seems 

plausible that this group of women represents a social group of high prestige which 

uses a superimposed variety among Japanese women. 

Second. it has been demonstrated that past work which conducted only sentence

level analyses of directive use by Japanese working women in charge missed a great 

deal of their linguistic innovations and creativity. which are identified most distinctly at 

higher-levels of discourse (e.g .• pre-sequence of contextualization) rather than in the 

surface realizations of morphosyntactic structures (Ervin-Tripp. 1976; Pufahl Bax. 

1986). 

Third. it becomes evident that past work which was focused primarily on the use 

of negative politeness strategies (e.g .• mitigated. deferential usage) provides quite a 

limited picture of strategic directive use by Japanese working women in charge. It is 

found that positive politeness strategies (e.g .• emphasis on rapport and in-group mem

bership) also play significant roles in their strategic manipulations of directive speech 

acts (Pearson. 1988; 1989). 

Fourth. the use of directives by Japanese working women in charge substantiates 

the gender-linked interactional ethos: women's "connection" and "symmetry"-focused 

approach to interpersonal communication (Tannen. 1990). The results indicate that 

Japanese women in charge characteristically innovate linguistic devices to mask or di

minish status asymmetries and imbalances with great sensitivity to changes in face

threatening elements in the immediate context of the interaction (Brown. 1980). 
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Last, the process-oriented analysis of directive speech acts reveal that the dynamic 

construction of power is constantly manipulated by the speaker who takes into account 

moment-to-moment changes in the socio-psychological climates of the immediate con

text of interactions (Myers-Scotton, 1985). Of great interest is that Japanese working 

women in charge tend to take advantage of polite language, a noted powerless property 

of Japanese women's language. as an indexicality device of their formal institutional 

identity, when they are required to negotiate their relative position with subordinates 

and to control the distribution of power in the group dynamics. 
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